To:

LIA02 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc

Subject:

Memorandum of conversation

Teleconference between NRC Chairman Jaczko and NISA Director General Terasaka
March 24, 5:30 pm to 6:00 pm
DG Terasaka thanked Chairman Jaczko for the opportunity of the direct teleconference.
Chairman Jaczko offered his condolences to DG Terasaka and all people of Japan about the recent earthquake
and tsunami.
DG Terasaka thanked Chairman Jaczko for the kind words. He continued on to briefly explain the situation of
NPSs after the tsunami: All 11 nuclear power plants were safely shut down as the disaster struck northeastern
Japan. However, at Fukushima Daiichi NPS, the power supply was lost and cooling function stopped, leading to
hydrogen explosion and fire. Residents within a 20 km radius from the NPS were evacuated and residents
outside a 20 km and within a 30 km radius were sheltered indoors. Currently, NISA and TEPCO are
maintaining cooling through water spraying and water injection while working to restore external power supply.
Chairman Jaczco expressed gratitude to DG Terasaka for his explanation and comments. Chairman Jaczko
explained that the NRC expert team is currently in Japan and is willing to provide any support necessary to the
Japanese efforts. He also asked DG Terasaka to contact him directly and let him know if there are any other
ways that the US/NRC can assist, especially in the area of technical support, in addition to the assistance the US
expert team is currently providing.
DG Terasaka thanked Chairman Jaczko for the NRC expert team's support including equipment and materials.
He especially expressed his appreciation for the technical support.
Chairman Jaczko said he and NRC are prepared to use all available resources to assist the Japanese side. He
also mentioned regular meetings between the NRC expert team in Japan and NISA representatives, and stressed
that the NRC team is trying to share information and collect information. He said he wanted to make clear that
the NRC team in Japan is trying to collect information only to assess the current status accurately so that the
best technical support can be provided to the Japanese side. He stressed that accurate and reliable information is
essential for that purpose. He further stated that it is sometime difficult to obtain accurate and reliable
information. He also said that he does not want to place an excessive burden on the Japanese side with too
many demands for information. He asked DG Terasaka to contact him and let him know if the Japanese side
feels overburdened by information request.
DG Terasaka responded that he understands that accurate and reliable information is essential for good
technical support, and promised that they will make their best efforts to share information and provide
information.
Chairman Jaczko asked DG Terasaka to contact him directly and inform him if there is a situation where the US
side's requests for information or other requests become an impediment to the Japanese side's recovery efforts.
DG Terasaka thanked Chairman Jaczko for the offer.
Chairman Jaczko said since DG Terasaka is busy dealing with the current situation he would conclude the
teleconference. He again expressed his condolences for the people who have been affected by the disaster in
Japan. He also stressed NRC is interested in providing all necessary support and help and asked DG Terasaka
not to hesitate to contact him directly and convey the needs to him. He said DG Terasaka must be extremely
busy these days but he looks forward to having a direct conversation again soon.
DG Terasaka thanked Chairman Jaczko again for the opportunity to engage in the direct conversation with him.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Google Alerts
Burnell, Scott
Google Alert - "Nuclear Regulatory Commission"
Friday, March 11, 2011 5:18:53 PM

News'ý"

3 new results for "Nuclear Regulatory Commission"

NRC senior staffers protest Yucca Mountain shutdown
Las Vegas Review - Journal
By Steve Tetreault WASHINGTON -- Three senior staff members at the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission signed written dissents to the agency's ongoing shutdown of the Yucca Mountain
project, according to documents made public Friday.
See all stories on this topic )>

Local nuke plants say they're ready for quakes
The Augusta Chronicle
"The design basis for protection against natural phenomenon requires licensees to design their
structures and safety systems to be resistant to earthquakes and tsunamis," said Joey Ledford, a
spokesman for the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
See all stories on this topic >)

DOJ: Honeywell To Pay $1 1.8 Million Penalty Over Waste Storage
Automated Trader
Honeywell operates the facility in Massac County, Ill.--near the city of Metropolis and the Ohio
River--to convert natural uranium into uranium hexafluoride for nuclear fuel under a license from
the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
See all stories on this topic )>

Tip: Use a plus sign
Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.

(+)

to match a term in your query exactly as is. Learn more.

From:
To:
Subject:

Gooole Alerts
Burnell. Scott
Google Alert - "Nuclear Regulatory Commission",

Date:

Friday, March 11, 2011 8:50:34 PM

News'

3 new results for "Nuclear Regulatory Commission"

Who will decide the future of Vermont Yankee?
WCAX
The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant in Vernon has been under public scrutiny for years, now
it is seeing federal support from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Vermont Yankee's
Larry Smith said, "It's been a very public process that's taken at ...
See all stories on this topic >

Nuclear reactors hit by quakes can suffer unforeseen failures
The Republic
In the US, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires that safety-significant equipment
and structures be designed to take into account the most severe seismic event on record for the
site and surrounding area, geologic studies that might reveal ...
See all. stories on this topic

Pressure. Radiation Rising at Japanese Reactors After Quake
BusinessWeek
Lack of adequate cooling for a reactor may cause a core meltdown, the most dangerous kind of
nuclear power accident, according to the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A meltdown
could potentially breach a reactor's containment building,
See all stories on this topic )

Tip: Use a plus sign (-) to match a term in your query exactly as is. Learn more.
Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harrington. Holly
Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden. Elizabeth; McIntyre. David
FW: News Reports of Japanese NPP Status
Friday, March 11, 2011 7:55:13 PM

From: Virgilio, Martin
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:50 PM
To: McDermott, Brian; Weber, Michael; Harrington, Holly; Morris, Scott; Leeds, Eric
Cc: McCree, Victor
Subject: Fw: News Reports of Japanese NPP Status

All
Please keep these in mind as you develop the key messages/ Q+A's for our communications plan

Marty

From: McCree, Victor
To: Virgilio, Martin
Cc: Dean, Bill; Satorius, Mark; Collins, Elmo

Sent: Fri Mar 11 19:40:15 2011
Subject: News Reports of Japanese NPP Status
I just listened to the NBC and ABC news "experts" accounts of the status of the Fukishima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP) Units 1 (and 2) and their forecast of what could
happen if electrical power was not soon restored. Their accounts included several misstatements that we ought to be aware of, and perhaps provide clarity in any NRC public
response and/or statements that we make on this subject.
i.

One expert implied that the BWR core is normally not covered, and that the ECCS
systems only inject after core damage has begun.

ii.

The expert also indicated that although the release of pressure from the containment
at FDNPP would be filtered, that the filtration was highly unlikely to be successful.

iii.

Another expert implied that nuclear power plants have a limited ability to withstand
an "expected" earthquake, and that they are not designed to handle an
"extraordinary" earthquake. [Note: Although the 8.9 Richter scale magnitude
earthquake at FDNPP may have been beyond its design basis (or Safe Shutdown
Earthquake) the SSE is, by definition, is an extraordinary earthquake.]

Vic

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HOO Hoc
HOO Hoc
HO0 Highlight - NOUE Termination at Diablo Canyon
Friday, March 11, 2011 7:49:54 PM

1528 PST - Diablo Canyon has terminated their Unusual Event because the tsunami warning has
been reduced to a tsunami advisory. No damage occurred during this event.
Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone:
301-816-5100
Fax:
301-816-5151
email:
hoo.hoc@nrc.gov
secure e-mail:
hool@nrc.sgov.gov

UUS.NRC

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Breskovic. Clarence
Breskovic. Clarence
NHK news reports TEPCO started to release air from Fukushima 1 reactor
Friday, March 11, 2011 7:34:01 PM

This will be my last report for the time being as the regular media outlets seem to be on top of things.
If you get NHK TV (Japan Broadcasting Corp.) on your cable TV service I recommend watching it.
Thanks,
Clarence

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Breskovic. Clarence
Breskovic, Clarence
Tokyo Electric Power To Release Reactor Pressure
Friday, March 11, 2011 7:28:01 PM

Tokyo Electric Power To Release Reactor Pressure
Tokyo, March 12 (Jiji Press) -- Tokyo Electric Power Co. has decided to release the pressure from
reactors of a quake-hit nuclear power plant in Fukushima Prefecture, northern Japan, to prevent them
from breaking down, company sources said Saturday.
Releasing the pressure from the company's Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant by opening their
valves may let a small amount of radioactive substances leak out into the atmosphere, according to
Tokyo Electric Power.
The safety of nearby residents will be ensured as all the residents in a 10-kilometer radius from the
power plant have been evacuated or instructed by the government to stay at home, according to the
sources.
Immediately after the 8.8-magnitude quake hit northeastern Japan, all the three operating reactors at
the power plant stopped automatically.
Internal pressure is feared to have risen at all the reactors. The pressure in the No. 1 reactor increased
to 600 kilopascals from the normal level of 400 kilopascals.
Meantime, Tokyo Electric Power is striving to restore the No. 2 reactor's cooling system, which stopped
working because the quake caused a power outage and emergency diesel power generation equipment
broke down.
While the reactor's cooling water levels are still kept at about 3.5 meters above the top of its nuclear
fuel rods, the level's decline would force the fuel rods exposed to air to generate radiation.
...................................................................................................................

Radiation Could Already Have Leaked at Nuke Plant
Tokyo, March 12 Kyodo -- Radioactive substances could already have leaked at the Fukushima No. 1
nuclear power plant after a magnitude 8.8 earthquake hit northern Japan, the operator Tokyo Electric
Power Co. said Saturday.
The amount of radiation reached around 1,000 times the normal level in the control room of the No. 1
reactor of the plant, the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency also said. The discovery suggests
radioactive steam could spread around the facility.
The agency also said radiation has been more than eight times the normal level at a monitoring post
near the main gate of the plant.
The authorities expanded the evacuation area for residents in the vicinity of the plant from a 3kilometer radius to 10 km on the orders of Prime Minister Naoto Kan, who plans to visit the facility later
Saturday.

.e

-

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly
USAF denies sending "coolant" to Japan
Friday, March 11, 2011 5:55:00 PM

FINALLY!!!
http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2011/03/11 /state-department-no-emergencydelivery-to-japanese -nuclear-plant/
The US Air Force denies sending "coolant" to Japanese reactor.
"Regarding the question of whether US Air Force delivered assistance to a nuclear
plant in Japan, I'm told that ultimately the Japanese Government handled the
situation on its own," State Department spokeswoman Julie Reside said in an
email.
For its part, the Air Force said it had no indication that it had delivered coolant or
any other supplies to the stricken power plant."

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sloan. Scott
Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot; Useldinq, Lara
Ouichocho, Jessie; Eads. Johnny; Adams. John; Blount, Tom
RE: Non-Power Reactor Status
Friday, March 11, 2011 4:46:45 PM

Scott -

Understand. We weren't offended that NPRs weren't mentioned ...we just wanted you to have the data
if you needed it.
Please let me know if you need any more info.
Thanks,
Scott

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 4:44 PM
To: Sloan, Scott; Brenner, Eliot; Uselding, Lara
Cc: Quichocho, Jessie; Eads, Johnny; Adams, John; Blount, Tom
Subject: RE: Non-Power Reactor Status
Scott;
Thanks very much for that. We were focused on those sites directly on the shore - I
couldn't think of an RTR site that could have been affected.
Scott
From: Sloan, Scott
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 4:43 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Quichocho, Jessie; Eads, Johnny; Adams, John; Blount, Tom
Subject: Non-Power Reactor Status
Scott,
I have read through the OPA talking points and press releases, and I noticed that the status of NRClicensed non-power reactors was not mentioned.
The non-power reactors group submits the following information, should you see fit to include in an
update or additional information release:
The NRC licenses a number of non-power reactors near the coastline in Oregon and California. These
reactors, used for various research and development purposes, each produce less than 2 megawatts of
power. These facilities are located at least 4 miles from the coast, and their sites are located at a
significant elevation or behind a natural buffer. The NRC staff has contacted these licensees and
verified that they have not been affected by the tsunami. The staff is continuing to monitor the
situation.
Please feel free to let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Thanks,
Scott Sloan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bentley, Mark
Burnell. Scott
RE: US nuclear accidents/incidents
Friday, March 11, 2011 4:13:25 PM

Many thanks, Scott.
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 3:29 PM
To: Bentley, Mark
Subject: RE: US nuclear accidents/incidents
Hello Mark;
I apologize for the delay, please use this statement:
The 1979 Three Mile Island accident is the only instance of its kind in the 50 years of U.S.
commercial nuclear power plant operation. Other serious challenges to U.S. reactor
safety, which fell short of requiring evacuations or other emergency action, include a 1975
fire at the Browns Ferry nuclear plant, as well as a 2002 corrosion event at the DavisBesse nuclear power plant in Ohio.
Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
From: Bentley, Mark [mailto: Mark. Bentley@FOXNEWS.COM]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:20 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: US nuclear accidents/incidents
Thanks again for your help with this, Scott.
To recap, we are looking for a list of events/incidents/accidents at US nuclear
plants/reactors.
I don't know the technicalities of what qualifies as an incident or accident to the Dept of
Energy or the NRC, but as a lay person I imagine events necessitating the evacuation of
plant employees, residents of nearby community(ies), leakage of radiation into the
environment, etc.
I understand from our conversation that the NRC considers Three Mile Island to be the
only event of this sort that has occurred at a US nuclear plant. Am I recalling.this
correctly?
Are there others that don't rise to the level of TMI that in any way involved employee or
resident evacuations or leaking of radiation into the environment?
Events that made the headlines when they occurred?
Thnnk
l\•••
! r.l Y
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Sincerely,
Mark
Mark Bentley
Fox News Channel Fox Business Network
212-301-3812
mark.bentley@foxnews.com
ps My deadline is 3:00 pm if you're able to help by then.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Brenner, Eliot; Weil, Jenny
FW: Markey Queries NRC on Seismic Safety of Nuclear Reactors in Wake of Japan Earthquake
Friday, March 11, 2011 3:50:00 PM

From: Barry, Giselle [maiIto:Giselle.Barry()mail.house.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 3:40 PM
Subject: Markey Queries NRC on Seismic Safety of Nuclear Reactors in Wake of
Japan Earthquake
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
202-225-2836
MARCH 11, 2011
http://markey, house.gov/

CONTACT: GISELLE BARRY

Markey Queries NRC on Seismic Safety of Nuclear Reactors in Wake of Japan
Earthquake
htthp://markey.house.gov/docs/3-11-11 nrc Japan letter.pdf
Lawmaker also cites seismic safety concerns associated with pending approval
of Westinghouse AP1000 nuclear reactor design
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Today, Congressman Edward J. Markey (D-Mass.), a senior
member of the House Energy and Commerce Committee, sent a letter to Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Chairman Greg Jaczko requesting additional
information on the potential impacts of today's massive earthquake on
Japan's nuclear facilities as well as any implications for America's
domestic nuclear industry. Japan has declared an "atomic power emergency"
and at least one nuclear power plant the U.S. has declared an 'unusual
event' because of the tsunami warnings that have been issued.
"This disaster serves to highlight both the fragility of nuclear power
plants and the potential consequences associated with a radiological release
caused by earthquake-related damage," wrote Rep. Markey to Chairman Jaczko.
"We must ensure that America's nuclear power plants can withstand a
catastrophic event and abide by the absolute highest standards for safety."
Earlier this week, Rep. Markey wrote to Chairman Jaczko urging the NRC not
to approve Westinghouse's design for a new nuclear reactor design, known as
the AP1000, until serious safety concerns have been addressed. Rep. Markey's
letter referenced concerns raised by one of the Commission's most
long-serving staff that there is a risk that an earthquake at the AP1000
could result in a catastrophic core meltdown.
"If the NRC approves the AP1000, then it may have widespread use throughout
the United States, making questions about its safety of crucial national
importance," said Rep. Markey earlier this week. "Taxpayer dollars should
not be spent on reactors that could be at risk of suffering a catastrophic
core meltdown in the event of an aircraft strike or a major earthquake."

##
SocialMedia mailing list
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Uselding. Lara
Burnell. Scott; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington. Holly
RE: UPDATE ON TSUNAMI WARNING
Friday, March 11, 2011 3:41:54 PM

Because the tsunami warning is still in effect until possibly midnight, then Diablo Canyon
will remain in the NOUE status.
Per Eliot, lets add wording to our next release that you are working Scott such as:
NRC will continue to monitor as long as the alert is in effect...
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:38 PM
To: Uselding, Lara; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: UPDATE ON TSUNAMI WARNING
Any update on the NOUE?
From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:32 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Subject: UPDATE ON TSUNAMI WARNING
We have just learned from our RIs that it is POSSIBLE that California Emergency
Management Agency may extend tsunami warning an additional 12 hours

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Toledo, Myrna A.
Burnell, Scott
RE: Dr. Andrew.Murphy
Friday, March 11, 2011 3:13:54 PM

Thank your getting back to me Scott.
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott. Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:11 PM
To: Toledo, Myrna A.
Subject: RE: Dr. Andrew Murphy
Hello Myrna;
I'm very sorry, but the NRC won't be able to provide anyone today. I'd suggest checking
with the Nuclear Energy Institute (nei.org) or the American Nuclear Society (ans.org)
Thank you.
Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
From: Toledo, Myrna A. [mailto: Myrna.A.Toledo@abc.com]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:26 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Dr. Andrew Murphy
Hi Scott,
As I stated in our conversation, we would like to do an interview with Dr. Andrew Murphy
regarding his work on the safety of nuclear plants in earthquakes. I know he cannot specifically
comment on the disaster in Japan today, but here are some of the general questions we would
ask...
1 - In general, how are nuclear reactors designed to resist earthquakes?
2 - Do you know the specifics of how the nuclear reactor in Japan were designed and tested?
3 - In general, can you talk about the resistance of nuclear plants and the testing of them?
If Dr. Murphy is available and willing to discuss in general, we would like to do an on-camera
interview with him today for a special we are producing for 20/20 tonight on the disaster in Japan.
Please let me know.
Thank you,
Myrna

Myrna A. Toledo
ABC News 20/20
147 Columbus Ave.
9th Floor
New York, NY 10023

Phone: 212-456-2017
Fax: 212-456-6092
Email: Myrna.A.Toledosabc.com

From:

Burnell. Scott

To:

Brenner, Eliot

Subject:

FW: Query from Joe Johns at CNN

Date:

Friday, March 11, 2011 3:09:00 PM

From: OPA Resource
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 3:08 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Query from Joe Johns at CNN

From: Johns, Joe [mailto:Joe.Johns@turner.com]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:56 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Query from Joe Johns at CNN
What if anything is NRC doing to help Japan-or is this all being left up to DOE and IAEA?
Thanks
Joe Johns
202898 7669

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Brenner. Eliot
Useldinq, Lara; Harrington. Holly; Burnell, Scott
Dricks. Victor
RE: PNO-IV-11-001 Diablo Canyon NOUE.docx
Friday, March 11, 2011 2:38:35 PM

If that occurs, I may - repeat may -- want victor to come in and spell you for a while
tonight. There may be nothing to do, but I'd like a set of hands nearby and in close touch.
From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:35 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Dricks, Victor
Subject: PNO-IV-11-001 Diablo Canyon NOUE.docx

/

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Useldino. Lara
Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
UPDATE ON TSUNAMI WARNING
Friday, March 11, 2011 2:31:46 PM

We have just learned from our Rls that it is POSSIBLE that California Emergency
Management Agency may extend tsunami warning an additional 12 hours

From:

Useldina. Lara

To:

Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell. Scott

Subject:
Date:

Corrected misinformation on ELP and ANS websites that California plants shutdown
Friday, March 11, 2011 2:30:33 PM

Just spoke to online editor at ELP (source of misinformation) to have them correct their
story and headline that California plants shutdown
From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:09 AM
To: Uselding, Lara
Subject: FW: Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission

From: Google Alerts [mailto:googlealerts-noreply@google.com]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 11:53 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
News

1 new result for Nuclear Regulatory Commission

California nuclear plants shut down as tsunami precaution
Electric Light & Power
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission said there is nothing wrong with the plant, but a tsunami warning
requires the plant to shut down as a precaution. The NRC said the plants are located in an area that the expected
waves should not impact, ...
See all stories on this topic- )>

Tip: Use quotes ("like this") around a set of words in your query to match them exactly. Learn more.
Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.

,AI

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Hopkins. Jon
Boger, Bruce
Regan. Christopher; CullinQford. Michael; Astwood. Heather; Quinones. Lauren; McGintv. Tim; Blount. Tom;
Foqgie. Kirk; Ramsey. Jack; Schwartzman, Jennifer; Brown. Frederick; Thomas, Eric; Burnell. Scott
INFO: UCS statement re Japan earthquake
Friday, March 11, 2011 2:15:06 PM

Bruce,
FYI.

Statement from UCS.

"...scientists said they needed to do more to ensure that future quakes don't risk the kind
of reactor impact that Japan is now grappling with. We do not believe the safety standards
for U.S. nuclear reactors are enough to protect the public today," Edwin Lyman, senior
scientist, global security programs, at the Union of Concerned Scientists, told Reuters...."
http://www.comcast.net/articles/news-science/20110311/SCIENCE-US-JAPAN-QUAKEUSA-NUCLEAR/

Jon

From:

Brenner. Eliot

To:
Subject:

Burnell, Scott
RE: US nuclear accidents/incidents

Date:

Friday, March 11, 2011 2:15:33 PM

Yes.
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 2:13 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: FW: US nuclear accidents/incidents
I'm tempted to repeat that TMI's the only accident, and that Davis-Besse and Browns
Ferry represented the most serious incidents to date. OK by you?
From: Bentley, Mark [mailto: Mark. Bentley@FOXNEWS.COM]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:20 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: US nuclear accidents/incidents
Thanks again for your help with this, Scott.
To recap, we are looking for a list of events/incidents/accidents at US nuclear
plants/reactors.
I don't know the technicalities of what qualifies as an incident or accident to the Dept of
Energy or the NRC, but as a lay person I imagine events necessitating the evacuation of
plant employees, residents of nearby community(ies), leakage of radiation into the
environment, etc.
I understand from our conversation that the NRC considers Three Mile Island to be the
only event of this sort that has occurred at a US nuclear plant. Am I recalling this
correctly?
Are there others that don't rise to the level of TMI that in any way involved employee or
resident evacuations or leaking of radiation into the environment?
Events-that made the headlines when they occurred?
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Mark
Mark Bentley
Fox News Channel / Fox Business Network
212-301-3812
mark.bentley@foxnews.com

ps My deadline is 3:00 pm if you're able to help by then.

From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:

Burnell. Scott
Toledo, Myrna A.
Brenner. Eliot
RE: Dr. Andrew Murphy

Date:

Friday, March 11, 2011 2:10:00 PM

Hello Myrna;
I'm very sorry, but the NRC won't be able to provide anyone today. I'd suggest checking
with the Nuclear Energy Institute (nei.org) or the American Nuclear Society (ans.org)
Thank you.
Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
From: Toledo, Myrna A. [mailto:Myrna.A.Toledo@abc.com]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:26 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Dr. Andrew Murphy
Hi Scott,
As I stated in our conversation, we would like to do an interview with Dr. Andrew Murphy
regarding his work on the safety of nuclear plants in earthquakes. I know he cannot specifically
comment on the disaster in Japan today, but here are some of the general questions we would
ask...
1 - In general, how are nuclear reactors designed to resist earthquakes?
2 - Do you know the specifics of how the nuclear reactor in Japan were designed and tested?
3 - In general, can you talk about the resistance of nuclear plants and the testing of them?
If Dr. Murphy is available and willing to discuss in general, we would like to do an on-camera
interview with him today for a special we are producing for 20/20 tonight on the disaster in Japan.
Please let me know.
Thank you,
Myrna

Myrna A. Toledo
ABC News 20/20
147 Columbus Ave.
9th Floor
New York, NY 10023
Phone: 212-456-2017
Fax: 212-456-6092
Email: MvrnaA.Toledobabc.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Brenner, Eliot
FW: Clinton Statement
Friday, March 11, 2011 1:09:00 PM

For what it's worth...
From: Capra, Tony (NBCUniversal) [mailto:Tony.Capra@nbcuni.com]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:08 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Clinton Statement

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton
Opening Remarks at the President's Export Council
March 11, 2011
Old Executive Office Building
Washington, D.C.
SECRETARY CLINTON: Thank you, Jim. And it's wonderful to see all of you. I am
delighted to be able to come and talk with you. Under Secretary Hormats is carrying the
water for the State Department and what we're doing with the Export Council and the
President's goal of doubling our exports.
And I just want to start by echoing the President's statement this morning about our concern
and condolences over what's happened in Japan and what is yet unfolding with the tsunami.
Obviously, the United States is offering immediate relief. Those of you who do business in
Japan, we think we - we've sent out a Warden Notice. We think we've accounted for most
all Americans that we know of, but let us know. Our consular efforts are literally 24/7 to
make sure that we assist any and all U.S. citizens and are supporting the Japanese
Government.
We just had our Air Force assets in Japan transport some really important coolant to one of
the nuclear plants. Japan is very reliant on nuclear power and they have very high
engineering standards, but one of their plants came under a lot of stress with the earthquake
and didn't have enough coolant. And so Air Force planes were able to deliver that. So we're
really deeply involved in trying to do as much as we can on behalf of the Japanese and on
behalf of U.S. citizens.
Tony Capra
Assignment Desk Manager
NBC News Washington
(202) 885-4200
Tony.Capra@nbcuni.com

From:

Ostroff. James

To:
Subject:

Burnell, Scott
Re: Japan / nuclear

Date:

Friday, March 11, 2011 12:51:57 PM

Thanks for getting back to me, Scott.
Let me hold off for a bit. Our coverage strategy is "evolving."
I don't want to chat with you right now and then..., call again, one or two
more times today. It would be better to do so later.
Best,
--Jim

Jim Ostroff
Senior Editor
Platts Nuclear Publications
202 383-2249
james ostroff@platts.com

The information contained in this message is intended only for the recipient, and
may be a confidential attorney-client communication or may otherwise be privileged
and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this
message to the intended recipient, please be aware that any dissemination or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify us by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. reserves the right,
subject to applicable local law, to monitor and review the content of any
electronic message or information sent to or from McGraw-Hill employee e-mail
addresses without informing the sender or recipient of the message.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Breskovic. Clarence
Breskovic. Clarence
Japan Update: Evcuations ordered around Fukishima
Friday, March 11, 2011 11:38:00 AM

Contents
Japan Orders Evacuation of Residents Near N-plant
Kyodo: Gsdf Sent To Area Near Fukushima Nuke Plant To Assist Evacuation
3.000 Ordered To Evacuate Near Quake-hit Fukushima Nuclear Plant
Fukushima Pref. Warns of Radiation Leak at N-plant

japan Order-s Evacuation of Residents Near N-plant
Tokyo, March 11 (Jiji Press) -- The government on Friday ordered evacuation of residents in
a 3-kilometer radius from a quake-hit Tokyo Electric Power Co. nuclear power plant in
Fukushima Prefecture, northern Japan, citing a possible radiation leak.
The government, however, has confirmed no radiation leak so far. The evacuation order
was issued after the 8.8-magnitude quake hit northern Japan to have all the three reactors
at the power plant shut down automatically.
Chief Cabinet Secretary Yukio Edano said at a news conference that the government called
for prteemptive evacuation, urging the 5,862 residents to stay calm in following the order.
The government also instructed 45,345 residents living outside the area but in a 10kilometer radius to stay at home.
According to the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency of the Ministry of Economy, Trade
and Industry, cooling functions of the No. 2 reactor at the plant have stopped working,
affected by a power outage caused by the quake.
The agency is unable to confirm cooling water levels at the reactor and the No.1 reactor.
The plant's emergency diesel power generation equipment has stopped working, leading
the company to dispatch power supply cars, according to the agency.
As the power supply cars have reached the plant, the company is proceeding with work to
resupply electricity to restore cooling functions.
The Fukushima prefectural government has reported that cooling water levels at the No.2
reactor are dropping and warned that continued decline would expose nuclear fuel rods to
air to generate radiation.

(

Reactors were also automatically shut down at the company's Fukushima No. 2 nuclear
power station, with emergency supply of cooling water starting at one of them.
The nuclear safety agency said sufficient cooling water is supplied at the reactor, but
tsunami prevented the agency from confirming whether pumps taking in sea water for two
other reactors are working properly.

Kyodo: Gsdf Sent To Area Near Fukushirna Nuke Plant To Assist Evacuation

Tokyo, March 12 Kyodo -- A total of around 160 Ground Self-Defense Force personnel and
a number of large vehicles have been dispatched to an area near the Fukushima No. 1
nuclear plant in Fukushima Prefecture to help evacuate local residents, a senior SDF officer
said late Friday.
More than 100 members of a GSDF special unit trained to deal with chemical disasters have
been advancing toward the area, SDF chief Ryoichi Oriki said at a news conference at the
Defense Ministry.
Some 3,000 residents near the nuclear plant have been ordered to evacuate due to a
problem with a cooling system detected at one of the six reactors at the Tokyo Electric
Power Co. plant.
Meanwhile, liaison officers from U.S. Forces Japan were being sent to the ministry to
coordinate the disaster response of the SDF and U.S. forces, he added.
Around 300 aircraft and about 40 vessels of the SDF have been dispatched or are being
prepared for dispatch to deal with the disaster, according to the ministry.
3,000 Ordered To Evacuate Near Quake-hiit Fukushima Nuclear Plant
Tokyo, March 11 Kyodo -- (EDS: ADDING GOVT SPOKESMAN'S COMMENTS) Japan declared
a state of atomic power emergency Friday after the country, which has about 50 nuclear
power reactors, was hit by a powerful earthquake, instructing around 3,000 residents near
the Fukushima No. 1 plant to evacuate.
Japan's top government spokesman Yukio Edano told an evening press conference, "We
have a situation where one of the reactors (of the plant) cannot be cooled down." But the
chief Cabinet secretary said the evacuation instruction was only precautionary.
"No radiation has leaked outside the reactor. The incident poses no danger to the
environment at the moment," Edano said.

The post-quake situation prompted the Vienna-based International Atomic Energy Agency
to scramble for details from contacts with Japan's industry ministry, while saying in a
statement that at least four nuclear power plants "closest to the quake have been safely
shut down" after the 2:46 p.m. quake.
Tokyo Electric Power Co., the operator of the Fukushima plant, reported that the level of
the water surrounding the fuel rods was going down in the reactor.
Radioactive materials could be emitted if part of a rod is exposed to the air.
But officials of the prefectural government dismissed a view that the plant is in any critical
situation, saying the top of the water is 3.4 meters above the fuel rods at the troubled No.
2 reactor.
The evacuation advisory was issued for people living within a 3-kilometer radius of the
plant, while those living within a 10-kilometer radius were asked to stay home, Edano said.
Prime Minister Naoto Kan declared the emergency even though no radiation leak has been
detected after the magnitude 8.8 quake so that authorities can easily implement
emergency relief measures, Edano said.
Japanese Defense Minister Toshimi Kitazawa ordered the Self-Defense Forces to act in
response to the state of atomic power emergency. Also, the Defense Ministry dispatched a
chemical corps of the Ground Self-Defense Force to the plant.
Motohisa Ikeda, senior vice industry minister, also left Tokyo for Fukushima on Friday
evening by an SDF helicopter.
According to the industry ministry, a total of 11 nuclear reactors were automatically shut
down at the Onagawa plant, Fukushima No. 1 and No. 2 plants and Tokai No. 2 plant after
the biggest-magnitude quake in the country's modern history.
At the Onagawa plant in Miyagi Prefecture, a fire started at a building housing the turbine,
the operator, Tohoku Electric Power Co., said, denying it detected any signs of radiation
leaks.
Water spilled from pools containing fuel rods at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa plant on the Sea of
Japan coast- in Niigata Prefecture and the Onagawa plant, the operators said, saying they
saw no signs suggesting radiation leaks.
Hokkaido Electric Power Co. reported no problems at its Tomari No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3
plants on the northernmost main island.
There were no immediate signs of any problems at the Hamaoka nuclear plant on the
Pacific coast in Shizuoka Prefecture, southwest of Tokyo, the prefectural government said.

Fukushima Pref. Warns of Radiation Leak at N-plant
Fukushima, March 11 (Jiji Press) -- The Fukushima prefectural government on Friday
warned that water levels dropped at a reactor of a quake-hit Tokyo Electric Power Co.
<9501> nuclear power plant, posing a threat of a radiation leak.
If the water levels at the No.2 reactor at the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power station of the
company keep falling, nuclear fuel rods would be exposed to air to generate radiation,
according to the prefecture.
The prefecture urged residents in a 2-kilometer radius from the reactor to immediately
evacuate.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Useldina. Lara
RE: Updated with earthquake info RIVDC TSUNAMI .docx
Friday, March 11, 2011 10:40:00 AM

My apologies, too many e-mails to track - I'll make sure Brenda coordinates with me.
From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:33 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Subject: Updated with earthquake info RIVDC TSUNAMI .docx
Importance: High
Can you all add the HQ boiler and any contact info you require for you all?
Thanks!
Lara

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Burnell. Scott
Uselding. Lara; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington. Holly; Howell. Linda
Akstulewicz. Brenda
RE: Updated talkers 3_11_QUAKE talk pts.docx
Friday, March 11, 2011 10:39:00 AM
High

Linda, Lara;
Eliot has asked me to coordinate any further updates to the talking points - please send
suggested additions to me. Thank you.
Scott
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:39 AM
To: Uselding, Lara; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Howell, Linda
Subject: RE: Updated talkers 3_11_QUAKE-talk_pts.docx

FYI - I have saved these:

G:-03I 1-QUAKE-talkpts.docx It is the first document after the list of folders.
From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:26 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Howell, Linda
Subject: Updated talkers 3_11_QUAKE talkpts.docx

ýý6
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Useldina, Lara
RE: Updated talkers 3_11_QUAKE-talk-pts.docx
Friday, March 11, 2011 10:28:00 AM

A further update? What's been added?
From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:26 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Howell, Linda
Subject: Updated talkers 3_11_QUAKE-talk-pts.docx
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Bowman, Greoorv
RE: Reschedule Today"s ASP Briefing
Friday, March 11, 2011 10:24:00 AM

I hope to make it - please send a rescheduler.
From: Bowman, Gregory
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:24 AM
To: Coe, Doug; Coyne, Kevin; Demoss, Gary; Hunter, Christopher; Croteau, Rick; Laur, Steven; Rogers,
Walt; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Burnell, Scott; Scott, Michael
Subject: FW: Reschedule Today's ASP Briefing
Importance: High
The Chairman's briefing will now take place from 1:00 to 1:30. Sorry again for the
inconvenience.
From: Gibbs, Catina
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 10:15 AM
To: Hipschman, Thomas; Bowman, Gregory; Croteau, Rick; Musser, Randy; Rogers, Walt
Cc: Pace, Patti; Lee, Pamela; Dubose, Sheila
Subject: Reschedule Today's ASP Briefing
Importance: High
All, due to a change in the Chairman's schedule the above referenced briefing will take place at
1:00-1:30PM today. Please confirm time change.
THANKS,
CATINA M. GIBBS
ADMIN. ASSISTANT TO
CHAIRMAN GREGORY B. JACZKO
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
301-415-1750 (OFFICE)
301-415-3504 (FAX)

From:

Burnell. Scott

To:

HOO Hoc

Subject:
Date:

Earthquake media calls
Friday, March 11, 2011 5:07:33 AM

Just in case you need to refer any media calls about the quake, I'm already up and will be heading in
ASAP. Please e-mail any callback telephone numbers. Thanks.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
HOO Hoc
Japan earthquake/CA tsunami warning
Friday, March 11, 2011 4:58:13 AM

Morning;
Always interesting to wake up and find huge news has occurred -- I understand California's under a
tsunami warning after the huge quake in Japan. What's R IV doing with the California plants? Any
other effects for the agency? Thanks.
Scott Burnell
OPA

$

Riley (OCA), Timothy
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Powell, Amy
Friday, March 11, 2011 7:34 PM
Schmidt, Rebecca; Shane, Raeann; Dacus, Eugene; Droggitis, Spiros; Decker, David; Riley
(OCA), Timothy
An additional contact for updates this weekend

Kathy Dedrick asked that we also include Bettina Poirer, her staff director: Bettina Poirier@epw.senate.gov
From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Shane, Raeann; Dacus, Eugene; Droggitis, Spiros; Decker, David; Powell, Amy; Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: FW: E-mails for contacts
Notice a few new names now
From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:17 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca
Subject: E-mails for contacts
House Energy and Commerce Committee
Jeff Baran (Chairman Waxman - Full Committee).
jeff.baran@mail.house.gov
'Abby Pinkele.
abigail.pinkele@mail.house.gov
Mary Neumayr (Rep. Barton, Ranking Member -,FullCommittee)
mary.neumayr@mail.house.gov
David McCarthy
david.mccarthy@mail.house.gov
John Marshall
JohnM@mail.house.gov

,Maryam Brown
maryam.brown@mail.house.gov
Michael Beckerman (Rep. Upton, Ranking Member - Subcommittee on Energy and Environment)
michael.beckerman mail.house.Qov
Chris Sarley
chris.sarleyvmail.house.qov

Senate Environment and Public Works Committee
Kathy Dedrick (Sen. Boxer, Chair - Full Committee):...,
kathy dedrick@epw.senate.gov
Ruth Van Mark (Sen. Inhofe, Ranking Member- Fui( Committee; Ruth is Minority Staff Director)
ruth-vanmark@epw.senate.gov
Annie Caputo (Sen. Inhofe, Ranking-Member - Full'Committee)
annie-caputo@epw.senate.gov.
Laura Haynes (Sen ;Carper, Chair - Subcommittee on Clean Air and NuclearSafety)
laura haynes~carper.senate.qgov
Brian Clifford (Sen. Barrasso staff, Ranking member on EPW Clean Air and Nuclear Safety Subcommittee
36

Brian Clifford(a)barrasso.senate.gov
Senator Landrieu's staff:
Liz Craddock elizabeth craddockjlandrieu. senate.qov
Appropriations staff
Doug Clapp
Doug clapp(aappro.senate.gov
Carrie Apostolou
Carrie apostolou(oappro.senate.gov
Taunja Berquam
Taunia.berguamamail.house.gov
Rob Blair
Rob.blairamail.house.gov
Diablo Canyon contingent
SEN. BARBARA BOXER D

Bridget Petruczok (legislative assistant)
bridget petruczokdboxer.senate.gov
Jennifer Tang (senior field representative)
iennifer tanqg(boxer.senate.gov
Hilary Bishop Pearson (special projects director)
hilarv oearsonCaboxer.senate.aov

SEN. DIANNE FEINSTEIN D

Matthew Nelson (legislative assistant)
matthewnelson@feinstein.senate.gov
John Watts (legislative director)
john-watts@feinstein.senate.gov
Shelly Abajian (district director)
shelly abaiian(@Jfeinstein.senate.gov
Sarah Moffat
SarahMoffat@feinstein:senate.gov

REP. LOIS CAPPS D 23rd Dist.

Jonathan Levenshus (legislative director)
ionathan.levenshus'oThmail.house.gov

Dist. Office - San Luis Obispo

Greg Haas (district representative)
greg.haas@mail.house.gov

REP. KEVIN McCARTHY R 22nd Dist.

Kyle Lombardi (legislative assistant)
kyle.lombardicmail.house.,qov
Mike Whiteford (field representative)
mike.whiteford(amail.house.gov
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REP. ELTON GALLEGLY R 24th Dist.

Richard Mereu (legislative director)
richard.mereu(amail.house. cov

San Onofre contingent
SEN. BARBARA BOXER (D-CA)

Bridget Petruczok
bridget petruczokaboxer.senate.gov
Jennifer Tang
jennifer-tang@boxer.senate.gov

SEN. DIANNE FEINSTEIN (D-CA)

Matthew Nelson
matthew-nelson@feinstein.senate.gov
John Watts
john-watts@feinstein.senate.gov
Chris Carrillo
Chris Carrillotafeinstein.senate.qov
James Peterson
iames peterson(ofeinstein.senate.gov

REP. KEN CALVERT (R-CA) 44th Dist.

Maria Bowie (legislative director)
maria.bowie()mail house.qgov

Jolyn Murphy (district director)
iolyn.murphyvmail.house.gov
Shawna Rimke (district caseworker/representative)
shawna.rimke(

REP. DARRELL ISSA (R-CA) 49th Dist.

mail.house.qov

Molly Boyl (energy policy aide)
molly. boyl(dmail.house.qov

Phil Paule (district director)
Phil.paulecmail.house.gov
From: Decker, David
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 5:05 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy
Subject: Who We've Been Sending Update To
Here's the list of people we've been sending updates on the Earthquake/Tsunami issues:
Oversight Staffers
Kathy Dedrick
Laura Haynes
Annie Caputo
-Brian Clifford
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Michael Beckerman
Mary Neumayr
Jeff Baran
David McCarthy
Chris Sorley
Maryam Brown
Abigail Pinkele
John Marshall
Sam Fowler
Jon Epstein
Karen Billups
Isaac Edwards
Diablo Canyon Congressional Delegation
San Onofre Congressional Delegation
Liz Craddock (Senator Landrieu's office)
Michal Freedhoff/Avenel Joseph, Ilya Fischoff (Congressman Markey's office)
Doug Clapp and Carrie Apostolou (Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and Water)
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From:

LIA07 Hoc

To:
Subject:

PMT07 Hoc
RE: PMT Comparison of Fukushima Daiishi to TMI and Chernobyl Accidents.doc
Sunday, March 13, 2011 12:35:20 PM

Date:

Do you have the RASCAL runs that go along with this?
From: PMT07 Hoc
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 12:33 PM
To: LIA07 Hoc
Subject: PMT Comparison of Fukushima Daiishi to TMI and Chernobyl Accidents.doc
Here you go...

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

PMT07 Hoc
LIA07 Hoc
PMT Comparison of Fukushima Daiishi to TMI and Chernobyl Accidents.doc
Sunday, March 13, 2011 12:33:00 PM
PMT Comparison of Fukushima Daiishi to TMI and Chernobvl Accidents.doc

Here you go...

j91x

PMT Comparison of Fukushima Daiishi to TMI and Chernobyl Accidents (Rev 0, Mar 13, 11)
Nuclide Group

Noble Gases

FD Unit 1 - 10%
core
melt/1%/day
design
leakage/CTMT
intact
274,000 curies

Radioiodines

12,000 curies

Others

4000 curies

FD Unit 1 and 3
combined 100%
core melt/CTMT
failure

TMI

Chernobyl

178 million
curies
96.5 million
curies
100 million
curies

2.5 million curies

170 million curies

15 curies

48 million curies

negligible

72 million

Notes:
FD unit 1 US plant comparison used for data was Oyster Creek, which is a similar design but
larger core inventory.
FD Unit 1 and 3 release comparison used a single unit core melt/ loss of CTMT scenario from
Grand Gulf, which is the largest US BWR. Comparison is likely approximate (not confirmed) but
best guess considering the limitations of RASCAL.

From:
To:

PMT07 Hoc
LIA07 Hoc

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

PMT07 Hoc
Paragraph on Radiological Montioring Capability at Nuclear Power Plants
Saturday, March 12, 2011 8:43:00 PM

Rosetta,
Please let me know how this reads to you. Although there are a few plants that have offsite
environmental stations, we don't require it. If a specific State inquires about more detail about a
specific plant, we might be able to research it, but don't have ready access to all sites. We sanity
checked this among the PMT. Let me know if you need more. Tx greg

US nuclear power plants have sensitive equipment to monitor the status of radiological conditions,
which are located within buildings and on ventilation systems. Some of this equipment is sensitive
enough to record very slight changes in background radiation levels, and could possibly be an
indication that radioactive material released from Japan (should a catastrophically large release of
radioactive material occur). Additionally, personnel at nuclear power plants have specific
knowledge in radiological field monitoring techniques and could assist State and Federal personnel
in environmental sampling activities, should that be necessary to evaluate public health and safety
concerns.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Goode Alerts
Burnell, Scott
Google Alert - "Nuclear Regulatory Commission"
Sunday, March 13, 2011 11:14:48 PM

News

4 new results for Nuclear Regulatory Commission"

United States won't feel radiation from Japan
Jerusalem Post
By REUTERS WASHINGTON - The United States is not expected to experience "any harmful
levels" of radiation from Japan's earthquake-hit nuclear power reactors, the US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission said on Sunday. "All the available information indicates ...
See all stories on this tOic >

US Nuclear Plants Have Same Risks. and Backups, as Japan Counterparts
New York Times
Nuclear power provides about 20 percent of the nation's electricity, and there are 104 reactors
licensed to operate in 31 states, according to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A
majority are so-called pressurized water reactors, different from the ...
See all stories on this topic '

Analysis: Nuclear renaissance could fizzle after Japan quake
Reuters
"The nuclear renaissance was on the rocks in any case," said Peter Bradford, a former
commissioner on the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. He served on the commission in
1979 during the Three Mile Island accident in the US state of Pennsylvania.

aee

l_al~tQries3on.his_topicý

Should the US 'put the brakes' on nuclear? Some Dems think so
The Hill
Markey called on the Obama administration and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
consider the implementation of several policy changes in light of the disaster. Among the proposed
reforms, he called for a moratorium of siting new nuclear reactors on ...
Se
Iastorie
n this to ic>>
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From:

Blount. Tom

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott; Mensah, Tanya; Rosenberg, Stacey
Quay. Theodore; McGinty, Tim
Re: A thought for the coming week
Sunday, March 13, 2011 9:55:43 PM

We just recently did something like this with the VY tritium issue ...so we may want to consider that
model ... if it makes sense....
Tom
Sent from Tom Blount's NRC BB

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Mensah, Tanya; Blount, Tom; Rosenberg, Stacey
Sent: Sun Mar 13 04:59:07 2011
Subject: A thought for the coming week

Hello all;
I mentioned this to Tom late Saturday night/early Sunday morning (it's sort of a blur), but I
thought I'd be redundant:
I think it's highly likely the earthquake/tsunami and related accidents are going to generate
quite a few 2.206 petitions for immediate action on Diablo Canyon, San Onofre, Mark I
BWRs in general and perhaps other coastal sites. Perhaps a little advance planning to
line up resources might be in order - for example, is it possible for a single review board to
handle several similar petitions at the same time?

Scott

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Uselding, Lara
Harrington, Holly; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden. Elizabeth; Burnell. Scott; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne; Shannon
Valerie; Janberqs, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Chandrathil, Prema; Mitlyn.
Viktoria; Hannah. Roger; Ledford, Joey; Dricks, Victor
Re: upcoming week
Sunday, March 13, 2011 8:45:09 PM

Hi- I emailed Elliot and offered my support from RIV. I don't see me on the roster so please feel free to
work me into the schedule. I am happy to discuss by phone.
Lara
Lara Uselding
NRC Region 4 Public Affairs
817-917-0321

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne; Shannon,
Valerie; Janbergs, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Chandrathil, Prema;
Mitlyng, Viktoria; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Dricks, Victor; Uselding, Lara
Sent: Sun Mar 13 19:54:02 2011
Subject: RE: upcoming week
This may be a duplicate e-mail, but we're having e-mail issues, so just to be sure I'm
resending for Eliot. This schedule assumes we'll be doing late night/over nights through
Wednesday.
Monday and Tuesday:
Eliot: 7:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. (Eliot will be out 2:30 to 5:30 on Tuesday)
Beth: 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. (leaving for Europe)
Scott: 7:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Brenda: 7:30 - 6 p.m.
Val: 6:45 - 4:30 p.m. (regular hours)
Ivonne: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Bethany: 9:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Rob: 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Dave: noon to 10 p.m.
Holly: 2 p.m. to midnight (on Tuesday leaving at 10:30 p.m. if workload permits)
Neil: 10 p.m. to 8 a.m.

Wednesday
Eliot: 2 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. (morning on the Hill)
Holly: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Scott: 7:30 a.m.- 6:30 p.m.
Brenda: 7:30- 6 p.m.
Val: 6:45 - 4:30 p.m. (regular hours)
Bethany: 9:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Ivonne: Out on sick leave

Rob: noon to 10 p.m.
Dave: 2 p.m. to midnight (may shift to noon to 10 p.m. if late coverage not needed)
Neil: 10 p.m. to 8 a.m. If needed only

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 7:02 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne; Shannon,
Valerie; Janbergs, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Chandrathil, Prema;
Mitlyng, Viktoria; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Dricks, Victor; Uselding, Lara
Subject: upcoming week
OPA Staffers:
It has been a very hectic weekend and a good test of our crisis communication planning.
Thank you to the headquarter's folks who sacrificed their weekends (and their sleep) to
come in. And thank you to the regional folks who fielded a number of calls about our
response and the impact of the Japanese situation on our plants. Some things worked
very well - the blog was a great way to get information out besides our standard press
releases and NSIR released access to YouTube and Twitter by mid-day Sunday so we
could do more monitoring of what information was "in the public domain."
Please take the time Monday morning to review all the press releases that went out and
the blog posts as well. Please use these to guide any media responses you provide. While
we know more than what these say, we're sticking to this story for now.
Stay tuned as the week unfolds. We anticipate staffing the Op Center on a 24-hour basis
at least through Wednesday. Neil will be helping us out in that regard, and we may need to
ask for further regional assistance if we need to continue the full-court-press through next
weekend.
The chairman has a hearing on the hill on Wednesday morning, which will occur a lot of
my time and may be the place where we really push out our message.
We expect fall-out over this to continue for a time along the lines of:
Can this happen in the U.S. and what is the NRC doing about it? This is a marathon not a
50-yard dash. While I am expecting us to need full staffing for a while and may ask that
you put off non-essential time off, we also need to conserve our energy. So be sure to
take time when you need it.
Thank you all for your help!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gooale Alerts
Burnell, Scott
Google Alert - "Nuclear Regulatory Commission"
Sunday, March 13, 2011 7:39:55 PM

News

6 new results for "Nuclear Regulatory Commission"

Harmful Nuclear Radiation From Japan Not Expected To Reach US - NRC
Wall Street Journal
NEW YORK (Dow Jones)--The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission said Sunday that no
harmful radiation is expected to reach US shores from the damaged nuclear plants in Japan. A
number of nuclear power plants in Japan went into emergency shutdown because of ...
See all stories on this topic »

Nuclear Renaissance Threatened as Japan Fights Meltdown at Quake-Hit Plant
Bloomberg
"This is obviously a significant setback for the so-called nuclear renaissance," said Peter Bradford,
a former member of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. "The image of a nuclear
power plant blowing up before your eyes on a television screen is a ...
See all stories on this topic

Japan disaster may set back nuclear power industry.
USA Today
"Ithink it's a public relations nightmare," said Lake Barrett, a nuclear engineer who served on the
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission and at the Department of Energy. The partial meltdown
at Dai-lchi's Unit 1 and potential for meltdowns at other ...
See all stories on this topic x'

Japan races to avert multiple nuclear meltdowns
BusinessWeek
... officials would likely began pouring cement and sand over the entire facility, as was done at the
1986 Chernobyl nuclear accident in the Ukraine, Peter Bradford, a former commissioner of the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, told reporters.
See all stories on this topic >

Japan reactor is no Chernobyl: experts
ABC Online
The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission said on Sunday it did not expect "any harmful
levels" of radiation to reach its shores. "All the available information indicates weather conditions
have taken the small releases from the Fukushima reactors out to ...
See all stories on this topic >»

Constellation says Calvert Cliffs is safe in the wake of Japan disaster
The Republic
Critics of nuclear energy say the crisis in Japan may bring to an end the so-called "nuclear
renaissance" in which nuclear energy has been touted as a safer, cleaner alternative to fossil fuels.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission says all US nuclear ...
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Brenner, Eliot
Hayden. Elizabeth; Burnell, Scott; Harrington. Holly; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne; Shannon. Valerie;
Janberos, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Screnci. Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Chandrathil. Prema; Mitlyncl, Viktoria;
Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Dricks, Victor; Uselding, Lara
upcoming week
Sunday, March 13, 2011 7:02:15 PM

OPA Staffers:
It has been a very hectic weekend and a good test of our crisis communication planning.
Thank you to the headquarter's folks who sacrificed their weekends (and their sleep) to
come in. And thank you to the regional folks who fielded a number of calls about our
response and the impact of the Japanese situation on our plants. Some things worked
very well - the blog was a great way to get information out besides our standard press
releases and NSIR released access to YouTube and Twitter by mid-day Sunday so we
could do more monitoring of what information was "in the public domain."
Please take the time Monday morning to review all the press releases that went out and
the blog posts as well. Please use these to guide any media responses you provide. While
we know more than what these say, we're sticking to this story for now.
Stay tuned as the week unfolds. We anticipate staffing the Op Center on a 24-hour basis
at least through Wednesday. Neil will be helping us out in that regard, and we may need to
ask for further regional assistance if we need to continue the full-court-press through next
weekend.
The chairman has a hearing on the hill on Wednesday morning, which will occur a lot of
my time and may be the place where we really push out our message.
We expect fall-out over this to continue for a time along the lines of:
Can this happen in the U.S. and what is.the NRC doing about it? This is a marathon not a
50-yard dash. While I am expecting us to need full staffing for a while and may ask that
you put off non-essential time off, we also need to conserve our energy. So be sure to
take time when you need it.
Thank you all for your help!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

socialmedia-bounces(list~ans.ora on behalf of Rod Adams
Social Media
[SocialMedia] Conversation with Don Lee, LA Times
Sunday, March 13, 2011 5:17:05 PM

I spent about 30 minutes on the phone this afternoon with Don Lee, from the Washington DC bureau of
the Los Angeles Times.
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/money co/2008/01/don-lee.html
We talked a lot about the importance of nuclear energy production to the US economy and the current
status of the projects at Watts Bar Unit 2, Vogtle 3 & 4, and VC Summer 2 & 3.
He wanted to know my opinion on whether or not the Japanese earthquake would slow the nuclear
renaissance. I told him I was positive that there would be people who try to use the events to further
that agenda, but I also told him that the industry has a very good news story to tell about how our
systems can take the worst that nature can throw at us and still not cause harm to the general public.
It should not surprise anyone to hear that I also introduced Don Lee to my theory that it is wrong to call
people who oppose nuclear energy "environmentalists". The competitors in the energy supply business
have far more motive for wanting to slow down nuclear energy's growth in market share.
Rod
SocialMedia mailing list
SocialMedia@list.ans.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harrington. Holly
McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; Burnell, Scott
RE: You Tube
Sunday, March 13, 2011 3:38:28 PM

Access is good. Still not usage, though. But I don't expect to try and pull that out of our hat this
minute anyway...
From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 3:34 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; Burnell, Scott
Subject: You Tube
The lovely young lady from NSIR just informed me that OIS has agreed that although they
have not completed the policy review to allow us to access You Tube and Twitter, due to
the exigencies of the moment, all NRC will have access in about 20 minutes.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Lee, Jun; Couret, Ivonne; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden. Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David
Hardy. Sally
RE: web stuff
Sunday, March 13, 2011 8:13:00 AM

Thanks Jun! We'll let you know when we've got something for you.
From: Lee, Jun
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 8:13 AM
To: Couret, Ivonne; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Cc: Hardy, Sally
Subject: RE: web stuff
Just wanted to let you know that I'm in the office this morning, 3/13, till this afternoon when
Sally will be available.
Thanks,
Jun

From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 4:17 PM
To: Lee, Jun; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Cc: Hardy, Sally
Subject: RE: web stuff
Thanks Jun...you have been a great support this entire day... Ivonne
Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

U.S.NRC
•

(301) 415-8205

Xi ivonne.couret@nrc.gov
Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo -gallery/
2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/

NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

j--• Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

From: Lee, Jun
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 4:16 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Cc: Hardy, Sally

Subject: RE: web stuff

Just wanted to let everyone know that Sally will be picking things up and she can be
reached via her cell or Blackberry.
Thanks,
Jun
From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:43 AM
To: Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Lee, Jun
Cc: Hardy, Sally
Subject: web stuff
To follow up on the fact sally hardy will be available., Jun Lee is going to be working web
posting issues through the day, and Sally will pick up in the afternoon. June is at 415-1337.
And sally we know how to track down.
Meanwhile, I have a boatload of PDFs of BWRs should we need them. They could be
linked with a blog.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Mensah,. Tanya; Blount, Tom; Rosenberg, Stacey
A thought for the coming week
Sunday, March 13, 2011 4:59:00 AM

Hello all;
I mentioned this to Tom late Saturday night/early Sunday morning (it's sort of a blur), but I
thought I'd be redundant:
I think it's highly likely the earthquake/tsunami and related accidents are going to generate
quite a few 2.206 petitions for immediate action on Diablo Canyon, San Onofre, Mark I
BWRs in general and perhaps other coastal sites. Perhaps a little advance planning to
line up resources might be in order - for example, is it possible for a single review board to
handle several similar petitions at the same time?
Scott

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden. Elizabeth
Brenner, Eliot
Burnell. Scott; Harrington, Holly
Additional Questions re Japan
Sunday, March 13, 2011 4:06:58 AM

We received these questions from Lara. Some of our Q&A will answer a few of these
questions while others will need answers. Should we get these into the Reactor Safety
Team or some other approach? Maybe Rob could corral these.
Does the Diablo Canyon design basis include protection from both a worse case earthquake combined
with a subsequest tsunami?
Could what's happened in Japan, happen at a plant here in the US? [Seeour Q&A]
Are US plants susceptible to the same sort of loss of all diesel power?
Now after the Japan tragedy, will the NRC finally hear us (ANR) and postpone DC license renewal
until seismic studies are complete? How can you be sure that what happened there is not going to
happen at Diablo with a worse case quake and tsunami?
SONGS received a white finding in 2008 for a bolt issue related to their EDGs that went undetected for
4 years. NRC issued the white as there was risk the EDGs may not have started under seismic
conditions. Aren't all plants susceptible to the unknown? Is there any assurance the emergency cooling
systems will function as desired in a Japan like emergency?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Burnell, Scott
Hayden, Elizabeth;
Revised Draft NRC
Sunday, March 13,
Revised Draft NRC
Revised Draft NRC

Brenner, Eliot
Statement -- with ET edits
2011 4:02:00 AM
Statement -- with ET edits~msq
Statement -- with ET edits.msa

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is coordinating with the Department of Energy and other federal
agencies in providing whatever assistance the Japanese government requests as they respond to
conditions at several nuclear power plant sites following the March 11 earthquake and tsunami. The
NRC has sent two boiling-water reactor experts to Japan as part of a U.S. International Agency for
International Development team.
In response to nuclear emergencies, the NRC works with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive
releases and predict their path. All the available information indicates weather conditions have taken
the small releases from the Fukushima reactors out to sea away from the population. Given the
thousands of miles between the two countries, Hawaii and the U.S. West Coast should not observe any
radioactive releases.
The NRC's rigorous safety regulations ensure that U.S. nuclear power plants are designed to withstand
tsunamis, earthquakes and other severe natural hazards. The NRC has been working with several
agencies to assess recent seismic research for the central and eastern United States; that work
continues to indicate U.S. plants will remain safe. The NRC also took part in multi-agency research
following the 2004 Indonesian tsunami, and this effort has led to revised guidance for coastal U.S.
nuclear power plants to consider when analyzing potential tsunami hazards.
The NRC will evaluate all the information being gathered from the earthquake, tsunami and reactor
accident to determine what lessons might be applied to U.S. regulations and ongoing reviews of
applications for new nuclear power plants.

/

Attachment Revised Draft NRC Statement -- with ET edits.msg (2560 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

Attachment Revised Draft NRC Statement -- with ET edits_l.msg (2560 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden, Elizabeth
Burnell, Scott
FW: Q&As FOR STATES
Sunday, March 13, 2011 12:39:26 AM

FYI
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:48 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc; Hayden, Elizabeth; Virgilio, Martin

Subject: RE: Q&As FOR STATES
These are fine, although likely to be overtaken by events quite soon.
Just clarification that we're talking about people in the U.S. not U.S. citizens in Japan:

Q. Are there any protective measures that U.S emttzema.residents in the U.S. should be
considering?
A. No.
From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:43 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: RE: Q&AS FOR STATES
Ladies The State Liaison Team, in conjunction with other NRC Team members, developed the
information below using NRC press releases as a means to provide Governor-appointed
State Liaison Officers talking points they can use to address questions from their citizenry.
Mark Thaggard, the LT Director and I await your review of this information, as we plan to
share it with the ET and would like to say we received your input, too. Thanks much.

Q_&A:
Q. What is the radiological consequence of the event in Japan for the U.S.?
A. At this time, there is no indication whatsoever that materials from the incidents in
Japan have the potential to have any meaningful effect on the U.S.
Q. Are there any protective measures that U.S. citizens should be considering?
A. No.
0. What is the Federal family, i.e., NRC-EPA-DOE, doing to monitor the radiological
consequence of the event in Japan on the United States ?
A. The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the U.S.
government response. The NRC is examining all available information as part of the effort
to analyze the event and understand its implications both for Japan and the United States.
U.S. nuclear power plants have sensitive equipment to monitor the status of radiological
conditions. Additionally, personnel at nuclear power plants have specific knowledge in \

radiological field monitoring techniques and could assist State and Federal personnel in
environmental sampling activities, should that be necessary to evaluate public health and
safety concerns.
EPA has permanent stationary radiological monitoring stations on the West coast. In the
event of a confirmed radiological release with a potential to impact the U.S., EPA is the
Federal agency responsible for radiological monitoring. DOE would be responsible for
aerial monitoring, should there be a confirmed radiological release.
Non-Publi Info.For.States Only,: Questions about any radiological impact on the U.S.
West coast is Adora Andy, the Deputy Associate Administrator for EPA's Office of External
Affairs: cell is 202.527.5866; email andy.adora@epa.gov
Key Messages:
The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the U.S.
government response. The NRC is examining all available information as part of the effort
to analyze the event and understand its implications both for Japan and the United States.
The NRC's headquarters Operations Center in Rockville, MD has been stood up since the
beginning of the emergency in Japan and is operating on a 24-hour basis.
NRC officials in Rockville, MD have spoken with the agency's counterpart in Japan and
offered the assistance of U.S. technical experts. Two officials from NRC with expertise in
boiling water nuclear reactors have deployed to Japan as part of a U.S. International
Agency for International Development (USAID) team. USAID is the federal government
agency primarily responsible for providing assistance to countries recovering from disaster
administering.
U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including
earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with
extensive seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.
The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be
designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically estimated
for the site and surrounding area.
The NRC will noprovide information on the status of Japan's nuclear power plants. See
NRC's web site at www.nrc.gov or blog at http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov for the latest
information on NRC actions.
For background information on generic operations at a boiling-water reactor, including an
animated graphic, visit the NRC's website at www.nrc.gov
Other sources of information:
USAID -- www.usaid.gov
U.S. Dept. of State -- www.state.gov
FEMA -- www.fema.gov
White House -- www.whitehouse.gov
Nuclear Energy Institute -- wwwneiLorg
International Atomic Energy Agency -- www.iaea.org/press

From:
To:
Cc:

LIA04 Hoc
McNamara, Nancy;

Doug;;f Troianowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Barker, Allan; Loqaras. Harral; Maier.

Bill; Browder, Rachel; Turtil, Richard
Hayden. Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Burnell. Scott; Thaggard. Mark; Blount. Tom; LIA06 Hoc; LIA04 Hoc;

LIA02 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc; LIA12 Hoc;
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

JAI;Ho; LIALtHo; LIA10 Hoc

FW: Emailing: State Q&A Rev 1.pdf for Distribution to SLOs
Sunday, March 13, 2011 3:38:21 AM
State O&A Rev 1.pdf

RSLOs - The information attached has been vetted with OPA and the NRC Executive Team and has
been approved for dissemination to the Governor-appointed State Liaison Officers.
Rich Turtil will be reporting to the Ops Center @ 7:00 am Sunday 3/13 and will be your POC.
Thank you for your assistance today.
Rosetta
Original
----Message ----From: LIA09 Hoc
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 3:28 AM
To: LIA04 Hoc
Subject: Emailing: State Q&A Rev 1.pdf
The message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:
State Q&A Rev 1.pdf
Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain
types of file attachments. Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are
handled.

k

Date: 3/13/2011

Time: 1:55am

State Q&A's:
Q. What is the radiological consequence of the event in Japan for the U.S.?
A. At this time, there is no indication that materials from the incidents in Japan have the
potential to have any significant radiological effect on the U.S.
Q. Are there any protective measures that residents in the U.S. should be considering?
A. No, not given current information.
Q. What is the Federal family, i.e., NRC-EPA-DOE, doing to monitor the radiological
consequence of the event in Japan on the United States?
A. The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the U.S.
government response. The NRC is examining all available information as part of the effort to
analyze the event and understand its implications both for Japan and the United States.
U.S. nuclear power plants have sensitive equipment to monitor the status of radiological
conditions. Additionally, personnel at nuclear power plants have specific knowledge in
radiological field monitoring techniques and could assist State and Federal personnel in
environmental sampling activities, should that be necessary to evaluate public health and safety
concerns.
EPA has permanent stationary radiological monitoring stations on the West coast. In the event
of a confirmed radiological release with a potential to impact the U.S., EPA is the Federal
agency responsible for radiological monitoring. DOE would be responsible for aerial monitoring,
should there be a confirmed radiological release.
Non-Public-Info For States Onhi. Questions about any radiological impact on the U.S. West
coast is Adora Andy, the Deputy Associate Administrator for EPA's Office of External Affairs:
cell is 202.527.5866; email andy.adora(a.epa.gov
Key Messages:
The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the U.S. government
response. The NRC is examining all available information as part of the effort to analyze the
event and understand its implications both for Japan and the United States. The NRC's
headquarters Operations Center in Rockville, MD has been stood up since the beginning of the
emergency in Japan and is operating on a 24-hour basis.
NRC officials in Rockville, MD have spoken with the agency's counterpart in Japan and offered
the assistance of U.S. technical experts. Two officials from NRC with expertise in boiling water
nuclear reactors have deployed to Japan as part of a U.S. International Agency for International
Development (USAID) team. USAID is the federal government agency primarily responsible for
providing assistance to countries recovering from disaster administering.
U.S. nuclear power plants are built towithstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes
and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity
are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safetysignificant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into account the most
severe natural phenomena historically estimated for the site and surrounding area.

. .
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The NRC will not provide information on the status of Japan's nuclear power plants. See
NRC's web site at www.nrc..qov or blog at http://public-bloq.nrc-.qateway.qov for the latest
information on NRC actions.
For background information on generic operations at a boiling-water reactor, including an
animated graphic, visit the NRC's website at www.nrc.qov
Other sources of information:
USAID -- www.usaid.qov
U.S. Dept. of State -- www.state.gov
FEMA -- www.fema.qov
White House -- www.whitehouse.qov
Nuclear Energy Institute -- www.nei.orq
International Atomic Energy Agency -- www.iaea.orcq/press

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Weber, Michael
Monday, March 14, 2011 7:59 PM
Borchardt, Bill
LIA05 Hoc; ET01 Hoc; Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Dorman, Dan
Response - UPDATE re: interagency briefing tomorrow at lpm

Got it. Liaison Team - note the assignment and initiate a coordinated set of talking points that we can present to Bill
tomorrow morning. Please arrange a briefing for Bill tomorrow morning in the Ops Center.
ET Support - please create a log to keep track of assignments and track through to completion. Add this assignment to
the list.
Thanks

From: Borchardt, Bill
To: HOO Hoc; Grobe, Jack; Dorman, Dan; Weber, Michael
Cc: Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Batkin, Joshua; Virgilio, Martin; Rihm, Roger
Sent: Mon Mar 14 16:58:23 2011
Subject: FW: UPDATE re: interagency briefing tomorrow at lpm
I request the ET in the Ops Center to prepare talking points for my use during this meeting. I would also like
an updated status report Tues A.M. You might want to start with the briefing sheet Marty used to brief
congressional staff this afternoon.
From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:15 PM
To: Borchardt, Bill
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Batkin, Joshua; Taylor, Renee; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: UPDATE re: interagency briefing tomorrow at 1pm
Bill We just got.some additional information about tomorrow's interagency briefing that the White House is
arranging with both Senate and House Leadership and Committees. The briefing will be at 1pm on the
Senate side (room TBD). There will be one briefing that will include staff from both the House and Senate;
with both chambers in session, I would not be surprised if a few Members came as well.
Either Becky or I will go down with you - I'll pass along additional information as I get it.
Thanks,
Amy

Amy Powell
Associate Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-1673
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Caponiti, Kathleen
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

0

Taylor, Robert , v1

'

79

t4'

Monday, March 14, 2011 7:04 PM
Taylor, Robert
FW: Emailing: Chairman JaczkoQA5_earthquake03l 111 .docx, Questions for EOC
Meetings.docx, Additional Chairman Q&As.docx
-Chairman JaczkoQA5_earthquakeQ31 111 .docx; Questions for EOC Meetings.docx;
Additional Chairman Q&As.docx

-Original Message-.... W
From: Taylor, Robert a\IL.L"
Sent: Monday, March 14, 0,11 6:57 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: McIntyre, David
Subject: Emailing: Chairman Jaczko_QA5_earthquake03l 111 .docx, Questions for EOC Meetings.docx,
Additional Chairman Q&As.docx
Holly,
As discussed, attached are three sets of Q&As under development. Ultimately, we will need to merge these
together.
Rob

1
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Questions and Answers for Chairman Jaczko
Note: Talk from but do not distribute
March 11, 2011 Japan Earthquake/Tsunami Aftermath
As of 8 p.m., 3/12/2011
1. What is the NRC doing about the emergencies at the nuclear power plants in Japan? Are
you sending staff over there?
Public Answer: We are closely following events in Japan, working with other agencies of the federal
government, and have been in directcontact with our counterparts in that country. We are ready to
provide assistance if there is a specific request. Two NRC staff members knowledgeable about
boiling water reactors are participating in the USAID team that has departed for Japan.
Additional technical, non-public information:
We are taking the knowledge that the staff has about the design of the US nuclear plants and we are
applying this knowledge to the Japan situation. For example, this includes calculations of severe
accident mitigation that have been performed. Tony Ulses has been dispatched to Japan and should
arrive Early Sunday.David Jim Trapp left 1600 Saturday should arrive in 20 hours

2. What's going to happen following the hydrogen explosion everyone's seen from the video
footage?
Public Answer: If a similar event occurred at a U.S. nuclear power plant, the NRC would be seeking
information to answer several questions, including: What's the status of the reactor core, the reactor
vessel and the containment building? What radiation measurement equipment is available and what
measurements are being reported? What efforts are being taken to keep the public safe? How did
the explosion affect efforts to keep the nearby reactors in a safe condition? And most importantly What can the NRC do to help?
Additional technical, non-public information:
The explosion affected the secondary containment of the reactor plant. The primary containment
was not affected by the explosion. The Japanese are taking actions to preserve the primary
containment, cool the reactor core, maintain the reactor shut down and limit the spread of
radioactive contamination.
The NRC required a back fit to US reactors of the type similar to Fukushima Unit 1 to install a
hardened vent line. A hardened vent provides a release path which would prevent an explosion as
experienced at Fukushima Unit One.

3. What should done to protect people in Alaska, Hawaii and the West Coast do from
radioactive fallout?
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Public Answer; The available evidence shows the United States can be expected to avoid any
impacts from radioactive material, so no public action is necessary. We believe there is very low risk
to the US considering the long distance from the US and the type of event.
Additional technical, non-public information: NRC is working with DHS, EPA and other federal
partners to ensure monitoring equipment is properly positioned, based on meteorological and other
relevant information.
4. Can this happen here i.e. an earthquake that significantly damages a nuclear power plant?
Are the Japanese plants similar to U.S. plants?
Public Answer: All U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including
earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with low and
moderate seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC
requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into
account even very rare and extreme seismic and tsunami events.
The Japanese facilities are similar in design to several US facilities.
Additional technical, non-public information:
Currently operating reactors were designed using a "deterministic" or "maximum credible
earthquake" approach. Seismic hazard for the new plants is determined using a much more robust
probabilistic seismic hazard assessment approach that explicitly addresses uncertainty, as
described in RG1.208. The NRC requires that adequate margin beyond the design basis ground
shaking levels is assured. The NRC further enhances seismic safety for beyond-design-basis events
through the use of a defense-in-depth approach.
In addition, the NRC periodically reviews the seismic risk at operating reactors when information
may have changed. Over the last few years the NRC has undertaken a program called Generic
Issue 199, which is focused on assessing hazard for plants in the central and eastern US using the
latest techniques and determining the possible risk implications of any increase in the anticipated
ground shaking levels. This program will help us assure that the plants are safe under exceptionally
rare and extreme ground motions that represent beyond-design-basis events.

5. What would U.S. plants do in this situation?
Public Answer: The NRC requires plant designs to include multiple and diverse safety systems, and
plants must test their emergency preparedness capabilities on a regular basis. Plant operators are
very capable of responding to significant events. In addition, NRC regulations require plants to have
plans in place that would allow them to mitigate even "worst case scenarios".
Since 9/11, we have implemented requirements for licensees to have additional response
capabilities for extreme situations.
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Additional technical, non-public information:
Our nuclear plants have procedures in place to address a variety of accident scenarios, including
abnormal operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, sever accident guidelines and
emergency plans.

6. Are U.S. power plants designed to withstand tsunamis?
Public Answer: Yes. Plants are built to withstand a variety of environmental hazards and those
plants that might face a threat from tsunami are required to withstand large waves and the maximum
wave height at the intake structure (which varies by plant.)
Additional, technical, non-public information:
Tsunami have been considered in the design of US nuclear plants since the publication of
Regulatory Guide 1.59 in 1977, although the approaches that were used for design of the existing
plants varied significantly. Nuclear plants are designed to withstand flooding from not only tsunami,
but also hurricane and storm surge; therefore there is often significant margin against tsunami
flooding. However, it should be noted that Japanese experience has shown that drawdown can be a
significant problem. Drawdown was not generally analyzed in the past. The particular
Currently the US NRC has a tsunami research program that is focused oh developing modern
hazard assessment techniques and additional guidance through cooperation with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the United States Geological Survey. This has already
lead to several technical reports and an update to NUREG 0-800. The NOAA and USGS
contractors are also assisting with NRO reviews of tsunami hazard. A new regulatory guide on
tsunami hazard assessment is currently planned in the office of research, although it is not expected
to be available in draft form until 2012.

7. What happens when/if a plant "melts down"?
Public Answer: To prevent the release of radioactive material, there are multiple barriers between
the radioactive material and the environment, including the fuel cladding, the heavy steel reactor
vessel itself and the containment building, usually a heavily reinforced structure of concrete and
steel several feet thick. In a so-called "meltdown," some of the nuclear fuel has melted because of
extremely high temperatures caused by a lack of adequate cooling. This does not necessarily mean
that radiation is released to the environment. But it could be if other barriers fail.
Additional, technical, non-public information: None.
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8. Why is KI administered during nuclear emergencies?
Public Answer: KI - potassium iodide - is one of the protective measures that might be taken in a
radiological emergency in this country. A KI tablet will saturate the thyroid with non radioactive iodine
and prevent the absorption of radioactive iodine that could be part of the radioactive material mix of
radionuclides in a release.KI does not prevent exposure from these other radionuclides.
Additional, technical non-public information.
There are a range of protective measures that we use ... the most effective is evacuation. Local
government officials are responsible for determining the best means to protect their public. KI is
another means for protection but evacuation and sheltering are the primary means that are used.

9. Was there any damage to U.S. reactors from either the earthquake or the resulting
tsunami?
Public Answer: No
Additional, technical non-public information:
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 declared an "unusual event" based on tsunami warning following the
Japanese earthquake. They have since exited the "unusual event" declaration, based on a
downgrade to a tsunami advisory.
10. Has this incident changed the NRC perception about earthquake risk?
Public Answer: There has been no change in the NRC's perception of earthquake hazard (i.e.
ground shaking levels) for US nuclear plants. As is prudent, the NRC will certainly be looking closely
at this incident and the effects on the Japanese nuclear power plant in the future to see if any
changes are necessary to NRC regulations.
Additional, technical, non-public information.
We expect that there would be lessons learned, etc.
11. Will this incident affect new reactor licensing?
Public Answer: It is not appropriate to hypothesize on such a future scenario at this point.
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12. What magnitude earthquake are US plants designed to?
Public Answer: Each plant.is designed to a ground-shaking level that is appropriate for its location,
given the possible earthquake sources that may affect the site and its tectonic environment. Ground
shaking is a function of both the magnitude of and earthquake and the distance from the fault plane
to the site. The probabilistic approaches account for a large number of different magnitudes.
Additional, technical non-public information:
In the past, "deterministic" or "scenario based" analyses were used to determine ground shaking
(seismic hazard) levels. Now a probabilistic method is used that accounts for all possible
earthquakes coming from all possible sources (including background seismicity)'and the likelihood
that each particular hypothetical earthquake occurs.

13. How many US reactors are located in active earthquake zones (and which reactors)?
Public Answer: Although we often think of the US as having "active" and "non-active" earthquake
zones, earthquakes can actually happen almost anywhere. Seismologists typically separate the US
into low, moderate,,and high seismicity zones. The NRC requires that every plant is designed for
site-specific ground motions that are appropriate for their location. In addition, the NRC has specified
a minimum ground shaking level to which the plants must be designed.
Additional, technical non-public information: No additional.

14. How many reactors are along coastal areas that could be affected by a tsunami (and
which ones)?
Public Answer: Many plants are located in coastal areas that could theoretically be affected by
tsunami..Two plants, Diablo Canyon and San Onofre, are on the Pacific Coast, which is known to
have tsunami hazard. There are also two plants on the Gulf Coast, South Texas and Crystal River.
There are many plants on the Atlantic Coast or on rivers that may be affected by a tidal bore. These
include St. Lucie, Turkey Point, Brunswick, Oyster Creek, Millstone, Pilgrim, Seabrook, Calvert Cliffs,
Salem/Hope Creek, and Surry. Tsunami on the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts occur, but are very rare.
Generally the flooding anticipated from hurricane storm surge exceeds the flooding expected from a
tsunami for plants on the Atlantic and Gulf Coast.
Additional, technical non-public information: None
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15. How many U.S. plants have designs similar to the affected Japanese reactors (and which
ones)
Public Answer: Six of the 104 US reactors are General Electric BWR 3 with Mark 1 containments
similar to the design used at Fukushima Unit One.
Additional Information:
The units are: Dresden Units 2 and 3, Monticello unit 1, Pilgrim unit 1, Quad Cities Units 1 and 2.
16. What resources are the Japanese asking for?
The Japanese have formally requested equipment needed to cool the reactor fuel. This includes
such things as pumps, fire hoses, portable generators, and diesel fuel. The NRC is coordinating
with General Electric, which has plant design specifications, to ensure any equipment provided will
be capable of meeting the needs of the Japanese.
17. What should the American public know about the incident in Japan?
The events unfolding in Japan are the result of a catastrophic series of natural disasters. These
include the fifth largest earthquake in recorded history and the resulting devastating tsunami.
Despite these unique circumstances, the Japanese appear to have taken reasonable actions to
mitigate the event and protect the surrounding population. Since the beginning of the event, the
NRC has continuously manned its Operations Center in Rockville, MD in order to gather and
examine all available information as part of the effort to analyze the event and understand its
implications both for Japan and the United States.
18. What could you say about the dangers to the American public from our nuclear plants?
As the events in Japan continue to unfold, the NRC is focused on supporting the Japanese
government and people in bringing this crisis to closure in the safest manner possible. The NRC
remains convinced that U.S. nuclear power plants are designed and operated in a manner that
protects public health and safety. The time will come, after this crisis is behind us, to evaluate what,
if any, changes are needed at U.S. nuclear power plants. We will assess all the available
information and, as we have done with previous natural disasters, such as the 2007 earthquake in
the Sea of Japan and the 2004 tsunami in the Indian Ocean, evaluate whether enhancements to
U.S. nuclear power plants are warranted.
19. What happens next in Japan? How long will it take to assess the damage to the
reactors?
The current focus is ensuring that adequate cooling of the reactor fuel at each of the affected
Japanese reactors is established and maintained. In the days, weeks, and months that follow, there
will be adequate time to assess the damage and determine next steps.
20. Compare this incident to the Three Mile Island. What are the similarities?
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The events at Three Mile Island in 1979 were the result of an equipment malfunction that resulted in
the loss of cooling water to the reactor fuel. Subsequent operator actions compounded the
malfunction ultimately resulting in the partial core meltdown. While details are still developing, the
events in Japan appear to be the result of an earthquake and subsequent tsunami that knocked out
electrical power to emergency. safety systems designed to cool the reactor fuel. In both events the
final safety barrier, the containment building, contained the majority of the radioactivity preventing its
release to the environment.
21. Why did the seawater fail to cool the reactor?
Based on information available to the NRC, it appears that the seawater has been effective at
providing some cooling for the reactor. While it appears that some fuel damage has occurred, there
will be plenty of time once this crisis is resolved to determine the effectiveness of the measures
taken in response to this event.
22. If Chernobyl was a 7 and Three Mile Island was a 5, when does this event move from the 4
level?
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) rates nuclear events in accordance with its
International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES). IAEA has assigned the events in Japan
an INES rating of 4, "Accident with Local Consequences." This rating is subject to change as events
unfold and additional information becomes available. INES classifies nuclear accidents based on
the radiological effects on people and the environment and the status of barriers to the release of
radiation. IAEA determinations regarding the INES rating of events are made independently.
Three Mile Island was assigned an INES rating of 5, "Accident with Wider Consequences," due to
the severed damage to the reactor core.
23. Are any Americans in danger - armed forces, citizens in Tokyo?
The NRC, in consultation with the White House and U.S. Embassy, has advised United
States citizens in Japan to follow the protective measures recommended by the Japanese
government. These measures appear to be consistent with steps the United States would
take. The Department of Defense has personnel trained in radiation protective measures
and is responsible for providing guidance to U.S. armed forces
24. What is the worst case scenario for the plant?
In a nuclear emergency, the most important action is ensure the core is covered with water to
provide cooling to remove any heat from the fuel rods. Without adequate cooling, the fuel rods
will melt. Should the final containment structure fail, radiation from these melting fuel rods
would be released to the atmosphere and additional protective measures may be necessary,
depending on factors such as prevailing wind patterns.
25. As time goes on, does the chance for a meltdown increase?
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Not necessarily. Each passing hour the fuel rods will become cooler. If adequate cooling can be
established and maintained, the risk of a meltdown will be mitigated.
26. Is our battery backup power less effective than the Japanese?
Talk to NRR/EE experts.
27. Are we providing additional KI to the Japanese?
Talk to LT
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Questions for EOC Meetings
1. Do US nuclear plants have better capabilities to respond to natural disasters than the
plants in Japan?
All U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes and
tsunamis. Even those plantsthat are located outside of areas with low and moderate seismic activity
are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safetysignificant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into account even very rare and
extreme seismic and tsunami events.
As with past natural and man-made events, such as the 2007 earthquake in the Sea of Japan, the
2004 tsunami in the Indian Ocean, and the events of 9/11, the NRC routinely reassess its safety
programs to ensure that U.S. nuclear power plants are designed to protect public health and safety
2.

Did the NRC share the post 9/11 enhancements to the U.S. facilities with the
Japanese?
The NRC routinely communicates and shares information with its international counterparts
to the maximum extent possible.

3. Could there be core damage and radiation release at a US plant if a natural disaster
exceeding the plant design were to occur?
All U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes and
tsunamis. The NRC
4. Could explosions like those that occurred in Japan happen at a U.S facility?
5. How would the U.S. have responded to the events of March 11?
6. How are US BWRs similar and/or different from the plants experience problems in
Japan?
7. Why are US plants safe to operate considering the events in Japan?
8. How big an earthquake is plant X designed to handle (for each plant)?
9. Is plant X designed to withstand a tsunami (for each coastal plant)?
10. What is the NRC doing to ensure this (Japan event) doesn't happen at US plants?
11. How will the U.S. learn from the failures at the Japanese reactors?
12. Is the NRC relooking at seismic analysis for US plants?
13. Is the event in Japan worse than TMI and Chernobyl?
14. What is the longer term prognosis for keeping the reactors cooled at the Japanese
facilities?
15. Does the NRC participate in inspection of the Japanese facilities?
16. Given low probability events do occur, how does the U.S. ensure that U.S. plant
designs are not significantly degraded by risk-informed changes?
17. How does the NRC ensure people can escape if an accident occurs from a natural
disaster when the infrastructure is also affected or destroyed in an area around a
plant?

POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR THE CHAIRMAN
1. Can this happen here?
The events that have occurred in Japan are the result of a combination of highly unlikely
natural disasters. It is extremely unlikely that a similar event could occur in the United
States.
2. I live near a nuclear power plant similar to the ones having trouble in Japan. How
can we now be confident that this plant won't experience a similar problem?
U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including
earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with
extensive seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.
The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be
designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported
for the site and surrounding area. The NRC is confident that the robust design of these
plants makes it extremely unlikely that a similar event could occur it then U.S.
3.

Has this crisis changed your opinion about the safety of US nuclear power plants?
No. The NRC remains confident that the design of U.S. nuclear power plants ensure the
continued protection of public health and safety.

4. With all this happening, how can the NRC continue to approve new nuclear power
plants?
It is premature to speculate what, if any, effect the events in Japan will have on the
licensing of new nuclear power plants.
5. What is the NRC doing in response to the situation in Japan?
The NRC has taken a number of actions:
a. Since the beginning of the event, the NRC has continuously manned its
Operations Center in Rockville, MD in order to gather and examine all available
information as part of the effort to analyze the event and understand its
implications both for Japan and the United States.
b. A team of officials from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory. Commission with expertise
in boiling water nuclear reactors have deployed to Japan as part of a U.S.
International Agency for International Development (USAID) team.
c. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has spoken with its counterpart agency in
Japan, offering the assistance of U.S. technical experts.
d. The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the
U.S. government response.

6. What other US agencies are involved, and what are they doing?
The entire federal family is responding to this event. The NRC is closely coordinating its
efforts with the White House, DOE, DOD, USAID, and others. The U.S. government is
providing whatever support requested by the Japanese government.
7. What else can go wrong?
The NRC is continuously monitoring the developments at the nuclear power plants in
Japan. Circumstances are constantly evolving and it would be inappropriate to
speculate on how this situation might develop over the coming days.
8. What is the worst-case scenario?
In a nuclear emergency, the most important action is ensure the core is covered with
water to provide cooling to remove any heat from the fuel rods. Without adequate
cooling, the fuel rods will melt. Should the final containment structure fail, radiation from
these melting fuel rods would be released to the atmosphere and additional protective
measures may be necessary depending on factors such as prevailing wind patterns.
9. The US has troops in Japan and has sent ships to help the relief effort - are they
in danger from the radiation?
The NRC is not the appropriate federal agency to answer this question. DOD is better
suited to provide information regarding its personnel.
10. Is there a danger of radiation making it to the United States?
In response to nuclear emergencies, the NRC works with other U.S. agencies to
monitor radioactive releases and predict their path. All the available information
indicates weather conditions have taken the small releases from the Fukushima
reactors out to sea away from the population. Given the thousands of miles between
the two countries, Hawaii, Alaska, the U.S. Territories and the U.S. West Coast are
not expected to experience any harmful levels of radioactivity.
11. Is the US Government tracking the radiation released from the Japanese plants?
See response to Question 10.
12. Has the government set up radiation monitoring stations to track the release?
All U.S. nuclear power plants have existing monitoring stations with the ability to
measure and track external radiation sources. However, should the federal government
decide that additional monitoring stations are needed, the NRC will support that effort.
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13. The radiation "plume" seems to be going out to sea - what is the danger of it
reaching Alaska? Hawaii? The west coast?
See response to Question 10.
14. I live in the Western United States - should I be taking potassium iodide (KI)?
No protective measures are necessary in the United States. We do not expect any U.S.
states or territories to experience harmful levels of radioactivity.
15. Are there other protective measures I should be taking?
The NRC supports the states with making protective measure recommendations for their
residents. The NRC is not recommending any protective measures to the states as a
result of the events in Japan. United States citizens in Japan are encouraged to follow
the protective measures recommended by the Japanese government. These measures
appear to be consistent with steps the United States would take.
16. What are the risks to my children?
See response to Question 15.
17. My family has planned a vacation to Hawaii/Alaska/Seattle next week - is it safe to
go, or should we cancel our plans?
The NRC does not believe that the events in Japan warrant any travel restrictions within
the United States or its territories.
18. What are the short-term and long-term effects of exposure to radiation?
The NRC does not expect that residents of the United States or it territories are at any
risk of exposure to harmful levels of radiation resulting from the events in Japan.
On a daily basis, people are exposed to naturally occurring sources of radiation, such as
from the sun or medical X-rays. The resulting effects are dependent on the strength and
type of radiation as well as the duration of exposure.

David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Decker, David
Monday, March 14, 2011 4:15 PM
Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca
FW: nuclear reactor question

I just traded e-mails with Shannon (Heuberger) and provided the info below (taken from our press releases and talking
points, and after speaking with Eliot and Scottin OPA). Raeann also had found some info about an EPA radiation
monitoring program (Environmental Radiation Ambient Monitoring Systems) that is a domestic network that measures
environmental radioactivity so I mentioned that as well.
On the logistics front, we're being pinged again by the Ops Center for a rotation schedule for Tuesday afternoon through
Friday.

From: Decker, David
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:08 PM
To: 'Heuberger, Shannon (Merkley)'
Subject: RE: nuclear reactor question

Shannon,
The NRC is working with DOE, EPA and other government agencies to monitor radioactive releases from Japan and to
predict their path. All the available data indicates weather conditions have taken the small releases out to sea away
from the population. Given the results of the monitoring and the distance between Japan and Hawaii/Alaska and the
West Coast the NRC does not expect the US to experience any harmful levels of radioactivity from the events in Japan.
Within the United States the EPA has a program called the Environmental Radiation Ambient Monitoring Systems
(ERAMS) which is operated by the EPA's National Air and Radiation Environmental Lab. This is a national network of
monitoring stations that regularly collect air, precipitation, dr inking water, and milk samples for analysis of radioactivity.
This network has been used to track environmental releases resulting from nuclear emergencies. I hope this helps, but
please let me know if you have any other questions. Thanks.
David
From: Heuberger, Shannon (Merkley) [mailto:ShannonHeuberger@merkley.senate.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Decker, David
Subject: nuclear reactor question
Hi David,
Thanks for your phone message. I work in Senator Merkley's office and, since Senator Merkley represents a state on the
Pacific Coast, we're expecting to get some questions from constituents about air quality issues that could arise from the
nuclear reactor accident in Japan. What I'm hoping to find out is whether there are any monitoring programs in place
that would detect the presence of radioactive materials if they were to make it across the Pacific Ocean somehow. Can,
you let me know if NRC has any such programs or if you know of programs at other agencies?
Thanks!

Shannon
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Shannon Heuberger,PhD
CongressionalScience Fellow
Office of SenatorJeff Merkley
107 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510 1(202) 224-3753
Shannon Heuberqer@Merkley.Senate.qov

Sign up for Senator Merkley's E-newsletter
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

WE'RE MOVING! After March 18th, our new office will be Room 313, Hart Senate Office Building.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Decker, David
Monday, March 14, 2011 3:17 PM
Powell, Amy; Dacus, Eugene
RE: I'll get back to Jeff Baran

Thanks. Phone call going okay with Geri. RI will have some take-aways from this. She wants to know what the
earthquake monitoring process is, and what the mitigation process is to improve these old 40 year old plants ability to
withstand earthquakes. This will take some time, and involve NRR but Geri understands we're busy and will appreciate
anything RI can pull together.
From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:05 PM
To: Decker, David
Subject: I'll get back to Jeff Baran

Amy Powell
Associate Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-1673

'OfnI
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Baran, Jeff [Jeff.Baran@mail.house.gov]
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:48 PM
Powell, Amy; Decker, David
Dotson, Greg
Update

Importance:

High

Amy and David,
Mr. Waxman had a conversation with Chairman Jaczko earlier, who offered to have staff follow-up with a status update. Is
that sometime we can set up for this afternoon? I'd be interested in getting a brief update on the latest events and having
a chance to ask a few questions. One question I have is whether NRC has done modeling of this specific event or this
type of event for a BWR with a Mark 1 containment system. I'd be interested in the results of such modeling. Mr.
Waxman has a meeting at 4pm on the situation in Japan so it'd be great to get the latest information before then.
Thanks,
Jeff
202-226-5864
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Decker, David
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:14 PM
Sanfilippo, Nathan
Re: Fukushima Reactor/Containment Info

Thanks Nathan.

From: Sanfilippo, Nathan
To: Decker, David
Sent: Mon Mar 14 13:57:47 2011
Subject: RE: Fukushima Reactor/Containment Info
David,
There is "pre-construction" going on at V.C. Summer and Vogtle (2 units each). In addition, Vogtle has a
Limited Work Authorization to do some construction related activities. But as far as real safety-related
construction - just Watts Bar 2. But if you were to go to Vogtle and Summer, they are massive construction
sites.
Nathan
From: Decker, David
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:38 PM
To: Sanfilippo, Nathan
Subject: FW: Fukushima Reactor/Containment Info
Nathan,
Other than the Watts Bar Unit 2 construction, I don't think there's anything else going on for new reactors. But
I wanted to double-check before responding to the House oversight staffer. Thanks.
David

From: Baran, Jeff Fmailto:Jeff.Baran(mail.house.qov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:32 PM
To: Decker, David
Subject: RE: Fukushima Reactor/Containment Info
I have a somewhat unrelated question. Is actual reactor construction currently taking place at TVA's Watts Bar Unit 2 or
at any other plants?
Thanks again,
Jeff
From: Decker, David [mailto: David. Decker)n rc.qov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:46 PM
To: Baran, Jeff
Subject: RE: Fukushima Reactor/Containment Info

Id>

There are a total of 6 units there.
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From: Baran, Jeff Fmailto:Jeff. Baran mail.house.qovl
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:46 PM
To: Decker, David
Subject: RE: Fukushima Reactor/Containment Info
Are there are total of 6 units at that plant or just 3?

From: Decker, David [mai Ito: David. Decker0nrc.qov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:45 PM
To: Baran, Jeff
Subject: RE: Fukushima Reactor/Containment Info
Jeff - yes, the info below refers to the units at the Fukushima Daiichi plant.
From: Baran, Jeff [mailto:Jeff.Baran mail.house.govl
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:30 PM
To: Decker, David
Subject: RE: Fukushima Reactor/Containment Info
Do Units 1-3 refer to the three Daiichi units?
Thanks,
Jeff
From: Decker, David Fmai Ito: David. Decker@n rc.clovl
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:09 PM
To: Baran, Jeff
Subject: Fukushima Reactor/Containment Info
Jeff,
Here's the info I have on Fukushima plant design.
6 of the 104 US reactors are the GE BWR 3 with Mark 1 containments similar to the design used at Fukushima
Unit 1. Those 6 are Dresden 1&2, Monticellol, Pilgrim 1, and Quad Cities 1&2.
All other reactors at Fukushima are BWR-4 or BWR-5. Units 1-5 are Mark1 containments, with Unit 6 being
Mark 2.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shane, Raeann
Monday, March 14, 2011 1:52 PM
Decker, David; Powell, Amy
RE: Questions from Rob Blair

NEI has some FAQs on their website that provide background info that may be the best source for someone
on a short timeline.

http://www.nei .orq/resourcesandstats/documentlibrary/newplants/factsheet/faq --- iapanese-nuclear-enerqvsituation/
I agree that number 4 should be our top priority. It is amazing how hard it is to get a consistent answer around
here.
From: Decker, David
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:42 PM
To: Powell, Amy; Shane, Raeann
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca
Subject: RE: Questions from Rob Blair
I have info to answer part of Q1 (the Fukushima Daiichi 6 reactors), but none of the other plants. This could be
a bit lengthy in terms of getting the info. Maybe Nathan Sanfillipo in EDO (who does NRR stuff) might have
some sources.
From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Decker, David; Shane, Raeann
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca
Subject: Questions from Rob Blair
Rob Blair from House E&W Approps has some technical questions below. He would like them in advance of
their hearing tomorrow with Sec Chu, but completely understands if we are swamped and need to focus
elsewhere. Any low hanging fruit here?
1.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 used the GE BWR-3 reactor design with Mark I containment. What reactor
and containment designs are used at all 11 nuclear plants that were shut down following the
earthquake last week, including all Fukushima Daiichi and Daini reactors? (sounds similar to a question
earlier this am)

2.

When were each of these designs made, and when were each of these units constructed? (anything on
the IAEA site or TEPCO that we can point him to)

3.

For each reactor and containment design used, what reactors in the United States use the same
designs, and when were they built? (is it only the 6 GE BWR 3 with Mark 1? Would Info Digest be
somewhere to point him?)

4. What does NRC require as far as electricity supply and back up (diesel generators, batteries, etc.)?
I sent this to both of you since we are about to have a shift change - let me know how heavy a lift this is. I
would say that his most pressing question is #4.
Thanks,
370

Amy

Amy Powell
Associate Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
Office of Congressional
Affairs
Phone: 301-415-1673
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David Decker
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Fischhoff, Ilya [llya.Fischhoff@mail.house.gov]
Monday, March 14, 2011 1:50 PM
Decker, David
RE: Potassium Iodide
image001 .gif; image002.gif

Hi David,
Thank you again!
Ilya
From: Decker, David rmailto: David. DeckerOnrc.Qovl
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:03 PM
To: Fischhoff, Ilya
Subject: RE: Potassium Iodide
Ilya,
The staff says that while there are no reporting to us, any state that accepts ki, however, has to put it in their emergency
plan which is reviewed by fema.
David

From: Fischhoff, Ilya [mailto: Ilya. FischhoffOmail.house. gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:47 PM
To: Decker, David
Cc: Freedhoff, Michal; Duncan, Jeff; Joseph, Avenel
Subject: RE: Potassium Iodide
Hi David,
Thank you! On the first bullet, would that mean that the pills have been distributed out to 10 miles? Do states report
back on how they've distributed the KI?
Ilya
From: Decker, David rmailto: David. Deckerbn rc. qovl
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:26 PM
To: Fischhoff, Ilya
Subject: Potassium Iodide
Ilya,
Here is info I found on our web-site about your two Potassium Iodide (KI) questions.
David

Current Status on KI Distribution
Twenty-two states (Alabama, Arizona, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia) have requested and/or received potassium iodide tablets. ~rizona,/
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Delaware, Florida, New Jersey, New York, Minnesota, Mississippi, North Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia have
requested and/or received liquid pediatric potassium iodide.

TOP

Distribution of KI Within 20-Mile Radius of Nuclear Power Plants
Section 127 of the Public Health Security and Bioterrorism. Preparedness and Response Act of 2002 (the Bioterrorism
Act -EXT-1) requires State and local governments through the national KI stockpile to distribute KI tablets to population
within 20 miles of a nuclear power plant. The Bioterrorism Act also directed the National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
to study the expanded distribution of potassium iodide and report back to the President on the best distribution
methods to accomplish such an expanded distribution. The NAS published this study -EX-Tlin January 2004.
On August 29, 2005, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) published draft guidelines for State, local,
and tribal governments, for the expanded distribution, stockpiling, and utilization of KI in the event of a radioactive
iodine release from a commercial nuclear power plant incident. On September 2, 2005, HHS issued a correction to add
deadline for receiving public comments. The NRC provided comments to the draft guidelines on November 1, 2005.
On July 3, 2007, President Bush delegated his authority to invoke the waiver provision in Section 127 to his science
advisor, Dr. Marbuger, Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy at the White House. In a January 22,
2008 -EX-iT memo, Dr. Marburger announced his decision to invoke the Section 127(f) waiver. A technical paper EXIT
on the issue of KI was prepared by the Federal Radiological Protection Coordinating Committee KI Sub-Committee at
the request of Dr. Marburger as part of his determination process.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

McNamara, Nancy
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:41 PM
Decker, David
RE: NRC Congressional Affairs contacts, coverage regarding Japanese earthquake and
tsunami issues

Thanks, we'll call you.
From: Decker, David
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:27 PM
To: McNamara, Nancy
Subject: FW: NRC Congressional Affairs contacts, coverage regarding Japanese earthquake and tsunami issues
Our direct line in the Ops Center is listed below.

Our schedule for the next 2 days:
Mon - 7am-2pm - Raeann Shane
Mon - 2pm-5pm - David Decker
Mon - 5pm-9pm - Amy Powell
Mon - 9pm-7am - Tim Riley
Tues - 7am-2pm - Spiros Droggitis
Congressional Affairs direct line in the OPS center is 301-816-5209.
The main line for the OPS center is 301-816-5100 and they can transfer you if we do not answer our direct line.
You can also call our 301-415-1776 line during the day.
From: Repko, Mary Frances [mailto: Mary. Frances.RepkoOmail.house.qov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:30 AM
To: Powell, Amy
Cc: Shane, Raeann; Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Decker, David; Dacus, Eugene
Subject: RE: NRC Congressional Affairs contacts, coverage regarding Japanese earthquake and tsunami issues
Thanks Amy, This was really helpful, may we get a schedule for the next few days, and remind me how Members call
into the Ops Center ifthey need to do so? - Mary Frances
From: Powell, Amy rmailto:Amy. Powell~nrc.qovl
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:02 PM
To: Powell, Amy
Cc: Shane, Raeann; Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Decker, David; Dacus, Eugene
Subject: NRC Congressional Affairs contacts, coverage regarding Japanese earthquake and tsunami issues
Importance: High
Hi all

-

In the event that it is needed, NRC's Office of Congressional Affairs is planning to have staff available in the
NRC's Operations Center through the weekend as the agency continues to track Japanese earthquak and.,
tsunami issues. Here is the schedule for who will be available and when:
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Friday, March 11th
Raeann Shane
Eugene "Gene" Dacus
Saturday, March 12th
Rebecca "Becky" Schmidt
Spiros Droggitis
David Decker
Sunday, March 13th
Amy Powell
Tim Riley

until 10:00 pm
10:00 pm to 7:00 am
7:00 am to 2:00 pm
2:00 pm to 9:00 pm
9:00 pm to 7:00 am

7:00 am to 2:00 pm
2:00pm to 9:00pm

I've cc'ed all of our NRC Congressional Affairs staff on this schedule so that you have their e-mail addresses.
If this changes at any point in the weekend, we will notify you.
Amy
Amy Powell
Associate Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-1673
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Dean, Bill

Subject:

Baker, Pamela
Monday, March 14, 2011 6:42 PM
Dean, Bill;. Lew, David; Roberts, Darrell; Clifford, James; Wilson, Peter; Weerakkody, Sunil;
Lorson, Raymond; Collins, Daniel; Walker, Tracy
Scheduling Call Notes - March 14, 2011

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

The following notes are provided per today's scheduling call agenda topics
1. Op Center Support Priority - Japan support is a priority and office should respond to any requests
from the Operations center accordingly. Two staff have already been sent to Japan with another six
being assembled to join them. In addition OIP is sending three additional staff. The Chairman will
be issuing an message along with and EDO update extending condolences to Japan and the
technical support through coordination through the US embassy. The events occurring overseas
does not stop our mission here in the US. The topic for Congressional hearing on Wednesday has
changed from the budget to Japan. Thanks extended to the Ops Center staff who worked the
center throughout the weekend as things developed. Expectations are for continuing support.
2.

Strategic Acquisition SRM & Interim POC Process - Per the 2/28/11 staff recommendations,
contracting authority will be delegated to EDO who can further delegate to Director of Contracts.
Chairman paper process for approving $1 M awards has been terminated immediately. The
Procurement Oversight Committee (POC) will continue to review high dollar contracts utilizing an
automated, drop-down , user -friendly, menu template for requisite information. Seven papers
currently in process will be reviewed by the team accordingly as the template is further developed in
support of the POC review..

3.

Profiling OIG Report Recommendation Status Correspondence in ADAMS for Public Availability Once a IG report has been released and placed in ADAMS, any subsequent documentation and
updates should also be entered into ADAMS unless contained therein is classified, SQI OUO, PII,
etc information ( the same thresholds for any other public release of information in ADAMS). These
occurrences should be brought to the attention of Jesse Arildsen. Staff are reminded to follow the
special instructions cited in the green tickets when issued.

4. Commission Meeting Presentation Feedback - Commission prefers less scripted presentations, not
reading of slides. There has been an increase delving into the technical details and pictures are
useful to support words. Expect more discussions of incorporating this feedback during the
alignment and pre-briefs. Any known changes to rules and papers should be communicated early
as the commission staff is working concurrently in their research and preparation.
Round Robin - OCFO issued a FAIMIS survey via email and asked for completed submissions by
3/25/11.
Thank You,
Pam

A
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

socialmedia-bouncesaIist~ans.oro on behalf of David Walters
socialmedia6list.ans.orq
[SocialMedia] The latest in hysteria
Monday, March 14, 2011 9:37:30 PM

The latest in hysteria:
http:!/www.truth-out.org/tokyo-electric-build-us-nuclear-plants-the-no-bsinfo-japans-disastrous-nuclear-operators68457
Tokyo Electric to Build US Nuclear Plants: The No BS Info on Japan's
Disastrous Nuclear Operators
Monday 14 March 2011
by Greg Palast
I need to speak to you, not as a reporter, but in my former capacity as
lead investigator in several government nuclear plant fraud and
racketeering investigations.
I don't know the law in Japan, so I can't tell you if Tokyo Electric
Power Co (TEPCO) can plead insanity to the homicides about to happen.
But what will Obama plead? The administration, just months ago, asked
Congress to provide a $4 billion loan guarantee for two new nuclear
reactors to be built and operated on the Gulf Coast of Texas - by TEPCO
and local partners. As if the Gulf hasn't suffered enough. Here are the
facts about TEPCO and the industry you haven't heard on CNN:
The failure of emergency systems at Japan's nuclear plants comes as no
surprise to those of us who have worked in the field.
Nuclear plants the world over must be certified for what is called "SQ"
or "Seismic Qualification." That is, the owners swear that all
components are designed for the maximum conceivable shaking event, be it
from an earthquake or an exploding Christmas card from al-Qaeda.
The most inexpensive way to meet your SQ is to lie. The industry does it
all the time. The government team I worked with caught them once, in
1988, at the Shoreham plant in New York. Correcting the SQ problem at
Shoreham would have cost a cool billion, so engineers were told to
change the tests from "failed" to "passed."
Full:
http: //www.truth-out.orgltokyo-electric-build-us-nuclear-plants-the-no-bsinfo-japans-disastrous-nuclear-operators68457
SocialMedia mailing list
SocialMedia@list.ans.org

.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kammerer. Annie
Burnell, Scott
FW: Thanks, talking points and sensitivity
Monday, March 14, 2011 11:19:18 AM
Honshu TalkinQ points v2.doc
ATT00002..htm

Good news
From: Jones, Henry
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:16 AM
To: Flanders, Scott; Chokshi, Nilesh; Kammerer, Annie; Karas, Rebecca; .Cook, Christopher; Munson,
Clifford; Bagchi, Goutam
Subject: FW: Thanks, talking points and sensitivity
Just to let you know that USGS (Menlo Park, tsunami) has already taken the initiative to brief
their people regarding the press and nuclear issues:
Please
........
remember that we are not charged with nor have the expertise to
comment on the vulnerability of structures like nuclear power plants.
Please refer anything and everything related to nuclear energy to the. U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC)...."
USGS also sent us their talking points (attached). This may assist us in being consistent
between the agencies.
Henry
From: Eric [mailto:egeist@usgs.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Jason Chaytor; Uri Ten Brink; Patrick Lynett; David CTwichell; Alex Apotsos
Cc: Jones, Henry
Subject: Fwd: Thanks, talking points and sensitivity
Note from David Applegate below. Short summary: be careful when talking to the press
about nuclear issues.. .Eric
Begin forwarded message:

From: David Applegate <applegate@usgs.gov>

Date: March 13, 2011 10:30:05 PM PDT
To: Paul S Earle <pearleausgs.gov>, Harley M Benz <benz~usgs.gov>,
David J Wald <wald@usgs.gov>, Lisa A Wald <lisa@usgs.gov>, Gavin

Hayes <ghayes~usgs.gov>, Eric L Geist <egeist'usgs.gov>, Uri Ten
Brink <utenbrinkausgs.gov>, Robert E Kayen <rkayen~usgs.gov•,

hudnut@caltech.edu, Susan E Hough <hough@usgs.gov>, Erik V
Pounders <epounders~usgs.gov>, jones@usgs.gov, David P Schwart4
<dschwartz2usgs.gov>, William L Ellsworth <ellsworth@usgs.gov>,

\

-

Thomas M Brocher <brocher@usgs.gov>, Jill McCarthy
<jmccarthy@usgs.gov>, Stephen H Kirby <skirbyfusgs.gov>, Justin L
Rubinstein <jrubinstein@usgs.gov>, Ross S Stein <rstein~usgs.gov>,
Ruth A Harris <harrisausgs.gov>, Keith L Knudsen
<kknudsen~usgs.gov>, John Boatwright <boat2usgs.gov>, Brad Aagaard
<baagaardausgs.gov>, David H Oppenheimer <oppen~usgs.gov>, Steve
R Walter <swalter@usgs.gov>, Susan Garcia <garcia@usgs.gov>,
atwater@u.washington.edu, craig@ess.washington.edu, Arthur D Frankel
<afrankelausgs.gov>, Joan S Gomberg <gomberg~usgs.gov>, Gerald
Bawden <gbawdencusgs.gov>, Dale A Cox <dacox~usgs.gov>, Guy R
Gelfenbaum <ggelfenbaum@usgs.gov>, Peter J Haeussler
<pheuslr@usgs.gov>
Cc: Michael L Blanpied <mblanpied@usgs.gov>, William S Leith
<wleith~usgs.gov>, Elizabeth A Lemersal <lemersal~usgs.gov>, John R
Filson <ifilson~usgs.gov>, Joyce A Costello <jicostell@usgs.gov>
Subject: Thanks, talking points and sensitivity

All,
First off, thank you so much for the extraordinary job you have done
communicating with the media and public over the past several days. The
media onslaught has been extraordinary, and USGS has risen to the challenge
over and over again even in the midst of dealing with the many other
responsibilities that come with the response to an event of this scope.
(Paul/Harley, please share this note with the NEIC analysts who did such
yeoman's service through the wee hours).
Second, I asked John Filson to take a first crack at talking points for
this earthquake, and he has generated a great list. We would welcome your
additions and subtractions -- messages that you felt were effective in your
communications.
Finally, a cautionary note that we are seeing the interests of the media
changing from the earthquake and tsunami (and whether similar things might
happen in the US -- the proverbial teachable moment) to specific concern
about the nuclear power plants in Japan and by extension those here in the
US. Please remember that we are not charged with nor have the expertise to
comment on the vulnerability of structures like nuclear power plants.
Please refer anything and everything related to nuclear energy to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC). Here is a link to a new USNRC press
release (on radioactive release) with contact info for their Office of
Public Affairs:
http://xvwwwnrc.gov/reading-rn/doc-collections/news/2011/ 11-046.pdf

There is also a link to the USNRC's blog
(http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov/) that has an entry "U.S. Nuclear
Plants are Designed for Severe Natural Hazards" that in turn refers to a
background paper on the topic at:
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc- collections/fact- sheets/fs- seismic-issues.html
This is obviously a rapidly changing situation with the well-being of
thousands at stake. We have a responsibility to avoid speculationregarding what might happen in what is already an unthinkable situation.
Before I get down off my soapbox, I want to thank you again for an
extraordinary effort in responding to an extraordinary event.
Thanks, Dave

David Applegate, Ph.D.
Senior Science Advisor for Earthquake & Geologic Hazards
U.S. Geological Survey
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive MS 905, Reston VA 20192
703 648 6714 voice, 703 648 6717 fax
applegate@usgs.gov
(See attached file: HonshuTalkingpoints-v2.doc)

Attachment HonshuTalkingpointsv2.doc (46592 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:

socialmedia-bounceslistans.orO on behalf of Dan Yurmarn
"Social Media"

Subject:

[SocialMedia] New blast at Fukushima #2 may have damaged reactor

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 8:44:29 PM

CNN -- An "explosive impact" occurred at the No. 2 reactor at a
quake-damaged nuclear power plant in Japan, plant's owner says.
Breaking News Alert
The New York Times
Mon, March 14, 2011 -- 8:00 PM ET

New Blast Reported at Japanese Nuclear Plant as Workers Struggle to Cool
Reactor
An explosion early Tuesday morning may have damaged the inner steel
containment vessel of the No. 2 reactor at Japan's Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Power Station, leading to the wide release of radioactive materials there
and forcing the evacuation of emergency workers, the plant's operator said.
The blast appeared to be different -- and more severe -- than those that at
two other troubled reactor at the same nuclear complex because this one,
reported to have occurred at 6:14 a.m., happened in the "pressure
suppression room" in the cooling area of the reactor, raising the
possibility to damage to the reactor's containment vessel.

SocialMedia mailing list
SocialMedia@list.ans.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Burnell. Scott
McIntyre. David
RE: Quake dbas
Monday, March 14, 2011 6:21:00 PM
imageO0l.prn

Nope. Short answer is the California plants have to deal with the strongest possible
quakes, after that the credible earthquake strength falls off pretty rapidly.
From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:44 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Quake dbas

We don't have anything remotely like this, do we?
From: Andrew Schneider [mailto:andrewschneider@me.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:43 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Follow up
David,

You said earlier that design limits for withstanding earthquakes are site specific.
I'm on deadline now so if you could just send me the range - low to high - that will
get me of your back for the moment.
What I will need later today is breakdown by plant on what each earthquake design
limit is.
Thanks

Andrew Schneider

Aol News.
Senior Public Health Correspondent
P - 202-422-2313
F - 866-298-8618

E - andrew.schneideraaolnews.com
W - www.aolnews.com
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From:
To:

Cc:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
KATARZYNA KLIMASINSKA, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:
Brenner. Eliot
Cubbace, Amy
RE: follow up- GE"s ESBWR approval
Monday, March 14, 2011 6:20:00 PM

Hi Kasia;
Sorry to be a little late (and repetitive), but right now we're focused on responding promptly and
effectively to the matter at hand. We'll determine any review schedule impacts once things are stable
in Japan. Thanks.
Scott
Original----Message ----From: KATARZYNA KLIMASINSKA, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto: kklimasinska
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:07 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: follow up- GE's ESBWR approval

bloomberg.net]

Hi,
thanks so much for the reply. I have one more follow-up question.
GE said on March 9 they expect the final NRC design certification of ESBWR in the fall of 2011.
I'm just curious-- is this deadline still sustainable, given the issues that NRC has to deal with, additional
information it needs to assess following the Japanese earthquake?
Regards,
Kasia Klimasinska, BloombergNews
202.654.7313
Original
----Message ----From: Scott Burnell <Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov>
To: KATARZYNA KLIMASINSKA (BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:)
Cc: Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov
At: 3/14 12:53:33
Hello Kasia;
As you can see from our latest press release, we're focused on assisting our Japanese counterparts right
now. As detailed scientific information becomes available from Japan, we'll fully review that information
to determine any implications for operating reactors and license renewals in the United States.
Thank you.
Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Original----Message ----From: KATARZYNA KLIMASINSKA, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:kklimasinska fbloomberg.net]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:27 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: URGENT: attention. Ivone

Hi Ivone,
I appreciate you taking my call a moment ago. I would like to get a hold of an NRC member
(preferably: over the phone) to the story we're writing following the German announcement today.
Germany will suspend a planned extension of the lifespan of the country's nuclear-power plants pending
the outcome of an inquiry into their safety in the light of the disaster in Japan, Chancellor Angela Merkel
said today.
Is the US considering taking a similar step? Is it being discussed? Is NRC holding any meetings on this
matter today?
I would appreciate NRC comment as soon as possible,
Regards,
Kasia Klimasinska

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Harrington. Holly
Burnell, Scott; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Shoop, Undine; Steoer (Tucci). Christine; Shannon, Valerie; Couret
Ivonne; Janberqs, Holly; Taylor, Robert; McIntyre, David; Sheehan, Neil
Brenner, Eliot
Staffing for tomorrow -- Per Eliot

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 6:03:50 PM

If anyone has an issue, please let me know.
Of course, if everything suddenly goes quiet, folks will not have to stay the full time listed here.

Tuesday:
Eliot: 7:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. (Eliot will be out 2:30 to 5:30 on Tuesday)
Scott: 7:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Brenda: 7:30 - 6 p.m.
Undine Shoop - 8 a.m. -- ? (In Op Center to help Scott)

Christine Steger - 8 a.m. to 5 (loan from NRR)
Val: 6:45 - 4:30 p.m. (regular hours)
Ivonne: 8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Bethany: 9:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Rob: 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Dave: noon to 10 p.m. (Relieve Scott in Op Center)
Holly: 1:30 p.m. to midnight
Neil: 10 p.m. to 8 a.m.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden. Elizabeth
Kammerer, Annie; Burnell, Scott
Re: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear power plant
Monday, March 14, 2011 5:32:27 PM

Thanks!

From: Kammerer, Annie
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Burnell, Scott
Sent: Mon Mar 14 17:25:17 2011
Subject: RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant

LOL. I hope that was all you needed.. .and more.
Annie
From: Manoly, Kamal

Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:19 PM
To: Ake, Jon
Cc: Burnell, Scott; Munson, Clifford; Stutzke, Martin; Chokshi, Nilesh; Kammerer, Annie; Hayden,

Elizabeth
Subject: RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant
Jon,
I agree with your characterization. The GL is still in the formative state.
Kamal
From: Ake, Jon
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:08 PM

To: Kammerer, Annie; Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Burnell, Scott; Manoly, Kamal; Munson, Clifford; Stutzke, Martin; Chokshi, Nilesh
Subject: RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant

As Annie has pointed out, all 96 operating reactors in the Central and Eastern U.S. were
evaluated as part of the GI-199 assessment. Currently a Generic Letter is being prepared
requesting additional seismic and plant-specific information, that letter will be sent to all
NPP licensees in the CEUS. It is important to note that the Generic Letter has not yet been
finalized, the specific information requests are being developed and reviewed internally.
So, at this time we are unable to state exactly what path (analysis, back-fit etc.) a
particular plant may follow as a result of the Generic Letter.
Kamal, Marty, CliffIs this an accurate representation of our current path?
From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:53 AM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Burnell, Scott; Ake, Jon
Subject: RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear\

power plant

The list that was analyzed was basically everything in the CEUS. I don't think we made the
list of which plants were OK and which not public due to too much uncertainty. Jon Ake
would know.
Jon, can you answer? Did we make the list of plant names and which screened in public?
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:48 PM
To: Kammerer, Annie
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant
Is the list of plants that were analyzed and those found problematic public?
Beth Hayden
Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
--- ProtectingPeople and the Environment
301-415-8202

elizabeth.havden@nrc.gov
From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:24 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant
Yes. Wolf Creek was analyzed as part of GI-1 99. It was not one of the plants that the NRC
identified as problematic (i.e. staff believes this plant still has adequate margin given the
latest ground shaking estimates). However, due to uncertainties in the data available to
our staff, we will be sending a letter to all US plants in the central and eastern US.
I hope this helps.
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:18 PM
To: Kammerer, Annie
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant
Annie,
Can you help with this question we received from a reporter?
Also, can you verify whether Wolf Creek is one of the plants evaluated in GSI-1 99?

Beth Hayden
Senior Advisor
Office of PublicAffairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatoiy Commission
--- Protecting People and the Environment

301-415-8202
elizabeth.hayden @nrc.gov
From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:10 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Screnci, Diane
Subject: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear power
plant

From: keith.darce@uniontrib.com [mailto: keith.darce@uniontrib.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:08 PM
To: Uselding, Lara
Subject: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear power plant
Lara,
I am trying to track down any documents on file with the NRC concerning the risk of earthquakes
occurring near the San Onofre nuclear plant north of San Diego. I am particularly interested in
emergency plans, analysis of the risks faced by the plant from earthquakes and predictions of the
types of damage and dangers that could be created by earthquake damage to the plant. I'm also
interested in documents looking at the risk and dangers posed by tsunamis to the plant.
Can you tell me if these types of documents exist and when I might be able to get them? I am
trying to turn a story around on this topic for tomorrow's (Tuesday's) edition of the paper.
Thanks,
Keith

Keith Darce
Biotechnology writer

The San Diego Union-Tribune
keith.darce@uniontrib.com
619.293.1020
www.signonsandiego.com/news/business/biotech/
Follow me on Twitter at KeithDarce

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden, Elizabeth
Burnell, Scott
Re: Your Questions
Monday, March 14, 2011 5:31:26 PM

Thanks for chasing down these answers.

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Meserve, Jeanne <Jeanne.Meserve@turner.com>
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot

Sent: Mon Mar 14 17:28:39 2011
Subject: RE: Your Questions

Yes. Attributable to an "NRC spokesperson," if you don't mind, as I'm trailing the
Chairman's comments.
From: Meserve, Jeanne [mailto:Jeanne.Meserve@turner.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:26 PM

To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Your Questions

Scott.. .this is all on the record?
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Meserve, Jeanne

Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Your Questions
Hello Jeanne;

1) The GSI-199 study didn't reveal "vulnerabilities" but slight increases in some plants'
overall hazard estimates - We continue to be satisfied that all U.S. plants are
meeting NRC requirements for seismic safety. The plants designed for the greatest
seismic hazards are those in the areas of greatest seismic activity.
2) The request came through the office of the U.S. Ambassador to Japan, so they can
best describe the request and requestor.
3) TEPCO or another local source is in the best position to discuss whether MOX is
used in the #3 reactor. Generally, the presence of plutonium in low-enriched MOX
fuel is not expected to materially change the fuel's response to accident conditions
nor the potential health effects from a release.
4) The request asks for technical assistance; the NRC is sending approximately 10
people, including additional BWR specialists and management with wide technical
experience. The agency hopes to have them in the air tonight.

5) We're gathering additional site-specific information and analytical modeling to

at the issue in more detail for those plants where the initial review indicated a slight
increase in risk. It's an effort that will certainly be informed by whatever is learned
from events in Japan.
Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:20 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Jeanne Meserve Questions Needing Responses
Her questions are:
1) Can we provide a list of those plants with the highest potential seismic
vulnerability? i.e., those that are problematic in the GSI-199 study. I've sent that
question to Annie Kemmerer but need someone to followup.
2) How did the Japanese ask for our help-oral, letter, other? Who in Japan was the
requestor?
3) Is MOX fuel in the #3 reactor? If so is there a greater threat to the public from this
fuel melting?
4) What is the nature of the help Japan asked for? What is the team expertise
composition? How many and where will they be in Japan?
5) With regard to our Fact Sheet on seismology, what are we doing to follow up:
The GIP confirmed that operating nuclear power plants are safe. The assessment also found that,
although still small, some seismic hazard estimates have increased and warrant further attention.
In September 2010, NRC issued a Safety/Risk Assessment report (ADAMS Accession No.
ML100270582) and an Information Notice (ADAMS Accession No. ML101970221) to inform
stakeholders of the Safety/Risk Assessment results. Further action may include obtaining
additional, updated information, as well as developing methods'to determine if plant improvements
to reduce seismic risk are warranted. Information regarding this generic issue and the GIP in
general is available at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/gen-issues.html.
Her deadline is 5 pm and her e-mail address is Jeanne.Meserve@turner.com

Beth

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Jennifer Zaiac (SNL: 434-951-7496)
RE: Confirm # of approved license renewals, in the process
Monday, March 14, 2011 3:42:00 PM

Every applicant that has completed the detailed review process has met our requirements
and received a renewed license.
From: Jennifer Zajac (SNL: 434-951-7496) [mailto:JZajac@snl.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:34 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Confirm # of approved license renewals, in the process
Great. One more question: Is it accurate to say that the NRC has not rejected any operating license
applications thus far?
Jennifer Zajac
Senior Editor
SNL Energy
434-951-7496
jzajac@snl.com

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:33 PM
To: Jennifer Zajac (SNL: 434-951-7496); OPA Resource
Subject: RE: Confirm # of approved license renewals, in the process
Hi Jennifer;
The latest numbers are in the press release from last Thursday regarding Vermont
Yankee. Thanks.

Scott
From: Jennifer Zajac (SNL: 434-951-7496) [mailto:JZajac@snl.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:32 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; OPA Resource
Subject: Confirm # of approved license renewals, in the process
Hi Scott (and other media contacts there in case Scott's swamped):
I am writing to find out exactly how many operating license renewals have been approved by the
NRC: Is it accurate to say that it is at least 54? An exact figure would be appreciated. Also, I am
writing to confirm that there are 13 operating license renewal applications currently under NRC
review---please let me know if that's correct and if not what the correct # is.
I am on deadline today.

Best wishes,
Jennifer
Jennifer Zajac
Senior Editor
SNL Energy
434-951-7496
jzajac@snl.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Akstulewicz, Brenda; Brenner, Eliot; Harrinoton. Holly; Couret, Ivonne
RE: Addition to latest press release
Monday, March 14, 2011 3:41:00 PM

It'll be on whitehouse.gov, but I haven't seen it yet.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:41 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Addition to latest press release

Does anyone know if the transcript is on line,' Would OCA have done this?
From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:40 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Addition to latest press release
If the transcript is on line, please make the link. Also, please be sure all regional folks have
the transcript, and would you cut and paste the transcript into a message for me? Thanks.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:39 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Addition to latest press release
Importance: High
Regarding the last' sentence.. .do we want to link "White House's transcript" to the transcript on

line.
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:15 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Addition to latest press release
Importance: High
Eliot just called and asked for the following "Media Advisory - Note to Editors" be added to
the release:
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Gregory B. Jackzo briefed reporters at the
White House today along with Deputy Energy Secretary (full name?) Poneman. This
briefing will constitute the NRC's sole media appearance for Monday and we direct
attention to the White House's transcript of the Chairman's remarks.

From:

Burnell. Scott

To:

Wayne Barber (SNL: 703-373-0160); OPA Resource

Subject:

RE: Trade press: Seeking link to White House briefing

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 4:56:00 PM

Hi Wayne;
The WH site's out of our control, unfortunately. Perhaps the staff in the WH press office
have it ready, I'm not sure.
Scott
From: Wayne Barber (SNL: 703-373-0160) [mailto:WBarber@snl.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:54 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; OPA Resource
Subject: Trade press: Seeking link to White House briefing
Can you point me to a link to either a transcript of today's WH briefing with NRC chair or the audio
link.
All I've been able to find on whitehouse.gov is link to March 10-13 White House briefings?
Many thanks.
Wayne B.

Wayne Barber
Generation Markets Week Editor
SNL Energy
703-373-0160 p
703-373-0159 f
wbarberlsni.com

From:
To:
Subject:

Burnell, Scott
Harrinaton, Holly; Taylor. Robert
RE: blog comment reply

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 4:43:00 PM

Howsabout:
The NRC is satisfied that Diablo Canyon meets all applicable seismic requirements, which
are based on a detailed assessment of the faults and possible earthquake activity in the
area.
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:14 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Taylor, Robert
Subject: blog comment reply
Any thoughts on how to reply to this comment:

I was reading about Diablo Canyon today and how the seismic supports were built in the mirror
image of their proper positions. Does this pose any sort of threat or problem?

From:

Brenner, Eliot

To:
Subject:

Harrington, Holly; Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyng. Viktoria; Screnci
Diane; Sheehan. Neil; Useldinq, Lara; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David
RE: Per eliot

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 4:41:27 PM

Additionally, you should know that we may make these generally available within the
agency Wednesday. I know this puts you in a bit of an awkward position, but no one ever
said life was easy.
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:40 PM
To: Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Screnci, Diane;
Sheehan, Neil; Uselding, Lara; Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth;
McIntyre, David
Subject: Per eliot
You can talk from these Q&As (prepared for the Chairman), but do not disseminate them.

From:

Burnell, Scott

To:
Subject:

David Biello
RE: send me remarks?

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 4:36:00 PM

Not at this point, sorry. :( Helluva day, I tell you.
From: David Biello [mailto:dbiello@sciam.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:37 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: send me remarks?

i can't find them on the white house site. surely the nrc has a copy;)
David Biello
Associate Editor, Environment & Energy
Scientific American
75 Varick Street, 9th Floor
New York, NY 10013-1917
o: 212.451.8833

f: 212.755.1976
Twitter: @dbiello
http:i/davidbiello.tumblr~com/
www.scientificamerican.com
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From:

Burnel. Scott

To:
Subject:

Rusty Dennen
RE: your inquiry
Monday, March 14, 2011 4:25:00 PM

Date:

Hi Rusty;
If you have access to the transcript from today's White House briefing, the Chairman
spoke to that. If not, attributable to me:
We're focused on assisting our Japanese counterparts right now. As detailed scientific
information becomes available from Japan, we'll fully review that information to determine
any implications for operating reactors in the United States.
Thanks.

Scott

From: Rusty Dennen [mailto: rdennen@freelancestar.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:23 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: your inquiry
Thanks, Scott. Ijust wanted to ask whether NRC is considering any guidance to U.S. plants, based
on what's come out of Japan so far.
Rusty
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:29 PM
To: rdennen@freelancestar.com
Subject: RE: your inquiry
Hi Rusty;
Rather busy here, not in a position to discuss Japan since we're not the regulators there.
Otherwise, feel free to ask and we'll see if we have an answer.
Scott

This message is confidential, intended only for the named recipient(s) and may contain information that is
privileged or exempt from disclosure under law. If you are not the intended recipient(s), you are notified that the
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited, and that this message should be deleted
from your system. The Free Lance-Star Publishing Company accepts no liability for the content of this message, or
for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of the information provided. If you receive this message in
error, or are not the named recipient(s), please notify the sender and delete the document from your computer
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Manoly. Kamnal
AkeJon
Burnell. Scott; Munson, Clifford; Stutzke. Martin Chokshi. Nilesh; Kammerer. Annie; Hayden, Elizabeth
RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear power plant
Monday, March 14, 2011 4:19:16 PM

Jon,
I agree with your characterization. The GL is still in the formative state.
Kamal
From: Ake, Jon
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:08 PM
To: Kammerer, Annie; Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Burnell, Scott; Manoly, Kamal; Munson, Clifford; Stutzke, Martin; Chokshi, Nilesh
Subject: RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant
As Annie has pointed out, all 96 operating reactors in the Central and Eastern U.S. were
evaluated as part of the GI-1 99 assessment. Currently a Generic Letter is being prepared
requesting additional seismic and plant-specific information, that letter will be sent to all
NPP licensees in the CEUS. It is important to note that the Generic Letter has not yet been
finalized, the specific information requests are being developed and reviewed internally.
So, at this time we are unable to state exactly what path (analysis, back-fit etc.) a
particular plant may follow as a result of the Generic Letter.
Kamal, Marty, CliffIs this an accurate representation of our current path?
From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:53 AM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Burnell, Scott; Ake, Jon
Subject: RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant
The list that was analyzed was basically everything in the CEUS. I don't think we made the
list of which plants were OK and which not public due to too much uncertainty. Jon Ake
would know.
Jon, can you answer? Did we make the list of plant names and which screened in public?
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:48 PM
To: Kammerer, Annie

Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant
Is the list of plants that were analyzed and those found problematic public?
Beth Hayden

Senior Advisor

Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
--- ProtectingPeople and the Environment
301-415-8202

elizabeth.hayden @nrc.gov
From: Kammerer, Annie

Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:24 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant
Yes. Wolf Creek was analyzed as part of GI-1 99. It was not one of the plants that the NRC
identified as problematic (i.e. staff believes this plant still has adequate margin given the
latest ground shaking estimates). However, due to uncertainties in the data available to
our staff, we will be sending a letter to all US plants in the central and eastern US.
I hope this helps.
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:18 PM
To: Kammerer, Annie
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant
Annie,
Can you help with this question we received from a reporter?
Also, can you verify whether Wolf Creek is one of the plants evaluated in GSI-199?
Beth Hayden
Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
--- ProtectingPeople and the Euivironment

301-415-8202
elizabeth.hayden @nrc.gov
From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:10 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Screnci, Diane
Subject: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear power
plant

From: keith.darce@uniontrib.com [mailto:keith.darce@uniontrib.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:08 PM
To: Uselding, Lara

Subject: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear power plant
Lara,
I am trying to track down any documents on file with the NRC concerning the risk of earthquakes
occurring near the San Onofre nuclear plant north of San Diego. I am particularly interested in
emergency plans, analysis of the risks faced by the plant from earthquakes and predictions of the
types of damage and dangers that could be created by earthquake damage to the plant. I'm also
interested in documents looking at the risk and dangers posed by tsunamis to the plant.
Can you tell me if these types of documents exist and when I might be able to get them? I am
trying to turn a story around on this topic for tomorrow's (Tuesday's) edition of the paper.
Thanks,
Keith
Keith Darce
Biotechnology writer
The San Diego Union- Tribune
keith.darce@uniontrib.com
619.293.1020
www.signonsandiego.com/news/business/biotech/
Follow me on Twitter at KeithDarce

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott
McIntyre. David
RE: one more thing about COLs
Monday, March 14, 2011 4:09:00 PM

Not separately, sorry.
From: McIntyre, David

Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:08 PM

To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: one more thing about COLs
Do we have a list of ones that are on hold? I can't find it on the New Reactors site.
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:04 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Media request - RE: Daily Beast - Background Req

Thanks!
From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:04 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Media request - RE: Daily Beast - Background Req
OK, I'll do it. It's in my backlog too! ©

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne; McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Media request - RE: Daily Beast - Background Req

I haven't yet... Still slogging through backlog.
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Subject: Media request - RE: Daily Beast - Background Req

Did someone chat with these folks?
Ivonne L.Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

Ut.S.NRC
4• (301) 415-8205

ivonne.couret@nrc.gov
Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo -gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/
NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/iopa/blog/default.aspx

-

Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:49 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; McIntyre, David
Subject: Daily Beast - Background Req

Lauren Streib from the Daily Beast/Newsweek called. She'd like someone to
walk through the assessment letters with her and discuss other possible
ways of assessing safety at nuclear reactors. This would be providing
background information only.
Lauren Streib
212-524-8847
Beth Janbergs
Public Affairs Assistant
301-415-8211

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott
Akstulewicz, Brenda; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
RE: Addition to latest press release
Monday, March 14, 2011 3:52:00 PM

Send as-is, we can update later. Eliot concurs.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Addition to latest press release

Since it's not there yet, in the essence of time, should I just send the media advisory.
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:42 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Addition to latest press release
It'll be on whitehouse.gov, but I haven't seen it yet.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:41 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Addition to latest press release

Does anyone know if the transcript is on line? Would OCA have done this?
From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:40 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Addition to latest press release
If the transcript is on line, please make the link. Also, please be sure all regional folks have
the transcript, and would you cut and paste the transcript into a message for me? Thanks.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:39 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Addition to latest press release
Importance: High

Regarding the last sentence... do we want to link "White House's transcript" to the transcript on
line.
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:15 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Brenner, Eliot

Subject: Addition to latest press release
Importance: High

Eliot just called and asked for the following "Media Advisory - Note to Editors" be added to
the release:
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Gregory B. Jackzo briefed reporters at the
White House today along with Deputy Energy Secretary (full name?) Poneman. This
briefing will constitute the NRC's sole media appearance for Monday and we direct
attention to the White House's transcript of the Chairman's remarks.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Grady. Denise
RE:
Monday, March 14, 2011 3:47:00 PM

Sorry, not at this time.
From: Grady, Denise [mailto:grady@nytimes.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:22 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE:
thanks. meanwhile we are now hearing that one of the reactors is close to melting down or having the
containment vessel explode, a 20 km zone has been evacuated, do you have any health experts
who can talk about the possible health consequences of this type of a contamination event?

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:19 PM
To: Grady, Denise
Subject: RE:
Hi Denise:
I don't think we can fill those blanks in, it's more overall dose in line with the actions
being taken (e.g., directly saving another person's life means a higher dose could be
acceptable) The emergency procedures (U.S. only!!!! Have to stress that) are
contained in the EPA's Protective Action Guidelines:
http://www.epa.gov/rpdweb00/rert/pags.html
I can't point you with any more specificity right now, my apologies.
How about "government official familiar with emergency response"?
Scott Burnell
From: Grady, Denise [mailto:grady@nytimes.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:08 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject:
Thanks for speaking with me. If possible we'd like to get an example of timing and exposure
level for someone working in part of a nucler plant with radioactive contamination. For
instance, "if the level is
I workers would be able to spend
minutes.
Will make it clear that this is how it's done in the U.S.
Can we say an nrc spokesman? some kind of attribution would be most helpful so our readers
know it is coming from experts and not wikipedia.
I
thanks

Denise grady
NY Times
212 556 7447

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Harrinaton. Holly; Hayden. Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
McIntyre. David; Akstulewicz. Brenda
RE: Jeanne Meserve Questions Needing Responses
Monday, March 14, 2011 3:26:00 PM

I'm working it with Eliot, thanks.
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: McIntyre, David; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: RE: Jeanne Meserve Questions Needing Responses
Eliot - Do you want Dave to respond with this information?
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:19 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: RE: Jeanne Meserve Questions Needing Responses
Here's a proposed response:
1) The GSI-199 study didn't reveal "vulnerabilities" but slight increases in some plants'
overall hazard estimates. The plants designed for the greatest seismic hazards are
those in the areas of greatest seismic activity.
2) The request came through the office of the U.S. Ambassador to Japan, so they can
best describe the request and requestor.
3) TEPCO or another local source is in the best position to discuss whether MOX is
used in the #3 reactor. Generally, the presence of plutonium in low-enriched MOX
fuel is not expected to materially change the fuel's response to accident conditions
nor the potential health effects from a release.
4) The request asks for technical assistance; the NRC is sending approximately 10
people, including additional BWR specialists. The agency hopes to have them in
the air tonight.
5) We're gathering additional site-specific information and analytical modeling to look
at the issue in more detail for those plants where the initial review indicated a slight
increase in risk. It's an effort that will certainly be informed by whatever is learned
from this event.

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:20 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Jeanne Meserve Questions Needing Responses

Her questions are:
1) Can we provide a list of those plants with the highest potential seismic
vulnerability? i.e., those that are problematic in the GSI-199 study. I've sent that
question to Annie Kemmerer but need someone to followup.
2) How did the Japanese ask for our help-oral, letter, other? Who in Japan was the
requestor?
3) Is MOX fuel in the #3 reactor? If so is there a greater threat to the public from this
fuel melting?
4) What is the nature of the help Japan asked for? What is the team expertise
composition? How many and where will they be in Japan?
5) With regard to our Fact Sheet on seismology, what are we doing to follow up:
The GIP confirmed that operating nuclear power plants are safe. The assessment also found that,
although still small, some seismic hazard estimates have increased and warrant further attention.
In September 2010, NRC issued a Safety/Risk Assessment report (ADAMS Accession No.
ML100270582) and an Information Notice (ADAMS Accession No. ML101970221) to inform
stakeholders of the Safety/Risk Assessment results. Further action may include obtaining
additional, updated information, as well as developing methods to determine if plant improvements
to reduce seismic risk are warranted. Information regarding this generic issue and the GIP in
general is available at htt2://wwwnrc.gov/about- nrc/regulatory/gen-issues.html.

Her deadline is 5 pm and her e-mail address is Jeanne.Meserve@turner.com
Beth

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Smith-Kevern. Rebecca
RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?
Monday, March 14, 2011 3:18:00 PM

Good tune, I think you'll like it.
From: Smith-Kevern, Rebecca [mailto: Rebecca.Smith -Kevern@nuclear.energy.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:17 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?
I will have to look it up on the 'Net.
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:17 PM
To: Smith-Kevern, Rebecca
Subject: RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?
Really big hit in the 70s... "Whenever I Call You Friend" :-)
From: Smith-Kevern, Rebecca [mailto: Rebecca.Smith -Kevern@nuclear.energy.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?
Don't know it...at least I don't think so.
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:15 PM
To: Smith-Kevern, Rebecca
Subject: RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?
*trying to avoid singing that Kenny Loggins - Stevie Nicks song*

:-)

From: Smith-Kevern, Rebecca [mailto: Rebecca.Smith -Kevern@nuclear.energy.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:12 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?
Much appreciated--happy to call you "Friend," too. (
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:09 PM
To: Smith-Kevern, Rebecca
Subject: RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?
Anything for a colleague who's a friend, too. :-)
From: Smith-Kevern, Rebecca [mailto: Rebecca. Smith -Kevern@nuclear.energy.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:08 PM
To: Burnell, Scott

Subject: RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?
Thank you very much! (just saw this)
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:54 PM
To: Smith-Kevern, Rebecca
Subject: RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?

My forwarding it should help. At least I hope so. :-)
From: Smith-Kevern, Rebecca [mailto: Rebecca.Smith -Kevern@nuclear.energy.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:54 PM

To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?
Okay, thanks. ( but I don't know them and I bet they won't play ball.
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:53 PM

To: Smith-Kevern, Rebecca; Schmidt, Rebecca; Shane, Raeann; Decker, David; Powell, Amy
Subject: RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?
Importance: High
Rebecca;

The folks in our Congressional Affairs office are in a much better position to help you.
Thanks!
Scott

From: Smith-Kevern, Rebecca [mailto: Rebecca.Smith -Kevern@nuclear.energy.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:42 PM

To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Backgrounder on Natural Phenomena Hazards design requirements?
Importance: High
Scott:
We are answering questions for Chu for tomorrow. I understand you are answering questions from
Markey. We would really like ours to be consistent with yours. Any chance you could show us
yours? (after all you are the experts...) I PROMISE I won't share but will just use to make ours
consistent. We are on an immediate schedule.
Rebecca

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stapleton. Bernard
Burnell, Scott
FW: DOE Information on event
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:54:59 PM

FYI.
Received this in the last few minutes. - Bern
From: DOECAST
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:36 PM
Subject: Offering our assistance to the people of Japan
Our hearts go out to the people of Japan who have suffered unspeakable tragedy over the past
several days. The United States has told the Japanese Government that we are prepared to help in
any way.
Our military and civilian assets are working with the Japanese to address the vast humanitarian
crisis. The White House issued an update this weekend about U.S. government response efforts,
which is available online at: http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/03/13!statementpress-secretary-ongoing-us-response-earthquakes-and-tsunami-ia
With regard to the unfolding challenges at the nuclear facilities in Japan, specifically the Fukushima
nuclear power plants, we are monitoring the situation closely and are communicating with our
Japanese colleagues. The Department and our National Labs, led by the Nuclear Incident Team
(NIT), have been working around the clock since the earthquake to assess the situation and provide
whatever assistance is requested.
Please make sure that you are in touch with the Nuclear Incident Team about whatever activities
or capabilities you may have relating to this situation and the response effort. The NIT is located at
DOE Headquarters in Washington, D.C. It is staffed 24/7 and serves as the central communications
and coordination point for the DOE response. NIT contact Information: 202-586-8100,
nitops(nnsa.doe.gov

J

From:

Couret. Ivonne

To:
Subject:

Burnell. Scott; McIntyre, David
FW: NRC Backgrounders

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 2:44:28 PM

Can one of you respond. Ivonne
Ivonne 1. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

<)U.S.NHC
V (301) 415-8205
>\ ivonne.couret@nrc.gov
Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo -gallery/
2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/sr1 350/
NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx.

Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:57 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: NRC Backgrounders

From: Crystal Phend [mailto:c.phend@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:27 PM
To: Janbergs, Holly
Subject: Re: NRC Backgrounders

Thanks, I looked over these links and still have a few questions. Is there a national minimum

requirement for emergency plans for nuclear power plants? And do current plans vary by
location (between, say, California and Tennessee or between individual plants in the same
area)?
Crystal Phend

Senior Staff Writer
MedPage Today, LLC
150 Clove Rd.

Little Falls,
NJ 07424
Voice:
559-960-5027
Fax: 973-890-1327
c.ohend(a)mednaLetodav.com

hittt)://www.rnedoaf-,etodav.coni

\_

This message is intended only for the use of the addressee. It may contain privileged or
confidential information that is exempt from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or
copying of this message by anyone other than the addressee is strictly prohibited. Medpage
Today cannot accept liability for any statements made which are clearly the sender's own and
not expressly made on behalf of Medpage Today, or one of their agents. If you received this
message in error, please notify us immediately by replying: "received in error" and delete the
message. Thank you.
On Mon, Mar 14, 2011 at 9:16 AM, Janbergs, Holly <HollyJanbergs~nrc.gov> wrote:
Crystal,
Here are a few backgrounders to get you started. If you have any additional questions or
require other information, please let me know, and I'll try and find the appropriate person to
answer your questions.
http://www.nrc. gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/risks-assoc-medical-events.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collectioins/fact-ssheets/fs-emerg- p1an-prep-nfucpower.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading- rm/doc- coilectionis/fact- sheets/fs- seismic-i ssues.htm l
http://www.nrc.gov/heading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/emerg-plan-prep-nuc-fac-fs.html
htt2://www.nrc.,,gv/reading-rm/doc - coljections/fact- sheets/force-on - force- fs. htmnl
http://www.nrc.gov/reading- rmi/doc- collections/fact- sheets/security- enhancements.htmnl
http://wwwinrc.gov/reading-rm/d-oc-collections/fact-sheets/fs-analys-cancer-risk-study.html
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/bio-effects-radiation.html
littp://www.nrc.gov/reading-n-n/doc-collections/-uregs/brochures/brO322/
-Beth
Beth Janbergs
Public Affairs Assistant
301-415-8211

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rosenberg, Stace
Mensah, Tanya; Blount, Tom; Burnell, Scott
Quay. Theodore; McGinty, Tim; Meighan. Sean; Banic. Merrilee; Russell. Andrea; Walker(NRRI, Sandra; Craver.
Patti
RE: GT Attached: New 2.206 (Mr. Saporito - related to the quake in Japan)
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:24:08 PM

It could go to either DORL/LPL-4 or DPR/PGCB. I would suggest DORL/LPL-4 because
the main concern is San Onofre and Diablo Canyon.
From: Mensah, Tanya
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:17 PM
To: Blount, Tom; Burnell, Scott; Rosenberg, Stacey
Cc: Quay, Theodore; McGinty, Tim; Meighan, Sean; Banic, Merrilee; Russell, Andrea; Walker(NRR),
Sandra; Craver, Patti
Subject: GT Attached: New 2.206 (Mr. Saporito - related to the quake in Japan)

The GT (attached) has been assigned to NRR. Sandra or Patti (NRR Front Office) will
probably be processing this soon to obtain a TAG.
Tanya
From: Mensah, Tanya
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:47 AM
To: Blount, Tom; Burnell, Scott; Rosenberg, Stacey
Cc: Quay, Theodore; McGinty, Tim; Orf, Tracy; Jaegers, Cathy; Meighan, Sean; Gulla, Gerald; Hott,
Christopher; Scott, Catherine; Rosenberg, Stacey; Banic, Merrilee; Russell, Andrea; Markley, Michael;
Saba, Farideh
Subject: RE: New 2.206 (Mr. Saporito - related to the quake in Japan)
Good morning again,
Apparently Cathy Hawes (DPR Licensing Assistant) is also on Mr. Saporito's email
distribution. She received the attached emails from Mr. Saporito. I read them and they all
link to news articles and You Tube videos regarding the current situation in Japan.
I don't think that he is requesting to supplement his 2.206 petition with these news articles,
but if anyone has a different view, please advise me so that we can request that the EDO
also include these news articles as supplemental material for his 2.206. It is also my
understanding that he is forwarding these news articles to anyone on his NRC distribution
list, including various DORL PM's.
Thanks,

Tanya
From: Mensah, Tanya
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:18 AM
To: Blount, Tom; Burnell, Scott; Rosenberg, Stacey
Cc: Quay, Theodore; McGinty, Tim; Orf, Tracy; Jaegers, Cathy; Meighan, Sean; Gulla, Gerald; Hott,
Christopher; Scott, Catherine; Rosenberg, Stacey;
Subject: New 2.206 (Mr. Saporito - related to theBanic,
quakeMerrilee;
in Japan)Russell, Andrea; Markley, Michael
I

Good morning Scott and Tom,
I had a similar thought and looks like we have our first 2.206 petition - from Mr. Saporito.
He is seeking imme diate enforcement action (immediate shut-down of all nuclear power
reactors in the USA which are known to be located on or near an earthquake fault-line).
We will need to coordinate closely with DORL since this will likely involve multiple
plants/licensees.
Cathy.: Can you please ticket the attached 2.206 to NRR? Thank you.
Sean: Copying you for awareness only so that you can forward to appropriate DORL
management. A green ticket should be coming soon.

Tanya
From: Blount, Tom
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 9:56 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Mensah, Tanya; Rosenberg, Stacey
Cc: Quay, Theodore; McGinty, Tim
Subject: Re: A thought for the coming week
We just recently did something like this with the VY tritium issue ...so we may want to consider that
model ...if it makes sense....
Tom
Sent from Tom Blount's NRC BB

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Mensah, Tanya; Blount, Tom; Rosenberg, Stacey
Sent: Sun Mar 13 04:59:07 2011
Subject: A thought for the coming week
Hello all;
I mentioned this to Tom late Saturday night/early Sunday morning (it's sort of a blur), but I
thought I'd be redundant:
I think it's highly likely the earthquake/tsunami and related accidents are going to generate
quite a few 2.206 petitions for immediate action on Diablo Canyon, San Onofre, Mark I
BWRs in general and perhaps other coastal sites. Perhaps a little advance planning to
line up resources might be in order - for example, is it possible for a single review board to
handle several similar petitions at the same time?

Scott

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden. Elizabeth
Couret, Ivonne; McIntyre. David; Burnell, Scott
Taylor. Robert; Couret. Ivonne
2 more questions
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:23:37 PM

1) Inside Edition, Cheryl Mamothe, 310-642-416; wants to know about radioactive
cloud/plumes behavior.
2)

Brian Sullivan, Bloomberg, 617-210-4631; plume dispersion questions.

Beth

/

From:
To:
Subject:

Grady. Denise
Burnell. Scott
RE:

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 2:22:34 PM

thanks. meanwhile we are now hearing that one of the reactors is close to melting down or having the
containment vessel explode, a 20 km zone has been evacuated, do you have-any health experts
who can talk about the possible health consequences of this type of a contamination event?

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:19 PM
To: Grady, Denise
Subject: RE:
Hi Denise:
I don't think we can fill those blanks in, it's more overall dose in line with the actions
being taken (e.g., directly saving another person's life means a higher dose could be
acceptable) The emergency procedures (U.S. only!!!! Have to stress that) are
contained in the EPA's Protective Action Guidelines:

http://wwwwepa.gov/rpdwebOO/rert/pags.html
I can't point you with any more specificity right now, my apologies.
How about "government official familiar with emergency response"?
Scott Burnell
From: Grady, Denise [mailto:grady@nytimes.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:08 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject:
Thanks for speaking with me. If possible we'd like to get an example of timing and exposure
level for someone working in part of a nucler plant with radioactive contamination. For
instance, "if the level is
, workers would be able to spend
_
minutes.
Will make it clear that this is how it's done in the U.S.
Can we say an nrc spokesman? some kind of attribution would be most helpful so our readers
know it is coming from experts and not wikipedia.
thanks
Denise grady
NY Times
212 556 7447

,1

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot
Harrington. Holly; McIntyre. David; Akstulewicz. Brenda
RE: Jeanne Meserve Questions Needing Responses
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:21:00 PM

Working on it here in Ops Ctr
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:20 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Jeanne Meserve Questions Needing Responses
Her questions are:
1)

Can we provide a list of those plants with the highest potential seismic
vulnerability? i.e., those that are problematic in the GSI-199 study. I've sent that
question to Annie Kemmerer but need someone to followup.

2) How did the Japanese ask for our help-oral, letter, other? Who in Japan was the
requestor?
3) Is MOX fuel in the #3 reactor? If so is there a greater threat to the public from this
fuel melting?
4) What is the nature of the help Japan asked for? What is the team expertise
composition? How many and where will they be in Japan?
5) With regard to our Fact Sheet on seismology, what are we doing to follow up:
The GIP confirmed that operating nuclear power plants are safe. The assessment also found that,
although still small, some seismic hazard estimates have increased and warrant further attention.
In September 2010, NRC issued a Safety/Risk Assessment report (ADAMS Accession No.
ML100270582) and an Information Notice (ADAMS Accession No. ML101970221) to inform
stakeholders of the Safety/Risk Assessment results. Further action may include obtaining
additional, updated information, as well as developing methods to determine if plant improvements
to reduce seismic risk are warranted. Information regarding this generic issue and the GIP in
general is available at http://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/regulatory/gen-issues.html.
Her deadline is 5 pm and her e-mail address is Jeanne.Meserve@turner.com
Beth

I

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott
Grady, Denise
RE:
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:18:00 PM

Hi Denise:
I don't think we can fill those blanks in, it's more overall dose in line with the actions being
taken (e.g., directly saving another person's life means a higher dose could be acceptable)
The emergency procedures (U.S. only!!!! Have to stress that) are contained in the EPA's
Protective Action Guidelines:
http://www.epa.gov/rpdweb00/rert/pags.html
I can't point you with any more specificity right now, my apologies.
How about "government official familiar with emergency response"?
Scott Burnell
From: Grady, Denise [mailto:grady@nytimes.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:08 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject:
Thanks for speaking with me. If possible we'd like to get an example of timing and exposure level for
someone working in part of a nucler plant with radioactive contamination. For instance, "if the level is
., workers would be able to spend

minutes.

Will make it clear that this is how it's done in the U.S.
Can we say an nrc spokesman? some kind of attribution would be most helpful so our readers know it
is coming from experts and not wikipedia.
thanks
Denise grady
NY Times
212 556 7447

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Burnell. Scott
Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Couret, Ivonne
Brenner, Eliot
Addition to latest press release
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:14:00 PM
High

Eliot just called and asked for the following "Media Advisory - Note to Editors" be added to
the release:
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Gregory B. Jackzo briefed reporters at the
White House today along with Deputy Energy Secretary (full name?) Poneman. This
briefing will constitute the NRC's sole media appearance for Monday and we direct
attention to the White House's transcript of the Chairman's remarks.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Burnell, Scott
kklimasinska bloomberq.net
Brenner. Eliot
RE: Bloomberg - did we follow up this person?

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 1:53:00 PM

Hello Kasia;
As you can see from our latest press release, we're focused on assisting our Japanese counterparts right
now. As detailed scientific information becomes available from Japan, we'll fully review that information
to determine any implications for operating reactors and license renewals in the United States.
Thank you.
Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Original----Message ----From: KATARZYNA KLIMASINSKA, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto:kklimasinska@bloomberg.net]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:27 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: URGENT: attention Ivone
Hi Ivone,
I appreciate you taking my call a moment ago. I would like to get a hold of an NRC member
(preferably: over the phone) to the story we're writing following the German announcement today.
Germany will suspend a planned extension of the lifespan of the country's nuclear-power plants pending
the outcome of an inquiry into their safety in the light of the disaster in Japan, Chancellor Angela Merkel
said today.
Is the US considering taking a similar step? Is it being discussed? Is NRC holding any meetings on this
matter today?
I would appreciate NRC comment as soon as possible,
Regards,
Kasia Klimasinska

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Burnell. Scott
Screnci, Diane
Pat Dadonna
Monday, March 14, 2011 1:45:00 PM
High

Wants to talk basic PWR v BWR stuff

--

help a guy. out? Thanks.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

McIntyre, David
Burnell, Scott
Quake dbas
Monday, March 14, 2011 1:44:30 PM
imageOOl.png

We don't have anything remotely like this, do we?
From: Andrew Schneider [mailto :andrewschneider@me.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:43 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: Follow up
David,
You said earlier that design limits for withstanding earthquakes are site specific.
I'm on deadline now so if you could just send me the range - low to high - that will
get me of your back for the moment.
What I will need later today is breakdown by plant on what each earthquake design
limit is.
Thanks

Andrew Schneider

Aol News.
Senior Public Health Correspondent
P - 202-422-2313
F - 866-298-8618
E - andrew.schneidercaolnews.com
W - www.aolnews.com

From:

HarringQton. Holly

To:

Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre. David; Chandrathil. Prema; Dricks.

Subject:

Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyna, Viktoria; Screnci. Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Uselding, Lara
Our process for now

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 1:42:32 PM

Reporter calls into 8200 will be captured by Brenda and e-mailed to Ivonne and Dave, who will log
and handle or distribute as they see fit. Calls that Brenda gets that need an immediate person to
talk to will go to Dave.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Schmidt. Rebecca
Burnell. Scott; Shane, Raeann; Powell, Amy; Decker, David
RE: Need confirmation you"ve OK with these Q&A
Monday, March 14, 2011 1:38:14 PM

I would change the .... the NRC doesn't have a good understanding .....

standard KI answer?
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:54 AM
To: Shane, Raeann; Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Decker, David
Subject: Need confirmation you've OK with these Q&A
Importance: High

Also, is that the

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott
rdennen@freelancestar.com
RE: your inquiry
Monday, March 14, 2011 1:29:00 PM

Hi Rusty;
Rather busy here, not in a position to discuss Japan since we're not the regulators there.
Otherwise, feel free to ask and we'll see if we have an answer.
Scott

~f\

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kammerer. Annie
Hayden, Elizabeth
Burnell. Scott
RE: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear power plant
Monday, March 14, 2011 1:24:31 PM

Yes. Wolf Creek was analyzed as part of GI-199. It was not one of the plants that the NRC
identified as problematic (i.e. staff believes this plant still has adequate margin given the
latest ground shaking estimates). However, due to uncertainties in the data available to
our staff, we will be sending a letter to all US plants in the central and eastern US.
I hope this helps.
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:18 PM
To: Kammerer, Annie
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear
power plant
Annie,
Can you help with this question we received from a reporter?
Also, can you verify whether Wolf Creek is one of the plants evaluated in GSI-199?
Beth Hayden
Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
--- Protecting People and the Environment

301-415-8202
elizabeth.hayden@nrc.gov
From: Uselding, Lara
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:10 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Screnci, Diane
Subject: EXAMPLE OF REQUEST: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear power
plant

From: keith.darce@uniontrib.com [mailto:keith.darce@uniontrib.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:08 PM
To: Uselding, Lara
Subject: Earthquake plans/reports/risk analysis for San Onofre nuclear power plant
Lara,
I am trying to track down any documents on file with the NRC concerning the risk of earthquakes
occurring near the San Onofre nuclear plant north of San Diego. I am particularly interested in
emergency plans, analysis of the risks faced by the plant from earthquakes and predictions of the

types of damage and dangers that could be created by earthquake damage to the plant. I'M also\

K

J,

\

interested in documents looking at the risk and dangers posed by tsunamis to the plant.
Can you tell me if these types of documents exist and when I might be able to get them? I am
trying to turn a story around on this topic for tomorrow's (Tuesday's) edition of the paper.
Thanks,
Keith
Keith Darce
Biotechnology writer
The San Diego Union-Tribune
keith.darce@uniontrib.com
619.293.1020
www.signonsandiego.com/news/business/biotech/
Follow me on Twitter at KeithDarce

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kammerer. Annie
Schmidt. Rebecca; Burnell. Scott; Shane, Raeann; Powell, Amy
Brenner, Eliot
RE: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety
Monday, March 14, 2011 1:14:47 PM

OK. Will do.
From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:04 PM
To: Kammerer, Annie; Burnell, Scott; Shane, Raeann; Powell, Amy
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety
Tell them no then. I just don't want anyone from the NRC briefing staff that are not our
oversight staff first.
From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:01 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Burnell, Scott; Shane, Raeann; Powell, Amy
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety
I'm not sure what that answer means. Should I just say no, or should I say I'll get back to
them?
BTW, the USGS is confirmed to do this, so it appears something will happen.
From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:56 PM
To: Kammerer, Annie; Burnell, Scott; Shane, Raeann; Powell, Amy
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety
Annie,
I would hold off until we get a federal team together to brief our staffers. Thanks for
asking.
From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:47 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Shane, Raeann; Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety
OK. OCA, please advise.
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:47 AM
To: Shane, Raeann; Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Kammerer, Annie
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: FW: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety

OCA is better guidance at this point, please work with them.

From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:46 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety

Scott,
The American Geophysical Union is setting up a congressional briefing on thurdsay and
are asking me to participate. Please to talk to the right people and advise as to whether
this is a good opportunity or something I should advise.
Thanks.
From: Linda Rowan [mailto:rowan@agiweb.org]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:43 AM
To: Kammerer, Annie
Subject: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety
Hi Annie,
Would you be able to consider a 10 minute talk on Honshu EQ for a congressional briefing on
Thursday, March 17 at 9 am or Monday, March 21 (time TBD)?
AGU and AGI would sponsor very simple food and drink. We are searching for a room and possible
member interest in intros. Everything is tentative. This would be a widely attended event open to
the public and following all congressional rules.
We would have a USGS, NOAA and perhaps FEMA speaker in addition to you. We would ask you to
speak about earthquake and tsunami based safety for nuclear power plants.
Linda

Linda Rowan
Director of Government Affairs
American Geological Institute
4220 King -St
Alexandria VA 22302
703-379-2480 x228
www.agiweb.org/gap
twitter.com/agigap
skype: rowan-gap

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Hayden, Elizabeth
RE: Tsunami Study
Monday, March 14, 2011 1:09:00 PM

Should be - you mean GSI-199?
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:46 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Tsunami Study
Scott,
Can you tell me if Wolf Creek is on the list of those plants studied for the seismic study?
Beth Hayden
Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
-- - ProtectingPeople and the Environment

301-415-8202
elizabeth.hayden@nrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janberas. Holly
Burnell, Scott
Q on New Reactors
Monday, March 14, 2011 1:01:55 PM

Eric Niiler from Discovery News wants to discuss reactor design - what's currently out
there as well as what designs have been proposed. I told him he was unlikely to get an
interview, so he's looking for background information now. Check with him regarding
particulars.
301-448-0498
eniiler@comcast.net
Beth Janbergs
Public Affairs Assistant
301-415-8211

A'

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden. Elizabeth
Burnell. Scott
McIntyre. David; Couret. Ivonne
RE: Talking Points
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:55:29 PM

Thanks.
Beth Hayden
SeniorAdvisor
Office of PublicAffairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
--- ProtectingPeople and the Environment

301-415-8202
elizabeth.hayden@nrc.gov
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Taylor, Robert
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Talking Points
NEI - 202-739-8023 media~neaior
DOE - 202-586-4948
ANS - Laura Steele 708-579-8224 Craig Piercy 202-470-1928 (??) ans.org

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Taylor, Robert
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Talking Points
Can one of you update the Talking Points on WEB EOC with the latest press release and
blog information? We would like to provide an update to all of OPA.
Also, there is a list of phone numbers for ANS, DOE, NEI on a yellow sticky that I left on
the desk there to the left of the computer, could you send me that information so that I can
send reporters there.
Beth

f

I

From:

Akstulewicz. Brenda

To:

Burnell, Scott

Subject:
Date:

call for information
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:38:26 PM

Phil Stewart
Reuters
202-898-8398
*seeking information
Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brencda.a kgtulewicz a nrc.gao

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Burnell, Scott
call
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:32:41 PM

Joe Rhee
ABC News
212-456-5942
*Info on plant safety in US
Brenda Akstulewicz

Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.ai4tulewiczc()nrc.gov

From:
To:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell. Scott

Subject:

Media Request

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 12:32:37 PM

-

Freelance Star, Fredericksburg
Rusty Dennon
540-374-5431
Background needed. Re: General Japan information.
His e-mail is Rdennen@freelancestar.com

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs
SU.S.NRC
(301) 415-8205
'*

ivonne.couret@nrc.gov

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo -gallery/
2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/
NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

A, Please consider the environmental

impact before printing this email.

From:
To:
Cc:

Looaras, Harral
LIA04 Hoc
Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington. Holly; Burnell. Scott; Thaggard. Mark; McNamara. Nancy; i
;ffLQDoug
Troianowski. Robert; Woodruff. Gena; Barker. Allan; Maier, Bill; Browder. Rachel; Turtil. Richard; Viroilio.

Rosetta
Subject:
Date:

RE: Emailing: State Q&A Rev 1.pdf for Distribution to SLOs,
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:31:47 PM

Region III has shared this with the Region III State Liaison Officers and we have not received any
questions from them.
Sincerely,
Harral Logaras
U. S. NRC Region III
Regional Government Liaison
630-829-9659
Link to the Award Winning NRC Information Digest http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doccollectionslnuregs/staff/sr1350/v22/sr1350v22. pdf
Link to NRC Fact Sheets and Brochures http://www.nrc.govlreading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/
Original----Message ----From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:18 AM
To: McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Barker, Allan; Logaras,
Harral; Maier, Bill; Browder, Rachel; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; Thaggard, Mark
Subject: RE: Emailing: State Q&A Rev 1.pdf for Distribution to SLOs
Question from the Liaison Team. Was the attachment distributed to the Individual SLO's or did it only
go as far and the RSLO's and are the questions about the individual reactors coming in after they have
seen this?
Amanda Noonan
State Liaison - Liaison Team
Incident Response Center

Original----Message ----From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 3:38 AM
To: McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Trojanowski, Robert; Woodruff, Gena; Barker, Allan; Logaras,
Harral; Maier, Bill; Browder, Rachel; Turtil, Richard
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; Thaggard, Mark; Blount, Tom; LIA06 Hoc;
LIA04 Hoc; LIA02 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc; LIA12 Hoc; LIA11 Hoc; LIA01 Hoc; LIA10 Hoc
Subject: FW: Emailing: State Q&A Rev 1.pdf for Distribution to SLOs
RSLOs - The information attached has been vetted with OPA and the NRC Executive Team and has
been approved for dissemination to the Governor-appointed State Liaison Officers.
Rich Turtil will be reporting to the Ops Center @ 7:00 am Sunday 3/13 and will be your POC.
Thank you for your assistance today.
Rosetta

Original----Message ----From: LIA09 Hoc
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 3:28 AM
To: LIA04 Hoc
Subject: Emailing: State Q&A Rev 1.pdf
The message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:
State Q&A Rev 1.pdf
Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain
types of file attachments. Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are
handled.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Akstulewicz, Brenda; Brenner, Eliot; Burnell. Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Harrington. Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth;
Janbergs, Holly; McIntyre, David; Shannon, Valerie
Phone Calls
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:28:10 PM

Hey Guys,
I'm sure we are all approaching the point where we feel we've grown a new appendage called the
phone!
For incoming media calls, Val, Bethany and I are taking the caller's name, organization, and
number putting it in an email and distributing them to (until OPA PA officers change) Scott,
Ivonne and Dave. Obviously the recipients will change with the shift.
Thanks,
B

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda,akstufewicz Cnrc.aov

AJA

From:
To:

Burnell. Scott
OPA Resource; Brenner, Eliot

Subject:
Date:
Importance:

RE: URGENT: attention Ivone
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:11:00 PM
High

Eliot;
I can respond post-press release along the lines of "The agency is focused on assisting our Japanese
counterparts. As detailed scientific information becomes available from Japan the NRC will fully review
that information to determine its implications on reactors in the United States."
OK?
Scott
Original----Message ----From: OPA Resource
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:09 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: URGENT: attention Ivone
Got this request
Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs
O (301) 415-8205
ivonne.couret@nrc.gov
Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading -rm/photo-galleryl/
2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/stafflsr1350/
NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/defauIt.aspx
Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

Original----Message ----From: KATARZYNA KLIMASINSKA, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [maiIto:kklimasinska (bloomberg.net]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:27 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: URGENT: attention Ivone
Hi Ivone,
I appreciate you taking my call a moment ago. I would like to get a hold of an NRC member
(preferably: over the phone) to the story we're writing following the German announcement today.
Germany will suspend a planned extension of the lifespan of the country's nuclear-power plants pending
the outcome of an inquiry into their safety in the light of the disaster in Japan, Chancellolr Ang la Merk l
said today.
I
I/
' I

Is the US considering taking a similar step? Is it being discussed? Is NRC holding any meetings on this
matter today?
I would appreciate NRC comment as soon as possible,
Regards,
Kasia Klimasinska

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amoraeanos. Pete
Burnell, Scott
RE: Interview request
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:08:22 PM

ScottThank you for contacting me. I appreciate your help.
Pete

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Amorgeanos, Pete; Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Interview request
Hi Pete;
Ivonne passed your request along to me. The agency is unable to accommodate interview
requests today, but please keep checking with us as the week goes on. I can suggest
talking to the American Nuclear Society (ans.org) or the Nuclear Energy Institute (nei.org)
for perspectives on TMI and how things changed after that. Thanks.
Scott

-/

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden. Elizabeth
Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington, Holly
Burnell. Scott; McIntyre. David; Couret, Ivonne
FW: Call from a Journalist from Chile
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:07:42 PM

Anyone get this call?
Beth Hayden
SeniorAdvisor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatoty Commission
--- ProtectingPeople and the Environment

301-415-8202
elizabeth.hayden@nrc.gov
From: Bubar, Patrice
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:48 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Crawford, Carrie
Subject: FW: Call from a Journalist from Chile
Please note the request we had from a journalist in Chile.
We have not returned the phone call.
Patty Bubar
Chief of Staff
Office of Commissioner William D. Magwood
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1895
From: Crawford, Carrie
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:16 AM
To: Lisann, Elizabeth
Subject: Call from a Journalist from Chile

I am passing on this message as a call for former Commissioner Lyons from Jose Duarte,
a Chilean journalist, obviously inquiring into the present nuclear consequences as a result

of the Japanese quake.
He can be reached at 562-339-1099. If you feel it should be passed on to Public Affairs,
the number is 415-8200 for Brenda Akstulewicz, the Administrative Assistant.
Thanks,
Carrie

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Burnell. Scott
calls
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:05:32 PM

Ira Millman
Voice of America
301-806-3032
Jim Patterson
Kiplinger
202-88705414
Brenda Akstulewicz

Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.ak.ýtufuewicz(4nrc.qov

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Hayden, Elizabeth; Taylor, Robert
Harrinaton, Holly
RE: Talking Points
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:05:00 PM

NEI - 202-739-8023 media@nei.org
DOE - 202-586-4948
ANS - Laura Steele 708-579-8224 Craig Piercy 202-470-1928 (??) ans.org

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Taylor, Robert
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Talking Points
Can one of you update the Talking Points on WEB EOC with the latest press release and
blog information? We would like to provide an update to all of OPA.
Also, there is a list of phone numbers for ANS, DOE, NEI on a yellow sticky that I left on
the desk there to the left of the computer, could you send me that information so that I can
send reporters there.
Beth

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
amorgep~owiz.com; Couret, Ivonne
Brenner. Eliot
RE: Interview request
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:02:00 PM

Hi Pete;
Ivonne passed your request along to me. The agency is unable to accommodate interview
requests today, but please keep checking with us as the week goes on. I can suggest
talking to the American Nuclear Society (ans.org) or the Nuclear Energy Institute (nei.org)
for perspectives on TMI and how things changed after that. Thanks.
Scott

4f7

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LIA07 Hoc
Burnell, Scott; RMTPACTSU ELNRC
RE: New SITREP & Talking Points?
Monday, March 14, 2011 11:54:48 AM

I just sent in some talking points for approval. Hopefully, we will get it soon.

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:35 AM
To: RMTPACTSUELNRC
Cc: LIA07 Hoc
Subject: RE: New SITREP & Talking Points?
I do not have SITREP stuff, and I don't know where we're at with sharing talking points
interagency, perhaps the Liason Team does.
From: RMTPACTSUELNRC [mailto: RMTPACTSUELNRC@ofda.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:32 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: New SITREP & Talking Points?
Scott,
Do we have a new SITREP or Talking Points that I can share with Department of State and the
Interagency?
Thanks,
Michael I. Dudek

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Joel Achenbach
RE: scott, quick question
Monday, March 14, 2011 11:39:00 AM

Hi Joel;
Thanks, got a little caught up on sleep last night and am now dealing with an exponential
increase in media requests. We don't have a consolidated document available, and what
site-by-site stuff we do have will all be in terms of ground acceleration in terms of "G".
Best I can do at this point is suggest the references at the bottom of this fact sheet:
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/fs-seismic-issues.html
Thanks!
From: Joel Achenbach [mailto:achenbachj@washpost.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:24 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: scott, quick question

Scott, how hard would it be for me to get a seismic hazard assessment for each nuclear reactor in the
U.S.? Can I find that online?
Thanks ...hope you got some sleep at some point.. .best, joel

1
VD

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden. Elizabeth
Brenner, Eliot
Harrington. Holly; Burnell. Scott; McIntyre. David
Calls on press release
Monday, March 14, 2011 11:36:46 AM

I've fielded a number of calls (I believe we've had some e-mails also) asking about the
basis for our statement in the last press release re no harm to U.S. from radiation and
questions on plume dispersal. Other than what we say in the press release about
hundreds of miles out over the ocean diluting the radiation, is there anything else we can
say? Source of information? We should probably add this to our Qs and As.

Beth

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Burnell. Scott
McIntyre. David
Taylor. Robert
"additional Q&A"
Monday, March 14, 2011 11:15:00 AM
High

Dave;
Where did you save the list of additional Q&A from that emergency planning document
from early yesterday morning? Thanks.
Scott

From:

Burnell. Scott

To:

Piazza, Joy

Subject:

RE: INTERVIEW REQUEST: FOX NEWS RADIO
Monday, March 14, 2011 11:12:00 AM

Date:

Hi Joy;
Definitely not going to be possible today, unfortunately. Please try the American Nuclear
Society (ans.org) or the Nuclear Energy Institute (nei.org), they're good alternatives.
Thanks.
Scott
From: Piazza, Joy [mailto:joy.piazza@FOXNEWS.COM]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:13 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: INTERVIEW REQUEST: FOX NEWS RADIO
,Hi again Scott -

Thanks for getting back to me on such short notice. Essentially, we are looking for an interview talking
about the science behind what would happen if a "fuel rod" were to be exposed. Is that a dangerous
situation, and if it happened here in the U-S, would we be able to handle it? Also, we would like to
glean some information on our U-S power plants, and how well we can withstand any natural disasters
that could come our way. I am here until 2:30pm ET, but if you cannot call back within that timeframe,
feel free to call our newsroom after that and someone will be able to talk to you.
Thanks again!
Joy Piazza
Fox News Radio
212-301-5800

wYI

Burnell. Scott
Couret. Ivonne; Akstulewicz. Brenda
RE: calls
Monday, March 14, 2011 11:08:00 AM

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

There's now a "Japan Quake Tsunami" folder in Crisis Comm, please use that.
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:07 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: RE: calls

Okay will continue the running list and filter- Have list on Crisis Comm folder as back up
data. Ivonne
Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

'U.S.NRC
P..:nn~
i'p~

.i

l~j

...........
fl

(301) 415-8205
ivonne.couret@nrc.gov

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/
2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/
NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:05 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: calls
Importance: High

From these calls going forward, please have Ivonne respond with "The NRC is unable to
accommodate interview requests at this time; please monitor the NRC home page or sign
up for the listserv for any press releases."
Ivonne should keep a running list of requests.
DC-based national media or major papers get a "we'll get back to you soonest" and please
let Eliot and I know about them.
"es\!
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:38 AM
To: Burnell, Scott

Subject: calls

Noel Brown
Ga. Public Broadcasting
706-294-0800
Lorie Hannan
Deutsche Welle Broadcasting
202-785-5730
Irene Ilotz
Discovery Channel
321-406-9211
What happens to sea water after cooling plant
lone Molinares
CNN Espanola
202-302-5648
Needs someone who can speak Spanish to respond to ?'s

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
6renda.kawstulewicz(0nrc.go'
-'A

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Burnell. Scott
Akstulewicz, Brenda
Couret. Ivonne
RE: calls
Monday, March 14, 2011 11:05:00 AM
High

From these calls going forward, please have Ivonne respond with "The NRC is unable to
accommodate interview requests at this time; please monitor the NRC home page or sign
up for the listserv for any press releases."
Ivonne should keep a running list of requests.
DC-based national media or major papers get a "we'll get back to you soonest" and please
let Eliot and I know about them.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:38 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: calls
Noel Brown

Ga. Public Broadcasting
706-294-0800

Lorie Hannan
Deutsche Welle Broadcasting
202-785-5730
Irene Klotz

Discovery Channel
321-406-9211

What happens to sea water after cooling plant
lone Molinares
CNN Espanola
202-302-5648

Needs someone who can speak Spanish to respond to ?'s

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs

301-415-8209
nrc.gov
6rentfa.a kstu Cewicz @C

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

OrbanJohn
Hayden, Elizabeth
Burnell, Scott
RE: Request for Posters
Monday, March 14, 2011 10:59:26 AM

Hello Scott,
The requested posters (by Beth Hayden) are ready for pickup, located in Supply Room (0
P-i).

Thanks,
John Orban
NRC Graphics
301 415-5709
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 11:25 PM
To: Orban, John
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Request for Posters
These are perfect. Please put them on posterboard ASAP as I specified in an earlier email and notify Scott Burnell when they are ready for pickup. We need them for a career
fair this week.
Thanks
From: Orban, John
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 1:00 PM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Request for Posters
Hi Beth,
Please see attached,
On the second page I insert two extra photographs,
If you have any concern of the content of
those photos, please let me know.
Thanks Beth.
John
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 6:15 PM
To: GRAPHICS Resource
Cc: Orban, John; Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Request for Posters
Do you have a map and collage ready for me to pick up per my request sent Feb. 17? \ N,

Beth Hayden

Senior Advisor
Office of PublicAffairs
US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
--- ProtectingPeople and the Environment

301-415-8202

elizabeth.hayden @nrc.gov
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 5:39 PM
To: GRAPHICS Resource
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Request for Posters
I need the following 2 posters for a career fair by March 1.

Please enlarge the U.S. d map from the photo gallery of U.S. Operating Commercial
Nuclear Power Reactors and mount it on posterboard size approx. 20" X 30".
Put together a collage of photos and mount on a 20" (wide) by 25" (tall) poster. Use the
po
(not the map) in the collage at: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/
intermingled with NRC inspectors [237.08 KB1, In the News Date: June 4, 2010 r144.84 KB],
NRC-licensed teletherapy unit provides treatment to patient. r156.85 KB], Radiation Detection
Device 1200.89 KB]
Thanks
Beth Hayden
Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
--- ProtectingPeople and the Environment
301-415-8202

elizabeth.hayden@nrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Burnell. Scott
Brenner, Eliot; Hayden. Elizabeth; Harrington. Holly; hollymnharrinaton aol.com
Need another body here, preferably senior
Monday, March 14, 2011 10:50:00 AM
High

I'm comfortable with the guidance I gave Sartorius to spread Qs around, but there's way
too much going on for just me to handle right now between QAs, media calls, ET support,
etc

From:

Kammerer. Annie

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Burnell. Scott; Shane, Raeann; Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca
Brenner. Eliot
RE: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 10:47:44 AM

OK. OCA, please advise.
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:47 AM
To: Shane, Raeann; Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Kammerer, Annie
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: FW: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety
OCA is better guidance at this point, please work with them.
From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:46 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety
Scott,
The American Geophysical Union is setting up a congressional briefing on thurdsay and
are asking me to participate. Please to talk to the right people and advise as to whether

this is a good opportunity or something I should advise.
Thanks.
From: Linda Rowan [mailto:rowan@agiweb.org]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:43 AM
To: Kammerer, Annie
Subject: Speaking at a congressional briefing on eq safety
Hi Annie,
Would you be able to consider a 10 minute talk on Honshu EQ for a congressional briefing on
Thursday, March 17 at 9 am or Monday, March 21 (time TBD)?
AGU and AGI would sponsor very simple food and drink. We are searching for a room and possible
member interest in intros. Everything is tentative. This would be a widely attended event open to
the public and following all congressional rules.
We would have a USGS, NOAA and perhaps FEMA speaker in addition to you. We would ask you to
speak about earthquake and tsunami based safety for nuclear power plants.
Linda

Linda Rowan
Director of Government Affairs

A

American Geological Institute
4220 King St
Alexandria VA 22302
703-379-2480 x228
www.agiweb.org/gap
twitter.com/agigap
skype: rowan-gap

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Holly Harrinqton
RE: Trying to find "Sen. Boxer Q&A" for distribution
Monday, March 14, 2011 10:42:00 AM

Found 'em.
From: Holly Harrington [mailto:hollymharrington@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 10:42 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Re: Trying to find "Sen. Boxer Q&A" for distribution

I have no idea what qas these are

Sent from my Palm Pre on AT&T

On Mar 14, 2011 10:28 AM, Burnell, Scott <Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov>
wrote:
Can't find in G drive or WebEOC

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Burnell, Scott
calls
Monday, March 14, 2011 10:38:10 AM

Noel Brown
Ga. Public Broadcasting
706-294-0800
Lorie Hannan
Deutsche Welle Broadcasting
202-785-5730
Irene Klotz
Discovery Channel
321-406-9211
What happens to sea water after cooling plant
lone Molinares
CNN Espanola
202-302-5648
Needs someone who can speak Spanish to respond to ?'s

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.ak~tufewicz@nrc.gov

II

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

LIA07 Hoc
Burnell, Scott
FW: attached
Monday, March 14, 2011 10:36:54 AM
Sen Boxer resoonse-doc

From: PMT09 Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:25 AM
To: LIA07 Hoc
Subject: attached
Randy Sullivan pint

Attachment Sen Boxer response.doc (27648 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:
Subject:

Joel Achenbach
Burnell, Scott
scott, quick question

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 10:24:04 AM

Scott, how hard would it be for me to get a seismic hazard assessment for each nuclear reactor in the
U.S.? Can I find that online?
Thanks.. .hope you got some sleep at some point....best, joel

Piazza. Joy
Burnell, Scott
INTERVIEW REQUEST: FOX NEWS RADIO
Monday, March 14, 2011 10:13:30 AM

From:
To:
Subject:

bate:

Hi again Scott

-

Thanks for getting back to me on such short notice. Essentially, we are looking for an interview talking
about the science behind what would happen if a "fuel rod" were to be exposed. Is that a dangerous
situation, and if it happened here in the U-S, would we be able to handle it? Also, we would like to
glean some information on our U-S power plants, and how well we can withstand any natural disasters
that could come our way. I am here until 2:30pm ET, but if you cannot call back within that timeframe,
feel free to call our newsroom after that and someone will be able to talk to you.
Thanks again!
Joy Piazza
Fox News Radio
212-301-5800

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell. Scott; Brenner. Eliot
RE: Media Request Interview Background
Monday, March 14, 2011 9:59:19 AM

Okay. Will do.
Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer

Office of Public Affairs
<ý

U.S.NRC

V2 (301) 415-8205
i ivonne.couret@nrc.gov
Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/
2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/
NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:58 AM
To: Couret, Ivonne; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Media Request Interview Background

Ivonne;
Please reach out to.NRO and see if the Construction Inspection folks have any PEs who
are interested. Thanks.
Scott
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:55 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Media Request Interview Background

Ben Roode
Professional Engineer Magazine
703-683-1847
Broode@nspe.org
Looking for background on how Professional Engineers (PEs have special certification not
all engineers are PEs; think CPA) review construction, Building and standard codes to nem
and operating nuclear plant. Planning on writing article with the PE spin.
t

Ivonne L. Couret

Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

U.S.NRC
0 (301)
Ž

415-8205

ivonne.couret@nrc.gov

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/.
2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/
NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal~nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

A Please consider the

environmental impact before printing this email.

From:

Burnell. Scott

To:

blshow~wnvc.orq

Cc:

Brenner. Eliot

Subject:

RE: Interview Request - TODAY - Brian Lehrer Show

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 9:37:00 AM

Hello Alana;
Thanks very much for the invite, but it's unlikely we could provide anyone on such short
notice. In any case, we are not in a position at this time to discuss the events in Japan;
we can only discuss U.S. plants and our regulation of them.
If you haven't already, I would suggest reaching out to the American Nuclear Society
(ans.org), Health Physics Society (hps.org) and the Nuclear Energy Institute (nei.org) for
potential guests.
Thanks again.
Scott Burnell
Public Affairs Officer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

From: Brian Lehrer Producer [mailto: blshow@wnyc.org]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:14 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Interview Request - TODAY - Brian Lehrer Show
Hello,
This is Alana Casanova-Burgess, a producer at the Brian Lehrer Show on WNYC
radio, New York City's public radio station.
I'm writing to ask if you could recommend or put me in touch with someone at
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission who would be available to come on the show
tomorrow morning for a conversation about the damaged nuclear reactor in
Japan and the science between the situation. The interview would be about 25
minutes long with the host, Brian Lehrer, and you could join from a landline
phone. This would be at 11:06 a.m. EST. Would you be available?
someone from NRC
Please let
me know as soon as possible, we'd be pleased if
could join us. As this is short notice and I'm on deadline, please
understand that I am also planning to reach out to other potential guests.
me know if you have any questions.
Please let
Hope to talk to you today, thank you and best wishes, Alana Casanova-Burgess
The Brian Lehrer Show
WNYC radio; wnyc.org
646.829.4030/4006

WNYC Radio
The Brian Lehrer Show
646.829.4030
www. wnyc.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

OPA Resource
Burnell, Scott
Media Call
Monday, March 14, 2011 9:36:39 AM

Hanna Northy
Greenwire
202-446-0468
*Information
*Someone to interview
Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-8200
opa.resourceuOnrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Brenner, Eliot
FW: Radio Interview Request
Monday, March 14, 2011 9:23:00 AM

I'll be doing a live spot @ 10:07ish - I made it clear, U.S. only.
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:26 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Burnell, Scott; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Radio Interview Request
Chip Franklin, KOGO Radio in the San Onofre area called to ask if someone from NRC
would talk on his program (8 am our time) about the safety of the SO plant in view of the
Japan event. Are we confident the plant is safe, etc. He said the producer, Don Ayres,
would contact us and I told Chip to send an e-mail to OPAResource@nrc.gov and we
would try to get back to him tomorrow. The number there is 858-560-6604.

~W~d42

From:

Akstulewicz. Brenda

To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
RE: Media Call
Monday, March 14, 2011 9:20:30 AM

Ok, here's the list:
Anthony Zhang
CAIXIN Media
202-375-9744
Alana Casanova
Brian Lair Show
646-829-4006
Someone for show at 11:00am. today
Joy Piazza
Fox, NY
212-301-5800
Ayano Amaba
Nipon Televison
212-660-6961
I think I gave this one to you

Dee Carden
ABC News
202-222-7700
China Collins
BBC
011-44-208-624-9730
*Wants someone to intenriew
*How can she get in touch with Nils Diaz

Ok, that's it for now!

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:12 AM

To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: RE: Media Call
Yes, for print media. I'll take care of broadcast requests and the ones you've already sent.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:07 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Media Call

Robert Konig
St. Luis Beacon
301-538-8644

I have several others that want interviews - is it ok for me to let them know, not at this time?

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.akstufewicz @nrc.aov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Akstulewicz, Brenda
RE: Media Call
Monday, March 14, 2011 9:12:00 AM

Yes, for print media. I'll take care of broadcast requests and the ones you've already sent.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:07 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Media Call

Robert Konig
St. Luis Beacon
301-538-8644

I have several others that want interviews - is it ok for me to let them know, not at this time?

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
6rendi.a ,atitfe~wicz('Pnrc.goa

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Burnell, Scott
Media Call
Monday, March 14, 2011 9:04:50 AM

Dee Carden
ABC News
202-222-7700

Anything new to report since yesterday?
Brenda Akstulewicz

Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.ak•t ufewicz@nrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Burnell. Scott
Akstulewicz, Brenda
Eliot would be most grateful...
Monday, March 14, 2011 8:54:00 AM
High

For a fresh pot 'o tea.
Eliot's headed to the Chairman's office, Neil's headed back to the hotel, so it's just me in
Ops right now.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Billinos. Sally
Burnell, Scott
RE: DO NOT SHARE TALKING POINTS
Monday, March 14, 2011 8:25:12 AM

Ok, thank you.
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:25 AM
To: Billings, Sally
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: DO NOT SHARE TALKING POINTS
Sally;
The talking points are not to be shared outside of the actual responders unless you get
explicit permission from the Chairman's office.
Scott

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mensah. Tanya
Blount, Tom; Burnell, Scott; Rosenberg. Stacev
Quay, Theodore; McGinty. Tim; Orf. Trac; Jaegers. Cathy; Meiahan. Sean; Gulla. Gerald; Hott. Christopher;
Scott. Catherine; Rosenberg. Stacey; Banic. Merrilee; Russell. Andrea; Markley. Michael
New 2.206 (Mr. Saporito - related to the quake in Japan)
Monday, March 14, 2011 8:18:09 AM
FW 2.206 PETITION .msg

Good morning Scott and Tom,
I had a similar thought and looks like we have our first 2.206 petition - from Mr. Saporito.
He is seeking immediate enforcement action (immediate shut-down of all nuclear power
reactors in the1 USA which are known to be located on or near an earthquake fault-line).
We will need to coordinate closely with DORL since this will likely involve multiple
plants/licensees.
Cathy: Can you please ticket the attached 2.206 to NRR? Thank you.
Sean: Copying you for awareness only so that you can forward to appropriate DORL
management. A green ticket should be coming soon.
Tanya
From: Blount, Tom
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 9:56 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Mensah, Tanya; Rosenberg, Stacey
Cc: Quay, Theodore; McGinty, Tim
Subject: Re: A thought for the coming week
We just recently did something like this with the VY tritium issue ...so we may want to consider that
model ...if it makes sense....

Tom
Sent from Tom Blount's NRC BB

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Mensah, Tanya; Blount, Tom; Rosenberg, Stacey
Sent: Sun Mar 13 04:59:07 2011
Subject: A thought for the coming week

Hello all;
I mentioned this to Tom late Saturday night/early Sunday morning (it's sort of a blur), but I
thought I'd be redundant:
I think it's highly likely the earthquake/tsunami and related accidents are going to generate
quite a few 2.206 petitions for immediate action on Diablo Canyon, San Onofre, Mark I
BWRs in general and perhaps other coastal sites. Perhaps a little advance planning to
line up resources might be in order - for example, is it possible for a single review boar~i to
handle several similar petitions at the same time?
.
\ \

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hall. Randy
.urnell, Scott
Useldino. Lara; Dricks. Victor; Kammerer, Annie; Warnick, Greg; Reynoso. John; Lantz, Ryan; Markley. Michael
RE: Radio Interview Request
Monday, March 14, 2011 8:17:35 AM
Design Info for WH req rl.doc

Scott,

Attached is some SONGS design basis information I prepared in response to the
September 2010 request from the White House.
Randy Hall, Senior Project Manager
Plant Licensing Branch IV
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
USNRC
(301) 415-4032
Randy. Hall@nrc.gov

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:14 AM
To: Uselding, Lara; Dricks, Victor; Kammerer, Annie; Warnick, Greg; Reynoso, John; Hall, Randy
Subject: FW: Radio Interview Request
Importance: High

All;
We haven't responded to this yet, but if we do I need to know the height of the seawall at
San Onofre. Thanks.
Scott
From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:26 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Burnell, Scott; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Radio Interview Request
Chip Franklin, KOGO Radio in the San Onofre area called to ask if someone from NRC
would talk on his program (8 am our time) about the safety of the SO plant in view of the
Japan event. Are we confident the plant is safe, etc. He said the producer, Don Ayres,
would contact us and I told Chip to send an e-mail to OPAResource@nrc.gov and we
would try to get back to him tomorrow. The number there is 858-560-6604.

Attachment Design Info for WH req rl .doc (48128 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden. Elizabeth
Sheehan, Neil; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington. Holly; Burnell. Scott
Re: Japanese request for assistance
Monday, March 14, 2011 8:15:38 AM

Suggest weSay we are sending a team in response to Japan request.

From: Sheehan, Neil
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Sent: Mon Mar 14 06:41:56 2011
Subject: Japanese request for assistance

Eliot,
The Japanese government has formally asked for assistance from the U.S., via the

Ambassador. The Chairman has been notified, and he seemed inclined (at least initially) to
support the request.
The request includes technical experts who would be "embedded" in two Emergency
Operations Centers on a 24-hour basis. That would mean perhaps six NRC staffers. They
want guidance on how to get water from the sea to a pond and from there into the reactor.

I drafted a very brief press release on it that is attached.
Neil

/

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Burnell. Scott
RE: Radio Interview Request
Monday, March 14, 2011 8:07:47 AM

Be happy to, Scott. Tell me where I can find the details for the Korean request, please.
Clips are finished printing - walking over now.

b
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:05 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: RE: Radio Interview Request
If we can get an international line, please let them know we cannot respond to them at this
time. Please respond to the South Korean request in the same way. Thanks.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:57 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Radio Interview Request

Will, check now, and send to you if there is. BTT - I just received the following calls:
Rosemary
BBC London

44-208-624-9507
(This from 8200 mailbox and wants someone very soon.)
Maria Hernandez
Chanel NTN 24
57-310-579-9757

B
From: Burnell, Scott.
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:55 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Shannon, Valerie
Subject: FW: Radio Interview Request

Is there anything in the OPA inbox from this station?
From: Hayden, Elizabeth

/

Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:26 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Burnell, Scott; Akstulewicz, Brenda
Subject: Radio Interview Request
Chip Franklin, KOGO Radio in the San Onofre area called to ask if someone from NRC
would talk on his program (8 am our time) about the safety of the SO plant in view of the
Japan event. Are we confident the plant is safe, etc. He said the producer, Don Ayres,
would contact us and I told Chip to send an e-mail to OPAResource@nrc.gov and we
would try to get back to him tomorrow. The number there is 858-560-6604.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott
King, Mark
RE: (Action) Tsunami Fact Sheet - A NUREG was issued in March 2009 Link
Monday, March 14, 2011 7:23:00 AM

Thanks Mark, we've got it.
From: King, Mark
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:17 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: (Action) Tsunami Fact Sheet - A NUREG was issued in March 2009 Link
Scott (OPA office) - FYI
From: King, Mark
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:08 AM
To: Thorp, John; Boger, Bruce
Cc: Brown, Frederick; Thomas, Eric
Subject: RE: (Action) Tsunami Fact Sheet - NUREG issued in March 2009 Link
We had a NUREG issued on this subject back in March 2009.
TSUNAMI HAZARD ASSESSMENT AT NU 'CLEAR POWER PLANT SITES IN
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Click link to view: 1i&JREG[C•R-6966I

http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML0915/1ML091590193..pdf

From: Thorp, John
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:57 AM
To: Boger, Bruce
Cc: Brown, Frederick; King, Mark; Thomas, Eric
Subject: RE: (Action) Tsunami Fact Sheet

We'll look for it; Ifwe don't find it quickly, we'll start producing one. (Mark King, please
start looking)
I take it we would define & describe the tsunami phenomena, then address which nuclear
stations in the U.S. are located in areas subject to tsunami waves, and describe what e
can regarding the design of plants to withstand tsunami impacts?

Thanks,
John
From: Boger, Bruce
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:48 AM
To: Thorp, John
Cc: Brown, Frederick
Subject: Tsunami Fact Sheet
I seem to recall that OpE developed a tsunami fact sheet? Should we dust it off?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Google Alerts
Burnell Scott
Google Alert - "Nuclear Regulatory Commission"
Monday, March 14, 2011 6:38:26 AM

News..

3 new results for "Nuclear Regulatory Commission"

No Reason to Panic Over a Nuclear Meltdown in Japan
AOL News
Nuclear event and emergency-response experts huddled over the weekend in command centers
from the White House to the Nuclear Regulatory, Commission to state governments in
California, Oregon and Washington. They watched the latest news unfold half a ...
See all stories on this topic >ý

Residents worry about radiation from Japan
Record-Searchlight
The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission announced early Sunday that harmful levels of
radioactivity won't reach the United States, including Hawaii and Alaska. "Idon't think I'm paranoid,"
said Redding's Jeannine Scow, 40. "We're just preparing.
See all stories on this topic x'

Secret Plan Exposed to Use Surplus Weapons Plutonium in
Washington State ...
Salem-News.Corn
Each step would require license amendments from the Nuclear Regulatory
constructing a $5-billion
Commission. The Department of Energy is currently
facility to make MOX fuel at its Savannah River Site in South Carolina and
construction continues even ...
See all stories on this tosic

Tip: Use a plus sign (+) to match a term in your query exactly as is. Learn more.
Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.

Salem-

News.Corn

From:

Google Alerts

To:

Burnell. Scott

Subject:

Google Alert - "nuclear power"

Date:

Monday, March 14, 2011 6:14:53 AM

10 new results for "nuclear power"

News

GE: Too soon to assess Japan impact on nuclear sector
Reuters
N) Chief Executive Jeff Immelt on Monday said it was too early to know what impact the nuclear
power crisis in Japan would have on the nuclear power industry. Engineers in Japan were
scrambling to head off a nuclear catastrophe after Friday's ...
See all stories on this topic >

Hydrogen Blast, Tsunami Scare Rattle Quake-Weary Japanese
Voice of America
A hydrogen explosion at a nuclear power plant and a tsunami false alarm added to the misery
Monday in Japan, where tens of thousands of earthquake victims remain huddled in makeshift
shelters awaiting help. About 100000 Japanese troops,
See all stories on this topic >

German Nuclear Stocks Trade Lower Post Japan Reactor Troubles
Wall Street Journal
By Jarn Hromadko Of DOW JONES NEWSWIRES FRANKFURT (Dow Jones)--Shares in German
nuclear power plant operators RWE AG (RWE.XE) and E.ON AG (EOAN.XE)--the country's
largest utilities--came under pressure Monday as explosions at Japanese reactors cast ...
See all stories on this topic >)

UK Gas Prices Jump Amid LNG Competition on Japan Nuclear Halts
BusinessWeek
By Ben Farey March 14 (Bloomberg) -- UK natural gas for delivery next winter rose after the
March 11 earthquake in Japan halted nuclear power stations, raising concern that liquefied
natural gas cargoes may be diverted away from Britain.
See all stories on this topic >>

Yucca Mountain site still alive under GOP nuclear power plan
Bellingham Herald
It also would take waste from the Columbia Generating Station nuclear power plant north of
Richland. The state already has sued the Obama administration, claiming the Department of
Energy has no right to junk the Yucca Mountain plan.
See all stories on this topic >>

Damaged Nuclear-Power Plants Could Spew Range of Emissions
Wall Street Journal
By GAUTAM NAIK And AVERY JOHNSON A damaged nuclear-power plant can release a
range of radioactive materials: some relatively harmless, others more dangerous. See a map of
post-earthquake events in Japan, Hawaii and the US West Coast.

L gi -ssgL
thi5
1Qk.prn
Factbox: Nuclear accidents: Fukushima vs Three Mile
Reuters
Three Mile Island is the worst nuclear power accident in US history even though it resulted in
no injuries. * About half the reactor core in one unit at the Three Mile Island plant in Penn ylvvnia
melted due to the loss of coolant.

See all stories on this topic >>

US fleet: Ships. aircraft moved away from Japan nuclear plant after low level ...
The Canadian Press
TOKYO - The US Seventh Fleet said Monday it had moved its ships and aircraft away from a
quake-stricken Japanese nuclear power plant after discovering low-level radioactive
contamination. The fleet said that the radiation was from a plume of smoke and ...

See all stories on thi topic >

Japan Stricken Reactor Just Completed Inspection for Next Decade of Power
Bloomberg.
Toshiba is bidding to build Turkey's second nuclear power plant, and its unit Westinghouse
Electric Co., a US maker of light-water nuclear reactors, has orders from China. A Japanese group
in October also won a contract to build a nuclear plant in ...

See all stori~ea on this toic
'Put the Brakes' on Nuclear Power Plants: Lieberman
Fox News (blog)
AP By Jeff Mason and Will Dunham, Reuters Anxiety over Japan's quake-crippled
nuclear reactors has triggered calls from lawmakers and activists for review of US
energy policy and for brakes on expansion of domestic nuclear power.
See all stories on this topic>

Fox News (blogi

Tip: Use a minus sign (-) in front of terms in your query that you want to exclude. Learn more.
Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheehan. Neil
Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell. Scott; Screnci, Diane; Dean Bill; Lew, David
Graphic on Japan reactor explosions
Monday, March 14, 2011 5:05:12 AM

There's a good interactive graphic on The New York Times' web site showing how
secondary containment was involved in the two hydrogen explosions:
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/03/12/world/asia/the-explosion-at-the-iapanesereactor.html.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott
Sheehan, Neil
Hey
Monday, March 14, 20 114:41:00 AM

Didn't have a chance to send this earlier - thanks for chipping in, two straight overnights
had me zombified yesterday. See you in a couple hours.

.,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Goode Alerts
Burnell, Scott
Google Alert - "Nuclear Regulatory Commission"
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:38:21 AM

News

4 new results for "Nuclear Regulatory Commission"

UPDATE: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission: No radioactive danger for
Guam ...
Pacific Daily News
radioactive releases and predict their path, and in a statement yesterday, the agency states there's
no radioactive threat on the US territories and the rest of America. All the available information
indicates weather conditions have taken the small ...
See all stories on this topic »

Near Pilgrim. some shrugs. some fears
Boston Globe
Stankiewicz said he attended part of an all-day hearing in town on Wednesday before
Boston Globe
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission concerning an application from Entergy,
which owns Pilgrim, to renew the plant's operating license. He said it was not
immediately ...
See all stories on this topic »

Japan's nuclear meltdown prompts talk of safety. Yucca Mountain's role
Las Vegas Sun
That new attention has, in turn, raised the question of what's to happen with Yucca Mountain -Nevada's potential waste-dump site that hasn't yet been approved by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, but hasn't been scratched either.
See all stories on this topic >

TVA Releases Statement On Japan Quake
WTVC
This is called the "design-basis earthquake," and it is what the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), licenses and regulates all nuclear plants to withstand. Nuclear plants are
built with numerous redundant safety systems (power, fire protection and ...
See all stories on this topic >

Tip: Use site restrict in your query to search within a site (site:nytimes.com or site:.edu). Learn more.
Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden, Elizabeth
Brenner. Eliot; Harrington. Holly; McIntyre. David; Couret. Iyonne; Burell, Scott; Janberqs, Holly
3/13 11:30 pm TA Call
Monday, March 14, 2011 12:06:47 AM

Hydrogen explosion at Unit #3 at approximately 11 pm; primary containment intact.
Confirmed by Tony and John (our 2 guys in Japan). We know there is fuel damage.
#2 unit is stable.
Still no offsite power. Batteries being used 9and recharged) and DGs brought in to pump
water.
Both #1 and #3 had uncovered fuel for several hours.
Following explosion, telling those who hadn't evacuated to shelter
Neil is here through the night.

V

From:

Kerben, Va~lerie

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monday, March 14, 2011 4:49 PM
LIA10 Hoc
RE: NRC Team going to Japan

Thank you for confirming the list of staff. All have been sent except Ms. Smith, Mr. Cook and Mr. Foggie.
However, they are being sent in a few minutes.
Valerie B. Kerben
Chief, Personnel Security Branch
Division of Facilities and Security
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(office#) 301-492-3527
(fax #) 301-492-3442
Note: This e-mail may contain sensitive and/or privileged information. Ifyou are not the intended recipient (or have received this e-mail in error)
please notify the sender immediately and destroy this e-mail. Any unauthorized copying, disclosure, or distribution of the material in this e-mail is
strictly forbidden. Under the Privacy Act of 1974, all data of a private nature must be protected from unauthorized disclosure.,

From: LIAlO Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:46 PM
To: Kerben, Valerie
Subject: NRC Team going to Japan
Valerie:
The following list of NRC employees is travelling to Japan in support of the Tsunami relief effort:
Kirk Foggie
Brooke Smith
John Monninger
Chuck Casto
Anthony Ulses*
James Trapp*
Rich Devercelly
Tony Nakanishi
Tim Kolb
Jack Foster
William Cook
*Already in Japan.
Thank you
Any questions, please ask for Stephen Baker.
1

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

HOO Hoc
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:49 PM
ET07 Hoc; PMT01 Hoc; RST01 Hoc; LIA01 Hoc; LIA02 Hoc; LIA04 Hoc; LIA07 Hoc; LIA11
Hoc; LIA12 Hoc; Gott, William; Marshall, Jane; McDermott, Brian; Morris, Scott; Thorp,
John
FW: FYI - GOVERNMENT SECURITY NEWS ARTICLE ON JAPAN RESPONSE AND RAD
THREAT TO THE US
image002.jpg

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:46 PM
To: LIA03 Hoc; LIA05 Hoc; HOO Hoc
Subject: FYI - GOVERNMENT SECURITY NEWS ARTICLE ON JAPAN RESPONSE AND RAD THREAT TO THE US
More good coverage for the NRC regarding the ongoing response to the nuclear emergencies in Japan....

NRC monitoring post-earthquake nuclear plant releases
Mon, 2011-03-14 10:14 AM
By: Mark Rockwell

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) doesn't believe the radiation released
by crippled reactors at nuclear power plants in earthquake and tsunami-stricken
Japan pose a threat to the U.S., and believes Japan is taking correct precautionary
measures in the wake of the disaster.
The White House quoted the NRC in a March 13 statement that said U.S. states on
the Pacific Rim were safe from the initial releases of radiation on Saturday when the
Fukushima nuclear plant vented radiation-tainted gas from overheating reactors.
"With regards to the United States, the NRC has released information stating that
Hawaii, Alaska, the U.S. Territories and the U.S. West Coast are not expected to experience any harmful levels
of radioactivity," said White House Press Secretary Jay Carney in a statement.
Carney also said the U.S. is working through the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) to
coordinate overall U.S. government support efforts for the Japanese government's response to the earthquakes
and subsequent tsunami. He said individual donations to the cause could be made through the USAID Web site.
USAID's Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance set up a Response Management Team in DC and sent a Disaster
Assistance Response Team to Tokyo, which includes people with nuclear expertise from the Departments of
Energy and Health and Human Services as well the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), said Carney. The
NRC members are experts in boiling water nuclear reactors and are available to assist their Japanese
counterparts, he said.
The U.S. Ambassador declared an emergency which opened up an immediate funding of $100K from USAID's
Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance, said Carney. USAID set up a Response Management Team in
lear
Washington D.C. and sent a Disaster Assistance Response Team to Tokyo, which includes people with
1
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expertise from the Departments of Energy and Health and Human Services as well the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), he said.
Additionally, two Urban Search and Rescue Teams from Los Angeles and Fairfax County, VA with a total of
144 members plus 12 search and rescue canines and up to 45 metric tons of rescue equipment are also on the
ground in Misawa, Japan. They were slated to begin searching at first light March 14, he said.
Also according to Carney, the Department of Defense has the USS Reagan on station off the coast of Japan and
the USS Essex en route, and is currently using an air facility in Misawa as a forward operating base. The
American Red Cross (ARC) International Services team is supporting the Japanese Red Cross Society (JRCS)
to assess the impact, determine response efforts, and assist the people of Japan.
Mike
Michael Weber
Deputy Executive Director for Materials, Waste, Research,
State, Tribal, and Compliance Programs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1705
Mail Stop 016E15
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scot
Sbeehan. Neil
FW: Transcript of Chairman"s briefing with WH press corps
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:00:00 AM

From: Droggitis, Spiros
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:59 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; Janbergs,'Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: FW: Transcript of Chairman's briefing with WH press corps

From: Weil, Jenny
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:58 AM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Droggitis, Spiros; Dacus, Eugene; Decker, David; Shane, Raeann; Riley (OCA),
Timothy
Subject: FYI: Transcript of Chairman's briefing with WH press corps

Yesterday's briefing.
THE WHITE HOUSE
Office of the Press Secretary
For Immediate

Release

March

14,

2011

PRESS BRIEFING
BY PRESS SECRETARY JAY CARNEY,
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION CHAIRMAN GREG JACZKO
AND DEPUTY SECRETARY OF ENERGY DAN PONEMAN
James
Please

see below

S.

Brady Press Briefing Room

for a correction

(marked with asterisks)

to the

transcript.
DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:

Thank

you,

Mr.

Chairman.

Thank you,

Jay.

We have been working very closely with our colleagues
throughout the interagency process here at the Department of Energy.
We've been ***led by Secretary Chu -- I just came from speaking with
him on this matter and we've been speaking continuously throughout
the weekend.

1:07 P.M.

EDT

MR. CARNEY:
Good afternoon, everyone.
Over the weekend, as you
know, the President was briefed multiple times on the situation in
Japan in the wake of the tragic earthquake and tsunami there.
USAID
is leading our humanitarian assistance effort with the Department of
Energy, the Department of Health and Human Services, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and others.
Here at the White House, Homeland Security Advisor John Brennan
is coordinating an interagency process with regards to Japan and
engaging with relevant officials
from across the government.
Because[
we knew that you would have a lot of questions about the sitpation X

in Japan, especially with regard to nuclear issues, I brought with
me today, asked to come today, Greg Jaczko, who is the chairman of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
He can answer questions people
have about the safety of American citizens in Japan, as well as he
can just generally update Americans about the impact of the accident
-- or rather the aftermath of the tsunami and earthquake.
And then I also have Dan Poneman, who is our Deputy Secretary
of Energy, and he can outline everything that we are doing to assist
Japan as it
deals with the aftermath.
With that, I'll
ask these two gentlemen to speak.
If you could
address the questions related to their areas to them, and then we'll
let
them get out of here and get back to work.
And I will take
questions on other issues.
Thanks very much.
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
If I could just start
with just a .few
points.
First and foremost, based on the type of reactor design and
the nature of the accident we see a very low likelihood, really a
very low probability that there's any possibility of harmful
radiation levels in the United States or in Hawaii, or in any other
U.S. territories.
Right now, based on the information we have, we believe that
the steps that the Japanese are taking to respond to this crisis
are
consistent with the approach that we would use here in the United
States.
And most importantly, we advise Americans in Japan to listen
to and to follow the instructions of the Japanese government with
regard to the nuclear facilities.
The agency has been providing technical assistance to the
Japanese government as they are requesting, and in particular, we
have dispatched two technical experts to Japan and are continuing to
assemble a team of experts that would be dispatched in the near
future.
So with that,

I will then turn to Dan.

DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:

Thank you,

Mr.

Chairman.

Thank

you,

Jay.
We have been working very closely with our colleagues
throughout the interagency process here at the Department of Energy.
We've been ***led by Secretary Chu -- I just came from speaking with
him on this matter and we've been speaking continuously throughout
the weekend.
John Brennan has been coordinating matters
interagency.
We have had frequent meetings in person, we've had
frequent meetings over the telephone, as we are trying to respond to
all
of the data that we are taking in.
We've also been in very, very close, continuous consultation,
all
hours of the day, with Ambassador John Roos -- and hats off to
him for the incredible job he and the country team have been doing
as they've been coordinating the American response.
And as
appropriate, given their independent regulatory status, we're making
sure we share information as appropriate with Chairman Jaczko and our
colleagues over at the NRC.
We have focused our efforts on consulting very, very closely
with our Japanese colleagues.
We also have dispatched subject matter
experts -- both reactor experts and an expert on emergency response.
We are in consultation with them and we will make sure that any
requirement that they have we are prepared to meet.
And we are
talking with them even on a real-time basis as that proceeds.
So we
have technical expertise already there on the ground.
We have
additional capabilities if and as needed.
Of course, the Japanese
government has tremendous capabilities on their own, but because a

matter of this nature requires
ready to assist
as required.
Ben,

MR. CARNEY:
What I'll
why don't you start?

all

do is

of our best efforts,
I'll

we stand

go ahead and call on people.

Q
Thank you.
Chairman Jaczko, can you give us a sense of
how President Obama is getting briefed about this nuclear crisis
in
Japan and the risk to the people there?
And also, in the plainest
terms you can, can you describe sort of the nature of what we're
seeing and just how bad it
is?
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
Well,
the President's briefings.

I would turn to one of the others about

MR. CARNEY:
Let me just say, Ben, if I could, the President
was briefed multiple times over the weekend.
He has been briefed
this morning and is being updated throughout the day.
John Brennan,
the Assistant to the President for Homeland Security, is taking a
lead on that and gathering information and coordinating the briefings
the President gets with all
the relevant officials
in the government.
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
It terms of the second part of your question,
it is a serious situation certainly in Japan.
The efforts right now
of the Japanese government, with our assistance where they've
requested it,
is to continue to look for ways to provide the ability
to keep the reactors cool.
And that is a process that has been
ongoing now for some time, and we continue to provide assistance
where we can.
In particular, they have asked for additional types
of equipment that will help provide water and other resources to
ensure that the reactors continue to be cool.
Q
there?

Has there been a partial

meltdown in

any of these reactors

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
At this time, we don't really have detailed
information about the nature of the core in the reactor itself.
But
it is a situation in which there has been a loss of the normal type
of cooling mechanisms to the reactor.
So as the situation continues
to develop we'll get better information.
But right now, the focus
has been to do everything possible to ensure that the reactor
continues to be cooled.
Q
nuclear

And this incident leading to any safety concerns at
facilities
here in the United States?

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
Well, as I said, from the NRC's perspective,
we are always focused on the safety and security of nuclear power
plants in this country.
That will always be something that we do.
Whenever there's any new information, we always take that information
into consideration and make changes if necessary.
But right now we
continue to believe that nuclear power plants in this country operate
safely and securely.
I'll
MR.

stop at that point.
CARNEY:

Jill.

Q
Following up on that, is there any attempt, though, at
this stage to assess, carry out a study of the ability
of these
plants in the United States to withstand an earthquake?
Because
after all,
you have California.
And also at least one of the
reactors in jeopardy apparently in Japan uses that MOX fuel.
Is
there more concern about that, heightened -- any situation with the
venting?
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

Well,

with regard to the U.S.

power plants,

the U.S. power plants are designed to very high standards for
earthquake effects.
All our plants are designed to withstand
significant natural phenomena like earthquakes, tornadoes and
tsunamis.
So we believe we have a very solid and strong regulatory
infrastructure in place right now.
But of course, as we always do,
as an independent regulatory agency, we will continue to take new
information and see if there are changes that we need to make with
our program.
With regard to the MOX fuel, again, we are providing
assistance
to the Japanese where they request our assistance.
And at this time,
they have not asked for any specific information with regard to the
MOX fuel.
Q
You just talked about how the high standards are here in
the United States domestically.
What are the differences in safety
standards between what Japan has and what the United States does
have?
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
Well, right now as I said, our focus is
always on keeping the nuclear power plants in this country secure.
We are also putting a strong focus right now on providing technical
expertise to the Japanese as they request it.
Questions about exactly
the differences and what changes we might want to consider and look
at in this country is something we'll deal with down the road.
But
bottom line right now, we believe that the plants in this country
continue to be designed to a very high standard for seismic and
tsunami-type events.
Q
There's already been calls -- this might be more for Jay,
but there are already calls for moratoriums in the United States.
For example, Congressman Markey called for that.
Does the President
know about these calls for changes in U.S. handling of this issue?
And you said you were reviewing, but what is the timeline for that?
This is obviously something that Americans are concerned about.
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
Again, as an independent regulatory agency, we
will always take whatever steps are necessary to ensure the safety
and security of nuclear power plants in this country.
But right now
we believe we have a very strong program in place.
As we get more
information from Japan, as this immediate crisis
ultimately comes to
an end, 'we will look at whatever information we can gain from this
event and see if there are changes we need to make to our system.
I would just add as a similar scenario, following the 2004
tsunami, we did review tsunami requirements for nuclear power plants,
and, in fact, went and made sure that our plants would be able do
deal with that type of event.
MR.

CARNEY:

Chip.

Q
Would plants in
quake of this magnitude?

the United States be able to withstand a

CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
Again,
like that at this point.

I don't want to speculate on anything

Q
But are they planned to be able to -- I know they try to
estimate what they would be able to withstand.
I know in Japan, for
example, this one I believe was only built
to withstand a 7.9 or
something like that.
In the United States, are they built
to
withstand a quake of this magnitude, of an 8.9?
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
At this point what I
strong safety program in place to deal with
likely to happen at any nuclear facility
in
past this immediate crisis
where we continue

can say is we have a
seismic events that are
this country.
As we get
to provide support to

the Japanese, we'll gather information about the specifics of the
event.
But I don't want to speculate too much about what exactly
were the relevant factors in Japan at this point.
Q
And one other question.
You said that there's a "very low
likelihood," I believe were your words, of harmful radiation making
it to Hawaii or the West Coast.
Is that based on the condition of
those plants right now, or is that based on a partial
meltdown or,
heaven forbid, a total
meltdown?
Could that change your assessment?
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
The information about harmful -- the lack of
any harmful impacts to the U.S. is simply based on the nature of
these reactors and the large distances,. obviously, between those and
any U.S. territory.
So you just aren't going to have any
radiological material that by the time it traveled those large
distances could present any risk to the American public.
Q
Even in a worst-case scenario, even with a meltdown,
you're not going to have harmful radiation reach Hawaii or the West
Coast?
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
Again, I don't want to speculate on various
scenarios, but based on the design and the distances involved, it is
very unlikely that there would be any harmful impacts.
MR.

CARNEY:

Mike.

Q
Do you gentlemen worry about perhaps an overreaction in
this country, seeing a nuclear problem in another country, in terms
of policymakers running away from nuclear energy?
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:

I would defer to Dan.

DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:
I think you just heard very clearly
from Chairman Jaczko that we place safety paramount when it comes to
the regulation of our nuclear power plants, and we always will.
That having been said, we have to have an energy policy and a
direction in this country that's
driven by our overall assessment of
our country's best interest.
In that respect, we are going to continue to seek to diversify
our energy supplies.
We're going to continue to make sure that each
and every one of those sources is as safe as is humanly possible.
And we will continue to take all
learnings into account as we
proceed from episodes that happened, from hypothetical that we might
be able to come up with.
It's
a matter -- it's
nothing new about
it.
It's
a matter of-our continuous approach to our own development
of our safety resources -- our energy resources to make sure that
they're done continuously and safely.
Each event as it occurs is
taken into account, but we don't sort of change from day to day our
overall approach to the desire to diversify our overall energy
posture.
Q
And nuclear is a key component in
diversification, correct?

your interest in

DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:
Nuclear power has been a critical
component to the U.S. energy portfolio.
We have 104 operating
reactors -- that's
20 percent of the electricity
of this country; 70
percent of the carbon-free electricity
in this country comes from
nuclear power.
So we do see nuclear power as continuing to play an
important role in building a low-carbon future.
But be assured that
we will take the safety aspect of that as our paramount concern.
And under the independent regulatory authority, going back to
1974, the NRC, which is independent and is,
therefore, at arms'
length, will ensure that we live up to exactly those kinds of high

standards that the President expects us to use in
plants.
Q
goals,

And quickly,
correct

--

is

it

nuclear

critical

operating those

to reaching your mission

energy?

We view nuclear energy as a very
DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:
important component to the overall portfolio we're trying to build
for a clean energy future.
Q
I want to follow up on a question and see if we can get
I think it was
Jay to answer on this -- the moratoria issue.
Senator Lieberman said over the weekend that what's gone on in Japan
should cause us to put the brakes for the moment on nuclear power
Does the administration agree with
plant development in America.
that?
DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:
supplement.

I'm happy to start

and others can

As I said, going back decades, every experience that we have
with respect to our nuclear plants we take fully into account.
Certainly back in March 1979 at the time of the Three Mile Island
episode, there were a tremendous amount of learnings that we applied
Our reactors are much
to the improvement of safety in our fleet.
those learnings that have been applied.
safer today because of all
We continually hypothesize new scenarios of different types and
never stop our efforts to continue to exercise our capabilities, to
and to ensure that our reactors can operate
assess the possibilities,
We'll continue
We'll continue to do that.
as safely as possible.
We'll certainly take the learnings out of this
to seek to improve.
And we know, because of the
experience and apply those as well.
independence of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, that in terms of
operating our reactors only if they can operated safely, that is a
responsibility that is properly reposed in the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
Q

So a pause

isn't

necessary?

From a policy perspective, we will
DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:
We
continue to operate our reactors and seek to operate them safely.
will continue to seek to build nuclear into a part of a responsible
energy future, and we will repose our confidence in the NRC to make
sure that we only do so to the extent that it can be done safely.
Athena, I would just add that we have the plants
MR. CARNEY:
that we have already in operation that provide 20 percent of the
coming in
And information is still
electricity
in the United States.
from Japan, so as we evaluate that information, these gentlemen have
made clear that they will incorporate that into how we view safety
and security of nuclear energy as a resource.
But it remains a part of the President's overall energy plan
a vital
when he talks about reaching a clean energy standard it's
And as we get more information about Japan and what
part of that.
But right now, we remain
happened there, that can be incorporated.
committed to the'clean energy standard and the other aspects of the
President's energy plan.
Q

Mr.

Chairman,

do you have NRC people in

Japan now?

We currently have two NRC technical experts in
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
Japan.
They are working to provide information to the U.S. embassy,
as well as to interface with their colleagues in the Japan
regulatory authority.

Q
And from your understanding of the situation now with the
going to get, or might it
Japanese reactors, is it as bad as it's
get worse?
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
Again, I don't want to speculate on how this
may progress.
I would say it is a serious situation, and we
continue to provide whatever assistance is requested from us and is
necessary -- assistance requested or necessary by the Japanese
is a -- Japan is a technically advanced
And I would it
government.
nuclear country and they possess significant technical resources and
capability on their own.
Q
Jay, so there's nothing -- the President hasn't seen
anything in Japan that will lead him to change his position that the
U.S. should continue to get power from nuclear sources and increase
that amount in the future?
MR. CARNEY:
Dan, from a policy point of view -- but again,
coming in.
I think these
this is a -- information is still
gentlemen have addressed the issues of safety and security of the
And as more information comes in,
American nuclear energy program.
But 20 percent of our electricity
obviously it will be evaluated.
is generated by nuclear power.
It is'already a major component of
our energy here I in the United States.
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
If I could add, just again to reiterate I
think the point that's
been made, that we are an independent
regulatory authority and we always keep focus on a day-to-day basis
So
on the safety and security of nuclear reactors in this country.
if we do get information that would cause us to take action, we will
take that action.
But at this time, we don't have any information
that would cause us to do anything different with our approach with
the current reactors.
But we will review information as it becomes
available.
MR.

CARNEY:

A couple of more.

Q
Mr. Chairman, of those two technical advisors you have
Are they
there, are they in Tokyo?
Are they up near the facility?
And how would you
getting information from the Japanese government?
describe the Japanese government's description of what's going on?
Are they being forthcoming with both the public and with you?
Well, our two experts are in Tokyo and they
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
are providing assistance to both the U.S. embassy as well an
And we continue to work to
interface with our Japanese counterparts.
provide resources and assistance as we can.
Q
Are they getting information, technical information from
Are they watching press reports about what they're
the Japanese?
To what extent are they really hearing what's
seeing going on?
going on?
Right now, they're providing a very valuable
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
resource to us to give us direct information from Japan about what's
going on.
And that's
coming from a variety of sources, including
interaction with counterparts in their regulatory -Q
Has the government of Japan been very cautious about what
They didn't have much urgency at the
it's
putting out publicly?
beginning and it's
gotten more and more urgent.
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
Again, from what I've seen, we continue to
see a very aggressive effort to deal with what is a very difficult
situation in Japan right now.
DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:

Can I just

supplement that by saying

that we've been in consultation through Ambassador Roos.
He's been
in continuous consultation with Chief Cabinet Secretary Edano.
And
we have two subject matter experts over there as well, and they are
in communication with their counterparts.
Q
Have you supplied any actual equipment to the Japanese?
Have they requested anything?
DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:
Well, we are ready to provide
equipment.
We have talked to them about what they have.
As of this
morning, there may be some additional information that Chairman
Jaczko may wish to comment on.
But what we are making sure of is,
A, of course they have a lot of equipment on their own, but, B, such
equipment as we have -- and we have equipment that can do aerial
monitoring of ground deposition -- that's
available.
We have
emergency response equipment.
That's available.
We're not starting
from a blank slate, though, because the Japanese already have a lot
of equipment, and we're just making sure we've got what we need to
supplement.
MR. CARNEY:
Why don't we -- one question
media and then we'll wrap this part up.

from the Japanese

Q
With the accident at the nuclear plant over the weekend,
has there been any direct impact from that on the U.S. support teams
that are already in the area?
Have they had to alter
their plans at
all
as a result?
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
I would defer that question to AID, I
believe.
They have better information about the teams.
The two NRC
officials
who are in Tokyo have not experienced any issues that I'm
aware of.
But, obviously, their safety -- their personal safety is
important to us.
But in Tokyo, there is no direct impact from the
nuclear incident itself.
Q
Can you talk then more generally about the logistical
challenges of going into an area with such unprecedented damage?
CHAIRMAN JACZKO:
Again, I would defer some of those broader
questions to the folks at AID that we've been working with very
closely to help provide that logistical
support.
DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:
I would just add to that, our DOE
people have not been impaired in their ability
to reach out to their
Japanese counterparts.
And in fact, at the Ambassador's request,
we're sending another technical expert to join the team so they've
got more subject matter expertise there.
In the context of the coordination that Mr. Brennan has been
doing from the homeland perspective, we are making sure and working
very closely with our colleagues in the Pentagon to make sure that
any assets from a U.S. government perspective that need to be brought
in there, we make available whatever assets we have through them,
working with AID, as well.
Q

Can

I ask about nuclear waste,

please?

It's

very

important.
MR.
Q
MR.

CARNEY:

I want to let

Can we ask you about
CARNEY:

We'll'take

these guys go for now.
it?

one question on nuclear waste,

Q
Thank you.
Is the U.S. reviewing its
nuclear waste?
And what are the Japanese doing
crisis
with their nuclear waste?

Connie.

policy now on
in the midst of this

DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:
I would segregate what they're doing
in the middle of this crisis
with respect to their nuclear waste.
The first
focus in the crisis,
obviously, is getting the coolant to
the cores of the affected reactors.
And of course, there is spent
fuel present at the reactors and making sure that that used fuel
remains cooled properly and so forth.
From a U.S. perspective, we are still
very closely evaluating
our options.
And the principal mechanism here, as you well know, is
that President Obama asked Secretary Chu to convene a high-level
panel of very distinguished Americans, chaired by Mr. Lee Hamilton,
former congressman, and retired general Brent Scowcroft.
And that
group is going to be looking at all
the options having to do with
the back end of the fuel cycle for the United States of America, and
by July will be coming back with some interim views on the options
we ought to think about going forward.
I'm sure they're going to be
taking all
of these experiences, data coming out of this experience
into account.
Q

Are you confident

that

Japanese nuclear waste is

safe now?

DEPUTY SECRETARY PONEMAN:
In terms of Japanese regulation of
Japanese nuclear waste, I would refer you to the Japanese regulatory
authorities.
MR. CARNEY:
Thank you, gentlemen, very much.
I appreciate
it.
We'll move on to the rest of the briefing.
Thank you for
coming.
Thanks

for holding in

abeyance

your questions on other issues.

Ben.
Q
Two quick ones, Jay.
I know that the President's concern
first
and foremost is about health and safety as it relates to this
disaster.
But is he also concerned about the impact the Japan
natural disaster could have on the world economy?
MR. CARNEY:
Ben, we have full confidence in the capacity of
Japan to address the economic challenges during these exceptionally
difficult
times.
We're monitoring, as we do always, the global
economic environment, but we stand ready to assist
the Japanese who
are our friends and allies
in any way that we can.
And it's
important to remember that the Japanese have demonstrated a great
resiliency and ability
to pull together during times of adversity,
and we are confident that they will overcome this challenge and
recover from this tragedy.
Q
And on one other topic, on the meeting that the President
is having with General Petraeus, could you just tell
us a bit
about
why he's here?
And specifically, is this a meeting at which he -the General plans to talk about troop withdrawal plans in
Afghanistan?
MR. CARNEY:
Well, the General, as you know, is here.
He is
testifying on the Hill this week, and he is here meeting with the
President

today

--

well,

they meet with

some

regularity

--

but to

brief him on the progress we're making in Afghanistan.
And as part
of that discussion, yes, I believe they will discuss the President's
plan to being a transition process in July of 2011, which will begin
a process that will lead to turning over the security lead to the
Afghan security forces by the end of 2014.
Q
Jay, I saw the statement this morning about Bahrain and
Saudi Arabia and the other GCC countries, but if this is the case
that you have Saudi Arabia sending its
forces into Bahrain, isn't
that a gross violation of the sovereignty of another country?

MR. CARNEY:
Well, we're aware of those reports and that other
GCC countries are considering doing that.
We urge all
of our GCC
partners to show restraint
and to respect the rights of the people of
Bahrain, and to act in a way that supports dialogue instead of
undermining it.
The important factor here is that our overall
principles apply to Bahrain and all
the countries in the region,
which is that we urge restraint.
We urge nonviolence in response to
nonviolent protesters; the respect for the universal rights of people
in the region to gather peacefully, to voice their opinions,, to have
their grievances heard by their governments, and to have greater
participation in the political
process.
We have long believed and the President has expressed for a long
time now that stability
in the region will be brought about by
dialogue and political
reform.
And it is counterproductive to that
goal to in any way repress the expression of those desires that the
people of Bahrain, in this case, and other countries, have.
Q
Jay, that's
a very diplomatic way of saying that the U.S.
is unhappy about what's going on.
But if another country, if Iran
had decided to go into another country because they felt
it was the
right thing to do, what would the United States be saying?
And I
know it's
a hypothetical, but this appears to be pretty serious.
MR. CARNEY:
Well, again, I
I mean, we've seen the reports
not an invasion of a country.

think you have to understand what that you're talking about.
This is

-

Q

Right,

but there are security forces.

MR. CARNEY:
It is -- correct.
And we urge the government of
Bahrain, as we have repeatedly, as well as other GCC countries to
exercise restraint,
and not to meet the nonviolent protests of people
legitimately expressing their concerns and asking to have their
voices heard

with any kind of physical

violence.

So

we --

that

--

we call on, again, the government of Bahrain as well as other
countries in the region that -- to hear this message.
Steve.
Q
happen,

Did you get any advance
the Saudis moving in?

MR.
far

as

CARNEY:

warning that this was going to

I don't have anything on that

for you,

Steve.

As

--

Q

MR.

As

far

CARNEY:

as you

know --

I don't know.

okay.

I don't have anything for you on

that.
Q

Are we calling on the Saudis to leave?

MR. CARNEY:
We are calling on the Saudis, the other members of
the GCC countries, as well as the Bahraini government, to show
restraint;
and that we believe that political
dialogue is the way to
address the unrest that has occurred in the region, in Bahrain and in
other countries, and not to in any way suppress it.
Yes.
Q
Over the weekend you sent out a statement responding to
the Arab League's endorsement of a no-fly zone, but you didn't
obviously indicate whether the United States supports that or not.
Knowing that all
options are still
on the table, isn't
it
approaching
a situation where it might be too little,
too late, in Libya to

enact this no-fly zone?
MR. CARNEY:
As you know, we have discussions going on at the
United Nations in New York regarding various options, military
options, as well as non-military, and specifically a no-fly zone
option.
We have, as you know, tomorrow and then Wednesday at NATO,
a process by which the plans that were being reviewed and refined
that address a no-fly option will be presented to the NAC on
Wednesday.
And so we are, as we have said, constantly reviewing our
options, refining our options, and this process is moving along.
The situation in Libya -- we continue to condemn the use of
violence against the Libyan people by the Qaddafi regime, and we are
encouraged by the international condemnation of that and by the
actions taken by the Arab League, for example, because we believe
that whatever actions we do take should be international and
especially should represent the will of the people in the region and
the countries in the region.
And that's
why the Arab League's voice
on this is so important.
Q

Knowing that

you are

--

could

potentially

be

--

could be

moving forward on this this week, but doesn't that -- there's been
some voiced concern from foreign counterparts that that might nullify
the goal of a no-fly zone, to enact it a little
too late.
Is there
no

concern

--

MR. CARNEY:
Well, Sunlen, again, I would say that the -- to go
back to.things we've talked about last
week, the speed of the
international reaction here has been quite remarkable and we are not
letting up on our pressure, as the President made clear on Friday.
I would note that, as you probably know, Secretary Clinton is in
Paris where she will meet with opposition leaders, Libyan opposition
leaders, as well as G8 counterparts to discuss some of these issues.
So we are moving with a great deal of haste and in coordination
with our international partners, again with the kind of deliberation
and speed that the situation requires, mindful of the fact that the
decisions we're talking about here are significant ones and need to
be made with everyone's eyes open to what they mean and what the
goals are -- and I mean that with regard to a variety of possible
options.
Chip.
Q
Jay, following up on the no-fly zone, my understanding is
there are now about five ships off the coast of Libya, three U.S.
submarines off the coast, presumably with cruise missiles, plus
you've got plenty of NATO aircraft
at bases in the vicinity. Is the
hardware now in place where if the President and other leaders were
to give the order, that they could pull the trigger on a no-fly zone
right now?
MR. CARNEY:
Chip, what I would say, first
of all,
for the
technical requirements to impose a no-fly zone, I would refer you to
NATO, to the Defense Department.
But what I think Secretary Gates
has made clear and others have made clear is that this has never
been a case about what our capabilities are.
Obviously the United
States of America has the capacity with its
international partners to
engage -- activate a no-fly zone, as well as take a variety of other
potential measures.
The issue is making sure that the policy decisions we make, we
make collectively with our international partners, because it
is very
important that the response be an international one and not just an
American one, and that we are cognizant of what the goals are and
whether they're achievable, and what the impacts of that decision
will be.

Q
Wednesday

But there's no big lag period?
to

If

they decide Tuesday,

--

MR. CARNEY:
Again, I don't have specifics on what technical
requirements have to be met in order to begin to implement an option
like that.
I would refer you to NATO probably for that.

Q
Just one more question.
Following up on Ben's when he
asked you about the global economic impact here, you basically
responded with your confidence in the resiliency of Japan.
But even
if Japan does respond as well as could possibly be expected, this
could still
have a significant effect on the global economy. In
discussions back there that you've been a part of or are aware of,
have you heard economic advisors for the administration suggest that
what could happen here is the same thing that happened last
year
with the Greek crisis,
delaying the economic recovery?
Could this
have that same kind of effect on the economic recovery again?
MR. CARNEY:
Well, I would just say, Chip, that these are still
early days, but that we remain confident that Japan and, therefore,
the world can deal with this crisis
and. respond and rebuild in a way
that is good for Japan and good for the world.
So we have that
confidence and we therefore believe that -- the resiliency of the
Japanese people, the resiliency of the Japanese economy are very
important factors in the capacity of Japan to handle this, and
therefore the world working with Japan to handle it
as well.
Q
MR.

The recovery is
CARNEY:

Again,

safe?
I would just refer you to what I

said.

Q
A quick one on the gun laws.
President Obama wrote an oped over the weekend and he said, "None of us should be willing to
remain passive in the face of violence or resigned to watching
helplessly as another rampage unfolds on television."
So the
question is what is the administration prepared to do actively, to
actively support legislation-wise?
For instance, Representative
McCarthy's bill
to ban high-round magazines -- is that something
that the President or administration officials
will come out in
support for?
MR. CARNEY:
Well, what I've said in the past still
holds,
which we will review proposed legislation as it comes up.
I don't
have any announcements for what we would support.
But I would also
say that the Department o.f Justice has reached out to stakeholders on
all
sides of this issue and they're going to be holding a series of.
discussions as a first
step, and that some of those meetings are
happening this week.
So we are -- the President made his views known in
that you referred to.
And the Department of Justice is
this process by meeting with stakeholders on all
sides
to look at ways that we can find common ground to take
sense measures that respect Americans'
Second Amendment
also deal in a common-sense way with Americans'
safety

Q
So the administration
own or spearhead a plan?

the op-ed
continuing
of the issue
some commonrights, but
and security.

wouldn't put forth legislation on its

MR. CARNEY:
Well, I don't want to speculate about what we may
or may not do legislatively, except to say that we are engaged in
this process.
Yes,

Carol.

Q

Sort of on what Chip was talking about,

is

there --

how

much aid is the United States willing to give to Japan?
And have
there been discussions in the administration about financial
assistance and what that amount might look like?
Have the Japanese
made any specific requests?
MR. CARNEY:
I think we are now in the phase of dealing with
the immediate crisis,
and we are offering any and all
assistance that
we can provide that the Japanese request and need to help them deal
with it.
They are a very close ally and we stand ready to assist
them in any way that we can.
Long term, obviously, we'll have to
evaluate what the needs are and how we can help.
But we're committed
to helping Japan recover from this.
Q
Have there been any discussions
terms of what --

about that

internally,

in

MR. CARNEY:
Not that I'm aware of, because we are literally
dealing with the aftermath, the considerable aftermath of a terrible
situation caused by this earthquake and tsunami.
Q
Just one quick thing on education -- and obviously that's
an area where the White House sees room for compromise and
bipartisanship -- would you consider Race to the Top an area where
you have consensus?
Or is that an area where the White House thinks
that they might need to do some work in order to get consensus?
MR. CARNEY:
Well, we are consulting with our partners on
Capitol Hill of both parties on education reform regularly.
And Race
to the Top already has received a great deal of bipartisan support.
We think it's
been a very effective program and a good model for
education reform.
And we expect that bipartisan support to continue
-- which doesn't mean we take it
for granted. And in the process of
improving the law, we'll be working with Republicans and Democrats
going forward, but we do expect it to happen this year.
Yes,

sir.

Q
Jay, on a funding bill,
does it look to the White House
though you will get a three-week extension before the end of the
week?

as

MR. CARNEY:
I don't want to put timing on it,
Mark.
But we -the cuts that have been outlined in that temporary measure are ones
that we have already identified as acceptable.
So we believe that
we should be able to get something done.
But again, we are focused
on the process of achieving a resolution for the full fiscal year.
Those conversations and negotiations are ongoing and that is our
primary focus.
As the President said on Friday, because of the time it took to
allow the process in the Senate to take place where the Senate voted
on the Republican measure that emerged from the House and the Senate
Democratic measure, it became necessary to give us the breathing
space to negotiate the final CR for the fiscal year.
But that
remains our focus.
And we remain absolutely committed to the idea
that we need to get this done, last year's business done as soon as
possible so we can focus on some of these other big challenges that
we face.
Q
And Vice President Biden
now that he's back from Europe?

will be taking the lead on that

MR. CARNEY:
Well, this is a team effort.
Vice President Biden
is back from his trip
and I'm sure he will be very much engaged in
that process going forward.
Peter.

Q
Thank you, Jay.
If the U.S. wants -- believes that the
legitimate grievances of Bahraini people need to be met, why not call
upon Saudi forces to withdraw?
MR. CARNEY:
Peter, I don't have anything more for you on that.
We are calling on the countries in the region to show restraint
and
pointing to the fact that the dialogue that can bring about political
reform is essential for the stability
of the countries in the region
and their continued economic prosperity.
Because we believe, as the
President has said going back to his speech in Cairo, that it
is -the unrest that we have seen is a result of the lack of dialogue and
the lack of engagement with the peoples in the region in their
governments and in the political
process.
Q
And also, you mentioned in Egypt that the -- Mubarak was
on this wrong side of history.
Is that Bahraini monarchy also on
the wrong side of history?
MR.
--

as

CARNEY:

Well,

we have others

in

we have called on the Bahraini government
the

region

--

to

have a

to

dialogue with their

people, to listen to their grievances, to adopt political
reforms, to
respect the universal rights of their people.
And I think, broadly
speaking, in the countries of the region, the leaders in the region
will be judged by how they'deal with this process.
And we think
it's
important for the future of the region, for the peoples in these
countries, that their voices be heard and their legitimate
aspirations be addressed.
April.
Q
-Going back to the op-ed of President Obama on gun control
-- the President talked about the mental competency of the gunman in
Arizona, how he could not get into the U.S. military, how he could
not get into a college, but yet he still
purchased a gun.
Is that
President looking at any -- what kind of ways does the President
want there to be issues of judging mental competency in purchasing a
gun?
Or is that something that he's looking for in anything -- any
gun control measures that come along?
MR. CARNEY:
That level of specificity, I don't have, April. But
I think that his point that he's making is that we can honor our
Second Amendment rights while still
ensuring that, as you noted, that
someone with a criminal record shouldn't be able to check out a gun
seller; that an unbalanced man shouldn't be able to buy a gun so
easily.
I mean, there is room for us to have reasonable laws that
uphold liberty, ensure citizen safety, respect the Second Amendment,
and that we should be able to find some common ground on some of
those measures.
I don't want to detail what those measures are or
what he has in mind, specifically.
The conversations are beginning
along those lines at the Department of Justice.
Q

Do conversations

include gun shows,

purchases at gun shows?

MR. CARNEY:
Again, I don't have -- I don't want to narrowly
define specific measures that may or may not be proposed.
We're
looking at possible legislation and we're having conversations with
stakeholders on all
sides of the issue.
Chris.

Q
Thanks, Jay.
I have some questions for you on marriage.
Last week, the Maryland statehouse recommitted a bill
legalizing
same-sex marriage to committee because proponents didn't feel like
they had enough votes for passage.
The measure is effectively dead
for this year even though Democrats have control of the chamber.
By
not supporting same-sex marriage, is the President, as head of the

Democratic Party,
support the bill?

giving cover to Democrats

in

that chamber who don't

MR. CARNEY:
Chris, the President's position on gay marriage is
well known.
He addressed this in December at the press conference
and I don't have anything new for you on that.
Q

So is

to progress in
MR.

the President not concerned

that this measure

failed

that chamber?

CARNEY:

I don't have anything for you on that either.

Q
One last
question, one last
question.
The proponents of
this bill
said they're going to try again in 2012.
You said he's
grappling with the issue of same-sex marriage.
The President said
he's wrestling with it.
Is he going to pin down support for
marriage equality and make an announcement before next year in time
for these

MR.

efforts

CARNEY:

--

I don't have any timing for you on that either.

Yes.
Q
Moroccan King has delivered a speech in which the
government will change the reform (inaudible) constitution to give
more power for the prime minister and lose more freedom.
So does the
White House have any comments on Morocco speech?
MR. CARNEY:
I'm not sure if we have anything specifically on
that.
We encourage political
reforms that liberalize the governments
there, that allow for greater participation and representative
government, and that applies across the region.
Q
Jay, I have two questions, one a follow-up.
Is it safe to
assume that the GCC countries have not coordinated or informed the
United States about their move to enter Bahrain, considering that
they're close allies
of the United States?
And second, the Turkish
Prime Minister said that it's
counterproductive to have military
intervention in Libya by NATO or any other country.
Does this
complicate your effort or all-options-on-the-table kind of approach?
MR. CARNEY:
Regarding the no-fly zone and other options,
nothing has changed since I last
addressed this question five minutes
or so ago.
So the -- and with regards to Bahrain, we've made clear
that we call on the nations in the region to show restraint
and to
honor the peaceful protestors by not using force against them.
We
make that -- call on the Bahraini government and the GCC countries as
well.
Q
MR.

So they haven't
CARNEY:

informed you?

You don't know anything --

I don't have anything on that.

Yes.
Q
Jay, last
week, Robert Einhorn over at State had a comment
on Iran's nuclear program.
He said that the U.S. believes that Iran
intends to get to the brink of a nuclear capability but won't go to
breakout.
Can you talk about the extent to which that's
been the
subject of the conversation here at the White House by the
President?
MR. CARNEY:
I don't have anything -- any new information on
that since the last
time we addressed -- Ron, if you can talk to
State about those particular comments.
Q

Is

that going to change his

calculus at all?

MR. CARNEY:
Well, we've made very clear that we are very
concerned about Iran's pursuit.
We and a lot of our international
partners maintain that concern, so I think that still
holds.
Yes.
Q
Secretary Clinton last
week told Congress that she wasn't
sure that a no-fly zone would actually be effective.
She cited Iraq
and Kosovo.
Was she stating administration policy?
MR. CARNEY:
Well, as I've made clear from this podium and
others have made clear, too, that it is very important -- no matter
what options we choose -- that we are aware of what is entailed in
applying them, enforcing them, and that we are confident that the
goals we set out for them are achievable.
The fact that, as Secretary Gates and others have said, that a
no-fly zone is a serious matter and with costs associated and risks
associated doesn't mean that it's
off the table.
It's
still
very
much on the table.
I think the purpose of having Secretary Clinton
or Secretary Gates or others make people aware of the seriousness of
a measure like that is simply that; so that we all
are aware going
into this process should that decision be made -- or other decisions
be made -- that we know what we're talking about and what we would
be pursuing.
Q
table?

But she said it

doesn't work.

So why would it

be on the

MR. CARNEY:
No -- well, I don't want to parse her words.
I
think -- but what I have made clear and others have made clear is
that we need to know -- we would in any process, any decision like
this we would make, we would have a plan, which I think elements are
being developed at NATO about what a no-fly zone plan would look
like and its
implementation would look like should that be chosen.
And it would obviously include within it discussion about its
presumed effectiveness, the impact it would have, the risks
associated with it and the potential costs associated with it.
Q

Have you run any numbers on that as to cost?

Q

She said it

MR.

CARNEY:

I

didn't get rid of the leader -don't

have any --

no,

I

don't.

Q
She said it didn't get rid of the leader.
the violence.
So what would be the point?

It

didn't stop

MR. CARNEY:
Again, making -- she's making an observation about
a past exercise.
Before we take any action, we would evaluate what
that action would mean if it were applied in the specific case at
hand.
Q
MR.

Can I follow up,
CARNEY:

Jay?

Yes.

Q
Thanks, Jay.
I don't want to ask about what the U.S. is
ready to do or not ready to do, and I have lot of sympathy towards
caution, but my question is about what would the U.S. accept others
to do?
Would it be conceivable that somebody else who seems to be
much more eager to call for a no-fly zone, like France, like Arabic
states, could you accept that they are taking the lead and say, okay,
if France want to do it,
together with Egypt, it's
fine with us?
Or
would the U.S. prefer to be in control of the process because the
consequences would also be consequences for the position of the U.S.

in

the region?

MR. CARNEY:
Well, I think I have made clear that we feel it's
very important that this -- the actions we take in response to the
situation in Libya be international actions, that we work in concert
with our international partners.
So, quite the contrary; this is not
about the United States dictating what happens working with our
international partners.
So the consultations continue with the
French and the British and others about what other measures we can
take together.
So I don't -- I think we welcome the fact that there is so much
international approbation and international unity in condemning what
the Qaddafi regime is doing, and so much discussion with our
international partners about all
the different measures that we could
do together to continue to put pressure on Qaddafi, to get him to
cease and desist what he's doing against his people, and ultimately
to remove him from power.
Q
States?

Could it

also happen without

involvement

of the United

MR. CARNEY:
Well, right now we're discussing at the United
Nations, in Brussels at NATO, with our international partners what
the various options are.
We're very engaged in that discussion and
continue to have that specific option on that the table.Q

Just two questions,

MR. CARNEY:
very much.

Okay,

I'm going to wrap it

Q
When does he fill
exclusive?
MR.

CARNEY:

Jay.

out his bracket?

When

is

Thank you
the Andy Katz

Stay tuned.
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From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

LIA02 Hoc
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:44 PM
LIA02 Hoc; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader; Dembek, Stephen; Owens, Janice;
Schwartzman, Jennifer; Ramsey, Jack; Fragoyannis, Nancy; Henderson, Karen; Abrams,
Charlotte; Emche, Danielle; LIA03 Hoc; LIA10 Hoc; Tobin, Jennifer
ShafferMr@state.gov
RE: Transition Update - Tuesday, March 15 - 3pm Shift Change
LongTerm-International Liaison Schedule.docx

Actually, now it's attached.
From: LIA02 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:41 PM
To: LIA02 Hoc; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader; Dembek, Stephen; Owens, Janice; Schwartzman, Jennifer; Ramsey,
Jack; Fragoyannis, Nancy; Henderson, Karen; Abrams, Charlotte; Emche, Danielle; LIA03 Hoc; LIA10 Hoc; Tobin, Jennifer
Cc: ShafferMr@state.gov
Subject: Transition Update - Tuesday, March 15 - 3prm Shift Change

Information from for 11 PM Transition
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Latest Plant Status. Status of Unit cooling is unclear and information from Japan has decreased
exponentially. Indications from MOFA were that translations and preparing documents are too time
consuming. As a result, contacts in Japan were made aware that we have translators at our full disposal and
that if translation is an issue they should send what they have in Japanese. During the shift, a fire re-ignited in
Unit 4. We have next to no details about the fire. Indications point to a hydrogen fire.
Radiation Exposure Document. PMT is asking for updated data. Sources in Japan are going silent.
Japanese Translators. The translator came tonight, Mr. Yuji Yokoyama. Mr. Tomoko Kempf will arrive tomorrow
morning and International Liaisons (ILs) needs to pick him up downstairs at 8 AM. Mr. Yokoyama left off on the
document on the Congressional Liaison unused desk for Mr. Kempf tomorrow morning. The task is for him to
translate the pages relevant to the reactor units and the response timeline (no translation of information
extraneous to this or what is already widely available to the public, nothing about the earthquake, etc.).
NRC Team Status. The "seven of nine" have arrived. Group needs to confirm receipt of dosimeters when they
reach the embassy. IL needs to communicate receipt of this to HindslUlstate.qov. Chuck Casto is expected to
arrive at 12:45 AM EDT and Richard Devercelly will arrive at 3:15 AM EDT. We understand that they will be
taken to the embassy after they reach the hotel. Jim Trapp said a letter with security clearances needs to be
processed immediately and sent to him and NRC security is drafting this. Their posts in Japan need to be
confirmed. Mr. Bannai is the contact at NISA. This is being set up and should be followed closely with DC JNES
and MOFA offices.
ENAC. The IAEA continues to post information updates on ENAC. It will stay logged-in on the LIA02
computer. Please check for periodic updates and provide to RST/PMT/ET as appropriate.
Questions tothe Japan Meteorological Agency were asked about wind monitoring stations near the units in
Fukushima-Daiichi and the response will be emailed back to Lia02.hoc@nrc.gov.
Open question for desk officers to answer about "what are other countries doing/sending?"
Attached is a concept for a new approach for coverage. This responds to a request for continuity. The
approach is for shifts is for shifts in blocks of three days, two days, two days, with one staff always on (all othVr
teams on the LT are cutting back to one staff). We also proposed a back-up that is "on call" for each

•
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shift. Particular names for particular shifts can be negotiated or rearranged, the issue is more that we need to
decide whether we agree to this approach.
Danielle and Jenny
/ , I II FAMA
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Update to Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake
The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC Office
As of 11:00AM (EST), March 15, 2011
*

Radiation Levels
o At 10:22AM (JST) on March 15, a radiation level of 400 milli sievert per hour
was recorded outside secondary containment building of the Unit 3 reactor at
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
o At 3:30PM on March 15, a radiation level of 596 micro sievert per hour was
recorded at the main gate of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
o At 4:30PM on March 15, a radiation level of 489, micro sievert per hour was
recorded on the site of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
o For comparison, a human receives 2400 micro sievert per year from natural
radiation in the form of sunlight, radon, and other sources. One chest CT scan
generates 6900 micro sievert per scan.
" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 reactor
o As of 10:00PM on March 14, the pressure inside the reactor core was measured at
0.05 MPa. The water level inside the reactor was measured at 1.7 meters below
the top of the fuel rods.
* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
o At 6:14AM on March 15, an explosion was heard in the secondary containment
building. TEPCO assumes that the suppression chamber, which holds water and
stream released from the reactor core, was damaged.
o At 1:00PM on March 15, the pressure inside the reactor core was measured at
0.608 MPa. The water level inside the reactor was measured at 1.7 meters below
the top of the fuel rods.
* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
o At 6:14AM on March 15, smoke was discovered emanating from the damaged
secondary containment building.
" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
o At 9:38AM on March 15, a fire was discovered on the third floor of the secondary
containment building.
o At 12:29PM on March 15, TEPCO confirmed extinguishing of the fire.
* Fukushima Daini Unit 1 reactor
o At 7:00PM on March 14, TEPCO confirmed cold shutdown.
o As of 12:00AM on March 16, TEPCO continues to cool the reactor core.
" Fukushima Daini Unit 2 reactor
o At 7:00PM on March 14, TEPCO confirmed cold shutdown.
o As of 12:00AM on March 16, TEPCO continues to cool the reactor core.
* Fukushima Daini Unit 3 reactor
o At 12:15PM on March 14, cold shutdown.
o As of 12:00AM on March 16, TEPCO continues to cool the reactor core.
* Fukushima Daini Unit 4 reactor
o At of 7:15AM on March 15, cold shutdown.
o As of 12:00AM on March 16, TEPCO continues to cool the reactor c re.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barkley, Richard
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:47 PM
Decker, David; McNamara, Nancy
RE: Congressional Hearing Access Tomorrow

Thanks Dave!

From: Decker, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:46 PM
To: Barkley, Richard; McNamara, Nancy
Subject: RE: Congressional Hearing Access Tomorrow
Rich and Nancy,
A transcript will be available, but it can often take a while for them (3-4 weeks) to be ready.
From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:38 PM
To: McNamara, Nancy
Cc: Decker, David
Subject: RE: Congressional Hearing Access Tomorrow

I'll ask David Decker. I expect CSPAN to pick the hearing up - It has to be the hottest topic on Capitol Hill right
now. It will make for good television.

From: McNamara, Nancy
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:48 PM
To: Barkley, Richard
Subject: FW: Congressional Hearing Access Tomorrow
Rich, do you know the answer to the question below?
From: Fisher-Tyler Frieda (DHSS) [mailto: Frieda.Fisher-Tyleristate.de.us]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:29 AM
To: McNamara, Nancy
Subject: RE: Congressional Hearing Access Tomorrow
Nancy,
If we can't participate in the webcast, will a transcript be available?
Thanks, Frieda
From: McNamara, Nancy rmailto:Nancy.McNamaraanrc.ciov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:49 AM
To: Wilds, Edward; Fisher-Tyler Frieda (DHSS); Chomiszak Janet (DEMA); Tom Levering; rmuth(mema.state.md.us
Giarrusso, John (CDA); Christopher Pope; Kathryn Doutt; Paul Baldauf; Patrick Mulligan; Alyse Peter oFeeney, A
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Sutton, Anthony; qreeleydbco.rockland.ny.us; AStiebelinq@PCBES.org; slearvyco.oranqe.ny.us; Allard, David; Tamanini,
Henry; Smith, James CIV; Vanags, Uldis; John Angil; meoneildps.state.vt.us; art.warrenavdem.virqinia.qov; Nawoj,
Mike
Subject: FW: Congressional Hearing Access Tomorrow
Yesterday, Bill Dean mentioned to you on the call that the NRC's Chairman will be testifying before The
Subcommittee on Energy and Power and the Subcommittee on Environment and the Economy at 9:30 a.m.
The focus will be the Japan Event. Below is the webcast information if you would like to listen in. The witness
list includes The Honorable Steven Chu, Secretary, U.S. Department of Energy; The Honorable Gregory
Jaczko, Chairman, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

HTTP://ENERGYCOMMERCE.HOUSE.GOV, THEN CLICK ON COMMITTEE
ACTIONS, THEN HEARINGS, THEN WATCH HEARINGS LIVE.
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David Decker
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Droggitis, Spiros
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:16 PM
Decker, David
FW: Safe Shutdown Earthquake/Operating Basis Earthquake Data
OBE SSE question.xlsx; imageO0 .gif

From: Marshall, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:15 PM
To: Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: FW: Safe Shutdown Earthquake/Operating Basis Earthquake Data

From: Mahoney, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:14 PM
To: Rihm, Roger; Marshall, Michael
Cc: Meighan, Sean; Gitter, Joseph
Subject: Safe Shutdown Earthquake/Operating Basis Earthquake Data
Attached is the Safe Shutdown Earthquake/Operating Basis Earthquake Data. We are still working on
the tsunami/flooding column.
Mike
Michael Mahoney
Davis-Besse, Perry and FENOC Fleet Project Manager, Licensing Branch 111-2
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Phone: (301)415-3867
Email: Michael.Mahonev@NRC.GOV
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David Decker
Taylor, Robert
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:33 PM
Harrington, Holly; Decker, David; Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott
Droggitis, Spiros; McIntyre, David
RE: Radiation Detection/Monitoring

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dave McIntyre and I are talking to Spiros right now about this. We are awaiting info from the White House that
should clarify the rest of the governments roles and responsibilities. We promised to provide that as soon as
we get it
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:29 PM
To: Decker, David; Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Taylor, Robert
Subject: RE: Radiation Detection/Monitoring
Right now-I believe Rob is the keeper of the Q&As.

Rob - can you address?
From: Decker, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:44 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Subject: Radiation Detection/Monitoring
Eliot, Holly and Scott,
This bullet in the latest version of the "Talking Points" aspect has been one we've had a bunch of questions on
from congressional staffers. Are the other agencies mentioned below DOD/DOE/EPA? The staffers real
focus, however, seems to be on which US agency is responsible for monitoring domestic radiation danger. All
we've said so far on the domestic monitoring is that DOE/EPA are involved in that (and mentioned the EPA
RadNet program). Have you had any questions like this that we can tag on to? Thanks.
*

The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from Japan and to
predict their path.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Droggitis, Spiros
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:13 AM
Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca
Decker, David
RE: Clarifying Questions on the Table

As of yesterday, after completed, Michael was going to run it by the Chairman before we went "final" which I
understand is to send it to the Hill electronically.
From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Droggitis, Spiros; Schmidt, Rebecca
Cc: Decker, David
Subject: Re: Clarifying Questions on the Table
I just talked to Michael Marshall. His understanding is that GBJ wants 1) the BWR (Mark 1) graphic for the hearing, and 2)
the attached table (I believe for his background)
Amy Powell
Associate Director
Office of Congressional Affairs
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-1673
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Droggitis, Spiros
To: Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Tue Mar 15 11:05:46 2011
Subject: FW: Clarifying Questions on the Table

From: Rihm, Roger
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:05 AM
To: Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: FW: Clarifying Questions on the Table
Footnotes in this table can help explain NRR's table sent earlier.
From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:16 AM
To: Giitter, Joseph; Rihm, Roger
Cc: Howe, Allen; Nelson, Robert; Hiland, Patrick; Stutzke, Martin
Subject: RE: Clarifying Questions on the Table
Here is a table that we already have available which may be a good starting point. Jon Ake, Cliff Munson and I
prepared this today for inclusion in the Q&As we are doing.
We do have the old deterministic earthquake that each of the plants are designed for (i.e. the assumed
earthquake that translates to the ground motions used for each plant). Perhaps that is what is meant by the
reference level earthquake. However, I don't think we want to put that out. Frankly, it is not a good story for'us.
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Some are very low magnitude and the ground motions for the scenario earthquakes are extremely low if you
compare with modern relationships.
Yes, please provide the information about the combined seismic/tsunami design basis. I thought that the loads
were considered separately. I would be interested to know.
Annie
From: Gitter, Joseph
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:47 PM
To: Rihm, Roger
Cc: Howe, Allen; Nelson, Robert; Hiland, Patrick; Kammerer, Annie; Stutzke, Martin
Subject: Clarifying Questions on the Table
I cc'd you on an earlier e-mail. I wasn't sure what you meant by reference level earthquake. Did you mean review level
earthquake? Also, I wondered how the Chairman was planning to use this information. The design basis is usually
expressed in terms of ground acceleration (horizontal) with a more complete description in terms of a curve showing
acceleration versus frequency. However, you wouldn't be able to infer what level earthquake (for example, on the
Richter Scale) the plant would handle without the soil characteristics, etc. Sorry if I'm being pedantic--I just want to
make sure we give you what you're looking for.
Also, I could anticipate that the Chairman might get a question about whether the NRC licensed coastal plants are
designed for a design basis eathquake in combination with a maximum probable tsunami. Let me know if you need that
information.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hardy, Ray
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:53 AM
Decker, David
RE: GAO-10-202 Concurrence Package - Status

David,
Thank you and I appreciate your efforts.
Ray
From: Decker, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:52 AM
To: Hardy, Ray
Subject: RE: GAO-10-202 Concurrence Package - Status
Ray,
I just took a look at the letters and have sent them along to our Associate Director. The preparations for
multiple congressional hearings tomorrow has really put everything else on hold for now.
David
From: Hardy, Ray
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:39 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject: GAO-10-202 Concurrence Package - Status
David,

Good morning. Just checking in on the status of the GAO-1 0-202 concurrence. I respect that with the disaster
in Japan, you have limited availability. I appreciate your guidance and thank you.
Ray
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Emche, Danielle
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:23 PM
LIA02 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc; LIA10 Hoc
cabinet press releases

http://www.kantei.go.ip/foreign/topics/2011/110315

0645.htmi

http://www.kantei.qo.ip/foreiQn/topics/2011/110314

1600.html

I have determined the organization (JNES) of the assignee but have yet to locate him. However, my contacts
at JNES tell me that the pdf in Japanese is already translated in the second of the two links provided here. The
first of the two links is a more updated press release from the Chief Cabinet Secretary in Japan.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Droggitis, Spiros
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:27 AM
Powell, Amy; Dacus, Eugene; Decker, David; Weil, Jenny; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Shane,
Raeann
Schmidt, Rebecca
Re: Q&As re: Japan

Heroic efforts mean fatal doses.

From: Powell, Amy
To: Droggitis, Spiros; Dacus, Eugene; Decker, David; Weil, Jenny; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Shane, Raeann
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Wed Mar 16 07:11:36 2011
Subject: Re: Q&As re: Japan
Yes, I noticed that we time traveled a bit...
Amy Powell
Associate Director
Office of Congressional Affairs
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-1673
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Droggitis, Spiros
To: Powell, Amy; Dacus, Eugene; Decker, David; Weil, Jenny; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Shane, Raeann
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Wed Mar 16 07:07:25 2011
Subject: Re: Q&As re: Japan
This is great, except for the error in the first line - the date.

From: Powell, Amy
To: Droggitis, Spiros; Dacus, Eugene; Decker, David; Weil, Jenny; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Shane, Raeann
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Wed Mar 16 06:06:40 2011
Subject: Q&As re: Japan
Attached is a document of Q&A responses prepared by OPA and technical experts in the Ops Ctr. We CANNOT send this
document in its entirety down to the Hill as is, but we can use it to respond to individual questions. I know that we "owe"
answers to questions to a number of staffers. Please read through here and see if answers are provided to questions that
came into you anf get back to the requesting staff. This may also help those of you in the Ops Ctr with calls.
Questions that speculate about what could happen, compare Japan regs with US, and other speculative Qs are NOT
included here. Just not the focus now.
Thanks
Amy
Amy Powell
Associate Director
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Office of Congressional Affairs
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-1673
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Coggins, Angela; Taylor, Robert
Cc: McIntyre, David; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy
Sent: Tue Mar 15 21:51:03 2011
Subject: RE: Japanese-Rx-Incident addtl questions - March-14-2011 doc.docx
Angela, Amy, Becki - These are fully approved by relevant folks in the Op Center. For your use. I have not
added to WebEOC yet as it's not clear these should also be used by others...
From: Coggins, Angela
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:36 PM
To: Taylor, Robert
Cc: Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy
Subject: Re: Japanese-Rx-Incident addtl questions - March-14-2011 doc.docx
Thanks so much!! I appreciate all the effort!
Angela Coggins
Policy Director
Office of Chairman Gregory B Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
anqela.cogqcins@nrc.qov/301-415-1828

From: Taylor, Robert
To: Coggins, Angela
Cc: Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy
Sent: Tue Mar 15 20:29:17 2011
Subject: Japanese-Rx-Incident addtl questions - March-14-2011 doc.docx
Angela,
We have done our best to incorporate your questions into the Chairman's Q&As that were developed earlier
today and provided to OCA. The updated set of Q&As is undergoing ET review and we will hopefully have it to
you in the near future. The attached provides a roadmap of where we believe the responses can be found. A
few questions fell into the broader "After this event is over, we will determine what changes need to be made in
the US" message. I did not directly incorporate them, but you can see a draft response in the attached.
Regarding the third question about past events, I did not try to evaluate all of the events you listed. I would
propose sticking to the party line, in that, "The NRC routinely reassess its regulatory requirements in light of
new operating experience and plant events."
Regards,
Rob
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David Decker
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Decker
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:18 AM
'Owens, Tyler (Appropriations)'
RE: Request

Tyler,
Here's what I got back from the staff on your question. -David

Question
Do you have any information on required retrofits for the US reactor fleet? What retrofits has NRC required, and when?
Answer
The NRC evaluates incidents that occur at operating nuclear power planrts. If evaluation of an incident indicates that a
modification (retrofit) to a licensed plant is needed to ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, the NRC
has the authority to require changes to these facilities. Selected examples of NRC required modifications are provided
below:
The accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 in March 1979 was caused by a co-mbination of personnel error, design
deficiencies, and component failures. Following the accident, the NRC took a number of actions to require safety
improvements at power reactors based on lessons-learned from the accident and official studies and investigations of
the accident. Examples of some of the changes required include: improved training and qualification of plant
operations personnel, improvements in control room instruments and controls for operating the plant, installation of
additional equipment to mitigate accident conditions and to monitor radiation levels and plant status, and
enhancements to emergency preparedness requirements;
In 1988, the NRC amended its regulations to require that nuclear power plants be capable of withstanding a total loss of
alternating current (AC) electric power ("station blackout") for a specified duration and maintaining reactor core cooling
during this period. The objective of the rule change was to reduce the risk of severe accidents resulting from station.
blackout by maintaining highly reliable AC power systems and, as additional defense-in-depth, assuring that plants can
cope with a station blackout for some period of time.
Following the events of September 11, 2001, the NRC issued Orders requiring licensees to develop specific guidance and
strategies to maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and spent fuel pool cooling capabilities using existing or
readily available resources (equipment and personnel) that could be effectively implemented under the circumstances
associated with loss of large areas of the plant due to explosions or fire, including those that-an aircraft impact might
create. Although it was recognized prior to September 11, 2001, that nuclear reactors already had significant
capabilities to withstand a broad range of attacks, implementing these mitigation strategies would significantly enhance
the plants' capabilities to withstand a broad range of threats.
In 2002, maintenance workers discovered that corrosion had eaten a football-sized hole into, but not through, the
reactor vessel head of the Davis-Besse nuclear power plant in Ohio. Although the corrosion did not lead to an accident,
this was considered to be a serious nuclear safety incident. A task force review of the incident made recommendations
in a number of areas that resulted in the NRC instituting strict inspection requirements for reactor vessel heads and
other susceptible components to ensure cracks and/or leaks will be detected and repaired long before corrosion could
affect plant safety. Many nuclear power plants installed new reactor vessel heads following these inspections.
Are they required to retrofit as part of the permit renewal process?"
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Regarding the license renewal process, the intent of the NRC's license renewal application review is to determine if the
applicant has adequately demonstrated that the effects of aging will not adversely affect any systems, structures, or
components that are within the scope of the review. When the plants were designed, certain assumptions were made
about the length of time the plant would be operated. During the renewal process, the applicant must confirm whether
these design assumptions will continue to be valid throughout the renewal period or whether plant aging effects will be
adequately managed. If an applicant were to determine that certain design assumptions would not be valid or that
aging effects could not adequately be managed without equipment replacement, then the applicant would need to
replace (or commit to replace) certain components before or during the renewal period.

From: Owens, Tyler (Appropriations) [mailto:TylerOwens@appro.senate.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:18 AM
To: Decker, David; Powell, Amy
Subject: RE: Request
Thanks, David!
From: Decker, David [mailto:David.Decker@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:18 AM
To: Owens, Tyler (Appropriations); Powell, Amy
Subject:'RE: Request
Tyler,
I'll get your question out and see if I can get some information for you.
David
From: Owens, Tyler (Appropriations) [mailto:TylerOwens@appro.senate.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Powell, Amy; Decker, David
Subject: Request
Importance: High
I know you are smashed right now, but do you have any information on required retrofits for the US reactor fleet? What
retrofits has NRC required, and when? Are they required to retrofit as part of the permit renewal process? I would
appreciate anything you could get us, and (again, cognizant of what's going on) as quickly as possible. I really appreciate
everything you do!
-Tyler
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ANS.HOC@nrc.gov
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:40 AM
Decker, David
ACTION: Commissioners Assistants Briefing Notification

The Commissioners Assistants Briefing schedule concerning the Reactor Events in Japan has been changed.
The briefings will now be held twice daily at 08:00, and again at 20:00 EDT. As before, you will be notified
prior to the Commissioners Assistants Briefing as to the time of the brief, the call in number, and related
security code.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Harrington, Holly
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:17 PM
Harrington, Holly; AV-PHOTO Resource
Kundrat, Christine; Decker, David
RE: Senate Hearing on Thursday

Ignore this request. The information few received was in error
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:48 PM
To: AV-PHOTO Resource
Cc: Kundrat, Christine; Decker, David
Subject: FW: Senate Hearing on Thursday
This may be another opportunity for us to get video of the chairman. Can you work with OCA to see if the size of this
room might be more accommodating for videographers?
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:47 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David; Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor;
Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil;- Uselding, Lara
Cc: Landau, Mindy
Subject: Senate Hearing on Thursday
New: Nuclear Crisis in Japan
Senate Environment and Public Works Committee (Chairwoman Boxer, D-Calif.) will hold a briefing on the ongoing crisis associated
with nuclear power facilities in Japan, including potential ramifications for the United States. 3:30 p.m., 406 Dirksen
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David Decker
Shane, Raeann
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:40 PM
Weil, Jenny; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Droggitis, Spiros; Dacus, Eugene; Decker,
David; Riley (OCA), Timothy
RE: Press Briefing by Press Secretary Jay Carney, 3/15/2011

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks Jenny, this is great.
Becky: With all the talk of KI, do you think it's worth raising the idea of an NRC statement telling people in the
US they do not need to take their KI? I know it sounds stupid, but I could see people in California doing it, if
they have it. Just food for thought.
From: Weil, Jenny
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:07 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Droggitis, Spiros; Dacus, Eugene; Decker, David; Shane, Raeann; Riley (OCA),
Timothy
Subject: FYI: Press Briefing by Press Secretary Jay Carney, 3/15/2011
Questions from the WH press corps on Japan. I cut out non-earthquake/tsunami-related questions.
From: White House Press Office
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:54 PM
To: Weil, Jenny
Subject: Press Briefing by Press Secretary Jay Carney, 3/15/2011
THE WHITE HOUSE
Office of the Press Secretary
March 15,

For Immediate Release

2011

PRESS BRIEFING
BY PRESS SECRETARY JAY CARNEY
James S.
2:18 P.M.

Brady Press Briefing Room

EDT

I apologize for the fact that we're
Good afternoon.
MR. CARNEY:
just like to
Before I get started, I'd
late here today.
running a little
in
Japan.
to
the
situation
on
the
response
you
a
short
update
give
power to help
The United States is continuing to do everything in its
Japan and American citizens who were there at the time of these tragic
USAID is coordinating the overall U.S. government efforts in
events.
support of the Japanese government's response, and we are currently
directing individuals to www.usaid.gov for information about response
donations.
The President is being kept up to date and is constantly being
The national security sta~f in
briefed by his national security staff.
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the White House is also coordinating a large interagency response with
information coming
experts meeting around the clock to monitor the latest
out of Japan.
We have offered our Japanese friends disaster response experts,
search and rescue teams, technical advisors with nuclear expertise, and
Secretary Chu
support from the United States military.
logistical
today that the Department of Energy has offered and
announced earlier
Japan has accepted an aerial measuring system capability, including
detectors and analytical equipment used to provide assessments of
In total,
the DOE team includes 34 people.
contamination on the ground.
To support our citizens in Japan, the embassy is working around the
clock.
We have our consular services available 24 hours a day to
determine the whereabouts and well-being of all
U.S. citizens in Japan.
A
short while ago the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the State Department
each issued an update on the ongoing situation at the nuclear plant in
The guidance, once again, was that after careful
question in Japan.
units at
analysis of data, radiation levels and damage assessments to all
with
the
the plant, our independent experts at the NRC are in agreement
response and measures taken by Japanese technicians, including their
recommended 20-kilometer radius for evacuation and additional shelter-inplace recommendations out to 30 kilometers.
Both the NRC and the State Department are continuing to ask American
for the very
to the local Japanese officials
citizens in Japan to listen
latest
information regarding the situation there.
With that,

I will take your questions.

Julie.

Q
I know you just said that you're urging Americans in Japan to
We are starting to see, though, some
there.
to the local officials
listen
other governments -- China, France, Austria -- taking steps to either urge
Does the U.S.
their
citizens or recommend their citizens leave Tokyo.
citizens in.Tokyo are safe at this point?
feel like its
MR. CARNEY:
The assessment that I just mentioned made by the NRC is
that the actions and recommendations taken by the Japanese government are
the same that we would take in the situation and therefore they support
to and follow
and are recommending to American citizens that they listen
the instructions of the Japanese government or local Japanese officials.
of the possible options that could
Q
So taking into account all
happen at this point, there's no recommendation that U.S. citizens leave
Tokyo at this point?
I refer you -There is not that I'm aware of.
MR. CARNEY:
obviously the State Department issues those kinds of advisories, but
again, I would refer you to what the NRC has just put out.
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Q
Given that the situation at this plant took a turn for the worse
overnight, do your comments from yesterday that there is no threat to
Hawaii or the West Coast of the U.S. -- do those comments still
stand?
MR. CARNEY:
Well, as you know, those comments were not mine, because
I'm not the expert, but the chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
which is an independent agency charged specifically with safety regarding
our nuclear industry.
And he -- Chairman Jaczko made clear that he
believes based on his analysis and the NRC's analysis that there is no
threat

posed by --

Q
later

Actually he said "highly unlikely."
sent out

He didn't say no.

They

--

MR. CARNEY:
Let me actually -- I have language precisely what he
said.
"You aren't going to have any radiological material that, by the
time it traveled those large distances, could present any risk to the
American public."
That's a quote from yesterday.
So I will defer to him as he is
Q
But as far as you know,
developments overnight?

the expert on this.

that comment stands,

even given the

MR. CARNEY:
Again, I think the NRC has put out additional
information today, but on that issue, yes.

Yes,

Jake.

Q
How satisfied
is President Obama with the information coming
from Japanese authorities?
Does the U.S. government, does the White House
feel that you are getting all
the information when it -- as soon as the
Japanese officials
know it?
I say this because on Friday President Obama,
when I asked him about the nuclear threat in Japan, offered reassuring
words, I could say, as conveyed from the Prime Minister.
Obviously, the
situation seems a little
more dire today.
MR. CARNEY:
What I can point you to, Jake, is the statement that the
NRC has put out.
And it's
-- you have to remember that the NRC has its
own independent experts on the ground there making assessments about the
situation in Japan, determinations about advice that American citizens in
Japan should follow.
And we have an overall team, the number of which I
gave you, on the ground there that is making its
own assessments and
working very closely with Japanese officials
to make those assessments.
Q
But that -- I appreciate the fact that we have our own
independent experts there, but that wasn't the question.
The question is
how comfortable is the President with -- that the information the Japanese
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are giving to the U.S. from Prime Minister Kan to him and below is
accurate and not just best-case scenarios and hopes and wishes?
Again, Jake, I would point you to the fact that we have
MR. CARNEY:
We have people on the ground
a certain amount of expertise in this area.
who are providing us
We are working with Japanese officials
there.
information, and we are making our independent assessments with our own
experts, as well as consulting with the Japanese.
And I just want to point to you right now, our focus is on helping
deal with this terrible
the Japanese, helping our good friends and allies
tragedy that they've encountered -- the combination of an earthquake, a
tsunami, and now the nuclear reactor problem that they have.
So we are obviously, in the ways that I mentioned at the top,
coordinating very closely with the Japanese and offering assistance that's
and
being accepted; our expertise that they can tap when they need it;
solicited.
So there's a great deal of
giving advice when it's
coordination, and right now our focus obviously is on American citizens in
the country, and those assessments are being made, and then also focus
very closely on what we can do to help Japan deal with this series of
really tragic events.
Are our independent experts there at least in part because we
don't trust
the assessments being made by the Japanese?
Q

No, Jake, they're there because we are a close ally and
MR. CARNEY:
them
friend to Japan, and we are coordinating with the Japanese to assist
in any way that we can and in any way that they request in dealing with
We are obviously, because we
tragedy and historic tragedy.
this terrible
have expertise in this area, making independent assessments, and using
them to evaluate decisions we make about advising American citizens in
Japan and obviously about advising Americans on American soil about any
impact they may face because of this, which is what Chairman Jaczko was
talking about yesterday.
Q
So just to button it -- the President is satisfied
information he's been getting from the Japanese government?

with the
Yes?

MR. CARNEY:
I have no reason to say that he's not, Jake.
The
I would refer you for details on how
coordination is deep in many ways..
that works and who's talking to whom to the NRC, the Department of Energy,
the State Department, and the Embassy in Tokyo..

Chip.
Q

Jay,

could you clarify

--

Secretary Chu

--

and I'm not asking

here -- but he said two things that seemed
you to be a brilliant
scientist
First of all,
he said that the reactors in the
a bit
in contradiction.
U.S. are designed above what would be required to withstand a worst-case
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But'he also said that the United States can. learn
earthquake scenario.
104 reactors.
from this to strengthen and -- strengthen the safety at its
So why do you need to strengthen the safety of the reactors if they're all
designed above a worst-case scenario?
I think as Chairman Jaczko made clear from this podium
MR. CARNEY:
yesterday, that independent agency exists in order to ensure that the
highest safety standards are met by the nuclear reactors that are part of
procedure
And it is -- part of their
the energy industry in this country.
to review
is to constantly review information and data that comes in,
I believe Chairman Jaczko even
incidents that happen around the world.
mentioned that they'd performed a review of safety measures in the wake of
the tsunami in Indonesia and made evaluations based on that in terms of
here in the United States.
the safety and security of our facilities
So it simply stands to reason that you make models for various
scenarios and every time there is new information that comes in from an
actual event you take that data and you analyze it and.you examine whether
or not it affects the models you have for safety and security of your
facilities.
forever obviously would be
To suggest that everything is static
wrong, because there obviously -- there's new information to be gleaned
And I'm sure that's
what Secretary Chu, a far wiser man
from incidents.
than I, was talking about.

Q
On nuclear energy in this country, Congressman Markey is calling
for a moratorium on new reactors that could be built in seismically
sensitive areas.
Does the President believe that's
an overreaction?
I think, Mike, as you know, we have a program, a loanMR. CARNEY:
what some
I believe that's
guarantee program at the Department of Energy.
of the calls for a moratorium would address because those are -- that is
the program through which potentially new reactors are being assisted
through a loan-guarantee program that is conditional.
And right now we have one conditional loan commitment to one nuclear
It's
project, and there are several others that are under consideration.
a conditional loan agreement precisely because there are conditions
attached, and one of those conditions is that any license would have to be
granted by, of course, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the independent
And
agency that ensures the safety and security of our nuclear reactors.
that a proposed plant were
they would not issue that license if they felt
not safe and secure to operate in the United States.
The agency in question here, the
So that is the process we follow.
NRC, as Chairman Jaczko said yesterday, focuses day to day, including
prior to the events in Japan -- for days, weeks, months and years -- day
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to day on the safety and security of the nuclear facilities
States.
And that would certainly apply going forward.

in

the United

Is the President worried about an overreaction here in
Q
Washington as you view the events in Japan when it comes to nuclear energy
and how it may affect U.S.. energy policy?
The President sees what's happening in Japan and feels,
MR. CARNEY:
as most Americans do, a great -- he is -- I believe I heard him use the
phrase today -- heartbroken by what he sees unfolding in Japan and the
He is,
every day, concerned about the
effect on the Japanese people.
people.
of
the
American
safety and security
He believes that our energy future will be best served by the
approach that he's taking, which is to take an all-of-the-above approach
in terms of our goals to reaching a clean energy standard, and that
in the
It includes responsible drilling
includes wind, solar, biofuels.
-deepwater areas that, even in the wake of the deep -- of the Gulf spill
permit
I think as I mentioned the other day, we have issued our first
then just
for deepwater drilling,
several weeks ago since the Gulf spill
several days ago issued the second permit.
And we wereable to do that because we're committed to responsible
in the
because we need it for our energy demands, but we insist,
drilling
which demonstrated a weakness in our system and the
wake of that spill,
spill,
that any industry
dangers associated with that, with a terrible
that
that get a permit demonstrate that it can contain the kind of spill
to
those
now
being
issued
And those permits are
we saw in the Gulf.
industries that demonstrate that capacity.
So, more broadly, I would just say that he is committed to a
multidimensional or multisource approach to our energy needs in the
And he believes that we need to
future.
Nuclear is one of those sources.
proceed responsibly with the safety and security of the American people in
mind, and if we do that, that nuclear can continue to be an element in our
energy arsenal.

On Japan, there is a pharmaceutical
Q
-- any sort of -- on that?
One of the
taking place.
-- this run on potassium iodide that's
the oral
pharmaceutical companies here in the United States that makes it,
solution, says that the national stockpile of this actually begins
Has there been any decision by the
expiring in April of 2011.
of that is up to date,
administration to look into that and make sure all
if necessary, especially now that suddenly'there's
order more of it,
obviously a worldwide run on this right now?
me refer to HHS for specifics about the
MR. CARNEY:
Well, let
I would take this opportunity to
program and the stockpiling of that.
remind you and the American people that this is an accident and a
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situation that's
happening in Japan and not in the United States, and the
chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission made clear yesterday his
belief, based on the NRC's analysis, that there are no harmful effects
probably not the word
that can come from any radiation spillage -- that's
-- but radiation emissions that might come from the reactors that had been
damaged in Japan; any harm that could come to Americans on American soil,
because of the great distances involved here.
Q
To follow up on Jake's question, every single independent
nuclear expert that we've talked to seems to think that this is at such a
catastrophic level that the Japanese -- they don't have the capacity
anymore to handle this on their own, that there needs to be a ton of
international support.
Has the NRS -- has the NRC come to that same conclusion, that this is
now beyond the scope of what the Japanese government can handle?
me refer you to the NRC for questions to the
MR. CARNEY:
Well, let
expertise.
But I would say that the NRC's role is tailored to its
NRC.
The Department of Energy, as I mentioned, is very engaged in this and has
experts also on the ground, and we are participating in international
assistance to the Japanese to help them deal with this tragedy, both the

Q
But dealing with the nuclear reactor itself,
they don't have the capacity anymore --

that this is

-

--

Well, I don't know about the assessments of Japanese
MR. CARNEY:
capacity except, of course, they do have a certain amount of expertise and
you what I know based
Again, I'm telling
-- a large amount of expertise.
on talking to those experts including the one who heads the NRC.
However, this is a huge event, and it requires the kind of concerted
international response that we're seeing and which we are participating in
Because Japan is a close friend and ally, and we will do
a robust way.
everything we can to help them in this situation.
Very quickly to follow up on Chip's question which is this -Q
Does the President not need to order a
safety at our own nuclear plants.
Is that what
review of safety plans because they're constantly going on?
you're trying to imply here?
MR. CARNEY:
He doesn't have to order a review because they're
He has, however -- I spoke with him about this
constantly going on.
couple of hours -- asked, requested the NRC to evaluate
within the last
the situation, the lessons learned from Japan as that information comes
overall reviews of the safety and
available and to incorporate it in its
security of the reactors here in the United States.
Now, as we learned from Chairman Jaczko yesterday, that is what they
The President has added his voice, which is a singular
do in any case.
and substantial voice, to the call for the need to do that today.
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Yes,

Jonathan.

Q
Follow-up on Chuck's point.
When the BP -- when Deepwater
Horizon, when the President ordered a moratorium on new permitting while
he did a review on response on that, in that case, there exactly was a
planned incident response to a deepwater disaster.
In the case of nuclear
meltdowns, there is no such thing.
There are seven different agencies, no
clear lines of command.
MR. CARNEY:
I disagree with that, Jonathan.
I think that obviously
there are a variety of incidents that could happen with a nuclear
facility,
including, as I believe Chairman Jaczko discussed, maybe
Secretary Poneman discussed yesterday, the reviews that were done in the
wake of 9/11 in terms of the security of our nuclear facilities
and other
potentially vulnerable facilities
to terrorist
attack.
That is one incident and would require a response by -- with a
different lead, perhaps -- a different agency in response.
There could be
the kind of meltdown, I guess, like occurred -- partial
meltdown that
occurred at Three Mile Island, and that would -- another agency might have
the lead -- because they would have the expertise, so they would have the
lead in responding to that.
And then you have the natural disaster
possibility that we've seen in Japan.
We have very specific and detailed plans in how response would be
coordinated and which agencies would take the lead.
Depending on what
kind of incident we're discussinghere, you would not -- there is not a
one-size-fits-all
response, we believe, and that's
why we take the
approach we take.
Q
And in 2002, in the wake of 9/11, there was an amendment
by Congress that ordered the distribution of potassium iodide to a
radius around all
nuclear plants.
The Bush administration ignored
Markey sent a letter
to President Obama.
It's
been ignored by the
administration as well.
Is there any effort to follow the law and
distributing potassium iodide on a 20-mile radius?

passed
20-mile
it and
Obama
begin

MR. CARNEY:
Jonathan, I don't have any information on that law or
how the previous administration or this one has handled it.
I would just
say that, again, this incident happened in Japan, not in the United
States.
It is not in a place in the world where it could have harmful
effects

--

Americans,

according

to the

independent NRC --

it

could harmful

effects

on

on American soil.

And we -- the NRC has as its
mission to constantly review the safety
and security of the facilities
we have here in the United States.
Julianna.
Q
When you were speaking with the President earlier,
was there any
specific mention of reviewing older nuclear facilities,
and that those
585

should be an area that you might want to inspect in
seeing in the aftermath?

the wake of what we're

MR. CARNEY:
Not in any conversation I had with him.
But I would
just refer you to the NRC and the Department of Energy for this.
And
again, the NRC is responsible for all
the facilities
and for the licensing
and permitting the evaluations of their safety standards and the upgrade
of their safety procedures if they so deem it necessary.
And again, it
would be -- if the NRC decided that a facility
was no longer safe, either
because of something that had happened in that facility
or because of new
information, it has the authority to take the steps necessary to suspend
activity at that facility
or to shut it down.
So these procedures -- this agency is in place precisely for this
reason, and the procedures are in place so that they can be followed if
that contingency occurred.
Q
Is there any response to what we saw in Germany earlier
today
where Chancellor Merkel has ordered the -- I think it was all
pre-1980s
plants to be shut down -- I think it was seven nuclear plants to be shut
down, pending a review of their safety, until June?
Does the
administration have any response to that, or did the President talk about
that at all?
MR. CARNEY:
Well, I don't have a response to actions taken by other
countries.
What we know and what we're responsible for is the safety and
security of those facilities
in the United States.
And that
responsibility lies
with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
They have
made the judgment that our facilities
are safe and secure.
They are
constantly, as Chairman Jaczko said, evaluating their
standards, their
procedures, taking in new information, and making adjustments
accordingly.
And that would apply to old reactors as well as newer ones.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Harrington, Holly
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:48 PM
AV-PHOTO Resource
Kundrat, Christine; Decker, David
FW: Senate Hearing on Thursday

This may be another opportunity for us to get video of the chairman. Can you work with OCA to see if the size of this
room might be more accommodating for videographers?
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:47 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David; Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor;
Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Uselding, Lara
Cc: Landau, Mindy
Subject: Senate Hearing on Thursday
New: Nuclear Crisis in Japan
Senate Environment and Public Works Committee (Chairwoman Boxer, D-Calif.) will hold a briefing on the ongoing crisis associated
with nuclear power facilities in Japan, including potential ramifications for the United States. 3:30 p.m., 406 Dirksen
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Droggitis, Spiros
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:17 PM
OCA Distribution
Hearing and Briefing information

Fiscal 2012 Budget: Department of Energy and NRC
Energy and Power Subcommittee (Chairman Whitfield, R-Ky.) and Environment and the Economy Subcommittee ( Chairman Shimkus,
R-IIl.).of House Energy and Commerce Committee will hold a joint hearing on the fiscal 2012 budget request for the Department of
Energy and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 9:30 a.m., 2123 Rayburn
New: Nuclear Crisis in Japan
Senate Environment and Public Works Committee (Chairwoman Boxer, D-Calif.) will hold a briefing on the ongoing crisis associated
with nuclear power facilities in Japan, including potential ramifications for the United States. 3:30 p.m., 406 Dirksen
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Powell, Amy
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:06 PM
Marshall, Michael
Decker, David
RE: Safe Shutdown Earthquake/Operating Basis Earthquake Data
image0O1.gif

Michael FYI, the Excel sheet is still a work in progress, as we just learned from OEDO. Wanted you to be aware in
case you were using the document.or including it in anything else 9ie not hearing materials) for the Chairman.
AP
From: Marshall, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:15 PM
To: Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: FW: Safe Shutdown Earthquake/Operating Basis Earthquake Data

From: Mahoney, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:14 PM
To: Rihm, Roger; Marshall, Michael
Cc: Meighan, Sean; Gitter, Joseph
Subject: Safe Shutdown Earthquake/Operating Basis Earthquake Data
Attached is the Safe Shutdown Earthquake/Operating Basis Earthquake Data. We are still working on
the tsunami/flooding column.
Mike
Michael Mahoney
Davis-Besse, Perry and FENOC Fleet Project Manager, Licensing Branch 111-2
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Phone: (301)415-3867
Email: Michael.Mahonev@ NRC.GOV

.,
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Riley (OCA), Timothy
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:11 AM
Powell, Amy; Decker, David; Droggitis, Spiros; Dacus, Eugene; Weil, Jenny; Schmidt,
Rebecca; Shane, Raeann
Overnight EOC highlights

As most of you will have likely seen in the news, the situation in Japan took several turns for the worse. Fuel rods in
Reactor 2 were believed to have -2m exposed for several hours... explosion in unit 2 reactor which may have breached
containment...fire reported in Reactor 4's spent fuel pool... radiation releases caused increases in evacuation zone and
removal of almost all plant crew.
As I leave this morning, things are not quite as dire (we hope). Continuing a trend, we have very little verified data, but
the latest from Jim and Tony (in Japan) included the following pieces of info: unit 2 reactor is holding pressure (which
would mean containment was not breached), Reactor 4 fire in spent fuel pool building may have been a lube oil fire...
Needless to say, we are working to sort fact from fiction and adjust recommendations from there.

U
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shoop. Undine
Shoop. Undine; Harrington, Holly; Burnell. Scott
Revised answer for QI
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:58:02 AM

From: Shoop, Undine
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:51 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: For tuesday morning
This is what I know off the top of my head.
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:26 PM
.To: Burnell, Scott; Shoop, Undine; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: For tuesday morning
See the information below. Can one of you begin working on this first thing Tuesday morning, if
at all possible? This is for OCA. Check with Spiros in the LT room for where it should be sent
Thank you,
Holly
The White House is coordinating an interagency briefing for Senate and House leadership and
committee staff Tuesday, March 1 4 th, at lpm; Bill Borchardt is going down with Becky Schmidt
for that. There are four questions that OCA have received, which we would like to have answers
for, if possible, the Tuesday briefing and the Wednesday hearing. The first question we believe
most critical to have an answer for.
1. What are US plants required to have for backup power? More than
what the Japanese reactors did?
US plants need to meet 10 CFR 50 Appendix A criterion 17. Units must have 2
independent power supplies. All (except Oconee) US plants have diesels and batteries
backup systems. Most of the US plants with diesels have two diesels per unit and those
that have only one dedicated diesel have a swing diesel available. The regulations do not
specify the length of time that you need to have the diesels and batteries operate following
a loss of offsite power (most sites plan to run the diesels for 24. hours and have battery
backup capability for 8 hours). Instead the amount of time is dependent on the site
recovery strategy and is based on providing sufficient capacity to assure that the core is
cooled and containment integrity and other vital functions are maintained in the event of
postulated accidents.
I have no idea what the regulations in Japan requires, if Scott doesn't know we may need
OIPs help to get that information.
2. Some in the media and in Hill briefings are suggesting that Mark 1 containment is
flawed. What are the concerns about this type of containment? Are the US p ts
with this safe?
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This issue has been around for a long time but I don't know specifics.
3. Any quick-hit info about how the Southeast Reactors performed during Katrina?
What damage did the flood water do? Any power loss?
The reactors came through ok, Waterford was the most impacted and was shutdown
before the hurricane hit. We'll have to get details from the Region.
We may want to add Turkey point being hit by a Cat 5 hurricane and how well it came
through since there was very little damage (mostly the security fences getting blown over
but no damage to safety equipment.)
4. With NRC moving to design certification, at what point is seismic capability tested during design or modified to be site-specific? If in design, what strength seismic event
must these be built to withstand?
The regulations for seismic is 10 CFR 50 Appendix A criterion 2. I'm not 100% sure about
the rest, I think it is ESP, and COL because it is site specific but will have to check up.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell. Scott
YIKES>>>FW: NPR Los Angeles - Request Interview with Peter Bradford
Tuesday, March 15, 20114:27:33 PM

Is this guy saying he is still with us .... hot tamale.. .can you chat with LA? let me know if

not..
From: Steger (Tucci), Christine
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:15 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: NPR Los Angeles - Request Interview with Peter Bradford
Call from: Lauren Osen
Organization: NPR Los Angeles
Number: 626-583-5173
Request Phone Interview with Peter Bradford

- • "4,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Dropaitis. Soiros
Burnell, Scott

FW: NRC q&A
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:43:24 AM
Chairman Jaczko OA6 031311.docx
High

It is the update of this information that OCA is looking for for the murderboard. Hope this
helps and thanks for the help.
From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:38 AM
To: Droggitis, Spiros; Schmidt, Rebecca
Subject: FW: NRC q&A
Importance: High
Here is an "old" version of the doc I was referencing.

-I
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Attachment Chairman Jaczko QA6 031311 .docx (18815 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

/

Cherry. Ronald C
JapanEmbassy, TaskForce; Angelov, Bonnie A; Alexander, Kathleen!J
Alan Remick; Aleshia Duncan; Duncan, Aleshia D; Trapp. James;.James Traoo (BB); Mears. Jeremy M; Morales
Russell A; Nesheiwat, Julia; Tamada. Yoshimi; Uses. Anthon ; Uchida, Koichi
Nuclear Team schedule
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:27:54 AM

All:
Aleshia is on duty until 7 am tomorrow, when I will take over again.
Jim Trapp is still in a meeting upstairs (I think). Then the plan had been for him to
get some rest and come back around 5 am.
Tony Ulses will be at the Embassy between 11 and 1 am.
Al Remick will come to the Embassy at 1 am.
Russ Morales is on call.
Also:
The DOE Airborne Monitoring team is arriving tonight around 1 am at Yokota. After
the team has processed in, ONE member of the team will be brought directly to
the Embassy. Both Aleshia and Alan Remick are aware.
Good night.
Ron

This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PMT09 Hoc
PMT02 Hoc; PMT03 Hoc; PMT04 Hoc; PMT05 Hoc; PMT07 Hoc; PMT08 Hoc; PMT01 Hoc; PMTERDS Hoc;
PMTERDS Hoc
Radiation Levels
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:26:57 PM

Edano: radiation level falling
Japan's Chief Cabinet Secretary Yukio Edano says the radiation level on the premises of the quake-damaged
Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant has been falling.
Edano told reporters on Tuesday afternoon that water is being injected steadily into the plant's No. 1 and No. 3
reactors, but that the injection of water into the No. 2 reactor is not yet stable.
Earlier in the day, radiation levels as high as 8,217 microsieverts per hour were detected around the plant's main
entrance.
Edano said that although the figure is serious, the level has been falling from its momentary peak. He said he's
slightly relieved by this development.
Edano said that debris from Monday's collapse of the covering of the No. 3 reactor building could be the cause of
the 400 millisieverts-per-hour radiation detected around the reactor.
This level of radiation, which is high enough to affect human health, had been blamed on a fire at the plant's No.
4 reactor, which was thought to have released highly radioactive material into the air.
Edano also said temperatures in the plant's No. 5 and No. 6 reactors were gradually increasing due to
malfunctioning of cooling systems affected by the quake. He added that workers are trying to prevent possible
hydrogen gas explosions similar to that at the No. 4 reactor.
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 18:53 +0900 (JST)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheehan. Neil
Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Harrington. Holly; Burnell. Scott; McIntyre, David
FW: Breaking News: Japanese officials pulling all workers from damaged nuclear plant
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:53:07 PM

You may have already seen this.

From: The Washington Post [mailto:newsletters@email.washingtonpost.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:43 PM
To: Sheehan, Neil
Subject: Breaking News: Japanese officials pulling all workers from damaged nuclear plant

Breaking News Alert: Japanese officials pulling all workers from damaged nuclear plant
March 15, 2011 10:39:07 PM

The skeleton crew remaining at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant is being
evacuated because of the risk they face from dangerous radiation levels, a Japanese
government spokesman said Wednesday morning.
http://link.e nail.washingtonpost.com/r/O914NF/RNLMUS/2CTGID/I.6J2YM/l8HZS/E4/h

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com

Get closer to the story. Download The Washington Post app for iPad.
http://itunes.com/app/thewashingtonpostforipad

Get breaking news alerts sent to your mobile phone. Sign up by texting NEWS to 98999.
Manage your e-mail subscriptions

To unsubscribe, click here
Copyright 2011 The Washington Post Company
Washington Post Digital
E-mail Customer Care
1150 15th Street NW
Washington, DC 20071

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JoelAchenbach
Burnell. Scott
Re: Your question
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:28:27 PM

thanks! thats perfect. can i quote you in a story? it would likely run, lets see,
obviously no sooner than thursday (or on web wednesday) but maybe in sunday
paper.
"Burnell,
------ Scott" <Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov> wrote: ----To: Joel Achenbach <achenbachj@washpost.com>
From: "Burnell, Scott" <Scott. Burnell@nrc.gov>
Date: 03/15/2011 06:53PM
Subject: Your question
Hi Joel;

The NRC requires that the systems needed to safely shut down a reactor be designed to
survive the most severe natural phenomena (an earthquake in this case) historically
reported (going back thousands of years in the geologic record) for the site and
surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account for the historical
data's limited accuracy. In other words, U.S. nuclear-power plants are designed to be
safe based on historical data to predict the area's maximum credible earthquake.
Emergency diesels have to survive a quake, as does the electrical gear. In the case of
California plants, they're designed for major quakes ( 0.75g ground acceleration for
Diablo Canyon) as well as major tsunami either local or distantly generated. Beyond all
that, U.S. plants have post-9/11 "above and beyond" procedures and resources to
account for losing regular systems. The NRC continues to believe U.S. plants are
capable of dealing with severe phenomena.

Sorta related example -- Hurricane Andrew ran right overtop the Turkey Point plant. The
plant shut down before the storm arrived, and afterwards the workers checked the plant
and all the systems were ready to go once they cleared out the roads and such off-site.

Hope that helps.

Scott

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Harrington, Holly
Harrington, Holly; Brenner. Eliot; Burnell. Scott; Couret. Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre. David;
Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan
Neil; Uselding, Lara; Tobin. Jennifer; Wittick, Susan
Landau. Mindy; Janberas. Holly; Akstulewicz. Brenda; Shannon, Valerie; Taylor. Robert
RE: Senate Hearing on Thursday
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:39:38 PM
O&AforResvondinqtothePublic.docx

These Q&As for use in responding to the public have been approved for verbal use. We
will also consider posting them. Hopefully, these will help.
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:47 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David; Chandrathil,
Prema; Dricks, Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil;
Uselding, Lara
Cc: Landau, Mindy
Subject: Senate Hearing on Thursday
New: Nuclear Crisis in Japan
Senate Environment and Public Works Committee (Chairwoman Boxer, D-Calif.) will hold a briefing on the
ongoing crisis associated with nuclear power facilities in Japan, including potential ramifications for the United
States. 3:30 p.m., 406 Dirksen
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Attachment Q&AforRespondingtothePublic.docx (20010 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Harrington. Holly
Harrington. Holly; Brenner, Eliot; Burnell. Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David;
Chandrathil, Prema; Dricks, Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford. Joey; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan
Neil; Useldinq, Lara
Landau, Mindv
RE: Senate Hearing on Thursday
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:17:20 PM

This information is erroneous. Apparently this is on Wednesday (not Thursday) and small...
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:47 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David; Chandrathil,
Prema; Dricks, Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil;
Uselding, Lara
Cc: Landau, Mindy
Subject: Senate Hearing on Thursday
New: Nuclear Crisis in Japan
Senate Environment and Public Works Committee (Chairwoman Boxer, D-Calif.) will hold a briefing on the
ongoing crisis associated with nuclear power facilities in Japan, including potential ramifications for the United
States. 3:30 p.m., 406 Dirksen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Joel Achenbach
Your question
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:53:00 PM

Hi Joel;

The NRC requires that the systems needed to safely shut down a reactor be designed to
survive the most severe natural phenomena (an earthquake in this case) historically
reported (going back thousands of years in the geologic record) for the site and
surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account for the historical data's
limited accuracy. In other words, U.S. nuclear power plants are designed to be safe based
on historical data to predict the area's maximum credible earthquake. Emergency diesels
have to survive a quake, as does the electrical gear. In the case of California plants,
they're designed for major quakes ( 0.75g ground acceleration for Diablo Canyon) as well
as major tsunami either local or distantly generated. Beyond all that, U.S. plants have
post-9/11 "above and beyond" procedures and resources to account for losing regular
systems. The NRC continues to believe U.S. plants are capable of dealing with severe
phenomena.

Sorta related example -- Hurricane Andrew ran right overtop the Turkey Point plant. The
plant shut down before the storm arrived, and afterwards the workers checked the plant
and all the systems were ready to go once they cleared out the roads and such off-site.

Hope that helps.

Scott

H
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot
Harrington. Holly
RE: NBC News - Lisa Myers request on BWR-Mark Is
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:34:00 PM

I'll put it on my to-do list...
From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:25 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: NBC News - Lisa Myers request on BWR-Mark is
Should have added more detail - he's interested specifically in how BWR Mark-Is go
kaput.
From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:24 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly
Subject: NBC News - Lisa Myers request on BWR-Mark Is
Eliot - I had a lengthy talk with Azriel Relph, a researcher who works with Lisa Myers at
NBC. He had spoken today to Harold Denton, who recommended he talk to Brian Sheron
about BWRs and all the problems they supposedly had. They want to do a piece for
Thursday evenings' nightly news. I explained that we aren't making staffers available, and
that the Chairman was testifying tomorrow so we wouldn't be putting others in front of
cameras. So 1) Be alert that NBC might try to ambush the Chairman after his testimony; he said
they could certainly set up something after the hearing to interview him or anyone
else we wanted to offer up.
2) I said that although we wouldn't be able to do an on-camera, we would like to make
sure that he gets the information he needs, and I said we'd follow up in the
morning. Scotty Nuke, you up for it?
His phone number is 212-413-5712, and email is azriel.relph~nbcuni.com
Dave

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell, Scott
MEDIAL - WALL STREET NEWS - FW: Add to interview queue
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:31:33 PM

Please follow up
From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:05 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Add to interview queue
Kelsey Hubbard from WSJ's digital news network would like someone to discuss our
efforts regarding situation in Japan. I told her she was being put into a queue.
212-416-3327
Kelsey.hubbard@dowjones.com
Beth Janbergs
Public Affairs Assistant
301-415-8211

/
YJ

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cou ret. Ivonne
Burnell, Scott
Media FW: CNN
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:30:47 PM

Please follow up
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:42 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: CNN

Jennifer
CNN
917-583-9659

Re: tracking the plume
Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.aEstufewicz@nrc.gov

I
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell. Scott
Media Request - FW: Info for Reporter
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:27:08 PM

Please follow up
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:12 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Info for Reporter

Joaquin Sapien

Pro Pnblica
917 512 9380
loaquin.sapienaiioplropuhlicai.org

Safety risk at spent fuel pools, what are we doing to make them safe.
Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.a~stufewicz@n1rcaov

x~
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell, Scott
Media question - FW: Information (MSNBC)
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:55:46 PM

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:00 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Information (MSNBC)

Joanne Denyeau
MSNBC
212 644 0425

Exactly how prepared is the US for an event such as what's happened in Japan
Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda,akstufewicz@nrc.aov

xQ)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret, Ivonne
Burnell, Scott
FW: Detroit News Qs
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:55:25 PM

From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:58 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Detroit News Qs

Melissa Burden at Detroit News has a few quick questions about the teams we've sent
over to Japan. She wants to know if anyone from Michigan has gone, and she would like
to know who within the agency will coordinate the efforts if any further teams go (e.g.
chairman's office, commission, etc)
313-222-2319
mburden@detnews.com
Beth Janbergs
Public Affairs Assistant
301-415-8211

IC

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Harrinqton, Holly
TNT
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:55:00 PM

General - Voice of America, LA Times, Greenville (S.C.) News
KI/dose - MSNBC, Washington Post, Fox News, WSJ

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Couret. Ivonne

RE: Media Request - Washington POst FW: More license renewal q
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:43:00 PM

I got it...
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:42 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Media Request - Washington POst FW: More license renewal q

Can you take this if now assign and Regional PAO to follow up. Ivonne
From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:44 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: More license renewal q

Jia Lynn Yang from WaPo has some questions about the NRC's evaluation of license
renewals. She's looking over the website right now, but she heard somewhere that generic
safety issues relating to the Mark 1 plants were not specifically looked over, and she
wanted clarification on that.
202-334-9596
Beth Janbergs
Public Affairs Assistant

301-415-8211

From:
To:

Mitlyng. Viktoria
Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Chandrathil. Prema
questions about radiation measurements
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:22:02 PM

I am getting questions about how the NRC gathers and analyzes radiation release data to
be able to state that harmful levels of radiation won't reach the US and that NRC agrees
with Japan's protective measures. I was also asked where reporters can get raw data on
for radiation measurements at site boundaries a Japanese plants. Can we respond to any
of this?
Thanks.
Vika
Viktoria Mitlyng
Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III
Lisle, IL 60532

Tel 630/829-9662
Fax 630/515-1026
e-mail: viktoria.mitlyng@nrc.gov

From:
To:

Cappiello. Dina
PDR Resource; Burnell. Scott

Cc:
Subject:

Deahl, Elizabeth
RE: Questions

Date:

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:22:27 PM

Beth,
I talked to Mary and she convinced me to stay here and email in requests. She walked me through
ADAMS. I sent a preliminary list to PDR.Resource(-nrc.gov about an hour ago.
Dina
From: PDR Resource [mailto:PDR.Resource@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:18 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Cappiello, Dina; PDR Resource
Cc: Deahl, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Questions
Hello Dina,
I am working in the PDR tomorrow morning. What time do you think you will come by?
Regards,
Beth

Beth Deahl
Public Document Room
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
pd r.resource(3n rc.gov
301.415.4737
800.635.4512

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:51 PM
To: Cappiello, Dina; PDR Resource
Subject: RE: Questions
If you're stopping by, please coordinate that directly with the PDR. Thanks.
From: Cappiello, Dina [mailto:DCappiello@ap.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:50 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; PDR Resource
Subject: RE: Questions

...
.................
7...
.......
.....
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I'd like to see a bunch of old docs. I'd be happy to go up there tomorrow morning if that is easier.

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Cappiello, Dina; PDR Resource
Subject: RE: Questions
Hi Dina;
Going that far back, the folks in our Public Document Room will have to help you. I've
included them in this e-mail so they'll know you and I have spoken. Thanks.
Scott

From: Cappiello, Dina [mailto:DCappiello@ap.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:41 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Questions
I can't seem to find the staff paper SECY-88-206 on your Web site. Could you send?

The information contained in this communication is intended
for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of
this
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that
any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication
is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +I212-621-1898
and delete this e-mail. Thank you.
[IP US DISC]msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott
Couret. Ivonne
RE: Daily - NY (Question about design requirements)
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:58:00 PM

Yup.
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:56 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Daily - NY (Question about design requirements)

Can you follow up on this...
From: Screnci, Diane
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:49 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Daily - NY (Question about design requirements)
I don't know the answer, though I believe it's more along the lines of we had them do an
analysis of the biggest earthquake historically and then added margin.... Rather than
design to more than xx number.

lANE SCRENCI
SR. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
610/337-5330
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:47 PM
To: Screnci, Diane
Subject: FW: Daily - NY (Question about design requirements)

Is this something you can answer? If not I can forward it on... Ivonne
From: Steger (Tucci), Christine
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:55 PM

To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Daily - NY (Question about design requirements)

Call from: Mike Cronin
Organization: Daily - NY

Number: 212-462-5589
E-mail: mike.cronin~thedaily.com
Question: Does the NRC have a design requirement for earthquake endurance - such as
"the reactors must withstand 7.0 earthquake"

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Hannah. Roger; Ledford. Joev; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan. Neil; Chandrathil, Prema; Mitlynq, Viktoria; Useldino.
Lara; Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne
Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
FW: Estimated Fatalities for US Nuclear Plant Spent Fuel Fires: 77,000
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:53:00 PM

The gentleman has submitted a petition; the NRC will review it to determine if it has any
scientific validity. The NRC believes spent fuel pools are safe, even in cases of extended
blackouts, given the very low heat levels involved and the ease with which the pools can
be refilled. In some cases analysis has shown the spent fuel can be safely air-cooled.
[[deflect any questions about scary numbers with the "we'll review for scientific validity"]]
From: Thomas Popik [mailto:thomasp@resilientsocieties.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:35 PM
To: thomasp@resilientsocieties.org
Subject: Estimated Fatalities for US Nuclear Plant Spent Fuel Fires: 77,000
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 15, 2011
FIRE BREAKS OUT AT SPENT FUEL POOL FOR FUKUSHIMA DAIICHI UNIT 4
ESTIMATED FATALITIES FOR US NUCLEAR PLANT SPENT FUEL FIRES WOULD BE 77,000
NASHUA NH (March 15)--The recently reported spent fuel pool fire at Fukushima Daiichi
Unit 4 demonstrated the vulnerability of nuclear power plants to loss of outside power. The
Unit 4 spent fuel pool has been without outside power for cooling circulation pumps since
the earthquake on March 11.
The Foundation for Resilient Societies has projected there would be widespread United
States fatalities from spent fuel pool fires should there be a similar loss of outside power
from natural disaster. Using data supplied by Oak Ridge National Laboratories, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, and the US Census Bureau, the Foundation estimates fatalities of
77,000. United States population within 10 miles of nuclear power plants exceeds 3.5
million. Detailed information about data sources is provided in a Petition for Rulemaking
submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on March 14 and available for download
at www.resilientsocieties.org. The Petition contains fatality estimates for all 104 operating
nuclear power plants in the United States.
Spent fuel pools are present at all operating nuclear power plants. Fuel rods continue to
generate substantial heat after removal from the reactor core, necessitating active cooling
in water pools. There are 104 nuclear power reactors operating in the United States at 65

sites in 31 states. Each site has one or more spent fuel pools. Spent fuel contains a number
of radioactive elements resulting from fission within the reactor core, the most significant
being Ruthenium-106 with a half-life of one year and Cesium-137 with a half-life of 30
years. Should spent fuel rods become uncovered by water as a result of boiling, the
zirconium cladding of the rods would likely catch fire.
While there are multiple scenarios that could cause uncovering of spent fuel rods and
result in zirconium fire, the most significant scenario is long-term loss of outside power
supplied by the commercial electric grid. Current design criteria for nuclear power plants
and associated spent fuel pools assume reliable and quickly restored commercial grid
power. In the event of a long-term loss of commercial grid power, it is likely that water in
spent fuel pools would heat up and boil-off, fuel rods would become uncovered by water,
zirconium cladding would catch fire, and large quantities of radioactive elements would be
released into the atmosphere.
The Petition of the Foundation for Resilient Societies, submitted to the NRC on February
14, proposes requirements for unattended spent fuel pool cooling at nuclear power plants.
For more information contact Thomas Popik, Foundation for Resilient Societies, email
thomaspgDresilientsocieties.org, phone 603-321-1090.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell. Scott
Media Request - TIME MAGAZINE
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:19:30 PM

From: OPA Resource
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:01 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: attention: Yvonne B2B

From: Melissa August [mailto:melissa august@timemagazine.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:15 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: attention: Yvonne B2B
Yvonne:
Per our telephone conversation I am a reporter at Time magazine and I am looking for models or
scenarios at various nuclear power plant facilities in the event of a failure or breakdown. We are
looking for information on U.S. Nuclear power plants -- and foreign nuclear power facilities -- if
you also have that available.
Unfortunately we are on a very tight deadline as the magazine closes on Wed. Any assistance you
can provide will be greatly appreciated.
Best regards,
Lissa August
Time
1130 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 900
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 861-4068

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Screnci, Diane
RE: new reactors
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:07:00 PM

Twelve, for a total of 18 potential reactors.
From: Screnci, Diane
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 20114:01 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: new reactors
How many COL applications are under active review?

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
610/337-5330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cappiello. Dina
Burnell, Scott
RE: Questions
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:51:23 PM

OK. I will give them a call.
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:51 PM
To: Cappiello, Dina; PDR Resource
Subject: RE: Questions
If you're stopping by, please coordinate that directly with the PDR. Thanks.
From: Cappiello, Dina [mailto:DCappiello@ap.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:50 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; PDR Resource
Subject: RE: Questions
I'd like to see a bunch of old docs. I'd be happy to go up there tomorrow morning if that is easier.
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott. Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Cappiello, Dina; PDR Resource
Subject: RE: Questions
Hi Dina;
Going that far back, the folks in our Public Document Room will have to help you. I've
included them in this e-mail so they'll know you and I have spoken. Thanks.

Scott

From: Cappiello, Dina (mailto:DCappiello@ap.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:41 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Questions
I can't seem to find the staff paper SECY-88-206 on your Web site. Could you send?
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prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +I212-621-1898
and delete this e-mail. Thank you.
[IP US DISC]msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438fOcf467d9a4938

Burnell. Scott
Winqo, Erin
RE: announcement of upcoming cancer risk assessment committee meetings
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:34:00 PM

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hi Erin!
Thanks for the heads-up. We're a bit busy at the moment, but I hope to be able to mirror
whatever press releases you create for each meeting.
Scott
From: Wingo, Erin [mailto:EWingo@nas.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:33 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: announcement of upcoming cancer risk assessment committee meetings
Hi Scott,
I just wanted to give you a heads up that we will be alerting our interested parties list tomorrow about
the tentative dates and locations for the next 4 committee meetings.
Here's the general message we will be sending out:
Dear interested parties,
The committee on Cancer Risk Assessment has released a tentative list of dates and locations for its
upcoming meetings. These meetings will include an open session, which we welcome the public to
attend. Further meeting details, such as speakers and agenda showing the time of the open session,
will be made available closer to each meeting date.
The tentative dates and locations are as follows:
Meeting
Meeting
Meeting
Meeting

#2
#3
#4
#5

location
Chicago
Atlanta
Los Angeles
TBD

dates
April 18-19, 2011
May 23-24, 2011
July 20-21, 2011
August 29-30, 2011

Please, feel free to circulate this message to interested parties. You can direct any inquiries regarding
these meeting dates to the project email at crs@nas.edu
Erin

Erin Wingo
Senior Program Assistant
Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board
(202) 334-3066
ewinqoo.nas.edu

From:
To:

Burnell. Scott
BilI.Dedman msnbc.com

Subject:

Numbers

Date:
Attachments:

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:38:00 PM

SCDF.xlsx

Bill;
Staffs amazing here - they were compiling these numbers just in case - the Western
plants are in there.
Scott Burnell

fi

SEISMIC INFORMATION: SEISMIC CORE-DAMAGE FREQUENCIES

Plant
Arkansas 1
Arkansas 2
Beaver Valley 1
Beaver Valley 2
Braidwood 1
Braidwood 2
Browns Ferry 1
Browns Ferry 2
Browns Ferry 3
Brunswick 1
Brunswick 2
Byron 1
Byron 2
Callaway
Calvert Cliffs 1
Calvert Cliffs 2
Catawba 1
Catawba 2
Clinton
Columbia
Comanche Peak 1
Comanche Peak 2
Cooper
Crystal River 3
D.C. Cook 1
D.C. Cook 2
Davis Besse
Diablo Canyon 1
Diablo Canyon 2
Dresden 2
Dresden 3
Duane Arnold
Farley 1
Farley 2
Fermi 2
Fitzpatrick
Fort Calhoun 1
Ginna
Grand Gulf
Hatch 1
Hatch 2
Hope Creek
Indian Point 2
Indian Point 3
Kewaunee
LaSalle 1
LaSalle 2
Limerick 1
Limerick 2
McGuire 1
McGuire 2

Seismic Core
Damage Frequency
(per year)
4.1 E-06
4.1 E-06
4.8E-05
2.2E-05
7.3E-06
7.3E-06
3.7E-06
5.4E-06
5.4E-06
1.5E-05
1.5E-05
5.8E-06
5.8E-06
2.OE-06
1.OE-05
1.2E-05
3.7E-05
3.7E-05
2.5E-06
2.1E-05
4.OE-06
4.OE-06
7.OE-06
2.2E-05
2.2E-05
2.2E-05
6.7E-06
4.2E-05
4.2E-05
1.9E-05
1.9E-05
3.2E-05
2.8E-05
2.8E-05
4.2E-06
6.1E-06
5.4E-06
1.3E-05
1.2E-05
2.3E-06
2.5E-06
2.5E-06
2.8E-06
3.3E-05
1.0E-04
5.1E-06
2.8E-06
2.8E-06
5.3E-05
5.3E-05
3.1 E-05

IPEEE Method
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE =
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE =
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE =
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
reduced-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE =
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE =
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE =
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope NRC SMA
0.3g focused-scope NRC SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE =
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
reduced-scope EPRI SMA
reduced-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA

0.12g
0.12g
0.1g

0.12g
0.1g
0.1g

0.15g

Millstone 1
Millstone 2
Millstone 3
Monticello
Nine Mile Point 1
Nine Mile Point 2
North Anna 1
North Anna 2
Oconee 1
Oconee 2
Oconee 3
Oyster Creek
Palisades
Palo Verde 1
Palo Verde 2
Palo Verde 3
Peach Bottom 2
Peach Bottom 3
Perry
Pilgrim 1
Point Beach 1
Point Beach 2
Prairie Island 1
Prairie Island 2
Quad Cities 1
Quad Cities 2
River Bend
Robinson (HR)
Saint Lucie
Salem 1
Salem 2
San Onofre 2
San Onofre 3
Seabrook
Sequoyah 1
Sequoyah 2
Shearon Harris 1
South Texas 1
South Texas 2
Summer
Surry 1
Surry 2
Susquehanna 1
Susquehanna 2
Three Mile Island 1
Turkey Point 3
Turkey Point 4
Vermont Yankee
Vogtle 1
Vogtle 2
Waterford 3
Watts Bar
Wolf Creek

3.1E-05
1.1 E-05
1.5E-05
1.9E-05
4.2E-06
5.6E-06
4.4E-05
4.4E-05
4.3E-05
4.3E-05
4.3E-05
1.4E-05
6.4E-06
3.8E-05
3.8E-05
3.8E-05
2.4E-05
2.4E-05
2.1 E-05
6.9E-05
1.1 E-05
1.1E-05
3.OE-06
3.OE-06
2.7E-05
2.7E-05
2.5E-05
1.5E-05
4.6E-05
4.6E-05
9.3E-06
1.7E-05
1.7E-05
9.3E-06
2.2E-05
5.1 E-05
5.1 E-05
6.2E-06
6.2E-06
3.8E-05
5.7E-06
5.7E-06
1.3E-05
1.3E-05
4.OE-05
1.OE-05
1.OE-05
8.1 E-06
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
2.OE-05
3.6E-05
1.8E-05

seismic PRA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA
modified focused/expended reduced-scope* EPRI SP
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
SPRA and focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA
modified focused-scope EPRI SMA
modified focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE = 0.1g
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE = 0.1g
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE = 0.1g
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA
seismic PRA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
seismic PRA
site-specific approach; SSE=0.15g
site-specific approach; SSE=O.15g
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE = 0.1g
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA
reduced-scope EPRI SMA

Source
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
IPEEE
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
IPEEE
IPEEE
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199

. IV

.

GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
IPEEE
IPEEE
IPEEE
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
IPEEE
IPEEE
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199
GI-199

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harrington. Holly
McIntyre, David; Couret. Ivonne; Burnell. Scott
FW: Questions from NJ
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:45:13 PM

Pis note - referral of questions on this topic to DHS/TSA. (ignore if you already know this)
From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:39 PM
To: Nguyen, Quynh
Cc: McNamara, Nancy; McIntyre, David; Harrington, Holly; Flannery, Cindy; Lukes, Kim; Noonan,
Amanda; Rautzen, William; Rivera, Alison; Ryan, Michelle; Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: FW: Questions from NJ

Quynh - note Q below from NJ
DHS/TSA would be the contact for these: National Operations Center Senior Watch Officer: 202282-8100
NOC.SWO(@dhs.gov
From: McNamara, Nancy
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:19 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc
Cc: Tifft, Doug
Subject: Questions from NJ
Will the US be monitoring people coming into the country from Japan or those that travel
through Japan. If so, who will be responsible for the monitoring? What are the thresholds
and what is the plan if excessive contamination is found?
Has there been any "just in time" training for folks that carry rad devices to be alerted that
it is possible that they encounter contaminated individuals?
Is Japan monitoring people exiting the evacuation areas? Has decontamination of the
general population been necessary?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harrington. Holly
Couret. Ivonne; McIntyre, David; Burnell. Scott; Janberos. Holly; Brenner, Eliot
RE: Mark I containment documents
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:36:17 PM

We realize that the PDR is getting these requests. They have been told per Eliot to proceed as they
normally would - no faster, no slower. And they've been asked to let us know what media outlets
have done the requesting so Ivonne can keep tabs
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:23 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly; Janbergs, Holly; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: FW: Mark I containment documents
FYI
From: PDR Resource
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:01 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Mark I containment documents
Hi Ivonne,
Here are the documents I'm sending to the Washington Post requester. It's the Reactor Safety
Study and its appendices from 1975 and it is available online in public Web-based ADAMS. I
included the links to the documents below.

http://adamswebsearch2.nrc.gov/IDMWS/ViewDocByAccession.asp?
Accession Num ber=M L083570090
Accession Number: ML083570090
Document Title: NUREG-75/014, "Reactor Safety Study, An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S.
Commercial Nuclear Power Plants."
Document Date: 10/31/75 12:00 AM
Estimated Page Count: 228
Document Type: NUREG
Document/Report Number: NUREG-75/014
Author Affiliation: NRC/RES
File Size: 12320000
http://adamswebsearch2.nrc.gov/IDMWS/ViewDocByAccession.asp?
AccessionNumber=M L070610293
Accession Number: ML070610293
Document Title: NUREG-75/014, "Reactor Safety Study - An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S.
Commercial Nuclear Power Plants," Appendices III and IV.
Document Date: 10/31/75 12:00 AM
Estimated Page Count: 170
Document Type: NUREG

If/
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Document/Report Number: NUREG-75/014
Author Affiliation: NRC/RES
File Size: 8883833
http://adamswebsearch2.nrc.gov/IDMWS/ViewDocByAccession.asp?
AccessionNumber=M L070600376
Accession Number: ML070600376
Document Title: NUREG-75/014, "Reactor Safety Study, An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S.
Commercial Nuclear Power Plants, Appendices VII, VIII, IXand X."
Document Date: 10/31/75 12:00 AM
Estimated Page Count: 682
Document Type: NUREG
Document/Report Number: NUREG-75/014
Author Affiliation: Battelle Columbus Labs
File Size: 34504363
http://adamswebsearch2.nrc.gov/IDMWS/ViewDocByAccession.asp?
Accession Number=M L070600389
Accession Number: ML070600389
Document Title: NUREG-75/014, "Reactor Safety Study, An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S.
Commercial Nuclear Power Plants, Appendix VI."
Document Date: 10/31/75 12:00 AM
Estimated Page Count: 500
Document Type: NUREG
Document/Report Number: NUREG-75/014
Author Affiliation: NRC/RES
File Size: 24891303
http://adamswebsearch2.n rc.gov/1DMWS/ViewDocByAccession.asp?
Accession Number=ML070530533
Accession Number: ML070530533
Document Title: NUREG-75/014, App V, "Reactor Safety Study - An Assessment of Accident Risks in
U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants."
Document Date: 10/31/75 12:00 AM
Estimated Page Count: 142
Document Type: NUREG
Document/Report Number: NUREG-75/014
Author Affiliation: NRC/RES
File Size: 6414249

Thanks,
Mary Mendiola
Technical Librarian

U.S. NRC Public Document Room 0-1 F21

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/pdr.html
301-415-2821
Mailstop 0-1F13
Mary.Mendiola Pnrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Couret, Ivonne; McIntyre, David
RE: Media question about press release -CBS
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:07:00 PM

I'll take this one, unless dave has already responded.
Message ----Original----From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:48 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott
Subject: Media question about press release -CBS

From: Tanner [mailto: kenneytacbsnews.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:22 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Request to Speak w/Your Office
Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Tanner (kenneyt@cbsnews.com) on Monday, March 14, 2011 at 21:22:13
...........................................................................

comments: Hello,
I'm Tanner Kenney and I work with CBS Radio News. We were wondering if we could speak with
someone in your office regarding the following press release: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rmldoccollections/news/2011/11-048.pdf
If your department to get back to us at: (212) 975-1115 or via the e-mail address listed below, it would
be greatly appreciated.
Thank you.
organization: CBS Radio News
addressl:
address2.
city: New York
state: NY
zip: 10019
country:
phone: 212-975-1115
........................................................................
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Cappiello, Dina
RE: Questions
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:59:00 PM

You might catch me between phone calls in about 15 minutes - 301-415-8204
From: Cappiello, Dina [mailto:DCappiello@ap.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:58 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Questions
Scott,
Didn't hear back from you. Can we talk later this afternoon, or tomorrow morning?
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:19 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Cappiello, Dina
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Questions
Importance: High
Hi Dina;
What's your deadline? I'm just about played out for today. Thanks.
Scott
From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:21 PM
To: Cappiello, Dina
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Questions

In the morning.i have a medical appointment in the afternoon. Us old folks get a bit creaky
over time
Can't get into too many details about Mark 1, but Scott Burnell may be able to help there. I
am copying him
From: Cappiello, Dina [mailto:DCappiello@ap.org]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:20 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Questions
Eliot,
Do you have time to talk later tonight, tomorrow on longer term stories?

x
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I have a bunch of questions about Mark 1, the Mark 1 Containment Short-Term Program, etc.
Dina
From: Brenner, Eliot [mailto:Eliot.Brenner@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:34 PM
To: Cappiello, Dina
Subject: RE: Questions
Importance: High
1: It is far too early to speculate about what the NRC might do with respect to construction
of new plants or license extensions. As the chairman said today, we will evaluate all the
information from the Japanese situation as it becomes available and, as we always do,
look to see if there is anything we should consider for the U.S. reactors now operating or
under consideration for future licensing.
2: All reactors in the United States, not just those similar to the ones in Japan, are
inspected on a daily, on-going basis by NRC resident inspectors who work every day at
the plants in this country.
You can quote me on this stuff. I also refer you to the transcript of the white house briefing
today where Jaczko spoke.
eliot
From: Cappiello, Dina [mailto:DCappiello@ap.org]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:30 PM
.To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Questions
Eliot,
I know you are swamped, but I'm on a tight deadline to feed things to folks in Europe.
Here are some of the most important questions we need answered:
1. Are they any discussions underway at NRC to put any construction or license extensions on
hold pending new safety checks, as some European governments have done, and as some
US lawmakers have called for?
2. Are there any plans to inspect those facilities with reactors of the same make/model as the
ones inJapan

-

GE BWR Mark 1?

Dina
Dina Cappiello
Environment/Energy Reporter
The Associated Press
1100 1 3 th Street NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20005
(202)-641-9446 (o)

(202)-403-3582 (f)
(202)-680-9030 (c)

The information contained in this communication is intended
for the use
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of
this
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified
that you have received this communication in error, and that
any review,
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication
is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1212-621-1898
and delete this e-mail. Thank you.
[IP US DISC]msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Batkin, Joshua
Burnell. Scott; Brenner, Eliot; Harrinoton, Holly
Re: Can you
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:57:18 PM

Jay, WH press briefing.
Joshua C. Batkin
Chief of Staff
Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko

(301) 415-1820
Original
----Message ----From: Burnell, Scott
To: Batkin, Joshua; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tue Mar 15 13:55:49 2011
Subject: RE: Can you
Any other details? Carney who?
Original
----Message ----From: Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:55 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly
Subject: Can you
Monitor carney's briefing? I think it may be soon?
Joshua C. Batkin
Chief of Staff
Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
(301) 415-1820

I

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ostroff, James
Burnell. Scott
RE: Vermont Yankee
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:40:19 PM

Thank you, Scott.
Yes, I well understand that you and colleagues are involved
in a very significant situation, and then some.
Best,
-Jim
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:48 PM
To: Ostroff, James
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Vermont Yankee

Given the agency's focus on responding to the Japanese request for assistance, the
issuance of the renewed license has been delayed.
Let me be clear - it's only because staff are otherwise occupied and can't complete the
paperwork. There are no technical or legal issues preventing the issuance.
The information contained in this message is intended only for the recipient, and
may be a confidential attorney-client communication or may otherwise be privileged
and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this
message to the intended recipient, please be aware that any dissemination or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify us by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. reserves the right,
subject to applicable local law, to monitor and review the content of any
electronic message or information sent to or from McGraw-Hill employee e-mail
addresses without informing the sender or recipient of the message.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David
RE: Msnbc.com: potassium iodide?
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:27:00 PM

Calling now.
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:27 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Msnbc.com: potassium iodide?
Scott. PIs call him
From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:26 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Msnbc.com: potassium iodide?
Scott is the KI expert today.
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:25 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Subject: FW: Msnbc.com: potassium iodide?
I don't recall what we're doing with this. Can one of you call and figure it out??
From: Jonel Aleccia [mailto:JoNel.Aleccia@msnbc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:19 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: Msnbc.com: potassium iodide?
Hi Holly,
Just checking in about answers to my questions about NRC and potassium iodide?
Thanks,
JoNel
JoNel Aleccia, health writer/editor 425.705.1839

msnbc

net
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This e-mail message and attached documents are confidential; intended only for the named recipient(s) above and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, proprietary, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copy of this
communication is strictly prohibited. No waiver of privilege, confidence or otherwise is intended by virtue of this communication. If you
have received this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please immediately notify the sender, destroy all copies and
delete this e-mail message from your computer. Thank you.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Akstulewicz, Brenda Couret. Ivonne
RE: 20 MIN. DEADLINE NBC FACT CHECKING
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:24:00 PM

Handling it...
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:25 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne; Burnell, Scott
Subject: 20 MIN. DEADLINE NBC FACT CHECKING
Importance: High

Chrystal
NBC

212-664-6425
Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
6irenda.akýtWu1wicz @nrc.ov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Couret. Ivonne; McIntyre, David
RE: Call from Washington Post
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:22:00 PM

DONE!!
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:19 PM
To: McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Call from Washington Post
Who is taking this call please advise when complete
From: Shannon, Valerie
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:22 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Cc: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Call from Washington Post
Call Rob Stein from the Washington Post
Phone Number: 202-334-7338
Re: Potassium Iodide.
Val

s/<ii

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
McIntyre. David; Burnell, Scott
Media question about press release -CBS
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:47:56 PM

From: Tanner [mailto:kenneyt@cbsnews.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:22 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Request to Speak w/Your Office
Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Tanner (kenneyt@cbsnews.com) on Monday, March 14, 2011 at 21:22:13

comments: Hello,
I'm Tanner Kenney and I work with CBS Radio News. We were wondering if we could speak with
someone in your office regarding the following press release: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doccollections/news/2011/11-048.pdf
If your department to get back to us at: (212) 975-1115 or via the e-mail address listed below, it would
be greatly appreciated.
Thank you.
organization: CBS Radio News
address1:
address2:
city: New York
state: NY
zip: 10019
country:
phone: 212-975-1115

----------------------

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell. Scott; McIntyre, David
Screnci. Diane
RE: Media Request (Bethany)
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:47:08 PM

Please follow up
From: Screnci, Diane
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:05 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Media Request (Bethany)
Wondering why this wasn't passed along to Scott, as requested by the reporter.

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
610/337-5330
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:41 AM
To: Screnci, Diane
Subject: FW: Media Request (Bethany)

Can you follow up with this reporter. Ivonne
From: OPA Resource
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:02 AM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Media Request (Bethany)

Tom Olson from the Pittsburgl Tribune Review is looking for Scott or Dave to do a follow-up

story for him on nuclear reactors in light of the situation in Japan.
412-320-7854
Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-820r
paxresourceo[ nrc.gov

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Shannon, Valerie; McIntyre. David
Couret, Ivonne
RE: Call from Washington Post
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:46:00 PM

I'll be replying if no one else has.
From: Shannon, Valerie
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:22 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Cc: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Call from Washington Post
Call Rob Stein from the Washington Post
Phone Number: 202-334-7338
Re: Potassium Iodide.
Val

From:

Couret. Ivonne

To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott; Akstulewicz. Brenda; Janbergs, Holly
RE: It"s now Dave and Rob Taylor in Ops Ctr
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:43:15 PM

All media call get funneled through me first. Ivonne
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:50 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Couret, Ivonne; Janbergs, Holly
Subject: It's now Dave and Rob Taylor in Ops Ctr
I can help with media calls after the VOA interview.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Taylor, Robert
Harrington, Holly; Decker, David; Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott
Droaoitis. Spiros; McIntyre, David
RE: Radiation Detection/Monitoring
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:33:07 PM

Dave McIntyre and I are talking to Spiros right now about this. We are awaiting info from
the White House that should clarify the rest of the governments roles and responsibilities.
We promised to provide that as soon as we get it
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:29 PM
To: Decker, David; Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Taylor, Robert
Subject: RE: Radiation Detection/Monitoring
Right now-I believe Rob is the keeper of the Q&As.
Rob - can you address?
From: Decker, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:44 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Subject: Radiation Detection/Monitoring

Eliot, Holly and Scott,
This bullet in the latest version of the "Talking Points" aspect has been one we've had a
bunch of questions on from congressional staffers. Are the other agencies mentioned
below DOD/DOE/EPA? The staffers real focus, however, seems to be on which US
agency is responsible for monitoring domestic radiation danger. All we've said so far on
the domestic monitoring is that DOE/EPA are involved in that (and mentioned the EPA
RadNet program). Have you had any questions like this that we can tag on to? Thanks.
*

The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases

from Japan and to predict their path.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shooo. Undine
Shooo. Undine; Couret. Ivonne; Burnell. Scott; Viroili0, Rosetta; Harrington, Holly
RE: Million dollar question
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:11:30 PM

Final answer
Answer: In the US it is the licensee's responsibility to report public dose information. The NRC
publishes the licensee's reports on our public web site. For this incident, the Japanese are
responsible for reporting the public dose. NRC regulations require reporting any radiation doses
that are detected at the plant that would be harmful to the public irrespective of whether they are
generated by the plant or by an external source. Therefore, if the Diablo Canyon or San Onofre
offsite monitoring systems were to detect radiation they would report it.

From: Shoop, Undine
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:49 AM
To: Couret, Ivonne; Burnell, Scott; Virgilio, Rosetta; Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Million dollar question
In the US it is the licensee's responsibility to report public dose information. The NRC
publishes the licensee's reports on our public web site. For this incident, the Japanese are
responsible although I am relatively sure that if the fence monitors at Diablo or San Onofre
start to pick up radiation in the air, they will report it.
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Shoop, Undine; Burnell, Scott; Virgilio, Rosetta; Harrington, Holly
Subject: Million dollar question
Who is the official agency to report radiation numbers and what is the public contact.
Undine add this to the script the answer. Ivonne
Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

•U.S.NR
(301) 415-8205
ivonne.couret@nrc.gov
Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo -gallery/
2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/
NRC Employees can read interestinginsight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

SPlease consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bradford. Anna
Burnell. Scott
RE: Latest Q&A and talking points
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:51:36 AM

Got it, thanks, that helps.
Anna Bradford
Policy Advisor for Nuclear Materials
Office of Chairman Jaczko
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1827

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:51 AM
To: Bradford, Anna
Subject: RE: Latest Q&A and talking points
Sorry to be unclear - they were provided on a deadline to meet EDO and OCA needs.
Since they're the latest, Commissioners might be interested, that's all.
From: Bradford, Anna
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:40 AM
To: Burnell, Scott

Subject: RE: Latest Q&A and talking points
Scott, just for my own clarification: is this being provided right now for a particular reason?
Or are you guys just assuming we need it?
Anna Bradford
Policy Advisor for Nuclear Materials
Office of Chairman Jaczko
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1827
From: Burnell, Scott

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:32 AM
To: Bradford, Anna

Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Latest Q&A and talking points
Anna;
Attached are the documents provided to the EDO and OCA for upcoming briefings for the
Chairman's office to share with the rest of the Commission if desired - OIP still working on
question of Japanese backup power requirements - fallback answer is that we can only
speak to issues under our jurisdiction. Documents are also on WebEOC.
Thanks.

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Nouven. Ouvnh
Couret. Ivonne
RE: Latest Q&A and talking points
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:49:00 AM

Regions can use the Q&A to respond to public questions (although they should be referred
to OPA!!!) but the documents are not to leave NRC!
From: Nguyen, Quynh
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:48 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Latest Q&A and talking points
Scott,
Are you gonna have PUBLIC Q&A that Regions can use?
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:46 AM
To: Decker, David; Nguyen, Quynh
Subject: Latest Q&A and talking points
Quynh;
I'm told you'd be posting these to NRR Sharepoint - Q&A are INTERNAL USE ONLY!!
Thanks.

si//I
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Akstulewicz, Brenda; Couret. Ivonne; Janbergs, Holly
It"s now Dave and Rob Taylor in Ops Ctr
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:49:00 AM

I can help with media calls after the VOA interview.

From:
To:
Subject:

Shooo. Undine
Couret. Ivonne; Burnell, Scott; Virgilio, Rosetta; Harrington, Holly
RE: Million dollar question

Date:

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:48:58 AM

In the US it is the licensee's responsibility to report public dose information. The NRC
publishes the licensee's reports on our public web site. For this incident, the Japanese are
responsible although I am relatively sure that if the fence monitors at Diablo or San Onofre
start to pick up radiation in the air, they will report it.
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Shoop, Undine; Burnell, Scott; Virgilio, Rosetta; Harrington, Holly
Subject: Million dollar question
Who is the official agency to report radiation numbers and what is the public contact.
Undine add this to the script the answer. Ivonne
Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs

- U.S.NRC
(301) 415-8205

t

ivonne.couret@nrc.gov

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo-gallery/
2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading -rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/
NRC Employees can read interesting insight on the OPA Blog
http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/opa/blog/default.aspx

-

Please consider the environmental impact before printing this email.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Beaslev, Beniamin
RE: Media questions
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:48:00 AM

OK thanks!
From: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:48 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Media questions
I was put in touch with Ivonne and sent an early draft of brief answers to her.
Ben
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:47 AM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Subject: Media questions
Ben;

Got your voicemail, I'll be looking for your answers. Thanks.
Scott

jAX A'0

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Decker. David
Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Burnell. Scott
Radiation Detection/Monitoring
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:44:39 AM

Eliot, Holly and Scott,
This bullet in the latest version of the "Talking Points" aspect has been one we've had a
bunch of questions on from congressional staffers. Are the other agencies mentioned
below DOD/DOE/EPA? The staffers real focus, however, seems to be on which US
agency is responsible for monitoring domestic radiation danger. All we've said so far on
the domestic monitoring is that DOE/EPA are involved in that (and mentioned the EPA
RadNet program). Have you had any questions like this that we can tag on to? Thanks.
0

The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases
from Japan and to predict their path.

/

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Bradford. Anna
Burnell, Scott
RE: Latest Q&A and talking points
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:40:11 AM

Scott, just for my own clarification: is this being provided right now for a particular reason?
Or are you guys just assuming we need it?
Anna Bradford
Policy Advisor for Nuclear Materials
Office of Chairman Jaczko
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1827
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:32 AM
To: Bradford, Anna
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Latest Q&A and talking points
Anna;
Attached are the documents provided to the EDO and OCA for upcoming briefings for the
Chairman's office to share with the rest of the Commission if desired - OIP still working on

question of Japanese backup power requirements - fallback answer is that we can only
speak to issues under our jurisdiction. Documents are also on WebEOC.
Thanks.
Scott

.X//
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Borchardt, Bill; Schmidt, Rebecca
Brenner. Eliot
FW: Back up power systems
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:34:00 AM

Bill, Becky;
This is direct from the source on Japanese requirements, best in our opinion to read verbatim from the
website.
Scott
NSC guideline:
http://www.nsc.go.jp/NSCenglish/guides/Iwr/L-DS-I O.pdf
Guideline 27, 48 and General Requirements for Guideline 27,48.
Emergency Diesel is classified as Class 1 of MS (mitigating system)
P9 for description of Class 1: Ensure and maintain reliability as high as
reasonably achievable
P17 for description of Diesel classification, MS-1

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Clark, Theresa
Hayden. Elizabeth; Couret. Ivonne; Fisher. Christian; English. Kimberly; Alvarado. Lvdiana; Benton. Laray; Diaz
Marilyn; Billoch. Araceli; _Sanders. Carleen; Alvarado, LYdiana
RE: URGENT REQUEST: 3/18 Century HS Career Fair support
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:29:00 AM

Already have a car reserved from Admin - check with them on revising/canceling, please.
THANKS!
From: Clark, Theresa
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:28 AM
To: Alvarado, Lydiana; Fisher, Christian; English, Kimberly; Alvarado, Lydiana; Benton, Laray; Diaz,
Marilyn; Billoch, Araceli; Burnell, Scott; Sanders, Carleen
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: URGENT REQUEST: 3/18 Century HS Career Fair support
Importance: High
Folks,
In reference to Friday's Century HS STEM Career Fair - Scott Burnell is responding to the current
situation in the, ops center and will not be able to attend, so we need someone else who can
extend their participation to the whole day. That person will need to take the lead to get the demo
kit ("Grandma's Attic") from OPA. I can if needed, but wanted to put the opportunity out there.
If you are available to extend your participation and take the lead to get the demo kit
("Grandma's Attic") from OPA, please reply to me as soon as possible.
Also, because I don't have the full schedule, could all of you please send me the times and
activities you were planning to support?
Finally, I have asked Ivonne in OPA to give us the latest talking points on the current situation by
Thursday night so we'll have them for questions. I don't think any of us will have a BlackBerry so
that'll be the freshest info available.

Theresa Valentine Clark
Technical Assistant
Division of Safety Systems and Risk Assessment
U.S. NRC Office of New Reactors
T-10F10 I 301-415-4048
Theresa.Clarke nrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LIA02 Hoc
Burnell, Scott
FW: Back up power systems
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:27:38 AM

Original----Message ----From: Michael W. Chinworth [mailto: michael-chinworth jnes-usa.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:24 AM
To: LIA02 Hoc
Subject: Back up power systems
Jennifer:
This is the best and quickest answer to your questions:
NSC guideline:
http://www.nsc.go.jp/NSCenglish/guides/lwr/L-DS-I O.pdf
Guideline 27, 48 and General Requirements for Guideline 27,48.
Emergency Diesel is classified as Class 1 of MS (mitigating system)
P9 for description of Class 1: Ensure and maintain reliability as high as
reasonably achievable
P17 for description of Diesel classification, MS-1
Michael W. Chinworth
Senior Researcher
Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization (JNES)
1850 M Street, N.W.
Suite 1070
Washington, D.C. 20036
202-223-9584 (tel)
202-223-9585 (fax)

i

From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
cbuellcmilesobrien.com
Brenner. Eliot
RE: PBS NewsHour story: Follow up request for interview, per our conversation
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:57:00 AM

Hi Catherine;
Still inundated today and still in immediate response mode. No change in availability from
yesterday, never hurts to keep checking. Thanks.
Scott
From: cbuell@milesobrien.com [mailto:cbuell@milesobrien.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:31 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: PBS NewsHour story: Follow up request for interview, per our conversation
Hi ScottIt was a pleasure talking to you last night. I hope you managed to finally get some rest!
Per our conversation last night, I am following up on our request to interview Chairman
Jaczko for our PBS NewsHour story. If possible, we'd like to interview the Chairman
either Wednesday, 3/16 or Friday 3/18. The story is about the nuclear renaissance and
the future of nuclear power in the U.S. We had planned to air the story in late April, but
with the events happening in Japan, our air date is now immediate. We would plan to
interview him at his office, if that is acceptable to you. The television reporter conducting
the interview will be Miles O'Brien, veteran televsion journalist (www.milesobrien.com).
Please let me know if this is possible, and if I can provide you with any further
information.
Thanks again,
Catherine

Catherine E. Buell
Producer, PBS NewsHour
562-716-9567
cbuell@milesobrien.com

•
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot
EW: Reuters - deadline asap

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:14:19 AM

She has called for interview before wanting now information.
From: Steger (Tucci), Christine
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:55 AM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Reuters - deadline asap
Call from: Ayesha Rascoe
Organization: Reuters
Number: 202-310-5683

Focus: Latest information and background of events in Japan
Deadline: ASAP

ALC
z

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell. Scott; Brenner, Eliot
Media Request - FW: Interview Request
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:12:28 AM

Lisa Fletcher
ABC News, DC
541-554-4300
Brenda Akstulewicz

Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
6;renda. akstufe'wic z@ln rc.gov
*
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell. Scott; Brenner. Eliot
Media Question - FW: Associated Press
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:12:08 AM

Call from: Randy Schmidt
Organization: Associated Press
Number: 202-641-9460
Question: Tracking radiation from Japan to U.S. - latest information
Deadline: ASAP

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Burnell. Scott
Shooo, Undine
Couret. Ivonne; Brenner. Eliot; Holly Harrington
Latest Q&A
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:11:00 AM
Chairman JaczkoOA7 031511.docx

Undine is going to add the 4 congressional Q&A and send it to one of us for review before
we get ET signoff and provide to Becky and Bill.

IA/

Attachment Chairman JaczkoQA7_031511 .docx (23662 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret, Ivonne.
Brenner, Eliot; Burnell. Scott
Media Request - FW: Request Interview - Voice of America (deadline 2:00 pm)
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:10:35 AM

Call from: Alex Grigoryev
Organization: Voice of America
Number: 240-678-8842
Request Interview: Expert (2 minutes)
Focus: general information on events in Japan, impacts on the public in surrounding areas
Deadline: 2:00pm EST

From:
To:
Subject:

Steaer (Tucci), Christine
Couret. Ivonne; Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
FYI - forward from ANS - FW: Talking Points on Implications of Fukushima Accident to U.S. Nuclear Plants

Date:

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:09:47 AM

Attachments:

ANS Talkino Points - 2011-03-13 R1 2.pdf

FYI - if you haven't already seen these.
Christine
From: Wong, Albert
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:04 AM
To: Steger (Tucci), Christine
Subject: FYI.FW: Talking Points on Implications of Fukushima Accident to U.S. Nuclear Plants
Unsure whether the FO has seen this one or not.
From: ANS DCSection [mailto:ans.dcsection@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:58 AM
To: ans.dcsection
Subject: Talking Points on Implications of Fukushima Accident to U.S. Nuclear Plants

FYI. The below email is from National ANS.
Original
----Message ----From: Joe Colvin [mailto:president(a~ans.org]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:46 AM
To: Witt, Kevin
Subject: Talking Points on Implications of Fukushima Accident to U.S. Nuclear Plants
Dear ANS Members:
Over the last two days, the ANS Crisis Communications team has been very proactive and
has handled a multitude of media and press calls. ANS spokespersons have participated in
national television, radio and press interviews providing the views of the nuclear science and
technology experts within the Society. We are particularly grateful to Dr. Dale Klein who
has given tremendous support to the Society and the public in response to the events at
Fukushima.
We have begun fielding media inquiries about the implications of the problems at Fukushima
on the US program. We have prepared the attached talking points to assist responders to this
line of questions. The talking points are consistent with the talking points prepared by the
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) on the same subject.
Thank you all for your strong support!
Joe

The predominance of ANS members reside in the U.S. As we interact with our family, neighbors and
citizens in our communities many questions will come based on news coverage of the nuclear power
plant situation in Japan. These talking points key on the theme 'could it happen in the U.S.?' *

ANS Member Talking Points
Implications to U.S. nuclear energy program from the Japanese earthquake

It is premature for the technical community to draw conclusions from the earthquake and tsunami
tragedy in Japan with regard to the U.S. nuclear energy program. Many opposed to nuclear power will
try to use this event to call for changes in the U.S. Japan is facing beyond a "worst case" disaster since
we, the technical community, did not hypotheses an event of this magnitude. Thus far, even the most
seriously damaged of Japan's 54 reactors have not released radiation at levels that would harm the
public. That is testament to the way professionals in our profession operate: our philosophy of defense
in-depth, excellent designs, high standards of construction, conduct of operations, and most important
the effectiveness of employees in following emergency preparedness planning.
The Nuclear Science and Technology (NS&T) community takes very seriously our commitment to safe
operation of any nuclear facility and will incorporate lessons learned based on this experience into our
safety and operating procedures. The ANS will facilitate the sharing of technical information so that
these lessons receive wide distribution and be archived for future stewards of this technology. Some
points to remember from this week:
"

Nuclear power plants have proven their value to society in Japan, the United States and
elsewhere. They provide large amounts of base load electricity on an around-the-clock basis,
and they do so cost-effectively with the lowest electricity production costs of any large energy
source. Both Japan and the United States have benefited greatly from nuclear energy; it has
been instrumental in the nations' economic success over the past half century and their high
standard of living.

"

Our hallmark as a NS&T organization is to incorporate operating experience and lessons learned.
When we fully understand the facts surrounding the event in Japan, we will share, document
and use those insights to make NS&T even safer.

"

Nuclear energy has been and will continue to be a key element in meeting America's energy
needs. The nuclear industry sets the highest standards for safety and, through our focus on
continuous learning; we will incorporate lessons learned from the events in Japan. The
dominant factors determining technology used for new generation will be demand for new
generation, the competitiveness of nuclear energy in comparison with other sources of
electricity generation, and the continued safe operation of U.S. nuclear power plants.

There has not been a rush to judgment on the part of U.S. policymakers during the first few days
of this situation. We believe that is due in part to the recognition on their part that nuclear
energy must continue to play a key role in a diversified energy portfolio that strengthens U.S.
energy security and fuels economic growth.
*

The genesis of this document is the NEI "Talking Points - Implications to U.S. nuclear energy program of the

Japanese earthquake" dated March 13, 2011

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott
Media Request - FBR Capital Market - Request Phone Interview deadline 12 noon
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:58:43 AM

Call from: Marc DeCroisset
Organization: FBR Capital Market
Number: 646-885-5423
Request Phone Interview: Nuclear Expert - general information on the events taking place
in Japan
Deadline: 12 noon

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott
Taylor. Robert; Schmidt, Rebecca; hollvmharrinqton@aol.com; McIntyre. David; Powell, Amy
Brenner. Eliot
RE: Request for latest Q&As
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:39:00 AM

Thanks!
From: Taylor, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:39 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Schmidt, Rebecca; hollymharrington@aol.com; McIntyre, David; Powell, Amy
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Request for latest Q&As
I worked on these yesterday afternoon until I left at 7pm. Attached is as far as I got. We
were still tracking down answers on some and others need some polishing. Holly was
going to try and work on them last night if time permitted. If she made progress, then
these might be outdated, but should be good for now.
Rob
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:26 AM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Taylor, Robert; hollymharrington@aol.com; McIntyre, David; Powell, Amy
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Request for latest Q&As
Importance: High
I've got what Amy sent and am updating/consolidating with what I have available. I haven't
seen Rob's work, so if someone has that please forward it to me.
From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:24 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Request for latest Q&As
Scott,
We (Amy and I) are looking for theanswers to the questions I gave Rob Taylor yesterday
added to the Q&A listing
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:08 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Powell, Amy
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: RE: Request for latest Q&As
0i

Amy, please re-send what you have. Thanks.
From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:05 AM
To: Powell, Amy; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: RE: Request for latest Q&As

Yes .... scott please provide current material
From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:04 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: Request for latest Q&As
Importance: High
Eliot Could Becky and I get the latest version of the Q&As by 1Oam, ahead of the Chairman's
hearing prep session this morning? I've attached the most recent version that we have as
a point of reference.
Thanks,
Amy

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Akstulewicz, Brenda
Brenner. Eliot; Harrington. Holly; Couret. Ivonne
RE: Revised press release for issuance
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:27:00 AM

As long as we can give internal folks a little advance notice, that's great.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:27 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Revised press release for issuance
Yesterday I issued internally 15 minutes prior to going public, over the weekend I issued

simultaneously. Does that help?
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:16 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Revised press release for issuance
Brenda;
Please finalize this as a revision to yesterday's press release.
Separately, are we doing a "normal" internal distribution prior to public release? Regional
and OCA folks are asking. Thanks.
Scott

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Burnell. Scott
Shoop, Undine
FW: Response to Question 2
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:21:00 AM
japanese reactor auestion.docx

From: Lobel, Richard
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:21 AM
To: Thomas, Eric
Cc: Ruland, William; Dennig, Robert; Burnell, Scott
Subject: Response to Question 2
Attached is NRR/DSS response to Question 2 in an 8:26 pm e-mail from Holly Harrington
to Scott Burnell, et al.

I

Attachment japanese reactor question.docx (16769 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Burnell. Scott
Akstulewicz, Brenda; Brenner, Eliot
Harrinoton. Holly; Couret. Ivonne
Revised press release for issuance
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:15:00 AM
TeamStaffRevl.docx

Brenda;
Please finalize this as a revision to yesterday's press release.
Separately, are we doing a "normal" internal distribution prior to public release? Regional
and OCA folks are asking. Thanks.
Scott

Attachment TeamStaffRevl .docx (13083 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Akstulewicz, Brenda; Harrington. Holly
Steger (TucciV Christine; Janberos. Holly; Shannon, Valerie
RE: Forwarding calls and messages today
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:09:00 AM

Start with Ivonne to triage what needs to be sent over here. When Dave arrives, you can
work out any change to that. As people move from Ops Ctr to 016 and vice versa, we'll
continue to revise where calls go. Thanks.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:03 AM
To: Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Steger (Tucci), Christine; Janbergs, Holly; Shannon, Valerie
Subject: Forwarding calls and messages today
Holly/Scott,
When Dave was here yesterday, I was forwarding all (reporter) requests for information to him
and interview requests to Ivonne. Dave's not here yet. Who should we send requests for
information to in his absence? You, Rob, Undine?
Thanks,
Brenda
Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.a&stufe-wicz ,1?nrc.aov

From:
To:

Burnell. Scott
Brenner, Eliot; Powell, Amy

Cc:

Schmidt, Rebecca; Drogpitis. Soiros

Subject:

RE: Request for latest Q&As

Date:

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:08:00 AM

Amy, please re-send what you have. Thanks.
From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:05 AM
To: Powell, Amy; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: RE: Request for latest Q&As
Yes .... scott please provide current material
From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:04 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Droggitis, Spiros
Subject: Request for latest Q&As
Importance: High
Eliot Could Becky and I get the latest version of the Q&As by 10 am, ahead of the Chairman's
hearing prep session this morning? I've attached the most recent version that we have as
a point of reference.
Thanks,
Amy

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz. Brenda
Harrington. Holly; Burnell, Scott
Steger (Tucci). Christine; Janberos. Holly; Shannon. Valerie
Forwarding calls and messages today
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:03:21 AM

Holly/Scott,
When Dave was here yesterday, I was forwarding all (reporter) requests for information to him
and interview requests to Ivonne. Dave's not here yet. Who should we send requests for
information to in his absence? You, Rob, Undine?

Thanks,
Brenda
Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209frendfa.a&stufewicz @nm
rc.go•

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Akstulewicz, Brenda
Burnell, Scott
Len Tepper CBS News wants confirmation...
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:59:16 AM

That NRC is reporting that the inner core of #2 was uncovered yesterday
212-975-6883
Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.akgtufewicz 0 nrc.aov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Screnci. Diane
Burnell. Scott
design basis
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:47:52 AM

When you have a few minutes, give me a call about tsunami and earthquake together. No
hurry at all.

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
610/337-5330

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Couret. Ivonne
Burnell. Scott
RE: AV PHoto
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:26:14 AM

I didn't have time frame just got in at 8am is Chairman going to drop by during the day?
We can capture image then.. .let me know. Ivonne
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:23 AM
To: Couret, Ivonne; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: AV PHoto

Chairman's already gone, but we'll get what we can.
From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:23 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Harrington, Holly
Subject: AV PHoto

FYI - Photographer has been instructed to walk over take some refresh pictures, Chairman
and the Protective Measures Team .... I told him to stop by OPA to identify any other
images...l'm here Ivonne
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:33 PM

To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: when you get in

Have AV take some fresh photos. Particularly see if they can get chairman or Protective
Measures Team.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shoop. Undine
Burnell, Scott
FW: FYI: Response to Question
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:15:52 AM

From: Clark, Jeff
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:01 AM
To: Shoop, Undine
Cc: Kennedy, Kriss; Pruett, Troy; Dricks, Victor; Uselding, Lara; Azua, Ray
Subject: FYI: Response to Question

Undine,
In response to your question:
3. Any quick-hit info about how the Southeast Reactors performed
during Katrina? What damage did the flood water do? Any power
loss?
Waterford 3 (near New Orleans, LA) did not have damage to any safety equipment during,
or shortly after Katrina. They shut down on August 28, 2005, in advance of the hurricane
strike. The flooding did affect local infrastructure, including communications and power
distribution. However, the plant successfully used their emergency diesel generators to
furnish plant power. Access was maintained to the plant throughout the event. On
September 9, 2005, after a comprehensive review by FEMA and the NRC, the plant was
authorized to restart.
Please contact me if you have additional questions.

Jeff Clark, P.E.
BC-PBE (ANO/FCS/W3)
RIV/DRP
(817)860-8147
Jeff.Clark~nrc.gov

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott
Shannon. Valerie; Brenner. Eliot
Couret. Ivonne
RE: Interview
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:10:00 AM

Returning call now.
From: Shannon, Valerie
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:23 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Interview
Natasha from Channel 4 is requesting an interview. Please call her on 202-885-4267.

From:

Burnell, Scott

To:

Akstulewicz, Brenda

Subject:
Date:

RE: Good Morning...Do you need (6?) copies of the clips?
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:06:00 AM

He already has some.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:00 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Good Morning.. .Do you need (6?) copies of the clips?

Printing now, will be over ASAP. Would you mind asking Eliot if hecneeds tea?
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:51 AM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Good Morning.. .Do you need (6?) copies of the clips?
Yes please, although there are too many pages for the copier to staple - use large
butterfly clips instead.
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:46 AM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott
Subject: Good Morning.. .Do you need (6?) copies of the clips?

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
6renda.akstufewicz@nrc.aov

David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Miller, Dana [Dana.Miller@mail.house.gov]
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:41 PM
Decker, David
RE: more info

Hi David,
I think it's a step in the right direction but it's not exactly what we're looking for. It appears that the document we are
looking for is the August 2010 NRC document, "Safety/Risk Assessment Results for Generic Issue (GI) 199, Implications of
Updated Probalistic Seismic Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastern United States on Existing Plants." Document
number ML100270582.
Is there any way to get that document? The summary you sent over doesn't seem to contain any information on the
calculations or anything specific to Indian Point. If you're able to find the other document it would be a big help.
Thanks!
Dana
From: Decker, David [mailto:David.Decker~nrc.pov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:34 PM
To: Miller, Dana
Subject: FW: more info
Dana,
Hopefully this is what you are looking for, but just let me know if it isn't.
David
From: Miller, Dana [mailto:Dana.MiIleramail.house.qovl
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:13 PM
To: Decker, David
Subject: more info
Hi David,
I noticed this list from the article which may help you identify the NRC report: "Based on those new maps, the NRC
published in August 2010 new estimates of the earthquake risk at nuclear power reactors in the eastern and central
states." I hope this helps. Please let me know if you're able to find the report as soon as possible.
Thanks!
Dana Miller
Legislative Assistant
Office of Congresswoman Nita Lowey
2365 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
(202) 225-6506
Please sign up to receive News From Nita, Congresswoman Lowey's weekly electronic newsletter.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Droggitis, Spiros
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:50 PM
Schmidt, Rebecca; Shane, Raeann; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Dacus, Eugene; Decker, David
RE: Chernobyl deaths

From NRC Fact Sheet:
Health Effects from the Accident
The Chernobyl accident caused many severe radiation effects almost immediately. Among the approximately
600 workers present on the site at the time of the accident, 2 died within hours of the reactor explosion and
134 received high radiation doses and suffered from acute radiation sickness. Of these, twenty eight workers
died in the first four months after the accident. Another 200,000 recovery workers involved in the initial cleanup
work of 1986-1987 received doses of between 0.01 and 0.50 Gy. The number of workers involved in cleanup
activities at Chernobyl rose to 600,000, although only a small fraction of these workers were exposed to
dangerous levels of radiation. Both groups of cleanup and recovery workers may become ill because of their
radiation exposure, so their health is being monitored.
The Chernobyl accident also resulted in widespread contamination in areas of Belarus, the Russian
Federation, and Ukraine inhabited by millions of residents. Radiation exposure to residents evacuated from
areas heavily contaminated by radioactive material from the Chernobyl accident also has been a concern.
Average doses to Ukrainian and Belarusian evacuees were 17 mSv and 31 mSv, respectively. Individual
exposures ranged from a low of 0.1 to 380 mSv. However, the majority of the five million residents living in
contaminated areas received very small radiation doses which are comparable to natural background levels (1
mSv per year).
The health of these residents also has been monitored since 1986, and to date there is no strong evidence for
radiation-induced increases of leukemia or solid cancer (other than thyroid cancer). An exception is a large
number of children and adolescents who in 1986 received substantial radiation doses in the thyroid after
drinking milk contaminated with radioactive iodine. To date, about 4,000 thyroid cancer cases have been
detected among these children. Although 99% of these children were successfully treated, nine children and
adolescents in the three countries died from thyroid cancer. Fortunately, no evidence of any effect on the
number of adverse pregnancy outcomes, delivery complications, stillbirths or overall health of children has
been observed among the families living in the most contaminated areas.
Apart from the increase in thyroid cancer after childhood exposure, no increase in overall cancer or non-cancer
diseases have been observed that can be attributed to the Chernobyl accident and exposure to radiation.
However, it is estimated that approximately 4,000 radiation-related cancer deaths may eventually be attributed
to the Chernobyl accident over the lifetime of the 200,000 emergency workers, 116,000 evacuees, and
270,000 residents living in the most contaminated areas. This estimate is far lower than initial speculations that
radiation exposure would claim tens of thousands of lives, but it is not greatly different from estimates made in
1986 by Soviet scientists.
----Original Message ----From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:45 PM
To: Shane, Raeann; Droggitis, Spiros; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Dacus, Eugene; Decker, David
Subject: Chernobyl deaths
Do you have a number? Can someone look up ?
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

David Decker
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:07 PM
Rebecca Schmidt; Eugene Dacus; Spiros Droggitis
Powell, Amy; Well, Jenny; Riley (OCA), Timothy
RE: Seismic Risk Assessment

Another question just in on this MSNBC article from Congresswoman Lowey's office. They'd like a copy of the
analysis (study/report?) used to develop the conclusion that IP #3 is the plant most likely to have earthquake
problems.

From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:04 PM
To: Decker, David; Dacus, Eugene; Droggitis, Spiros
Cc: Powell, Amy; Well, Jenny; Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: Re: Seismic Risk Assessment
Hold off: Jennifer is here looking

From: Decker, David
To: Dacus, Eugene; Droggitis, Spiros
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Weil, Jenny; Riley (OCA), Timothy
Sent: Wed Mar 16 12:02:14 2011
Subject: RE: Seismic Risk Assessment
Just got a question from CRS about the same article and NRC report on seismic issue. They want to
understand the methodology NRC used in doing the report.
From: Dacus, Eugene
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:01 PM
To: Decker, David; Droggitis, Spiros
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Weil, Jenny; Riley (OCA), Timothy
Subject: Fw: Seismic Risk Assessment
How do we handel these type questions now?
Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Eugene Dacus
301-529-1557

From: Rosenbaum, Ben (Gillibrand) <Ben-Rosenbaum@gillibrand.senate.gov>
To: Dacus, Eugene
Sent: Wed Mar 16 11:45:12 2011
Subject: Seismic Risk Assessment
Hey Eugene, Mi

I was sent the MSNBC article that outlines NRC's at-risk ranking for nuclear plants from seismic activity.
757
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How does IP#3 differ so much from IP#2 that there risk assessment is so varied?
Thanks,
Ben
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/42103936/ns/world_news-asiapacific
Benjamin Rosenbaum
Legislative Assistant
Senator Kirsten Gillibrand
478 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

202-224-4451
202-228-0282 - FAX

Click here to sign-up for the Senator's newsletter!

Please consider the environment before printing this email.
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From:

Burnell. Scott

To:

Landau, Mindy

Subject:

RE: CNBC website

Date:

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:53:00 PM
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From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:53 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: CNBC website
Ooops 201-735-4851
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:52 PM
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: RE: CNBC website

From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:51 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: CNBC website

Please call Christina Cheddar-Berk re: the GI-199 study - she has a copy of the
report and has questions
Mindy S. Landau
Deputy Assistant for Operations
Communication and Performance Improvement
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
301-415-8703
mindy.landau@nrc.gov

.. .. ...
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From:

Borchardt. Bill

To:
Subject:

Taylor. Renee
Fw: Latest Q&A and talking points
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:29:34 AM

Date:
Attachments:

Chairman JaczkoOA7 031511.docx
OUAKE TP 3 15.docx

Bill Borchardt
Via blackberry

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Borchardt, Bill
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Tue Mar 15 11:25:03 2011
Subject: Latest Q&A and talking points
Attached - OIP still working on question of Japanese backup power requirements fallback answer is that we can only speak to issues under our jurisdiction.

\\/I~k

Questions and Answers for Chairman Jaczko
March 11, 2011 Japan Earthquake/Tsunami Aftermath
As of 11:30 a.m. 3/15/2011

1. What is the NRC doing about the emergencies at the nuclear power plants in Japan? Are you
sending staff over there?
Public Answer: We are closely following events in Japan, working with other agencies of the federal
government, and have been in direct contact with our counterparts in that country. We have sent a total of
11 staff to Tokyo in response to the Japanese government's request for assistance. Two of those NRC
staff members, knowledgeable about boiling water reactors, are already in Japan participating in the
USAID team.
Additional technical, non-public information:
We are taking the knowledge that the staff has about the design of the US nuclear plants and we are
applying this knowledge to the Japan situation. For example, this includes calculations of severe accident
mitigation that have been performed. Tony Ulses and Jim Trapp are in-country. Team led by Chuck
Casto enroute from various locations.

2. What's going to happen following the hydrogen explosions everyone's seen from the video
footage?
Public Answer: The NRC is aware of the Japanese efforts to stabilize conditions at the affected reactors,
and those actions are in line with what would be done in the United States. The NRC continues to
monitor information on the status of the reactor core, the reactor vessel and the containment structure all three areas are important to controlling the situation and protecting the public.
Additional technical, non-public information:
The explosions affected the secondary containment buildings for Units 1 and 3 of the reactor plant. The
primary containment was unaffected by the explosion. This does expose the spent fuel pools to
atmosphere but should not affect the integrity of the spent fuel pool. With the integrity of the Secondary
Containment breached it is more essential to maintain Primary Containment intact.
To provide additional protection to Primary Containment, US reactors of the containment type similar to
Fukushima Unit 1 installed a hardened vent line from primary containment directly to the vent stack. A
hardened vent provides a release path which would prevent an overpressurization of containment as
experienced at Fukushima Unit One. Venting from the hardened vent is typically a manual operation that
is controlled by the Emergency Operating Procedures as a last resort to protect the containment from
failure. This vent path can be directly from the upper containment or from the torus (the preferred vent
path due to scrubbing effect of the torus water).

3. What should be done to protect people in Alaska, Hawaii and the West Coast from radioactive
fallout?
Public Answer: The NRC continues to believe that the type and design of the Japanese reactors,
combined with how events have unfolded, will prevent radiation at harmful levels from reaching U.S.
territory.
Additional technical, non-public information: NRC is working with DHS, EPA and other federal partners to
ensure monitoring equipment for confirmatory readings is properly positioned, based on meteorological
and other relevant information.
Questions and Answers developed by Rob Taylor
4. Can this happen here i.e. an earthquake that significantly damages a nuclear power plant? Are
the Japanese plants similar to U.S. plants?
Public Answer: All U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including
earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located in areas with low and moderate seismic
activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safetysignificant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into account even very rare and
extreme seismic and tsunami events.
The Japanese facilities are similar in design to several US facilities.
Additional technical, non-public information:
Currently operating reactors were designed using a "deterministic" or "maximum credible earthquake"
approach. Seismic hazard for the new plants is determined using a much more robust probabilistic
seismic hazard assessment approach that explicitly addresses uncertainty and very rare events, as
described in RG1.208. The NRC requires that adequate margin beyond the design basis ground shaking
levels is assured. The NRC further enhances seismic safety for beyond-design-basis events through the
use of a defense-in-depth approach.
In addition, the NRC periodically reviews the seismic risk at operating reactors when information may
have changed. Over the last few years the NRC has undertaken a program called Generic Issue 199,
which is focused on assessing hazard for plants in the central and eastern US using the latest techniques
(developed in part during reviews of Western U.S. plants) and determining the possible risk implications
of any increase in the anticipated ground shaking levels. This program will help us assure that the plants
are safe under exceptionally rare and extreme ground motions that represent beyond-design-basis
events.

5. What would U.S. plants do in this situation?
Public Answer: The NRC requires plant designs to include multiple and diverse safety systems, and
plants must test their emergency preparedness capabilities on a regular basis. Plant operators are very
capable of responding to significant events. In addition, NRC regulations require plants to have plans in
place that would allow them to mitigate even "worst case scenarios".
Since 9/11, we have implemented requirements for licensees to have additional response capabilities for
extreme situations.

Additional technical, non-public information:
U.S. nuclear plants have procedures in place to address a variety of accident scenarios, including
abnormal operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, severe accident management
guidelines and emergency plans. Additionally, the NRC activates ilncident Response centers in
Headquarters and individual Regions as necessary for the event to provide technical monitoring and
support.
The NRC is capable of providing access to many external agencies (i.e., FEMA, Homeland Security,
Military, etc.) to provide any additional help that individual plant sites may need. Additionally, the NRC
has access to real-time plant information through the ERDS System for each site in the US and can
monitor the status anytime.

6. Are U.S. power plants designed to withstand tsunamis?
Public Answer: Yes. Plants are built to withstand a variety of environmental hazards. Those plants that
might face a threat from tsunami are required to withstand large waves and the maximum and minimum
wave heights at the intake structure (which varies by plant.)
Additional, technical, non-public information:
Tsunami have been considered in the design of US nuclear plants since the publication of Regulatory
Guide 1.59 in 1977, although the approaches that were used for design of the existing plants varied
significantly. Nuclear plants are designed to withstand flooding from not only tsunami, but also hurricane
and storm surge; therefore there is often significant margin against tsunami flooding. However, it should
be noted that Japanese experience has shown that drawdown can be a significant problem. Drawdown
was not generally analyzed in the past.
Currently the US NRC has a tsunami research program that is focused on developing modern hazard
assessment techniques and additional guidance through cooperation with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration and the United States Geological Survey. This has already lead to several
technical reports and an update to NUREG 0-800. The NOAA and USGS contractors are also assisting
with NRO reviews of tsunami hazard. A new regulatory guide on tsunami hazard assessment is currently
planned in the office of research, although it is not expected to be available in draft form until 2012.

7. What happens when/if a plant "melts down"?
Public Answer: In short, nuclear power plants in the United States are designed to be safe. To prevent the
release of radioactive material, there are multiple barriers between the radioactive material and the
environment, including the fuel cladding, the heavy steel reactor vessel itself and the containment
building, usually a heavily reinforced structure of concrete and steel several feet thick.
Additional, technical, non-public information:
The melted core may melt through the bottom of the vessel and flow onto the concrete containment floor.
The core may melt through the containment liner and release radioactive material to the environment.

8. Why is KI administered during nuclear emergencies?
Public Answer: KI - potassium iodide - is one of the protective measures that might be taken in a
radiological emergency in this country. A KI tablet will saturate the thyroid with non radioactive iodine and
prevent the absorption of radioactive iodine that could be part of the radioactive material mix of
radionuclides in a release. KI does not prevent exposure from these other radionuclides.
Additional, technical non-public information.
There are a range of protective measures that we use ... the most effective is evacuation. Local
government officials are responsible for determining the best means to protect their public. KI is another
means for protection but evacuation and sheltering are the primary means that are used.

9. Was there any damage to U.S. reactors from either the earthquake or the resulting tsunami?
Public Answer: No
Additional, technical non-public information: Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 were the only US plants to
declare any type of an emergency classification. The site entered an "unusual event" based on a tsunami
warning from the State, NOAA, NWS, Coast Guard or System Dispatcher following the Japanese
earthquake. They have since exited the "unusual event" declaration, based on a downgrade to a tsunami
advisory.

10. Has this incident changed the NRC perception about earthquake risk?
Public Answer: There has been no change in the NRC's perception of earthquake hazard (i.e. ground
shaking levels) for US nuclear plants. As is prudent, the NRC will certainly be looking closely at this
incident and the effects on the Japanese nuclear power plant in the future to see if any changes are
necessary to NRC regulations.
Additional, technical, non-public information.
We expect that there would be lessons learned, etc. It appears that the sites did not have any critical
damage due to the earthquake from the fact that the emergency diesel generators initially responded to
provide power to the site. The tsunami and consequential site flooding was responsible for the complete
loss of power to the site, including the diesel generators which resulted in a Station Blackout.
11. Will this incident affect new reactor licensing?
Public Answer: It is not appropriate to hypothesize on such a future scenario at this point.
Additional, technical non-public information:
This event could potentially call into question the NRC's seismic requirements which could require the
staff to re-evaluate the staffs approval of the AP1 000 and ESBWR design and certifications.

12. What magnitude earthquake are US plants designed to?
Public Answer: Each plant is designed to a ground-shaking level that is appropriate for its location, given
the possible earthquake sources that may affect the site and its tectonic environment. Ground shaking is
a function of both the magnitude of and earthquake and the distance from the fault plane to the site. The
probabilistic approaches currently used by the NRC account for a large number of different magnitudes.
Additional, technical non-public information:
In the past, "deterministic" or "scenario based" analyses were used to determine ground shaking (seismic
hazard) levels. Now a probabilistic method is used that accounts for all possible earthquakes coming from
all possible sources (including background seismicity) and the likelihood that each particular hypothetical
earthquake occurs.

13. How many US reactors are located in active earthquake zones (and which reactors)?
Public Answer: Although we often think of the US as having "active" and "non-active" earthquake zones,
earthquakes can actually happen almost anywhere. Seismologists typically separate the US into low,
moderate, and high seismicity zones. The NRC requires that every plant is designed for site-specific
ground motions that are appropriate for their location. In addition, the NRC has specified a minimum
ground shaking level to which the plants must be designed.
Additional, technical non-public information: No additional.

14. How many reactors are along coastal areas that could be affected by a tsunami (and which
ones)?
Public Answer: Many plants are located in coastal areas that could theoretically be affected by tsunami.
Two plants, Diablo Canyon and San Onofre, are on the Pacific Coast, which is known to have tsunami
hazard. There are also two plants on the Gulf Coast, South Texas and Crystal River. There are many
plants on the Atlantic Coast or on rivers that may be affected by a tidal bore. These include St. Lucie,
Turkey Point, Brunswick, Oyster Creek, Millstone, Pilgrim, Seabrook, Calvert Cliffs, Salem/Hope Creek,
and Surry. Tsunami on the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts occur, but are very rare. Generally the flooding
anticipated from hurricane storm surge exceeds the flooding expected from a tsunami for plants on the
Atlantic and Gulf Coast.
Additional, technical non-public information: None

15. How many U.S. plants have designs similar to the affected Japanese reactors (and which
ones)?
Public answer: Thirty-five of the 104 operating nuclear power plants in the U.S. are boiling water reactors
(BWRs), as are the reactors at Fukushima. Twenty-three of the U.S. BWRs have the same Mark I
containment as the Fukushima reactors.
Four of the U.S. BWRs are early designs which are similar to Fukushima Unit 1.
Nineteen U.S. BWRs are similar to Fukushima Unit 3.
Additional Information
Fukushima Unit 1 is a BWR-3 with a Mark 1 containment similar to Oyster Creek, Nine Mile Point Unit 1,
and Dresden Units 2 and 3.
Fukushima Unit 3 is a BWR-4 with a Mark 1 containment and a Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)
system. The remaining 31 U.S. BWRs use a Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system instead of an
isolation condenser. Nineteen of those 31 reactors have a Mark 1 containment, while the remainder are
more recent designs.
16. What resources are the Japanese asking for?
The Japanese have formally requested equipment needed to cool the reactor fuel. This includes such
things as pumps, fire hoses, portable generators, and diesel fuel. The NRC is coordinating with General
Electric, which has plant design specifications, to ensure any equipment provided will be capable of
meeting the needs of the Japanese.
17. What should the American public know about the incident in Japan?
The events unfolding in Japan are the result of a catastrophic series of natural disasters. These include
the fifth largest earthquake in recorded history and the resulting devastating tsunami. Despite these
unique circumstances, the Japanese appear to have taken reasonable actions to mitigate the event and
protect the surrounding population. Since the beginning of the event, the NRC has continuously manned
its Operations Center in Rockville, MD in order to gather and examine all available information as part of
the effort to analyze the event and understand its implications both for Japan and the United States.
18. What could you say about the dangers to the American public from our nuclear plants?
As the events in Japan continue to unfold, the NRC is focused on supporting the Japanese government
and people in bringing this crisis to closure in the safest manner possible. The NRC remains convinced
that U.S. nuclear power plants are designed and operated in a manner that protects public health and
safety. The time will come, after this crisis is behind, us, to evaluate what, if any, changes are needed at
U.S. nuclear power plants. We will assess all the available information and, as we have done with
previous natural disasters, such as the 2007 earthquake in the Sea of Japan and the 2004 tsunami in the
Indian Ocean, evaluate whether enhancements to U.S. nuclear power plants are warranted.
19. What happens next in Japan? How long will it take to assess the damage to the reactors?
The current focus is ensuring that adequate cooling of the reactor fuel at each of the affected Japanese
reactors is established and maintained. In the days, weeks, and months that follow, there will be
adequate time to assess the damage and determine next steps.

20. Compare this incident to the Three Mile Island. What are the similarities?
The events at Three Mile Island in 1979 were the result of an equipment malfunction that resulted in the
loss of cooling water to the reactor fuel. Subsequent operator actions compounded the malfunction
ultimately resulting in the partial core meltdown. While details are still developing, the events in Japan
appear to be the result of an earthquake and subsequent tsunami that knocked out electrical power to
emergency safety systems designed to cool the reactor fuel. In both events the final safety barrier, the
containment building, contained the majority of the radioactivity preventing its release to the environment.
21. Why did the seawater fail to cool the reactor?
Based on information available to the NRC, it appears that the seawater has been effective at providing
some cooling for the reactor. While it appears that some fuel damage has occurred, there will be plenty
of time once this crisis is resolved to determine the effectiveness of the measures taken in response to
this event.
22. If Chernobyl was a 7 and Three Mile Island was a 5, when does this event move from the 4
level?
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) rates nuclear events in accordance with its International
Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES). IAEA has assigned the events in Japan an INES rating of
4, "Accident with Local Consequences." This rating is subject to change as events unfold and additional
information becomes available. INES classifies nuclear accidents based on the radiological effects on
people and the environment and the status of barriers to the release of radiation. IAEA determinations
regarding the INES rating of events are made independently.
Three Mile Island was assigned an INES rating of 5, "Accident with Wider Consequences," due to the
severed damage to the reactor core.
23. Are any Americans in danger - armed forces, citizens in Tokyo?
The NRC, in consultation with the White House and U.S. Embassy, has advised United States citizens in
Japan to follow the protective measures recommended by the Japanese government. These measures
appear to be consistent with steps the United States would take. The Department of Defense has
personnel trained in radiation protective measures and is responsible for providing guidance to U.S.
armed forces. Inquiries regarding U.S. citizens in Japan should be directed to the State Department,
Consular Services at 202-647-7004.
24. What is the worst case scenario for the plant?
In a nuclear emergency, the most important action is ensure the core is covered with water to provide
cooling to remove any heat from the fuel rods. Without adequate cooling, the fuel rods will melt. Should
the final containment structure fail, radiation from these melting fuel rods would be released to the
atmosphere and additional protective measures may be necessary, depending on factors such as
prevailing wind patterns.
25. As time goes on, does the chance for a meltdown increase?
Not necessarily. Each passing hour the fuel rods will become cooler. If adequate cooling can be
established and maintained, the risk of a meltdown will be mitigated.
26. Is our battery backup power less effective than the Japanese?
No. US regulations do not specify the length of time that you need to have the batteries operate
following a loss of offsite power (most sites plan to have battery backup capability for 8 hours).
Instead, the amount of time is dependent on the site recovery strategy and is based on

providing sufficient capacity to assure that the core is cooled and containment integrity and
other vital functions are maintained in the event of postulated accidents.
27. Are we providing additional KI to the Japanese?
We have not been asked to provide KI.
28. What are US plants required to have for backup power? More than what the
Japanese reactors did?
US plants need to meet 10 CFR 50 Appendix A criterion 17. Reactor units must have 2
independent power supplies. All US (except Oconee) plants have diesels and battery backup
systems. Most of the US plants with diesels have two diesels per unit and those that have only
one dedicated diesel have a swing diesel available. The regulations do not specify the length of
time that you need to have the diesels and batteries operate following a loss of offsite power
(most sites plan to run the diesels for multiple days and have battery backup capability for 8
hours). Instead the amount of time is dependent on the site recovery strategy and is based on
providing sufficient capacity to assure that the core is cooled and containment integrity and
other vital functions are maintained in the event of postulated accidents.
[[[Japaneseregulations to follow from OIP.]]]

29. Some in the media and in Hill briefings are suggesting that Mark 1 containment is
flawed. What are the concerns about this type of containment? Are the US plants
with this safe?
BWR Mark I containments have relatively small volumes in comparison with PWR
containments. This makes the BWR Mark I containment relatively more susceptible to
containment failure given a core meltdown severe enough to (1) fail the reactor vessel and also
(2) severe enough so that the core melt reaches the containment boundary. On the positive
side, BWRs have more ways of adding water to the core than PWRs. This includes 2 water
injection sources which do not rely on AC electric power. These systems include Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling (RCIC) and High pressure coolant injection (HPCI).
The NRC considers BWRs with Mark I containment designs to be safe.
30. Any quick-hit info about how the Southeast Reactors performed during Katrina?
What damage did the flood water do? Any power loss?
The reactors performed as designed. Waterford was the most impacted while River Bend also
experienced some effects.
Waterford 3 (near New Orleans, LA) did not have damage to any safety equipment during, or
shortly after Katrina. They shut down on August 28, 2005, in advance of the hurricane strike.
The flooding did affect local infrastructure, including communications and power distribution.
However, the plant successfully used their emergency diesel generators to furnish plant power.
Access was maintained to the plant throughout the event. On September 9, 2005, after a
comprehensive review by FEMA and the NRC, the plant was authorized to restart.

River Bend Station (30 miles north of Baton Rouge, LA) did not experience damage to any
safety relate equipment and only minimal damage to emergency planning equipment (one siren)
during and after Hurricane Katrina. The station reduced power to 70 percent core thermal
power on August 28, 2005, due to reduced electrical grid loads. Access was maintained to the
plant throughout the event. On September 2, 2005, the plant returned to 100% power.
Also, in 1992 the eye of Hurricane Andrew, a category 5 hurricane, passed directly over the
Turkey Point nuclear plant. The plant was shut down prior to the hurricane making landfall and
an assessment of the plant following the hurricane demonstrated that the plant sustained very
little damage and all of the safety equipment was intact. (Most of the damage was too the
security fences being blown down).
31. With NRC moving to design certification, at what point is seismic capability tested
- during design or modified to be site-specific? If in design, what strength
seismic event must these be built to withstand?
The regulations related to seismic requirements are contained in 10 CFR 50 Appendix A
criterion 2.
During design certification, vendors propose a seismic design in terms of a ground motion
spectrum for their nuclear facility. This spectrum is called a standard design response spectrum
and is developed so that the proposed nuclear facility can be sited at most locations in the
central and eastern United States. The vendors show that this design ground motion is suitable
for a variety of different subsurface conditions such as hard rock, deep soil, or shallow soil over
rock. Combined License and Early Site Permits applicants are required to develop a site
specific ground motion response spectrum that takes into account all of the earthquakes in the
region surrounding their site as well as the local site geologic conditions. Applicants estimate
the ground motion from these postulated earthquakes to develop seismic hazard curves. These
seismic hazard curves are then used to determine a site specific ground motion response
spectrum that has a maximum annual likelihood of 1x10-4 of being exceeded. This can be

thought of as a ground motion with a 10,000 year return period. This site specific ground motion
response spectrum is then compared to the standard design response spectrum for the
proposed design. If the standard design ground motion spectrum envelopes the site specific
ground motion spectrum then the site is considered to be suitable for the proposed design. If
the standard design spectrum does not completely envelope the site specific ground motion
spectrum, then the COL applicant must do further detailed structural analysis to show that the
design capacity is adequate. Margin beyond the standard design and site specific ground
motions must also be demonstrated before fuel loading can begin.
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*

The NRC continues to believe that the type and design of the Japanese reactors,
combined with how events have unfolded, will prevent radiation at harmful levels
from reaching U.S. territory.

*

The NRC believes the Japanese response to the reactor situations and the protective
actions they are taking are comparable to how we would respond. We advise
Americans in Japan to follow the guidance of Japanese officials.

"

The Japanese government has formally asked for U.S. assistance in responding to
nuclear power plant cooling issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on March
11. The NRC has two staff on the ground in Japan as part of the USAID team and 10
other NRC personnel are enroute.

*

The NRC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S.
government response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center is activated and
monitoring the situation on a 24-hour basis.

*

The NRC is always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors
and we will analyze the information that comes from this incident.

*

The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from
Japan and to predict their path.

" Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska,
U.S. Pacific Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the U.S. to
AVOID any harmful levels of radioactivity.

*

U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including
earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive
seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

*

The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be
designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported
for the site and surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account
for the historical data's limited accuracy. In other words, U.S. nuclear power plants
are designed to be safe based on historical data to predict the area's maximum
credible earthquake.

Tene, Kimberly
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kammerer, Annie
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:55 AM
Tene, Kimberly
- NUREG issued in March 2009 Link
FW: (Action) Tsunami Fact Sheet
NRC TsunamiPaper Bagchi.pdf; Paper 15-0007 Kammerer 14WCEE.pdf; Paper 15-0009
Kammerer 14WCEE.pdf; Appendix for DS 417 US NRCAKammererGBagchiHJones.doc

FYI
From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:45 PM
To: Brown, Frederick; Giitter, Joseph; Howe, Allen; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Case, Michael; Ruland, William; Dudes,
Laura
Cc: McDermott, Brian; Ross-Lee, MaryJane; Hasselberg, Rick
Subject: RE: (Action) Tsunami Fact Sheet - NUREG issued in March 2009 Link
I have a fair amount of info on tsunami. I don't recall ever seeing a tsunami fact sheet, but could be wrong.
My suggestion, if we don't have one, is to get Henry Jones and Goutam Bagchi working on one. I lead the RES
work, but can't really dig into this until tomorrow. Goutam and Henry are the two people in NRO who I work
most closely with on this topic. They could give us an excellent start. Should I ask them?
BTW, there is a good (and only slightly out of date) summarization of our regulatory approach and regulatory
research in an appendix on US practice that I wrote for an IAEA guide on flooding (DS417). Also, Goutam,
Henry and I wrote a paper for an IAEA workshop last year.
Annie
From: Brown, Frederick
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:13 AM
To: Guitter, Joseph; Howe, Allen; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Case, Michael; Ruland, William; Dudes, Laura
Cc: McDermott, Brian; Ross-Lee, MaryJane; Kammerer, Annie; Hasselberg, Rick
Subject: FW: (Action) Tsunami Fact Sheet - NUREG issued in March 2009 Link
FYI
From: King, Mark
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:08 AM
To: Thorp, John; Boger, Bruce
Cc: Brown, Frederick; Thomas, Eric
Subject: RE: (Action) Tsunami Fact Sheet - NUREG issued in March 2009 Link
We had a NUREG issued on this subject back in March 2009.
SITAtSt
tUSUN AMI HIAZAR D ASSESSMENT AT' NUCLEARR- POWER PLANT SITStSIN THE_ U7NI;T-EIH
AMERICA'"Click link to view: rNUREG/CR-69661

http://pbadupws. nrc..qov/docs/MLO91 5/MLO91590193.2df
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-From: Thorp, John
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:57 AM
To: Boger, Bruce
Cc: Brown, Frederick; King, Mark; Thomas, Eric
Subject: RE: (Action) Tsunami Fact Sheet
We'll look for it; If we don't find it quickly, we'll start producing one. (Mark King, please start looking)
I take it we would define & describe the tsunami phenomena, then address which nuclear stations in the U.S.
are located in areas subject to tsunami waves, and describe what we can regarding the design of plants to
withstand tsunami impacts?
Thanks,
John
From: Boger, Bruce
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:48 AM
To: Thorp, John
Cc: Brown, Frederick
Subject: Tsunami Fact Sheet
I seem to recall that OpE developed a tsunami fact sheet? Should we dust it off?
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Tsunami Safety Criteria and Current Site Reviews
in the United States
By

Goutam Bagchi, Hosung Ahn, Henry Jones, Annie Kammerer,
Richard Raione and Nilesh Chokshi
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Abstract
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has promulgated an alternate licensing
framework for early site permits (ESPs), certified reactor designs, and combined
construction permits and operating licenses (COLs) as described in 10 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 52. New applicants have been using the Part 52 framework in
submittals since 2003. The reactor site criteria are addressed in 10 CFR Part 100.
Guidance for the public on approaches that meet NRC requirements is outlined in NRC
regulatory guides. Factors to be considered when selecting the site include physical
characteristics of the site including seismology, meteorology, geology, and hydrology.
The NRC staff review guidance and acceptance criteria are provided in a document,
"Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG 0800, Revised
March 2007." Section 2.4 of the staff guidance in NUREG 0800 relates to hydrology and
flooding design basis for a nuclear power plant.
The objective of this paper is to describe several initiatives undertaken in the U.S. to
capture the lessons learned from the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami; to describe revision of
the staff guidance documented in NUREG 0800 Section 2.4.6, "Probable Maximum
Tsunami Hazards" and some essential elements from Section 2.4.5, "Probable Maximum
Surge and Seiche Flooding;" and to describe efforts related to the revision of the
regulatory guide 1.59, "Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants." This document
also describes the efforts to use the lessons and insights learned from the current site
reviews.
Several coastal sites are currently under review for assessment of flood parameters
associated with tsunami and hurricane (e.g. maximum and minimum surge levels,
residence time, recession rate, erosion and sedimentation effects, etc.). Modeling of
wave propagation and overland runup is important for these efforts. Also, tsunami and
hurricane surge estimates, including consideration of site-specific long term climate
change and sea level rise effects are important aspects of the assessment. At coastal sites,
the effects of tsunami and hurricane should be carefully examined to determine which
effect governs the site flooding hazard.

Introduction
The Code of Federal Regulation Title 10, Part 100 (10 CFR Part 100) relates to Reactor
Site Criteria, and Subpart A applies to applications prior to 1997 and Subpart applies to
applications after 1997. The site factors that are required to be considered include
geological, seismological, hydrological, meteorological and other factors. In order to
expedite site selection and certification of standard reactor designs a decoupled process
was incorporated in 10 CFR Part 52 of the NRC regulation. This decoupled process
allows for early site permit (ESP) applications to be separate from the standard reactor
certification. The ESP needs to establish site characteristics that can accommodate an
envelope of plant parameters. An applicant seeking to license a nuclear power plant can
then use an ESP and a certified reactor design to submit an application for a combined
operating license. Although the option exists for an applicant to use a new reactor design
at a brand new site or use an ESP with a new reactor design.
NRC regulation 10 CFR Part 100.20 requires adherence to a set of siting factors.
Assessment activities related to these factors include the following:
" The nature and proximity of man-related hazards (e.g., airports, dams,
transportation routes, military and chemical facilities) must be evaluated to
establish site parameters for use in determining whether a plant design can
accommodate commonly occurring hazards, and whether the risk of other
hazards is very low.
* Physical characteristics of the site, including seismology, meteorology, geology,
and hydrology must be identified, characterized and assessed.
• Meteorological characteristics of the site that are necessary for safety analysis
or that may have an impact upon plant design (such as maximum probable wind
speed and precipitation) must be identified and characterized.
" Factors important to hydrological radionuclide transport (such as soil, sediment,
and rock characteristics, adsorption and retention coefficients, ground water
velocity, and distances to the nearest surface body of water) must be obtained
from on-site measurements. The maximum probable flood along with the
potential for seismically induced floods must be estimated using historical data.
In addition to the consideration of the siting factors above, a proposed facility must
include the principal design criteria. The principal design criteria establish the necessary
design, fabrication, construction, testing, and performance requirements for structures,
systems, and components important to safety; that is, structures, systems, and
components that provide reasonable assurance that the facility can be operated without
undue risk to the health and safety of the public. Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 specifies
these general design criteria (GDC) to establish minimum requirements for the principal
design criteria for water-cooled nuclear power plants similar in design and location to
plants for which construction permits have been issuied by the Commission. The General
Design Criteria are also considered to be generally applicable to other types of nuclear
power units and are intended to provide guidance in establishing the principal design
criteria for such other units. GDC 2 requires appropriate consideration of the most severe
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of the natural phenomena that have been historically reported for the site and surrounding
area, with sufficient margin for the limited accuracy, quantity, and period of time in
which the historical data have been accumulated. Appropriate combinations of the
effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena are
also required.

Regulatory Guidance on Flood Hazard Determination
Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.59, "Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants" provides
guidance for one acceptable method of establishing the design basis floods at a specific
site and NUREG 0800, "Standard Review Plan (SRP)" provides guidance to the NRC
staff on details of conducting the review and the determination of safety findings. RG
1.59 is currently being revised, and the SRP was revised on March 31, 2007.
NRC has adopted the concept of a "probable maximum event," for estimating design
bases. The probable maximum event, which is determined by accounting for the physical
limits of the natural phenomenon, is the event that is considered to be the most severe
reasonably possible at the location of interest and is thought to exceed the severity of all
historically observed events. For example, dam failures, a probable maximum flood
(PMF) is the hypothetical flood generated in the drainage area by a probable maximum
precipitation (PMP) event. The probable maximum storm surge is generated by the
probable maximum hurricane (PMH) or the probable maximum windstorm (PMWS).
These events are defined by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and ANS
in ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 (ANS, 1992). Similar concepts exist for a probable maximum
tsunami, which is not covered in the ANSI standard. Because the PMP is a deterministic
concept with no associated probability distribution, estimating the PMF also is a
deterministic process.
In order to assess the design basis flood, first, for the selected site of a nuclear power
plant, the causal phenomena or mechanisms that could lead to flooding should be
identified. Flooding causal mechanisms refer to the set of those hydro-meteorological,
geo-seismic, or structural failure phenomena (embankment, near by water control
structures) that may produce a flood at or near the site. The geographical area that is
relevant when determining floods at or near the site for each flooding causal mechanism
should be identified. This geographical area, generally termed the vicinity of the site or
site region (or just "the vicinity"), depends on the nature of the flood causal mechanism
being considered. Floods generated in the vicinity because of the hydro-meteorological,
geo-seismic, or structural failure may propagate to the site. For example, a PMF in a river
that flows by a site may consist of the entire watershed of the river upstream of the site.
For a site located near coastal regions, an ocean, or a large lake may also be subjected to
tsunamis or storim surges that might propagate to the site.
An inspection of historical data may reveal the flooding causal mechanisms that should
be considered for a site. For example, an inspection of air temperature data may suggest
potential for formation of ice jams or dams, the subsequent collapse of which may
generate a flood. More important is the need to inspect the hydrology, topography,
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morphology, and geology and the presence of any water control structures in the vicinity
of the site (e.g., a site located on the banks of a river should be investigated for the PMF
in the river; a site that has several upstream dams should be analyzed for floods from
single and cascading dam failures). Typically, flooding causal mechanisms that should
be considered include local intense precipitation, flooding in rivers and streams, flooding
from upstream dam breaches or failures, flooding from storm surges or seiches, flooding
from tsunamis, flooding from ice-induced events, and flooding from channel diversions
towards the site. A hierarchical hazard assessment starts with the most conservative
simplifying assumptions that maximize the hazards from the probable maximum event
for each natural flooding causal phenomenon expected to occur in the vicinity of a
proposed site. If the site is not inundated by floods from any of the phenomena, a
conclusion that the site is not susceptible to flooding would be valid (ANS, 1992), and no
further flood hazard assessment is needed. For these reasons, the SRP emphasizes the
need to apply a hierarchical approach for establishing the design basis flood.
U. S. Tsunami Initiatives Post-2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami
In response to the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, in 2005 the NRC coordinated a tsunami
safety study with the National Tsunami Safety initiative conducted by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The NRC tsunami hazard study was
conducted by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and the Pacific Marine and
Environmental Laboratory which is a part of NOAA. This early effort resulted in the
publication of two documents. They were NUREG-CR 6966, "Tsunami Hazard
Assessment at Nuclear Power Plant Sites in the Untied States of America", which was
published in final form in March 2009, and NOAA Technical Memorandum OAR
PMEL-136, "Scientific and Technical Issues in Tsunami Hazard Assessment of Nuclear
Power Plant Sites,", which was published in 2007. These documents form the basis of
the 2007 tsunami-related updates to NUREG 0800.
In 2006, the NRC also initiated a long-term research tsunami research program. This
program, which includes cooperative work with the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), was
designed both to. support activities associated with the licensing of new nuclear power
plants in the U.S and to support development of new regulatory guidance. This research
program has resulted in several publication and made important contributions to tsunami
modeling approach and standards, as summarized in conference papers by Kammerer
(2008)
Necessarily, the US NRC research program includes assessment of both seismic- and
landslide-based tsunamigenic sources in both the near and the far fields. The inclusion of
tsunamigenic landslides, an important category of sources that impact tsunami hazard
levels for the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts, is a key difference between this program and
most other tsunami hazard assessment programs that existed at the time. The initial phase
of work undertaken by the USGS as part of the research program consisted of collection,
interpretation, and analysis of available offshore data, with significant effort focused on
characterizing offshore near-field landslides and analyzing their tsunamigenic potential
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and properties. This work is summarized in ten Brink et al (2008). In addition, eight
papers have been published in a special edition of Marine Geology Marine Geology
Special Issue: Tsunami Hazard Along the U.S. Atlantic Coast, Volume 264, Issues 1-2,
(2009) dedicated in whole to the results of the NRC research program. These papers are
listed in the reference section of this document.
In the current phase of research, additional field investigations are being conducted in key
locations of interest and additional analysis of the data is being undertaken.
Simultaneously, the MOST tsunami generation and propagation model used by NOAA
has been enhanced to include landslide-based initiation mechanisms and is being used to
investigate the impact of the tsunamigenic sources identified and characterized by the
USGS. The potential for probabilistic tsunami hazard assessment will also be explored in
the final phases of the program.
Regulatory Guide 1.59 (1977) briefly discussed tsunami as a source of flooding. This
regulatory guide is currently being updated. However, the update of this guide will not
include tsunami-induced flooding. NRC staff is currently preparing a new regulatory
guide focused on tsunami hazard assessment and risk.

U. S. Storm Surge Initiatives Post-2005 Hurricane Katrina
At the end of August 2005, Hurricane Katrina made landfall near the Louisiana/
Mississippi border. Less than one month later, Hurricane Rita struck near the
Louisiana/Texas border. Both of these storms produced catastrophic damage, and areas of
the Louisiana and Mississippi coasts were devastated. NRC tasked the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE) to review the NOAA Technical Report NWS 23, "Meteorological
Criteria for Standard Project Hurricane and Probable Maximum Hurricane Wind Fields,
Gulf and East Coasts of the United States" and the NRC Regulatory Guide 1.59, "Design
Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants". Regulatory Guide 1.59 and its supporting
documents provide a methodology for estimating the probable maximum surge (PMS) for
open coast locations of the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. The PMS estimates are
determined by use of the probable maximum hurricane (PMH) parameters applied as
input to a quasi-two-dimensional numerical storm surge model developed in the early
1970s. The PMH is a hypothetical hurricane having a combination of characteristics that
give the highest sustained wind speed that can probably occur at a specified location.
In 2009, the Engineer Research and Development Center, Corps of Engineers Coastal and
Hydraulics Laboratory (ERDC CHL) recommended that both the NWS Report 23 and
Regulatory Guide 1.59 be updated. The meteorological criteria for the PMH wind fields
are developed in the NOAA Technical Report NWS 23 published in September 1979.
However, additional information from the many sources which were unavailable at the
time of that study, along with data from many well-documented storms since 1979, have
shown some potentially important inconsistencies between the PMH derived in that study
and current understanding of the characteristics of intense hurricanes. Similarly, the twodimensional storm surge model developed in 1971 is extremely limited by restrictions
and simplifications made in order to make the problem computationally tractable given
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the computer resources available in the early to mid 1970's. The model assumptions and
simplifications reduce the applicability and accuracy of the model.
Based on new theoretical concepts and data, NRC has continued its strong collaboration
with NOAA and USACE with the ultimate objective to transition storm surge regulatory
guidance to a more risk-informed methodology (1) by accounting for annual probabilities
of exceedance of joint wind speed/storm surge events, and (2) by considering the effects
of topography and bathymetry at the sites of interest, as the storm surge at any specific
location is highly dependent upon these factors. In general, the methodology involves the
simulation and selection of a stochastic set of storm tracks (synthetic approach),
integration of the selected storm tracks into a hydrodynamic simulation model to generate
time histories of wind speeds and corresponding time histories of storm surge heights at a
site, and the application of probabilistic methods to develop joint probabilities of
exceedance and mean recurrence intervals for wind speed/storm surge height events.
Limited observed data and the scale and extent of coastal storm surges have defeated
attempts to characterize them by a statistical analysis of direct measurements. Thus, it is
necessary to perform simulation studies using knowledge of the local climatology
combined with numerical models capable of accurately simulating storm surges
throughout the coastal zone. The current state-of-the-art uses the Empirical Simulation
Technique (EST) and Joint Probability Method (JPM). The EST method utilizes historic
data to generate a large number of multi-year simulations of possible future storm events
for a specific location. The approach is based on resampling and interpolation of data
contained in a database of events derived from historic events. The ensemble of
simulations is consistent with the statistics and correlations of past storm activity at the
site, but allows for random deviations in behavior that are likely to occur in the future.
The JPM method considers all possible combinations of storm characteristics at landfall,
calculates the surge effects for each combination, and then combines these results
considering the combinations' associated probabilities. The result is the annual
probability of exceeding any desired storm stage. Both the EST and JPM methods have
become the standard approach for the evaluation of surge inundation from tropical
cyclones.
EST and JPM schemes have been developed and applied in recent probabilistic
hurricane-studies performed by teams led by NOAA and by USACE for the central Gulf
of Mexico coast. An empirical simulation technique for modeling the entire tracks of
tropical cyclones was first published by Vickery, et al. (2000a) and used to determine
hurricane wind speeds and storm surge for the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic coasts for the
NRC. The surge model used in the Vickery study was the NOAA standard storm surge
model SLOSH (Sea, Lake and Overland Surges from Hurricanes). The USACE has an
ongoing study for the Gulf of Mexico coast using the JPM method and ADCIRC
(Advanced Circulation) storm surge model to refine the physics of the processes that
contribute to storm surge (Resio and Westerink, 2008).
The Great Lakes and climate change remain challenges. Although the EST method is
applicable to extratropical storms, more research will be required to update guidance for
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future NRC nuclear power plant sites located on the Great Lakes. Current guidance for
extratropical storm surge is defined by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
and ANS in ANSI/ANS-2.8-1992 (ANS, 1992). Similar to tropical cyclones, PMS
estimates are determined by use of the probable maximum storm (PMS) parameters
applied as input to a quasi-two-dimensional numerical storm surge model developed in
the early 1970s. Site-specific flooding analyses from PMS is carried out by using
qualified and benchmarked wave run models based on detailed flow channel cross
sections and contours. In regard to climate change, since the statistics, and thus the risks
of certain surge heights, depend on the storms, any change in storm intensities will lead
to a change in storm surge heights. While mean sea level is expected to rise, storms may
become in some regions more frequent and violent, while in others less so. This remains
an area of intense scientific scrutiny. When any significant change becomes evident, the
NRC has regulatory measures available to implement changes, if necessary for adequate
protection of public health and safety.
Current Reviews for Coastal Sites
There are several coastal sites that are currently in review. Section 2.4.6 of the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for COL applications includes the description of PMT,
historical tsunami record, source generator characteristics, tsunami analysis, tsunami
water levels, hydrography and harbor or breakwater influences on tsunami, and effects on
safety-related facilities. FSAR are produced by each licensee and submitted to the US
NRC.
The NRC staff bases the PMT for the costal sites on the historical record of tsunamis and
previously published tsunami assessments for the Gulf of Mexico or the Atlantic Ocean.
Wave heights from offshore landslide sources were considered in the establishment of the
PMT.
The NRC staff then establishes a maximum water level at the site of interest, by applying
a runup amplification factor and taking into account 10% exceedance spring high tide and
global sea-level rise within the next century. The staff determines whether the estimated
PMT will not affect safety-related facilities at the proposed site or not based on the
maximum on-site surge level. If affected, the staff proposes flood protection measures in
FSAR Section 2.4.10. If the tsunami forces or erosion is of concern, the staff
recommends sea walls or wave break structures. If the site flooding is of concern, then
external flood protectionskmeasures are necessary for plant safety.
Historicaland/or Paleo Tsunami
The staff examines published information to determine the source characteristics for
several different types of potential tsunamis sources: seismogenic, volcanogenic, and
landslide generated. Both far-field seismogenic sources and near-field submarine and
above ground landslide sources as potential generators for the PMT are considered. After
reviewing published and internet-based tsunami catalogs, databases, and historical
accounts, the staff identifies historical tsunami events for the site of interest.
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The application should address any evidence of paleo-tsunami deposits in the FSAR. For
example for South Texas site in the USA, a deposit located in Falls County, Texas near
the Brazos River was originally interpreted as caused by a paleo-tsunami. The common
interpretation of this deposit is that it was emplaced by a tsunami generated from
Chicxulub asteroid impact, owing to its date and the existence of impact ejecta at the
Brazos site. Researchers suggested that a tsunami wave 50-100 m high was necessary to
explain this deposit. It appears that the wave that created these deposits was not likely to
be generated by any landslide source that would be of relevance to the present-day PMT
determination. Waves emanating from such a source would not have the needed extreme
wave heights and long periods to be able to propagate significant wave energy far inland
to a potential NPP site. The common interpretation of this deposit is that it was emplaced
by a tsunami generated by the Chicxulub impact. It is unlikely, however, that the wave
heights inferred from the deposit are relevant to detennination of the present-day PMT at
a proposed site.
PotentialTsunamigenicSources
Potential tsunami sources that are likely to determine the PMT at the U.S. costal sites are
submarine landslides, subaerial landslides, volcanogenic sources, near-field intra-plate
earthquakes and inter-plate earthquakes. These sources are identified as following:..
SubaerialLandslides: With regard to subaerial landslides, the staff looks for
major coastal cliffs near the site that would produce tsunami-like waves that
exceed the amplitude of those generated by other sources.
Volcanogenic Sources.- The staff relies on the databases developed by either
USGS, NOAA, or other government agencies (e.g. the Global Volcanism
Program of the Smithsonian Institution, fromhttp://www. volcano.si.edui).
Catastrophic failures associated with volcanoes along the U.S. Coasts are
considered as potential tsunami sources that generate significant wave activity
near the sites of interests.
Intra-PlateEarthquakes: The staff relies on the tectonic plate boundary maps in
the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic regions. Also-looking are the maximum
magnitude and slip of earthquakes. The staff reviews the maximum slip, and
consequently the maximum sea floor displacement, associated with an earthquake
scales with its magnituide to determine the initial tsunami wave amplitude
associated with an intra-plate earthquake.:
Inter-PlateEarthquakes:In the far-field, description of major plate boundary
faults, specific source parameters, and offshore tsunami amplitudes from oceanic
inter-plate earthquakes are estimated.
Local Submarine Landslides: Submarine landslides in the U.S. Coasts are
considered a potential tsunami hazard for the reactor sites for two reasons: (1)
some dated landslides in the region have post-glacial ages, suggesting that
triggering conditions for these landslides are still present and (2) analysis of
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recent seismicity suggest the presence of small-scale energetic landslides in the
region.
The primary landslide parameters that are used in the tsunami wave generation
models include the excavation depth, volume and slide width, which can be
directly measured from sea floor mapping of the largest observed slide in the four
geologic provinces. The other necessary parameter is down slope landslide length,
interpreted from the runout distance. The runout distance measured from sea floor
mapping is a combination of fast plug flow (low viscosity, non-turbulent),
creeping plug flow (high viscosity/viscoplastic, non-turbulent) and turbidity
currents (turbulent boundary layer fluid). The latter two likely have little to no
tsunami-generating potential. The amplitude of the initial negative wave above
the excavation region is linked to the maximum excavation depth. The amplitude
of the initial positive wave above the deposition region is determined from a
conservation of landslide volume. The excavation volume can be well determined
using GIS techniques (see below). Setting the deposition volume equal to the
excavation volume, the positive amplitude is determined for a given landslide
length. For a fixed volume, increasing the landslide length decreases the initial
positive amplitude of the tsunami.
Landslide volume calculations are based on measuring the volume of material
excavated from the landslide source area using a technique similar to that often
Brink and others (2006) and Chaytor and others (2009). Briefly stated, the
approach involves using multibeam bathymetry to outline the extent of the
excavation area, interpolating a smooth surface through the polygons that define
the edges of the slide to provide an estimate of the pre-slide slope surface, and
subtracting this surface from the present seafloor surface.
The maximum observed landslide from multibeam surveys is taken as the
maximum landslide for a given region. It may be possible that larger landslides
could occur in a given region; however this determination of the maximum
landslide is consistent with the overall definition of PMT as "the most severe of
the natural phenomena that have been historically reported or determined from
geological and physical data for the site and surrounding area". In this case, the
maximum landslide is taken from geologic observations spanning tens of
thousands of years.
Seismic Seiches
Rather than being impulsively generated by displacement of the sea floor, seismic seiches
occur from resonance of seismic surface waves within enclosed or semi-enclosed bodies
of water. The harmonic periods of the oscillation are dependent on the dimensions and
geometry of the body of water. For instance in 1964, seiches were set up along the Gulf
Coast from seismic surface waves emanating from the M=9.2 Gulf of Alaska earthquake,
owing in part to amplification of seismic waves from the thick sedimentary section along
the Gulf Coast. Because the propagation path from Alaska to the Gulf Coast is almost
completely continental and because the magnitude of the 1964 earthquake is close to the
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maximum possible for that subduction zone, it is likely that the historical observations of
1964 seiche wave heights are the maximum possible and less than the PMT amplitudes
from landslide sources.
Tsunami PropagationModeling
Tsunami propagation, runup, and inundation have been computed using COULWAVE
model which is a 2-dimentional non-linear wave model. At the beginning of the wave
simulation, the staff used to make an initial simulation using a one-dimension wave
model. The purpose of these initial simulations is to provide an upper limit of the
tsunami wave height that could be generated by different landslide scenarios.
Source parameters for the simulation include landslide width, length, and excavation
depth. Although landslide volume is not a direct parameter used in the model, the
volumes of excavation and deposition are conserved and are used in determining the
amplitude of the initial positive wave. Note that these limiting simulations use physical
assumptions that are arguably unreasonable; the results of these simulations are useful to
filter out tsunami sources under even the most conservative assumptions. Specifically,
these assumptions are:
1. Time scale of submarine landslide motion is very small (i.e., instantaneous)
compared the period of the generated tsunami
2. Bottom roughness, and the associated energy dissipation, is negligible in locations
that are initially wet (i.e. locations with negative bottom elevation, offshore)
With Assumption 1, the free water surface response matches the change in the seafloor
profile exactly. The landslide time evolution parameter, which is associated with a high
degree of uncertainty, is thus removed. Assumption 2 prevents the use of an overly high
bottom roughness coefficient, which could artificially reduce the tsunami energy reaching
the shoreline. Such an assumption is too physically unrealistic to accept for the inland
regions where the roughness height may be the same order as the flow depth. For
tsunami inundation, particularly for inland regions such as those currently under review,
the wave would need to inundate long reaches of densely vegetated land to reach the site;
therefore inclusion of a conservative measure of bottom roughness is necessary in these
cases.
Tsunami and Hurricane surge induced wave run-up modeling is important, since these
can cause site flooding that can lead to erosion induced failure of levee/embankment etc
that may be used as safety significant water control structures at the site.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Taylor, Robert
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:01 PM
Decker, David
Droggitis, Spiros; Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca
RE: Chairman Testimony

Thanks.
From: Decker, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:01 PM
To: Taylor, Robert
Cc: Droggitis, Spiros; Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca
Subject: RE: Chairman Testimony
Rob,
Here is the written and oral testimony. During the Chairman's oral testimony he provided details about what
we believe the status of each of the 6 reactors at Fukushima is. This information is not in the attached oral
statement, and I'm not sure where the info came from. I suspect it's what's in the latest situation report.
From: Taylor, Robert
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:43 PM
To: Droggitis, Spiros; Decker, David
Subject: Chairman Testimony
Can you guys share the Chairman's written/oral remarks from today's hearings?
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David Decker
Quesenberry, Jeannette
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:27 PM
OCA Distribution
FW: Good Afternoon
imageOO0 .png

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

FYI.
From: Humerick, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:19 PM
To: Administrative ServicesCenter
Cc: Blakeney, Catherine; Flores, Jennifer; Quesenberry, Jeannette
Subject: RE: Good Afternoon

We have received a list of those staff who may be working a 24x7 shift in support of the
ongoing efforts responding to the events in Japan. Only those staff directly involved in these
efforts and are on the list provided by the Ops Center will be provided an emergency parking
pass. Thank you.
David E. Humerick
Chief, Administrative Services Center
ADM/DAS/ASC
Mailstop: 02A13
Tel: (301) 415-7796
Fax: (301) 415-3420

:,U.S.NRC
1.u~
•N-u-r ]~p•l-ya

C-Iu•|ia

From: Administrative ServicesCenter
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:17 PM
To: Humerick, David
Cc: Blakeney, Catherine; Administrative ServicesCenter; Flores, Jennifer; Quesenberry, Jeannette
Subject: FW: Good Afternoon
Good Afternoon David,
Please confirm the below. Thank you,
Jenny Flores

ASC
From: Quesenberry, Jeannette
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:54 PM
To: Administrative ServicesCenter
Subject: Good Afternoon
OCA has a number of employees who are participating in the Ops Center coverage ofJapan.
748

They have the red strip on the bottom of their badge at this time.
It is the understanding that they are allowed to park at the parking garage free of charge at any time they are
responding to the emergency either daily, after hours or on weekends. Is this accurate?
Please let me know so that I may pass the information onto the responders in OCA.
Thank you.

Office of Congressional Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Jeannette.Quesenberryv nrc.cov
301-415-1776
301-415-8571
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David Decker
Craddock, Elizabeth (Landrieu) [ElizabethCraddock@landrieu.senate.gov]
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:10 PM
Decker, David
RE: WashPost: Japan crisis revives global nuclear debate

From:
Sent:
To: Subject:

Thank you!
From: Decker, David [mailto: David. Deckerbn rc.qovl
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:09 PM
To: Craddock, Elizabeth (Landrieu)
Subject: RE: WashPost: Japan crisis revives global nuclear debate
Liz,
Chairman Jaczko will be the witness at 1:30pm over at the House Energy and Commerce hearing, and then
3:30 with Senate EPW. Both should be viewable on C-SPAN, and Senator Landrieu's question is almost sure
to come up. I'll be watching and e-mail you as soon as I hear something on this.
David
From: Craddock, Elizabeth (Landrieu) Fmailto: Elizabeth Craddockclandrieu.senate.govl
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:53 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject: FW: WashPost: Japan crisis revives global nuclear debate
David,
My boss read the article from below this morning and had serious concerns with the quote by NRC Chairman Jaczko, "At
this time, we don't have amny information that would cause us to do anything different."
She would like to know his reasoning for this and more context to this statement. I suspect that this statement doesn't
sit well with her given .the actions that countries like Germany and China, etc are taking to protect their citizens from
possibly nuclear accidents.
I realize y'all are swamped, so appreciate the help.
Thanks,
Liz
From: noreplyvwashingtonpost.com rmailto: noreplyOwashingtonpost.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:48 AM
To: Craddock, Elizabeth (Landrieu)
Subject: WashPost: Japan crisis revives global nuclear debate
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By Keith B. Richburg
BEIJING - The crisis in Japan has revived anti-nuclear passions around the world, putting governments on the

defensive and undermining the nuclear power industry's recent renaissance as the clean energy of the future.
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To,
Subject:

Owens, Tyler (Appropriations) [Tyler Owens@appro.senate.gov]
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:38 PM
Decker, David
Re: Request

David - Thanks for the prompt response!
From: Decker, David [mailto:David.Decker@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 09:17 AM
To: Owens, Tyler (Appropriations)
Subject: RE: Request
Tyler,
Here's what I got back from the staff on your question. -David

Question
Do you have any information on required retrofits for the US reactor fleet? What retrofits has NRC required, and when?
Answer
The NRC evaluates incidents that occur at operating nuclear power planrts. If evaluation of an incident indicates that a
modification (retrofit) to a licensed plant is needed to ensure adequate protection of public health and safety, the NRC
has the authority to require changes to these facilities. Selected examples of NRC required modifications are provided
below:
The accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 in March 1979 was caused by a combination of personnel error, design
deficiencies, and component failures. Following the accident, the NRC took a number of actions to require safety
improvements at power reactors based on lessons-learned from the accident and official studies and investigations of
the accident. Examples of some of the changes required include: improved training and qualification of plant
operations personnel, improvements in control room instruments and controls for operating the plant, installation of
additional equipment to mitigate accident conditions and to monitor radiation levels and plant status, and
enhancements to emergency preparedness requirements;
In 1988, the NRC amended its regulations to require that nuclear power plants be capable of withstanding a total loss of
alternating current (AC) electric power ("station blackout") for a specified duration and maintaining reactor core cooling
during this period. The objective of the rule change was to reduce the risk of severe accidents resulting from station
blackout by maintaining highly reliable AC power systems and, as additional defense-in-depth, assuring that plants can
cope with a station blackout for some period of time.
Following the events of September 11, 2001, the NRC issued Orders requiring licensees to develop specific guidance and
strategies to maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and spent fuel pool cooling capabilities using existing or
readily available resources (equipment and personnel) that could be effectively implemented under the circumstances
associated with loss of large areas of the plant due to explosions or fire, including those that an aircraft impact might
create. Although it was recognized prior to September 11, 2001, that nuclear reactors already had significant
capabilities to withstand a broad range of attacks, implementing these mitigation strategies would significantly enhance
the plants' capabilities to withstand a broad range of threats.
In 2002, maintenance workers discovered that corrosion had eaten a football-sized hole into, but not through, the
reactor vessel head of the Davis-Besse nuclear power plant in Ohio. Although the corrosion did not lead.to an accid•kt,,
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this was considered to be a serious nuclear safety incident. A task force review of the incident made recommendations
in a number of areas that resulted in the NRC instituting strict inspection requirements for reactor vessel heads and
other susceptible components to ensure cracks and/or leaks will be detected and repaired long before corrosion could
affect plant safety. Many nuclear power plants installed new reactor vessel heads following these inspections.
Are they required to retrofit as part of the permit renewal process?"
Regarding the license renewal process, the intent of the NRC's license renewal application review is to determine if the
applicant has adequately demonstrated that the effects of aging will not adversely affect any systems, structures, or
components that are within the scope of the review. When the plants were designed, certain assumptions were made
about the length of time the plant would be operated. During the renewal process, the applicant must confirm whether
these design assumptions will continue to be valid throughout the renewal period or whether plant aging effects will be
adequately managed. If an applicant were to determine that certain design assumptions would not be valid or that
aging effects could not adequately be managed without equipment replacement, then the applicant would need to
replace (or commit to replace) certain components before or during the renewal period.

From: Owens, Tyler (Appropriations) [mailto:TylerOwens@appro.senate.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:18 AM
To: Decker, David; Powell, Amy
Subject: RE: Request
Thanks, David!
From: Decker, David [mailto: David. Decker@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:18 AM
To: Owens, Tyler (Appropriations); Powell, Amy
Subject: RE: Request
Tyler,
I'll get your question out and see if I can get some information for you.
David
From: Owens, Tyler (Appropriations) [mailto:TylerOwens@appro.senate.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:14 AM
To: Powell, Amy; Decker, David
Subject: Request
Importance: High
I know you are smashed right now, but do you have any information on required retrofits for the US reactor fleet? What
retrofits has NRC required, and when? Are they required to retrofit as part of the permit renewal process? I would
appreciate anything you could get us, and (again, cognizant of what's going on) as quickly as possible. I really appreciate
everything you do!
-Tyler
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David Decker
From:

Correia, Richard

Sent:
To:

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:45 AM
Decker, David; Morris, Scott; Westreich, Barry; Layton, Michael; Holahan, Patricia; Miller,
Chris; Thaggard, Mark; Dudek, Michael
Costello, Ralph; Erlanger, Craig; McDermott, Brian; Gott, William; Marshall, Jane; Milligan,
Patricia; Jones, Cynthia; White, Chasity; Jackson, Karen; Evans, Michele; Wiggins, Jim;
Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Weil, Jenny; Cubellis, Louis; Biddison, John
RE: House Committee Staff Request for Ops Center Tour and Security Issues Briefing

Cc:
Subject:

Exceptional Dave. Thanks again.
From: Decker, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:07 AM
To: Correia, Richard; Morris, Scott; Westreich, Barry; Layton, Michael; Holahan, Patricia; Miller, Chris; Thaggard, Mark;
Dudek, Michael
Cc: Costello, Ralph; Erlanger, Craig; McDermott, Brian; Gott, William; Marshall, Jane; Milligan, Patricia; Jones, Cynthia;
White, Chasity; Jackson, Karen; Evans, Michele; Wiggins, Jim; Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Weil, Jenny
Subject: RE: House Committee Staff Request for Ops Center Tour and Security Issues Briefing

I just heard back from the House Committee on Homeland Security staffers via the e-mail below. No problem
rescheduling the tour/briefings to possibly the middle of April during their next recess. Thanks.
David

Absolutely. We'll let folks know here. We have 2 weeks of recess in April (18th-29th), so hopefully the situation in Japan
will have stabilized and we can visit you then! Best,
Diane

Diane, Mike and James,
Would it be possible to reschedule next Friday's tour of the Operations Center and briefings? Currently the Operations
Center (and many of the people who would be providing briefings) is totally devoted to dealing With the situation in
Japan. Rescheduling the tour and briefings would really help us a lot. Thanks.
David Decker
NRC/Congressional Affairs
301-415-1693
From: Correia, Richard
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:37 PM
To: Decker, David; Morris, Scott; Westreich, Barry; Layton, Michael; Holahan, Patricia; Miller, Chris; Thaggard, Mark;
Dudek, Michael
Cc: Costello, Ralph; Erlanger, Craig; McDermott, Brian; Gott, William; Marshall, Jane; Milligan, Patricia; Jones, Cynthia;
White, Chasity; Jackson, Karen; Evans, Michele; Wiggins, Jim
Subject: RE: House Committee Staff Request for Ops Center Tour and Security Issues Briefing
I just spoke with David Decker and recommend we reschedule this meeting given the ongoing and likely to
continue Op Center activities and staff's role in supporting them. He agreed to contact the Comrinittee staffer,
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and suggest a later date for the briefing.

/

From: Decker, David
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 5:14 PM
To: Morris, Scott; Westreich, Barry; Correia, Richard; Layton, Michael; Holahan, Patricia; Miller, Chris; Thaggard, Mark;
Dudek, Michael
Cc: Costello, Ralph; Erlanger, Craig; McDermott, Brian; Gott, William; Marshall, Jane; Milligan, Patricia; Jones, Cynthia;
White, Chasity; Jackson, Karen; Evans, Michele; Wiggins, Jim

Subject: RE: House Committee Staff Request for Ops Center Tour and Security Issues Briefing
Thanks Scott. The 3 staffers that asked for the tour/briefings are all from the majority side of the House
Committee on Homeland Security. I'll touch base with them tomorrow to see if they plan to invite anyone else.
From: Morris, Scott
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 12:04 PM
To: Westreich, Barry; Correia, Richard; Layton, Michael; Holahan, Patricia; Miller, Chris; Thaggard, Mark; Dudek, Michael
Cc: Costello, Ralph; Erlanger, Craig; McDermott, Brian; Gott, William; Marshall, Jane; Decker, David; Milligan, Patricia;
Jones, Cynthia; White, Chasity; Jackson, Karen; Evans, Michele; Wiggins, Jim
Subject: House Committee Staff Request for Ops Center Tour and Security Issues Briefing
Importance: High
All ...
DPR/IRD has reserved the Executive Team room of the HQ Operations Center on March 25, 2011, from 10 am - 12 noon,
for the briefing requested below. I am not certain which House Committee/Subcommittee these particular staffers work
for, or whether they are from the majority or minority side (or both). [David Decker ... can you clarify?1
Please note the highlighted list of topics that they wish to cover (below) ... Clearly all three Divisions within NSIR have a
stake in this briefing. I suggest that we meet soon to discuss the content of our respective presentation topics and to
coordinate our presentation timing and format.
Mike Dudek ... Please set up a near term planning meeting ... include OCA as well.
Thanks!
Scott

From: Decker, David
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 10:20 AM
To: Correia, Richard; Holahan, Patricia; McDermott, Brian
Subject: House Staffer Request for Ops Center Tour and Security Issues Briefing
Rich, Trish and Brian,
A group of House Committee on Homeland Security staffers just called us and asked if they could take a
pCenter
and discuss how the NRC coordinates with DHS and other federal/state/local government
agencies in an emergency. This seems like the standard presentation which you guys are pros at would be
perfect.
They also wanted to talk about other issues as well, including cyber security (Stuxnet); emergency response-i
mergency planning; infrastructure protection; activities with DNDO; potassium iodide dlstribution. I think the
Ops Center tour would cover the "emergency response", "emergency planning" and maybe the "activities with
DNDO" topics such that we wouldn't have to do anything more on those. But I think we might need three 15668

20 minute quick slide briefings after the tour (done in the Ops Center Executive Team room?) on cybersecurity,
protection of nuclear power plants, and KI. That would keep the overall time to about 2 hours.
Their proposed date is Friday, March 25.
Would this day work for the tour/briefing requested? I'd think maybe 10-12 in the morning, or 1-3pm might be
good times that day for them. Thanks for your help on this.
David
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David Decker
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Powell, Amy
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:23 AM
Decker, David; 'Christopher Griffin@lieberman.senate.gov'
Re: Japan Update Emails

Chris, also FYI: through Friday, USAID is coordinating conference calls for Congressional staff each day at 2pm EST.
NRC will participate on these calls.
The dial-in for these calls is 202-647-0817, passcode 4567

Amy Powell
Associate Director
Office of Congressional Affairs
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-1673
Sent from my Blackberry

From: Decker, David
To: Griffin, Christopher (Lieberman) <Christopher Griffin lieberman.senate. qov>
Cc: Powell, Amy
Sent: Wed Mar 16 11:16:52 2011
Subject: RE: Japan Update Emails

Chris,
We will put you on the distribution list for any info we send out on this. We have two hearing on the hill today
where the topic will almost all be about Japan, and may have some good information for you. The first hearing
is going on right now (although DOE is the witness at the moment, then Chairman Jaczko will be next) with
House Energy and Commerce and is on C-SPAN, while the second hearing will be this afternoon at 3:30pm
with Senate EPW.
David
From: Griffin, Christopher (Lieberman) [mailto:Christopher Griffin@lieberman.senate.qov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:12 AM
To: Powell, Amy; Decker, David
Subject: Japan Update Emails
Amy/David,
I understand that the NRC is sending out occasional updates on developments in Japan to Hill offices. Could I ask that
you add the following addresses to your distribution list:
christopher griffin@lieberman.senate.gov; marybeth schultz@hsgac.senate.gov; vance serchuk@hsgac.senate.gov
If there is an opportunity to provide additional background, I feel as though we have a fairly decent grasp of what the
current level of radiation escape from the plant means, but do not understand the effects of a worst-case scenario;
namely, a full meltdown at the three stricken reactors and/or a zirconium fire at the spent fuel pool in Reactor No. 4. If
this is something that NRC can provide additional insight into, we would be deeply grateful.
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Thank you,
Chris
Christopher Griffin
Legislative Assistant
Sen. Joseph I. Lieberman
202.224,8787
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From:

Andersen. James

To:

Virgilio. Martin; Borchardt, Bill; Weber. Michael; Ash. Darren; Muessle. Mary; Landau. Mindy
Merzke. Daniel; Wittick. Brian

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

FW: Japan Event Commission Meeting
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:16:25 PM

FYI.
From: Bavol, Rochelle
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:09 PM
To: Andersen, James
Cc: Merzke, Daniel; Laufer, Richard
Subject: RE: Japan Event Commission Meeting
Will do. We've called around to the Commission offices for availability (at this point most
likely will be on Monday), and now we're trying to get confirmation from the Chairman's
office so we can go to the other Commissioners offices. I put the "outline" you sent me
into scheduling note format, and am about to give it to Annette to review. There would be
two parts, a public session, then a closed session on strategy and agenda planning.

Rochiefle
From: Andersen, James

Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:07 PM
To: Bavol, Rochelle
Cc: Merzke, Daniel
Subject: Japan Event Commission Meeting
Rochelle,
We are starting to get questions from the staff on this meeting. Can you please use Dan
and myself as the OEDO contacts when you find out any information. I would like to try to
keep this somewhat in process. Thanks.
Jim A.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Chandrathil. Prema
Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott
Mitlyna. Viktoria
radioactive releases
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:03:17 PM

Is there any info or a list for what US agencies we are working with to monitor radioactive
releases? Is NOAA apart of it?
Thanks
Prema Chandrathil-Yeaman
Public Affairs Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III
Lisle, IL
(630) 829-9663
prema.chandrathil@nrc.gov

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ghneim. Munira
Burnell, Scott
Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz. Brenda
Ian Sample - Guardian Newspaper - London
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:59:24 PM

Good Afternoon,
Ian Sample would like someone to return his call in regards to the figures that were
released earlier today. Ian may be reached at 44-777-648-3066.
Thank You
Munira Ghneim
Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services
301-415-1170

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
SIMON LOMAX, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:; Brenner. Eliot
RE: Urgent request re Japan spent fuel pool
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:58:00 PM

Simon;
The Chairman's comments and the NRC's recommendations are based on the best information available
to the agency.
Scott
Message ----Original----From: SIMON LOMAX, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: [mailto: slomax(,bloomberg. net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:21 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Urgent request re Japan spent fuel pool
Hi Eliot (cc Scott)
My editors tell me Japanese officials are denying one of the spent fuel pools at the Fukushima Dai-Ichi
plant is empty, per the Chairman's testimony to House Committee. We need an NRC response to the
Japanese denial ASAP. Can you e-mail a statement?
Thanks to you both
Simon.

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG

k/I<

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joel Achenbach
Burnell. Scott
dumb question
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:44:40 PM

scott, what's the best single no-bullshit all-purpose news site for whats the latest with these japan
reactors. i mean, i am kind of bouncing around here from place to place. what's your advice? and what
have you heard lately? is it true that spent fuel in number 4 is completely uncovered? what happens
now?
thanks ....J

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Screnci. Diane
Burnell, Scott
FW: responsess
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:37:06 PM

Can you help?

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUNLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
6f0/337-5330
From: Tom Olson [mailto:tolson@tribweb.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:48 PM
To: Screnci, Diane
Subject: RE: responsess
Thanks. Just to follow up:
Did NRC or msnbc.com compute the ratios of chance a quake would cause damage? (Ex: Indian
Point 3's 1 in 10,000). I am reporting how remote even the highest chance is, Diane, but I need to
know if these are indeed NRC computations.
Your notes said some seismic hazard estimates had changed. When were the previous estimates
done?
Do you have the list of the 27 reactors involved in those changes?
I need to file very soon. Thanks.
-Tom

Thomas Olson
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review
412-320-7854
From: Screnci, Diane [mailto:Diane.Screnci@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:35 PM
To: Tom Olson
Subject: responsess

Tom,
I did not go through and doublecheck the numbers in the MSNBC story versus the report.
We don't rank plants.. The news article ranked the plants. This wasn't a seismic ranking
tool, just an effort to screen for plants needing a further look. The newsreport is a very
incomplete look at the overall research and we continue to believe U.S. reactors are
a I 't
capable of withstanding the strongest earthquake their sites could experience

•

•l•

The report shows us that:
Currently the operating nuclear power plants in the US remain safe, with no need for
immediate action. Existing plants are designed with considerable margin to be able to
withstand the ground motions that accounted for the largest earthquake expected in the
area of the plant.
This results of our recent assessment demonstrate that the probability of exceeding the
design basis ground motion might have increased at some sites, BUT ONLY BY A
RELATIVELY SMALL AMOUNT.
Even though the overall seismic risk estimates remain small, we've identified a number of
reactors (27 total) where we need to complete additional analysis. That analysis is
underway.
Our estimates of seismic hazard represents the chance that a specific level of found
shaking could be observed or exceeded at a given location. Our estimates of seismic
hazard at some central and Eastern US locations have changed based on results from
recent research indicating that earthquakes occurred more often in some locations than
previously estimated, and because the models used to predict ground shaking at a site
have changed.
You asked whether plants are designed to withstand a tsunami. The answer is yes. All
natural phenomena.

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PULLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
6f0/337-5330

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ghneim, Munira
Burnell, Scott
Harrington, Holly; Akstulewicz. Brenda
Eric Tyson -King Features -Reporter
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:34:10 PM

Good Afternoon,
Eric Tyson would like someone to comment on the recent AP news story. Eric may
be reached at 203-221-0630.
Thank You
Munira Ghneim
Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services
301-415-1170

I

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ghneim. Munira
Burnell, Scott
Harrington. Holly; Akstulewicz. Brenda
Melissa Fullerton -WZMZ
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:32:24 PM

Good Afternoon,
Melissa Fullerton would like to speak to an expert regarding the list released of
specific plants that are at risk for damage. Melissa may be reached at 610-372-6969.

Thank You
Munira Ghneim
Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services
301-415-1170

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shannon. Valerie
Burnell. Scott
Media
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:31:53 PM

Plese call Adam Stefan
%
From: WABC- NY
Phone: 212-456-3173
Re: Rankings to MSNBC Report
Val
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Akstulewicz, Brenda
RE: Steve Power - WSJ, has ?'s can he continue to hold or can you call him back, or Mindy?
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:26:00 PM

Tak a #
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:26 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Steve Power - WSJ, has ?'s can he continue to hold or can you call him back, or Mindy?

Importance: High

Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.akstu•uwicz c@nrc.ov

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ghneim. Munira
Burnell. Scott
Harrinaton. Holly; Akstulewicz. Brenda
Maxine Park -USA Today
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:04:57 PM

Good Afternoon,
Maxine Park would like someone to return her call. She would like to speak to an
expert regarding nuclear safety.

Thank You
Munira Ghneim
Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services
301-415-1170

From:
To:

Harrington. Holly

Subject:

RE: DOE Monitoring Teams status
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:01:26 PM

Date:

RMTPACTSU ELNRC; LIA11 Hoc; LIA01 Hoc; LIA07 Hoc; LIA02 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; Marshall. Jane; Burnell. Scott;
McIntyre, David; Hoc PMT12; PMT01 Hoc; Grant, Jeffery; Gott, William

Can we have the below info with acronyms spelled out and permission to mention
From: RMTPACTSU_ELNRC [mailto: RMTPACTSUELNRC@ofda.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:57 PM
To: LIA11 Hoc; LIA01 Hoc; LIA07 Hoc; LIA02 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; Marshall, Jane; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre,
David; Hoc, PMT12; PMT01 Hoc; Grant, Jeffery; Gott, William; Harrington, Holly
Subject: DOE Monitoring Teams status
Subject: DOE Monitoring Teams status
FYI:
AMS has developed a plan for operations. The first flight is scheduled for 0800 JST 17 March 2011.
Their Ops Plan includes flights of the areas between Tokyo and Fukushima which will be
coordinated with the CM Home Team for the production of monitoring products. There is a twoperson monitoring (expert) support at the USEMB TOKYO from the TCMRT. The direction to the
TCMRT is not to have a lot of teams just "running" around the country monitoring; we are working
up monitoring plans for areas that are to be identified by the Government of Japan and US Forces
Japan. Currently there are no field monitoring teams conducting operations off the. Yokota AB.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shannon. Valerie
Burnell. Scott
Media Call
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:00:41 PM

Please call Vanessa Peele from MSNBC
Phone: 212-413-6854
Re: She is on deadline and is wanting clarification about what the Chairman said at the hearing
today

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Shoop. Undine
Harrington. Holly; Couret. Ivonne; Burnell. Scott; Brenner, Eliot
RE: blog question on dose
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:54:05 PM
Response to question originally posted to the NRC bloq.docx

See attached. Please let me know if it meets the mark.
From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:24 PM
To: Shoop, Undine; Couret, Ivonne; Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: blog question on dose
Can you write me up something that directly responds to blog comment. This is good
From: Shoop, Undine
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:14 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne; Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot
Subject: blog question on dose
One of my staff pointed out a comment on the blog related to dose, specifically that it
would be helpful if we would use mSv in addition to rem when we are discussing dose
since most of the world uses the international standard for units (SI) including the IAEA
and TEPCO press releases. The conversion is:
1 mSv = .1 rem
Undine Shoop
Chief, Health Physics and Human Performance Branch
Division of Inspection and Regional Support
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
301-415-2063

,I\01

Attachment Response to question originally posted to the.docx (14687 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Bonaccorso. Amy
Burnell, Scott
Deavers. Ron
FW: Questions NRC RI Is Receiving - RESPONSE NEEDED ASAP
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:52:01 PM
High

Scott:

Are you downstairs?
I don't know anyone on the PMT. We're isolated from all of the teams with specialized

knowledge up here.
From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Deavers, Ron; Bonaccorso, Amy
Cc: OST05 Hoc; McNamara, Nancy
Subject: FW: Questions NRC RI Is Receiving - RESPONSE NEEDED ASAP
Importance: High
Ron and Amy:
You may wish to touch base with our PMT folks for insights. I can't help on this.
Richard Turtil
State Liaison - Liaison Team
Incident Response Center

From: McNamara, Nancy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:24 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc; OST05 Hoc
Subject: Questions NRC RI Is Receiving - RESPONSE NEEDED ASAP
Importance: High
1.

How is it that the NRC has always defined the emergency planning zone to be out
to 10 miles based on worse case scenarios, yet they just recommended a 50 mile
evacuation?
2. What does a PAR out to 50 miles say about the current 10 mile EPZ used here in
the United States?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

I
RMTPACTSU ELNRC
LIA11 Hoc; LIA01 Hoc; LIA07 Hoc; LIA02 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott;
Marshall, Jane; Grant, Jeffery
Statement by U.S. Ambassador John V. Roos
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:51:54 PM

Subject: Statement Issued by U.S. Embassy Tokyo

State Department Press Corps:
Following is a statement being issued by U.S. Embassy Tokyo now.
Press Office
U.S. Department of State
U.S. Embassy
Tokyo, Japan
March 16, 2011
Statement by U.S. Ambassador John V. Roos
The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Department of Energy and other
technical experts in the U.S. Government have reviewed the scientific and technical information
they have collected from assets in country, as well as what the Government of Japan has
disseminated, in response to the deteriorating situation at the Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant.
Consistent with the NRC guidelines that apply to such a situation in the United States, we are
recommending, as a precaution, that American citizens who live within 50 miles (80 kilometers) of
the Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant evacuate the area or to take shelter indoors if safe evacuation
is not practical.
We want to underscore that there are numerous factors in the aftermath of the earthquake and
Tsunami, including weather, wind direction and speed, and the nature of the reactor problem that
affect the risk of radioactive contamination within this 50 mile (80 km) radius or the possibility of
lower-level radioactive materials reaching greater distances.
The U.S. Embassy will continue to update American citizens as the situation develops. U.S. citizens
in need of emergency assistance should send an e-mail to japanEmergencyUSC(state.gov with
detailed information about their location and contact information, and monitor the U.S.
Department of State website at travel.state.gov.
The United States is continuing to do everything in its power to help Japan and American citizens
who were there at the time of these tragic events. To support our citizens there, the Embassy is
working around the clock, we have our consular services available 24 hours a day to determine
the whereabouts and well-being of all U.S. citizens in Japan and we have offered our Japanese
friends includes disaster response experts, search and rescue teams, technical advisers with
nuclear expertise and logistical support from the United States military.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shannon. Valerie
Burnell, Scott
Media Call
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:41:13 PM

Richard Thompson
From: Times Picayune - New Orleans

Phone: 504-826-3496
Re: Environmental Impact Statement
E-mail: Rthompson@timespicayune.com
Val
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gusack. Barbara
Burnell. Scott
Stewart. Sharon
FW: Form E-Mails Received from the Public to Distribution.Resources@NRC
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:37:47 PM
FW Please immediately close older reactors whose licenses had been extended for inspection.msq

Scott,
Before ADM deletes these e-mails, can you confirm that we should delete?
Thanks
Barbara K.Gusack
Acting Deputy Director
Office of Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-492-3500
From: Schoenmann, Sandra
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:18 PM
To: Stewart, Sharon; Gusack, Barbara
Cc: Meyer, David; Craver, Dale; Beltz, Guy; Hsu, Caroline
Subject: Form E-Mails Received from the Public to Distribution.Resources@NRC
ADM's Publications Branch has received more than 100 e-mails from the public (sent to
Distribution resources@nrc.gov) demanding the "immediate closure of U.S. nuclear energy
facilities that remain operational after having exceeded their engineered operable life." I
contacted the Office of Public Affairs to inform them that we received these e-mails and to
obtain direction on what to do with them. After checking with other OPA staff members,
Brenda Akstulewicz, OPA, advised me to delete the e-mails as OPA is already aware of
them. Based on OPA's direction, we will be deleting these e-mails. I have attached a
copy of one of them your information.

Sandra I. Schoenmann, Deputy Director
Division of Administrative Services
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-2210

Attachment FW Please immediately close older reactors who.msg (2560 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Wald, Matthew
RE: Press Release
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:32:00 PM

Thought the links would show up, but the terms are all in the Glossary:
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/basic-ref/glossary.html
From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:23 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Press Release
No, happy to go to the glossary but don't see any links.
From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:22 PM
To: Wald, Matthew
Subject: RE: Press Release
Not in a position to go beyond the definitions in the NRC glossary (are the links showing?)
From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Press Release
So committed effective dose equivalent integrates the relative biological effectiveness of the
different forms of radiation and counts what you get immediately and what you get from internal
contamination?

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:15 PM
To: Wald, Matthew
Subject: RE: Press Release
Total Effective Dose Equivalent
Committed dose equivalent (CDE)
Committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE)

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:09 PM
To: Wald, Matthew
Cc: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Press Release
Matt, unfortunately I can't tell you. i'i cc'ing Scott on this perhaps tie can help.

i

From: Wald, Matthew [mailto:mattwald@nytimes.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:06 PM
To: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Press Release
Thanks, Brenda.
What is EDE, TEDE and CEDE?

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda [mailto:Brenda.Akstulewicz@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:39 PM
To: Wald, Matthew
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Press Release

Hi Matt,
Eliot asked that I send this to. Please let me know if you need anything else.
Brenda
Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
bSrenda.atitjtufewicz@nrc.gov

NT

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Papplebome
Burnell, Scott
Fwd: nytimes query
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:29:49 PM

Mr. Burnell:
I know you are busy, but if this exists in document form, could someone send me a link?
Thanks for your help..
Peter Applebome

Original----Message ----From: Papplebome <papplebome@aol.com>
To: srb3@nrc.gov
Sent: Wed, Mar 16, 2011 11:56 am
Subject: nytimes query

Mr. Burnell: I'm with the NY Times and wanted to speak with someone today about Indian Point and
the NBC story on the earthquake risk rankings. I also left a message with the main Public Affiairs
Number, but Matt Wald suggested I try you. I'm at 914 672 0365. Thanks for any help you can provide.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Screnci. Diane
Burnell, Scott
RE: Call from Applebaum at NYT on Indian Point
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:26:19 PM

You're wonderful.

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
6f0/337-5330
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Screnci, Diane; Landau, Mindy
Subject: RE: Call from Applebaum at NYT on Indian Point
I'll call
From: Screnci, Diane
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:18 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Call from Applebaum at NYT on Indian Point
Haven't gotten to him. Can you?

DIANE SCRENCI
SR. PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER
USNRC, RI
610/337-5330
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:18 PM
To: Screnci, Diane; Landau, Mindy
Subject: Call from Applebaum at NYT on Indian Point
Did either of you respond already? Thanks.

/

From: Akstulewicz, Brenda [mailto:Brenda.Akstulewicz@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:39 PM
To: Wald, Matthew
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Press Release

Hi Matt,

Eliot asked that I send this to. Please let me know if you need anything else.
Brenda
Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
6rendaa•tuflewiczx @nrc. gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Shannon, Valerie
RE: Media
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:22:00 PM

As best I can. I have this one.
From: Shannon, Valerie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:22 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Media
Scott,
Are you now taking the media calls?
Peter Gold
From: Fuji TV
Phone: 202-957-7706
Re: Increasing distance to evacuate from nuclear plants in Japan
E-mail: peter.gold(@fci-dc.com
Val

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Landau, Mindy
Burnell, Scott
FW: Media Calls
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:18:01 PM

Do you want this?
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:13 PM
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: Media Calls

Jeff Beattic
Energy Daily
703-136-2405
Jeffrcy.beattie(@)IHS.coni
1.) Was it Dr Jaczko who talked to Japanese officials saying the evac area should be larger?
2.) the directive to US residents of Japan to evac to 50 miles, who did that come from, was it the
PM, and what is the right word? Was it an order, recommendation, directive?

Brenda Akstulewicz

Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
6

renda.aastulewyicz@2nrc.,qo,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Screnci, Diane; Landau, Mindy
Call from Applebaum at NYT on Indian Point
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:17:00 PM

Did either of you respond already? Thanks.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott
Landau. Mindv
RE: Media
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:15:00 PM

Eventually
From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:43 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Media
Scott, can you handle?

From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:21 PM
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: Media
John Shumway
KDKA
412-559-3429

Re: Interview regarding U.S. Sites
Michael Grabell
917-512-0217
ProPublic
Interview
I apologize I didn't get a subject
Laura Strickler
CBS
202-457-1597
Re: Our confidence in the measures Japan is taking

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rover. Deanna
Burnell, Scott
Media call
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:11:07 PM

Sam Rubens
Summit County District in OH
330-375-2480 ext 6185
Re: Background Radiation Monitoring

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
.(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov

/

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Landau. Mindy
Burnell, Scott
Calls
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:09:09 PM

Nicholas Zifcak
The Epoch Times
202-280-0577

nick.zifcakoi)epoclitimies.coii
Release of radioactive materials and effect on weather

Paula
CBS Evening News
212-975-6053

reidpco)cbsnews.com
MSNBC article ranking safety of plants, how reliable is this source, can they use it.
Mindy S. Landau
Deputy Assistant for Operations
Communication and Performance Improvement
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
301-415-8703
mindy.landau@nrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rover. Deanna
Burnell, Scott
Media call
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:04:44 PM

Bob Keeler
Newsday in NY
631-843-2906
Re: Questions on numbers of plants.
Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rover. Deanna
Burnell. Scott
Media Call
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:03:02 PM

Brian
Washington Post
202-334-5684
Washington Post
Re: Helicopter Operations in Japan - What levels of radiation in the U.S. would cause us
to abort such a mission.

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Taylor, Robert
Harrington. Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Brenner. Eliot
FW: Chairman Testimony
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:01:28 PM
NRC Chairman Jaczko Testimony for 031611 Hearino.docx
FINAL - GBJ oral statement 031611 .docx

FYI
From: Decker, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:01 PM
To: Taylor, Robert
Cc: Droggitis, Spiros; Powell, Amy; Schmidt, Rebecca
Subject: RE: Chairman Testimony
Rob,
Here is the written and oral testimony. During the Chairman's oral testimony he provided
details about what we believe the status of each of the 6 reactors at Fukushima is. This
information is not in the attached oral statement, and I'm not sure where the info came
from. I suspect it's what's in the latest situation report.
From: Taylor, Robert
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:43 PM
To: Droggitis, Spiros; Decker, David
Subject: Chairman Testimony
Can you guys share the Chairman's written/oral remarks from today's hearings?

Attachment NRC Chairman Jaczko Testimony for 031611 Hear.docx (32178 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

Attachment FINAL - GBJ oral statement 031611 .docx (19242 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Landau. Mindy
Burnell, Scott
Can you handle this? Diane is swamped
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:57:04 PM

Gardiner Harris
NY Times
202-862-0443
Gardiner@nytimes.com
Re: Plans in place to handle nuclear accident in U.S.

Mindy S. Landau
Deputy Assistant for Operations
Communication and Performance Improvement
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
301-415-8703
mindy.landau@nrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Royer, Deanna
Burnell. Scott
Media calls
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:56:00 PM

Shirley Wang
Wall Street Journal
212-416-4082
Re: talk to expert on best case/worst case scenario in Japan
Roxanne Palmer
Law 360
646-783-7117
Re: Suite filed by states on waste stored at facilities.

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Landau. Mindv
McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott
RE: Media
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:46:59 PM

Scott will take them
From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:46 PM
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: RE: Media
I'll take CBS. Can you take the other two?
From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:42 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: RE: Media
No, if you can't handle them I'll take care Of it. I wasn't sure who was at the Ops Center at
the time.
From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:41 PM
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: RE: Media
Have these been handled? Holly said press calls weren't to be coming here.
From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:24 PM
To: McIntyre, David
Subject: FW: Media
Dave - if you're here, can you handle these?
From: Royer, Deanna
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:21 PM
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: Media
John Shumway
KDKA
412-559-3429
Re: Interview regarding U.S. Sites
Michael Grabell

917-51'2-0217
ProPublic
Interview
I apologize I didn't get a subject

Laura Strickler
CBS
202-457-1597
Re: Our confidence in the measures Japan is taking

Deanna Royer
Contract Secretary
Division of New Reactor Licensing
(301) 415-7158
Deanna.Royer@nrc.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shoop. Undine
Harrington, Holly; Couret. Ivonne; Burnell. Scott; Brenner, Eliot
Japanese increased dose limits and misreported NRC limits
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:36:22 PM

The Washington Post reported:
"in order for them to resume trying to cool the damaged sectors, Japan's health and welfare
minister had to waive the nation's standard of radiation exposure, increasing the level of
acceptable exposure from 100 millisieverts to 250 - five times the level allowed in the United
States."
NRC regulations stipulate the dose to an individual can be increased to 25 rem for a planned
special exposure such as an activity needed for lifesaving and EPA guideline for lifesaving is 25 rem.
Undine Shoop
Chief, Health Physics and Human Performance Branch
Division of Inspection and Regional Support
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

301-415-2063

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dollev, Steven
Burnell. Scott
OPA Resource
can I get a copy of chairman"s prepared comments on Japan

Date:

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:09:16 PM

At House Energy & Commerce hearing just now. Thanks, Steve

Steven Dolley
Managing Editor, Inside NRC
Platts Nuclear
202-383-2166 Office
202-383-2187 Fax

The information contained in this message is intended only for the recipient, and
may be a confidential attorney-client communication or may otherwise be privileged
and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this
message to the intended recipient, please be aware that any dissemination or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify us by replying to the message and
deleting it from your computer. The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. reserves the right,
subject to applicable local law, to monitor and review the content of any
electronic message or information sent to or from McGraw-Hill employee e-mail
addresses without informing the sender or recipient of the message.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Beasley. Benjamin
Burnell, Scott
FW: Article on GI-199
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:05:00 PM

Scott,
Shall I leave this for you to handle?
Ben
From: KEITHLINE, Kimberly [mailto:kak@nei.org]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:47 PM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Subject: RE: Article on GI-199
Ben,
Has NRC provided any comments back to MSNBC?
Kimberly

FOLLOW US ON

An official energy sponsor of the Washington Capitals

-,

This electronic message transmission contains informationfrom the Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. The information is intended solely for the use of
the addressee and its use by any, other person is not authorized If you are not the intended recipient,you have received this communication in
error, and any review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the contents of this communication is strictly prohibited If you have received this
electronic transmission in error,please notify the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic mail and permanently delete the original
message. IRS Circular230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS and other taxing authorities,we inform you
that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used,for the
purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to anotherparty any
transaction or matter addressed herein.

Sent through mail.messaging.microsoft.com

From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Burnell. Scott
Batkin, Joshua; Coqqins, Angela; Brenner, Eliot
Taylor. Robert
Press release going out
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:43:00 PM
11 16 evac.docx

All;
I've attached the final language - please ignore the draft markings. The PDFs are being
incorporated and the final package should be going out on the listserv in a few minutes.
Web posting should follow shortly.
Scott

I

P

Attachment 11_16_evac_4.docx (14072 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Munson. Clifford
Burnell, Scott
MSNBC response - additional item?
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:39:52 PM

Scott,
Kamal Manoly was mentioning that Beasley (sp?) also provided some material to respond
to MSNBC article. Can you forward to me when you get a chance?
Thanks,
Cliff

/.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Burnell. Scott
Akstulewicz. Brenda; Harrinaton, Holly; Landau, Mindv
Eliot needs info
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:48:00 PM
High

Eliot's asking for contact information for an MSNBC person, preferably in DC.
He also needs to know which media outlets have offices at 400 N. Capitol St.
Please send directly to Eliot.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell, Scott
Karas, Rebecca
RE: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event activities
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:54:00 PM

OK
From: Karas, Rebecca
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:54 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Munson, Clifford; Kammerer, Annie
Subject: RE: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event activities
Ok, thanks. I can also make sure Cliff and Annie know when they get an internal staff
caller who appears to not have gone through OPA and/or be individually fielding an
external request, that they route them back to you.
Rebecca Karas, Chief
Geosciences and Geotechnical Engineering Branch 1
Division of Site and Environmental Reviews
Office of New Reactors
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-7533
Fax: 301-415-5397
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Karas, Rebecca
Subject: RE: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event activities
Feel free to redirect internal staff calls as you see fit, I just wanted to make sure external
calls go thru OPA. Thx
From: Karas, Rebecca
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:50 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event activities
I had sent this out. When we get an internal NRC person asking a specific earthquake
question (I believe this is usually initiating in the ops center, but they are calling out instead
of going to Cliff in RST), you want us to direct them back to you? If so, I can revise and
just have them always call 415-8200. (ex., some NRC staffer named Mike Norris contacted
one of my staff directly who is NOT in the ops center and designated to do this).
Rebecca Karas, Chief,
Geosciences and Geotechnical Engineering Branch 1
Division of Site and Environmental Reviews
Office of New Reactors
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-7533

Fax: 301-415-5397
From: Karas, Rebecca
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:05 PM
To: NRODSER Distribution
Cc: Chokshi, Nilesh; Kammerer, Annie; Munson, Clifford
Subject: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event activities
All,
Based on what just happened to Gerry and Henry, individuals within NRC appear to be
either randomly calling geologists/geophysicists/hydrologists or people they happen to
know to answer questions.
For callers who are NRC staff who ask you a question, please direct them to call the Ops
Center and ask to be connected to the RST seismologist (Cliff on day shift, Annie on
evening shift). That person will coordinate all question responses (if Cliff or Annie call you,
provide any support they need to help answer these questions).
For callers who are NOT NRC staff (including people from other agencies), please
continue to follow the direction of the EDO here:

THIS IS NOT A DRILL
The Office of Public Affairs is expecting a large volume of calls from
media and the general public regarding the latest statements from the
State Department and the NRC regarding the situation in Japan. ALL
CALLS from media or the general public on this topic must be referred to
the 301-415-8200 number.
The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the U.S. government
response to the events in Japan. The NRC is examining all available information as part of the
effort to analyze the event and understand its implications both for Japan and the United States.
The NRC's Headquarters Operations Center in Rockville, MD has been stood up since the beginning
of the emergency in Japan and is operating on a 24-hour basis.
NRC Incident Responders at Headquarters have spoken with the agency's counterpart in Japan and
offered the assistance of U.S. technical experts. NRC representatives with expertise on boiling
water nuclear reactors have deployed to Japan as part of a U.S. International Agency for
International Development (USAID) team. USAID is the Federal government agency primarily
responsible for providing assistance to countries recovering from disasters.
U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes and
tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity are
designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safety significant
structures, systems, and components be designed to take in account the most severe natural
phenomena historically estimated for the site and surrounding area.

The NRC will not provide information on the status of Japan's nuclear power plants. For the latest
information on NRC actions see the NRC's web site at www.nrc.gov or blog at http://publicblog.nrc-gateway.gov.
Two important reminders:

It is posbethat some of us will be equested bycolleagusi

nte

country to provide

tchnicaladvice and assistance durin'gthis emrge'ny. It is ssentialthat all such communications

entity
fringvrmnt'or
. Any sitnet
RCOeainCntr
be adedtrug h
must be~coordinated thrO~gh th~e NRC Operatins C~enter andthe U.S. Depar~tment of State (DOS).
Ifyou receive uch a request, cotact the NRC Operations Oficr (301816-51~00 or via the NRC-

If you receive information regarding this or any emergency (foreign or domestic) and you are not
certain that the NRC's Incident Response Operations Officer is already aware of that information,
you should contact the NRC Operations Officer (301-816-5100 or via the NRC Operator) and
provide that information.
Other Sources of Information:
USAID - www.usaid.gov
U.S. Department of State - www.state.gov
FEMA - www.fema.gov
White House - www.whitehouse.gov
Nuclear Energy Institute - www.nei.org
International Atomic Energy Agency - www.iaea.org/press
No response to this message is required.
THIS IS NOT A DRILL

Rebecca Karas, Chief
Geosciences and Geotechnical Engineering Branch 1
Division of Site and Environmental Reviews
Office of New Reactors
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-7533
Fax: 301-415-5397

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Chokshi. Nilesh
Beasley. Beniamin; Burnell, Scott; Manoly, Kamal; Hiland. Patrick; Skeen, David; Stutzke, Martin
Ferrante. Fernando; Laur, Steven; Coyne, -Kevin; Ake. Jon
RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:35:40 PM

.Replace word "bounding" with a "simplified" or some other adjective. There is
no bounding. We need to also say that both methods involved extensive
walkdown of the plants which is critical step in the evaluation.
From: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:31 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; Manoly, Kamal; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Stutzke, Martin
Cc: Ferrante, Fernando; Laur, Steven; Chokshi, Nilesh; Coyne, Kevin; Ake, Jon
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Scott,
I have received no concerns or corrections regarding the MSNBC article. The only item
potentially worth bothering over is a mischaracterization of why some plants did a PRA
and others did a Seismic Margins analysis. An excerpt from the article and my
observation are provided below.
Ben
Article:
"One problem is a lack of data about the nuclear reactors themselves. The NRC task force
said the agency has detailed data on what it calls plant fragility - the probability that the
expected earthquake would damage the reactor's core - for only one-third of the nation's
nuclear plants. That's because only the plants that had been thought to be in areas of
higher seismic risk had done detailed studies. For the rest, the scientists had to estimate
from other information submitted by plant operators."
Correction:
The NRC task force had more information for some plants than for others. The difference is
based on the type of analysis the plant operator chose to use. Two thirds of the plant
operators used a bounding analysis while the other third performed a more detailed
analysis. The choice of analysis method was not connected to an area of higher seismic
risk.

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:11 AM
To: Manoly, Kamal; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Stutzke, Martin; Beasley, Benjamin
Cc: Ferrante, Fernando; Laur, Steven; Chokshi, Nilesh
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Importance: High
Folks;

The expected calls are coming in - We need a better response ASAP! Thanks!
Scott
From: Manoly, Kamal
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:53 AM
To: Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Stutzke, Martin; Beasley, Benjamin; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Ferrante, Fernando; Laur, Steven; Chokshi, Nilesh
Subject: FW: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
It seems that he spun the information provided to support a biased point of view he already has
and to make the story sensational!
From: Bill Dedman [mailto:Bill.Dedman@msnbc.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:44 AM
To: Manoly, Kamal; Sheron, Brian; Hiland, Patrick; OPA Resource
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
This story is online now. If you see any error, please let me know right away.
Thanks,
Bill
http:tiiwww.msnbc.msn.com/id/42103936/ns/world-news-asiapacific/

From: Bill Dedman
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:06 AM
To: 'KamalManoly@nrc.gov'; 'brian.sheron@nrc.gov'; 'patrick.hiland@nrc.gov'; 'OPA.Resource@nrc.gov'
Subject: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Good morning,
My name is Bill Dedman. I'm a reporter for NBC News and msnbc.com, writing an article today
about:
SAFETY/RISK ASSESSMENT RESULTS FOR GENERIC ISSUE 199, "IMPLICATIONS OF
UPDATED PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ESTIMATES IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN
UNITED STATES ON
EXISTING PLANTS"
I reached out to NRC Public Affairs yesterday but have not heard back, and my deadline is end-ofday today. I'm hoping to get on the phone today with someone from NRC to make sure I'm
conveying this information accurately to the public. If nothing else, I'm hoping one of the technical
people can help clarify the points below. My telephone number is 203-451-9995.
I've read Director Brian Sheron's memo of Sept. 2, 2010, to Mr. Patrick Hiland; the safety/risk
assessment of August 2010; its appendices A through D; NRC Information Notice 2010-18; and
the fact sheet from public affairs from November 2010.

I have these questions:
1. I'd like to make sure that I accurately place in layman's terms the seismic hazard estimates. I
need to make sure that I'm understanding the nomenclature for expressing the seismic core-damage
frequencies. Let's say there's an estimate expressed as "2.5E-06." (I'm looking at Table D-2 of the
safety/risk assessment of August 2010.) I believe that this expression means the same as 2.5 x 10^06, or 0.0000025, or 2.5 divided by one million. In layman's terms, that means an expectation, on
average, of 2.5 events every million years, or once every 400,000 years. Similarly, "2.5E-05"
would be 2.5 divided by 100,000, or 2.5 events every 100,000 years, on average, or once every
40,000 years. Is this correct?
2. These documents give updated probabilistic seismic hazard estimates for existing nuclear power
plants in the Central and Eastern U.S. What document has the latest seismic hazard estimates
(probabilistic or not) for existing nuclear power plants in the Western U.S.?
3. The documents refer to newer data on the way. Have NRC, USGS et al. released those? I'm
referring to this: "New consensus seismic-hazard estimates will become available in late 2010 or
early 2011 (these are a product of a joint NRC, U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) project). These consensus seismic
hazard estimates will supersede the existing EPRI, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and
USGS hazard estimates used in the GI-199 Safety/Risk Assessment."
4. What is the timetable now for consideration of any regulatory changes from this research?
Thank you for your help.
Regards,
Bill Dedman

This e-mail message and attached documents are confidential; intended only for the named recipient(s) above and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, proprietary, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copy of this
communication is strictly prohibited. No waiver of privilege, confidence or otherwise is intended by virtue of this communication. If you
have received this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please immediately notify the sender, destroy all copies and
delete this e-mail message from your computer. Thank you.

From:

Burnell. Scott

To:

Kammerer, Annie

Subject:
Date:

RE: BBC Radio 4- Material World
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:31:00 PM

IGNORE!!

OPA already has it.

From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:31 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: BBC Radio 4- Material World
Importance: High

Please see attached and assist or advise. I need to get dressed to come in for my 3pm on
shift.
From: Tamsin Barber [mailto:Tamsin.Barber@bbc.co.uk]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:53 AM
To: Kammerer, Annie
Subject: BBC Radio 4- Material World
Importance: High

Dear Dr Kammerer,
I am working for BBC Radio 4 in London on the weekly science programme Material
World. For this week's programme, we are focussing on the earthquake in Japan and
the potential risks from the nuclear plant. In particular, we are interested in looking at
the design and safety precautions of building a nuclear power plant in an area where
there is seismic activity, i.e. are there any design implications, general risks, what
precautions/risk assessments are taken etc.
I wondered if I could talk to you about your work in this area via telephone today, with
a view to a possible interview for the programme? If we do go ahead with an interview
we would be looking to record between 12-1pm (Maryland time) tomorrow Thursday
17th March. The interview would, be live and would need to be from the nearest radio
studio or if this is not possible via telephone.
Many thanks and Kind Regards,
Tamsin Barber
Assistant Producer
BBC Science Radio Unit
00 44 207 557 2476
http://www.bbc.co.uk
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are
not the views of the BBC unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notif ,
I k ..
the sender immediately.

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mitlyna. Viktoria
Burnell, Scott; Harrington. Holly; McIntyre, David
Chandrathil. Prema
RE: UPDATE: NRC IS RESPONDING TO JAPANESE EVENTS
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:13:07 PM

It's probably a good idea to provide that clarification to all regions to prevent regional staff
from directing all media/public calls to HQ.
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:11 AM
To: Mitlyng, Viktoria; Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David
Cc: Chandrathil, Prema
Subject: RE: UPDATE: NRC IS RESPONDING TO JAPANESE EVENTS
I keep forgetting it's agency-wide, not just Rockville. Yes, you can filter at the Regional
level. My apologies to Sartorius
From: Mitlyng, Viktoria
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:03 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David
Cc: Chandrathil, Prema
Subject: FW: UPDATE: NRC IS RESPONDING TO JAPANESE EVENTS
All,
This most recent Op Center Bulletin states the following: ALL CALLS from media or
the general public on this topic must be referred to the 301-415-8200
number. Do you want all regional calls to be routed through to HQ? If
not, we need to clarify to the regions. The questions came from our DRA.
Thank you. Vika
From: Pederson, Cynthia
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:53 AM
To: Chandrathil, Prema; Mitlyng, Viktoria
Subject: FW: UPDATE: NRC IS RESPONDING TO JAPANESE EVENTS

From: Satorius, Mark
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:28 AM
To: Pederson, Cynthia
Subject: FW: UPDATE: NRC IS RESPONDING TO JAPANESE EVENTS
last email from me for the rest of the trip, i promise. i know you are aware that this issue of whom calls should be referred
to caused great ankst w/ our opa folks. this message suggests another protocol change that may need clarification.
bye!

From: Operations Center Bulletin

Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:39 AM
To: Operations Center Bulletin
Subject: UPDATE: NRC IS RESPONDING TO JAPANESE EVENTS

I

\A

V

THIS IS NOT A DRILL

The Office of Public Affairs is expecting a large volume of calls from
media and the general public regarding the latest statements from the
State Department and the NRC regarding the situation in Japan. ALL
CALLS from media or the general public on this topic must be referred to
the 301-415-8200 number.
The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the U.S. government
response to the events in Japan. The NRC is examining all available information as part of the
effort to analyze the event and understand its implications both for Japan and the United States.
The NRC's Headquarters Operations Center in Rockville, MD has been stood up since the beginning
of the emergency in Japan and is operating on a 24-hour basis.
NRC Incident Responders at Headquarters have spoken with the agency's counterpart in Japan and
offered the assistance of U.S. technical experts. NRC representatives with expertise on boiling
water nuclear reactors have deployed to Japan as part of a U.S. International Agency for
International Development (USAID) team. USAID is the Federal government agency primarily
responsible for providing assistance to countries recovering from disasters.
U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes and
tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity are
designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safety significant
structures, systems, and components be designed to take in account the most severe natural
phenomena historically estimated for the site and surrounding area.
The NRC will not provide information on the status of Japan's nuclear power plants. For the latest
information on NRC actions see the NRC's web site at www.nrcgov or blog at http://publicblog. nrc-gateway.gov.
Two important reminders:
It is possible that some of us will be requested by colleagues in another country to provide
technical advice and assistance during this emergency. It is essential that all such communications
be handled through the NRC Operations Center. Any assistance to a foreign government or entity
must be coordinated through the NRC Operations Center and the U.S. Department of State (DOS).
If you receive such a request, contact the NRC Operations Officer (301-816-5100 or via the NRC
Operator) immediately.
If you receive information regarding this or any emergency (foreign or domestic) and you are not
certain that the NRC's Incident Response Operations Officer is already aware of that information,
you should contact the NRC Operations Officer (301-816-5100 or via the NRC Operator) and
provide that information.
Other Sources of Information:

USAID - www.usaid.gov
U.S. Department of State - www.state.gov
FEMA - www.fema.gov
White House - www.whitehouse.gov
Nuclear Energy Institute - www.nei.org
International Atomic Energy Agency - www.iaea.org/press
No response to this message is required.
THIS IS NOT A DRILL

From:

To:

Burnell. Scott
Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil; Hannah. Roper; Ledford, Joey; Chandrathil, Prema; Mitlyno. Viktoria; Uselding,
Lara; Dricks. Victor; Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne; Landau, Mindy; Brenner, Eliot

Subject:

FW: NRC response to MSNBC

Date:

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:09:00 PM

Staff's response, feel free to use it in responding to follow-ups on MSNBC's jaw-flapping.

From: Munson, Clifford
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:06 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: NRC response to MSNBC
The objective of the GI-199 Safety/Risk Assessment was to perform a conservative, screening-level
assessment to evaluate if further investigations of seismic safety for operating reactors in the
central and eastern U.S. (CEUS) are warranted consistent with NRC directives. The results of the GI199 SRA should not be interpreted as definitive estimates of plant-specific seismic risk. The nature
of the information used (both seismic hazard data and plant-level fragility information) make these
estimates useful only as a screening tool. The NRC does not rank plants by seismic risk.
Currently operating nuclear plants in the United States remain safe, with no need for immediate
action. This determination is based on NRC staff reviews of updated seismic hazard information
and the conclusions of the Generic Issue 199 Screening Panel. Existing plants were designed with
considerable margin to be able to withstand the ground motions from the "deterministic" or
"scenario earthquake" that accounted for the largest earthquake expected in the area around the
plant. During the mid-to late-1990s, the NRC staff reassessed the margin beyond the design basis
as part of the Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE) program. The results of the
GI-199 assessment demonstrate that the probability of exceeding the design basis ground motion
may have increased at some sites, but only by a relatively small amount. In addition, the
Safety/Risk Assessment stage results indicate that the probabilities of seismic core damage are
lower than the guidelines for taking immediate action.

From:

Burnell. Scott

To:
Subject:
Date:

Bentz, Julie A.
RE: Separate issue -- Q&A?
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:03:00 PM

Julie
That would let the staff check a "done" box, and it's possible you have a Q we've not thought of. I'd
appreciate it. Thanks.
Scott
Original----Message ----From: Bentz, Julie A. [mailto:Julie A. BentzCdnss.eop.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Separate issue -- Q&A?

Scott,
I can send you some draft Q&As, but they haven't been updated since Monday, and the effort has
significantly changed (and we've not kept up on those QAs). Do you still feel they would be useful?
Julie
Original
----Message ----From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell(nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:54 AM
To: Shapiro, Nicholas S.; Bentz, Julie A.
Subject: RE: Separate issue -- Q&A?

Julie, I'd heard your name in relation to this but wasn't sure how to reach you. Anything you can
provide is much appreciated, thanks!
Original----Message ----From: Shapiro, Nicholas S. [mailto:Nicholas S. Shapirodwho.eop.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:52 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Bentz, Julie A.
Subject: Re: Separate issue -- Q&A?

Adding julie. Q/A is only draft form
Original
----Message ----From: Burnell, Scott <Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov>
To: Shapiro, Nicholas S.
Sent: Wed Mar 16 11:50:53 2011
Subject: Separate issue -- Q&A?

Nick;
The technical staff here are trying to respond to a management directive and get ahold of the latest
White House Q&A on events in Japan. Who can help me track those down? Thanks very much!
Scott

From:
To:

Tamsin Barber
Burnell, Scott

Subject:
Date:
Importance:.

RE: BBC Radio 4- Material World
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:59:39 AM
High

Dear Scott,
Many thanks for your email. I just wondered if there was any news regarding a potential speaker for
our programme tomorrow?
If possible, we would be interested in speaking with Dr Annie Kammerer. this could be done via
telephone or studio.
Many thanks,
Tamsin Barber

From: Burnell, Scott [mailto:Scott.Burnell@nrc.gov]
Sent: 16 March 2011 12:18
To: Tamsin Barber
Cc: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: BBC Radio 4- Material World
Hello Tamsin;
We already have a particularly long queue of interview requests and you'll be added to
that list. We'll respond as best we're able. Thank you for your understanding.
Scott Burnell
From: Tamsin Barber [mailto:Tamsin.Barber@bbc.co.uk]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:31 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: BBC Radio 4- Material World
Importance: High
Dear Scott,
I am working for BBC Radio 4 in London on the weekly science programme Material World. For this
week's programme, we are focussing on the earthquake in Japan and the potential risks from the
nuclear plant. In particular, we are interested in looking at the design and safety precautions of building
a nuclear power plant in an area where there is seismic activity, i.e. are there any design implications,
general risks, what precautions/risk assessments are taken etc.
I wondered if you might be able to suggest someone from the NRC that we could talk to about this for
an initial conversation via telephone? If we do go ahead with an interview we would be looking to
record between 12-1pm (Maryland time) tomorrow Thursday 17th March. The interview would be live
and would need to be from the nearest radio studio.
Many thanks and Kind Regards,
Tamsin Barber
Assistant Producer

BBC Science Radio Unit
00 44 207 557 2476

http:/!www.bbc.co.uk
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are
not the views of the BBC unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify
the sender immediately.
Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.
http://www.bbc.co.uk
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are
not the views of the BBC unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify
the sender immediately.
Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Papolebome
Burnell, Scott
nytimes query
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:57:39 AM

Mr. Burnell: I'm with the NY Times and wanted to speak with someone today about Indian Point and
the NBC story on the earthquake risk rankings. I also left a message with the main Public Afflairs
Number, but Matt Wald suggested I try you. I'm at 914 672 0365. Thanks for any help you can provide.

I

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beasley. Benjamin
Burnell. Scott
Re: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:50:24 AM

We have found no inaccuracies yet. I am checking one last thing.
Benjamin Beasley
Sent from an NRC Blackberry.

From: Burnell, Scott
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Wed Mar 16 11:48:53 2011
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Ben;
Just another nudge - I really need a staff response to forward to other OPAs - can't leave
OPS CTR. Thanks.
Scott
From: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:19 AM
To: Laur, Steven; Burnell, Scott; Manoly, Kamal; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Stutzke, Martin
Cc: Ferrante, Fernando; Chokshi, Nilesh; Coyne, Kevin; Coe, Doug
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Of course. Scott Burnell has been involved and we are only talking to him, not any
reporters.
Ben
From: Laur, Steven
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:54 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Beasley, Benjamin; Manoly, Kamal; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Stutzke, Martin
Cc: Ferrante, Fernando; Chokshi, Nilesh; Coyne, Kevin; Coe, Doug
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
I have not looked at the article, but would recommend you get OPA involved at once (and not talk
to this reporter without OPA involvement).
Note the timing of this article about seismic risk vis-h-vis the Japanese experience at Fukushima
Daiichi and also our Ops Center e-mail saying we will NOT provide information on the Japanese
event. While GI-199 is not the Japanese event, we should tread carefully!

Steven A. Laur
NRR Division of Risk Assessment
OWFN 10-C15
(301) 415-2889

<1Jc~

steven.laur@nrc.gov
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:59 AM
To: Beasley, Benjamin; Manoly, Kamal; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Stutzke, Martin
Cc: Ferrante, Fernando; Laur, Steven; Chokshi, Nilesh; Coyne, Kevin; Coe, Doug
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
I'm waiting for a technical critique - may hand this off to other OPA once I see it. Thx.
From: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:58 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; Manoly, Kamal; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Stutzke, Martin
Cc: Ferrante, Fernando; Laur, Steven; Chokshi, Nilesh; Coyne, Kevin; Coe, Doug
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
We are checking the numbers. If you are working on a review on checking it, please let
me know. I will coordinate our efforts to prevent duplication and assure we cover all the
bases.
Ben
From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:55 AM
To: Manoly, Kamal; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Stutzke, Martin; Beasley, Benjamin
Cc: Ferrante, Fernando; Laur, Steven; Chokshi, Nilesh
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Very probably so - but we can only provide factual corrections. We need to point to
specific documents whenever possible to avoid a "that's just your opinion" sort of
response.
From: Manoly, Kamal
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:53 AM
To: Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David; Stutzke, Martin; Beasley, Benjamin; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Ferrante, Fernando; Laur, Steven; Chokshi, Nilesh
Subject: FW: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
It seems that he spun the information provided to support a biased point of view he already has
and to make the story sensational!
From: Bill Dedman [mailto: Bill.Dedman@msnbc.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:44 AM
To: Manoly, Kamal; Sheron, Brian; Hiland, Patrick; OPA Resource
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
This story is online now. If you see any error, please let me know right away.
Thanks,

Bill

http2://www.m.snbc.msn .coniid/4 21.03936/ns/world-news-asiapacific/

From: Bill Dedman
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:06 AM
To: 'Kamal.Manoly@nrc.gov'; 'brian.sheron@nrc.gov'; 'patrick.hiland@nrc.gov'; 'OPA.Resource@nrc.gov'
Subject: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates

Good morning,
My name is Bill Dedman. I'm a reporter for NBC News and msnbc.com, writing an article today
about:
SAFETY/RISK ASSESSMENT RESULTS FOR GENERIC ISSUE 199, "IMPLICATIONS OF
UPDATED PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ESTIMATES IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN
UNITED STATES ON
EXISTING PLANTS"
I reached out to NRC Public Affairs yesterday but have not heard back, and my deadline is end-ofday today. I'm hoping to get on the phone today with someone from NRC to make sure I'm
conveying this information accurately to the public. If nothing else, I'm hoping one of the technical
people can help clarify the points below. My telephone number is 203-451-9995.
I've read Director Brian Sheron's memo of Sept. 2, 2010, to Mr. Patrick Hiland; the safety/risk
assessment of August 2010; its appendices A through D; NRC Information Notice 2010-18; and
the fact sheet from public affairs from November 2010.
I have these questions:
1. I'd like to make sure that I accurately place in layman's terms the seismic hazard estimates. I
need to make sure that I'm understanding the nomenclature for expressing the seismic core-damage
frequencies. Let's say there's an estimate expressed as "2.5E-06." (I'm looking at Table D-2 of the
safety/risk assessment of August 2010.) I believe that this expression means the same as 2.5 x 10^06, or 0.0000025, or 2.5 divided by one million. In layman's terms, that means an expectation, on
average, of 2.5 events every million years, or once every 400,000 years. Similarly, "2.5E-05"
would be 2.5 divided by 100,000, or 2.5 events every 100,000 years, on average, or once every
40,000 years. Is this correct?
2. These documents give updated probabilistic seismic hazard estimates for existing nuclear power
plants in the Central and Eastern U.S. What document has the latest seismic hazard estimates
(probabilistic or not) for existing nuclear power plants in the Western U.S.?
3. The documents refer to newer data on the way. Have NRC, USGS et al. released those? I'm
referring to this: "New consensus seismic-hazard estimates will become available in late 2010 or
early 2011 (these are a product of a joint NRC, U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) project). These consensus seismic
hazard estimates will supersede the existing EPRI, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and
USGS hazard estimates used in the GI-199 Safety/Risk Assessment."
4. What is the timetable now for consideration of any regulatory changes from this research?

Thank you for your help.
Regards,
Bill Dedman

.This e-mail message and attached documents are confidential; intended only for the named recipient(s) above and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential, proprietary, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copy of this
communication is strictly prohibited. No waiver of privilege, confidence or otherwise is intended by virtue of this communication. If you
have received this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please immediately notify the sender, destroy all copies and
delete this e-mail message from your computer. Thank you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Reid. Paula
Burnell. Scott
CBS Evening News w/Katie Couric - Rankings?
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:49:28 AM

Scott,
There was an article on MSNBC about NRC ranking risk of earthquakes in certain areas - does NRC
actually do this and if so, is there a link to the rankings?
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/42103936/ns/world news-asiapacific/#

Paula Reid
Research
CBS Evening News
212 975 6053

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Landau, Mindy
RE: Media Inquiry
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:47:00 AM

If you could,
From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:46 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: Media Inquiry
Do you want this or should I turn it over to someone else?
From: Akstulewicz, Brenda
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Landau, Mindy
Subject: Media Inquiry

Bill Sloat
Huffington Post
513-631-5224
Would like to talk w/Scott re: GI-199
Brenda Akstulewicz
Administrative Assistant
Office of Public Affairs
301-415-8209
brenda.ag,ýtyuleicz@nrc.,qo

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Clark. Theresa
RE: Update
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:44:00 AM

Thank YOU for picking up the slack!
From: Clark, Theresa
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: RE: Update
Yeah. I am going to get everyone who goes the latest talking points and Q&As, but caution is best.
Thanks.

